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PUBLISHER'S NOTE
We have great pleasure in publishing this English rendering of
revered Shri Satchidanandendra Saras\vati Swamiji's Kannada
nlClgnunl opus - "Shan1cara Vedanta Saara" - for the benefit of those
devotees \vho do not Imo\v that language. Conling in the \vake of other
English books like ''1'he Salient Features of Shaankara Vedanta" and
"'The Science of Being" - both of them \vritten by Shri S\vamiji himself
- and '"'The ~1agic Je\vel of Intuition" - a transliteration of S\vanliji's
Kannada book, "Paramaartha Chintaanlani" by Shri D. B. Gangolli , an
ardent devotee of S\vanliji - this present \vork by Shri Gangolli is yet
another Vcclantic 1e\vel' indeed of inlnlense benefit to the true seeker of
Self-I(no\vledge (AaiTna Jnaana).
Ii is fairly \vell-kno\vn by no\v that any individual, \vho to study the
numerous Vcclclnlic texts by himself \vithout the aid and guidance of a
kno\vledgeable teacher \vell versed in the traditional nlethodology
utilized by our ancient sages and seers, particularly that colossus of a
spiritual preceptor, viz. Shri Shankara Bhagavatpaada, is nlore likely to
~et confused and confounded by the apparent contradictory teachings.
1'his holds good even in the case of many scholars, intellectuals and
anchori tes. No \vonder then that among the avo\ved follo\vers of Shri
Shankara themselves there seenlS to be a pronounced lack of
unanhnHy and agreeJllent in so far as the interpretation of the famous
"PraslhClClnCl n-aua BhaashuCls" is concerned. Most of the differences of
opinion \\'ith re~ard to the true purport of the Upanishaclic teachings
are due to a total ignorance of that traditional (Saampradaa!)ic)methodology of teaching as \vell as understanding. In fact. it would not
be an exaggeration if it is stated here in this context that unless and
until the genuine, dedicated seeker discerns this unique conlprehensive
1l1cthodology \\'hich nlns in and through the fabric of the Vedantic lore,
like its \varp and \voof, he \vill not be able to reconcile those apparent
contradictions. nor \vill he be able to attain that abiding conviction and
consullunation of Self-I{no\vlcdge propounded in all the Shrutis and
SnuiLis.

111at unique, conlprehensive methodology is based on uAdhuaaroapa
Apavaacia N!JCl(l!JCL" or the Ina.xinl of Su perinl position and I~escission.
After a lifc- Hrne research and sellless dedicated effort Shri S\vanliji
unearthed this Singular. profound traditional Iuethodology which was
inlplicit in all the UpClnishaciic texts but not fully understood by the
later COllunentators and teachers. l-Ie nleticulously correlated and
cOIllpiled relevant BhCLashya excerpts to substantiate his conclusions
and endeavoured to focus the at ten tion of all true seekers on its
iIn partance as \vell as its infallibility through most of his works.
InCidentally, Shri S\vamiji has dra\vn painted attention of his follo\vers
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to rely totally on the extant works of the three Saampradaayic teachers,
viz. Shrt Gaudapaada, Shri Shankara and Shli Sureshwara, so as to be
able to reconcile possible contradictions and conflicting theories.
Side by side with the tradition of Absolutism or Non-dualism
(Aduaita) which these great teachers have indelibly perpetrated in their
works, there were other Monistic schools which claimed to represent
the original Upanishadic teachings. Except for one honourable exception in Shri Sureshwara (a direct disciple of Shri Shankara) all other
post-Shankara Aduaitins, even while professing to explain
Shri Shankc.'lra's Bhaashyas, have succumbed either to the inference of
the ancient Monists or to that of the later 'dualistic' Vedantins and thus
lost sight of the only method which holds the master-key to the right
understanding of the Upanishadic teaching.
It is our finn conviction that this English trru lsliteration dealing with
26 important topics - several of them haviug given rise to raging
controversies in high spiritual circles - is asst.' redly the first attempt of
its kind and that it is sure to revolutionize many of the current notions
regarding the true nature or purport of Shri Shankara's Aduaita
Vedanta. We have brought out this handy publication at a moderate
price, despite the prohibitive printing and paper costs, so as to cater to
the needs of a variety of students and seekers alike. 1"his unique book
contains in a nut-shell the most reliable and authentic inforIl1ation on
Shankara's pristine pure Aduaila Vedanta. pure and simple. purged of
all later controversial and conceptual accretions. since it is based
completely on the onginal Bhaashyas by that world teacher. By way of
sho\ving the contrast. it gives a critical account of the distinctive
features of the sub-conlmentaries of the post-Shankara era and solves
quite convincingly all doubts and objections raised by the present-day
Vedantins.
We hope that fhis publication will be appreCiated by all critical
students of Aduaita Vedanta and true seekers of Self-!{nowledge.
K. G. Subraya Sharma. M.A.
SecretaJY, Adhyatnla Prakasha I{aryalaya
Bangalore - 560 028

Bangalorc Branch, Thyagarajanagar,
Bangalorc -560028

jauullry 15, 1991

Price: Rs.75
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Quotat ions adduced are taken from the books iudicated belo\v and are
En!!lish translations of:
1. Principal Upanishads with Commentaries ofShri Shankaraachaarya;

2. Brahma Sutra Bhashyam;
3. Bhagavadgeeta:
4. Upadesha Sahasri of Shrt Shankaraachaarya - all these published
by AdvailaAshranl, Calcutta, and Shri Ramakrishna Math, ~1adras.

Quotations from Svetaash\vatara and Jabaala Upanishads are from
'''rhe Principal Upanishads" by Dr. S. l~adhakrishnan, published by
George Allen & Un\vin Ltd., London.
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PREFACE
111ere are innunlerable books published in the name of Shri Adi
Shankara but to an unbiased, discelning 111ind it becoInes quite clear
that they present and propound tenets \vhich are fundalnentally
contradictolY to one another, as also doglnatic or doctrinaire in content.
It also beconles evident that even those enlinent scholars, who profess
and parade quite ostentatiously their erudition s\vearing by and in the
Ilalne of Adi Shankara, are intriguingly popularising variOllS but
111utually contradictolY nlethodologies and interpretations inier see
'YUh the result, those inveterate opponents and critics of
Shri Shankara, ,vho are ever ready to pick holes in his Aclvaila (Nondualistic) philosophy, are having a field day and an anI pIe scope for
critizing and controverting the great Achaarya's teachings. It being so,
the genuine seekers of the UlliIllate H.eality (viz. l\Ilullu1cshus) get. 1110re
often than not, confused and confounded. unable to reckon as to \vhat
is the genuine Inethodology of teaching of Shri Adi Shankara.

It is accepted universally that the genuine ,vorks of Adi Shankara are
his fanlolls Praslhaana Traya Bhaashyas \vhich are his original
cOlnnlentaries on the triad of authoritative canonical sources, viz. the
ten principal Upanishads, the Bhagavaclgccla and the Vedanta Sootras
(popularly going by the naIne of Brahma Soolras) , and these being
e..xtant in their original texts or forms \vith hardly any variations, there
is no scope or possibility for anyone to challenge their authenticity or
authorship. But it will be a I-Ierculean task. if at all, for the comlnon
people - \vhy, even for nlany scholars - to study all these original
BltCLCLShUas I11cticulollS]Y. sift and codiJy the ~reat savant's genuine
spiritual teachings of philosophy by thenlsclvcs. I rence, this
stupendous task has been at tenlptcd in this treaUse \vith a good deal
of success.
'the first and fOrel1l0st, as also an exclusive, feature of this treatise is
to dissect and diligently analyse all those dinlculties and anolnalics
\vhich nlay apparently be nlet \vHh by a seeker as he endeavours on his
o\vn to collate and confinn the teachings of the Bhaashyas. and to point
out all those iInportant aspects of those tenets to be-relnelnbered. 'rhe
second. but equally valuable. feature of this book is an extraordinalY
atteInpt being nlade herein to codify Adi Shankara's teachings under 26
different topics or heads of burning interest to a true Vedantin and to
give a big list of quotations or excerpts frorn these PrCLslhaCLna n'ClUa
Bhaashyas so as to substantiate and justify the codified conclusions so
dra\vn under each topic in all its \vide range of aspects or perspectives.
Perhaps, such an arduous attelnpt nlade \vith regard to so nlany topics
- especially those which have given rise to a great number of
controversies - being enumerated and elaborated upon in one single
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book is the first of its kind, or at least unparalleled. Thus it will not be
an exaggeration or a false claim if it is said that this treatise \vill provide
a nluch-needed opportunity for seekers and scholars alike to
ratiocinate and rUlllinate over a good many thought-provoking topics
and tenets.
After havIng stated briefly the subject-matter of this treatise, its need
in these present times and its special features, it would be in the fitness
of things to remind ourselves about the time, the place of his birth and
such other related aspects of history of this world-renowned
philosopher-saint. But it is unfortunate that barring the fact of his
place of birth to be Kaaladi in I{erala the other details of his life history
have become topics of raging controversies, and this confusion is
caused despite there being nearly 10 to 12 so-called "Shanlcara
VljClyas", which are eulogies pertaining to the AchaanJa's achievements
und deeds and which contain mutually conflicting accounts or
statelncnts. None of these "Shanlcara Vijayas" is written by a contemporalY of the Achaarya; besides, all of Ulem differ on the main points
and features from one another. Whether it \vas because his contemporaries did neither envisage nor cultivate a historical perspective or
\vhether it \vas because the writers of his time attached all inlportance
to his spiritual teachings alone (and perhaps thought that if his
doctrines are discussed and disserted, it would anlount to the best way
of renlenlbering and adoring hirn), except for the Veclaniic texts that Adi
Shankara authored and the post-8hankara C0111lnentaries and subCOI1unentaries on thelll we do not have any other clues to confhm the
facts of his historical background. I-Ience \\Fe have to content ourselves
'vith \vhalever spIritual teachings Adi Shankara has bequeathed to and
bestowed upon tiS through his \vorks. especlal1y his Praslhaana Traya
BhClashyas. and hy Sincerely to adapt and integrate, to whatever extent
possible. our present \vay of life. and style ofHfe to boot, in keeping with
the innate and hnplicit ethos of his teachings so as to be worthy of being
his follo\vers or 3chnirers.
'111ere exists a deep-seated mIsconception In certain quarters that
8hrl Adi Shankara was the founder of Aclvctila Vedanta (Non-duaZisnlJ.
'l11ere is no dearth, ho\vever, of evidence to prove that he belonged to
a line of traditional teachers (SanlprClclClClUCl) of spiritual \visdom
like Shri Gaudapaada, Shri Dravidaachaarya, Shri Brahmaanandi etc.
8hri 8hankara has quoted a verse in the TCliltireeua Bhaclshua \vhich
runs as: ")'airinle Gurubhihi Poorvam PaclCLvClclicuaprClnlaclnalaha,
V!}aa1chuaalClaha

Sarvaveclaantaastaanniluanl

PrClnatoClsnlUClhanl."

'1'his is a clincher. In the saIne lllanner, there are stateIllents in his
B.'il~Cldaaranucl1ca and Brahnla Soolra Bhaash!Jas referring to them as
"spiritual teachers \vho kne\v and belonged to the Vedanta
SanlpraclClaua." Fro III this it \vIll be evident that by the phrase
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- "Shankara's spiritual teachings" - it does not mean that they are his
own instructions conceived or founded originally by him. It also implies
that among the teachings of his predecessors belonging to this
tradiUonalline of preceptors these instructions found in Adi Shankara's
original Bhaashyas must necessarily exist at least in an implicit seed
form, but \vhich were later on made explicit by him to suit the needs
and circumstances of his times. Thus, in a secondary sense if we say
that these are ·Shankara's teachings' it will not be improper. However,
one salient feature about these matters we cannot afford to forget or
neglect, and that is: Barring the I{aarikas of Shri Gaudapaadaachaarya,
no other explanatory commentaries belonging to this particular
Sampradaaya of Advaita Vedanta or sub-commentaries thereof are
available now at all. Not only that. but also even the dissentions or
criticisms by Vedantins belonging to an opposite camp are not available
in their original forms whatsoever. Under the circumstances, it is
tantamount to saying that all the genuine traditional Vedantic
teachings up to the times of Adi Shankara have necessarily to be
treated as coming down to us exclUSively through his Bhaashyas alone.
How far these spiritual precepts are true and relevant, especially in
these modern times of civilization and unimaginable scientific advance.
will have to be found out only after the aspirants test their veracity by
adopting correctly the methodology that is enunciated and expounded
in a highly profound, rational or scientific manner by these traditional
teachers. One important fact. however, should never be lost sight of in
this regard. and that is: Because the Ultimate. Absolute Reality
(Brahman, Alman) that these teachers unaniInously and unequivocally
propounded is beyond the time-space-causation categories (why say
more, beyond all empirical dealings), there is no scope or possibility
whatsoever at any period of time, anywhere in any clime for anyone to
refute or controvert these truths (as they are immutable and Intuitive).
In support of this affirmation Shri Gaudapaada's Kaarika can be
quoted: uAsparshayoagoa Vat Naama Sarvasaliwasukhoa Hitaha,
Avivaacloa Aviruddhascha Deshilasiam Namaamyaham."
We who live in the world of 'Contemporary Thought' can hardly afford

to discard its parallelisms with the tendencies and theories of the
thinking world of today. But any true students of philosophy who will
take the trouble and pains to discern the common methodology and
unity of purpose running in and through all the arguments and
assertions in the present treatise will notice how very thoughtprovoking it would be for those who are genuinely interested in the
tendencies, theories (nay. vagaries) of Contemporary philosophy. No
wonder then that there are proponents who affirm that the Upanishadic
philosophy propounds apparently doctrines of Absolute Monism, of
Personalistic Idealism, of Pantheism. of Dualism. of Solipsism, of SelfRealization, of the difference between Intellectual and Intuitive
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dealings. and so on. and all these doctrines have divided the
philosophic \vorld of today indeed.
With the stupendous advance of scientific kno\vledge and \vith the
ever-increasing lueans for COlnnlunication and interchange of thought
forms or constructs the universe is indeed becoming closer and
consolidated into a single stock, so to speak, and the majority of the
Western philosophers cannot any more afford to look down upon the
tinle-honoured systems of Indian -spiritual (philosophical) science,
particularly the Veclantic science. It can be asserted without any fear of
being contradicted that the very same problems and predicaments
\vhich in the present thnes divide a Bradley fronl a Bosanquet, a Ward
fronl a Royce, also divided the Upanishaclic philosophers as in the case
of the Shad Darshana1caaras of ancient times. 11lose very pyramidal
depiction of the Ultinlate I{eality as on the basis of space and tinle with
the qualitative emergence of Life and Mind and Deity in the course of
evolution found in \Vestern philosophy is to be found \vith a striking
profound senlblance of parallelism here in the VeclanHc philosophy. In
fact, the very acute analysis of the epistemology of Self-Consciousness,
which we Ineet with in the Upanishads, can easily hold its own against
any siIllilar doctrine even of the most advanced thinker of today, thus
nullifying, nay rebutting, once for all the influence of that ill-conceived
and half-thought-out bluster of an early European Wliter on the
Upanishads that - '1bey are the \vork of a rude age. a deteriorated race,
and a barbarous and unprogressive community.'
Suffice it to say that this treatise \vill surely bring to the notice of
such irresponsible and chronically prejudiced critics _. whether
Western or Indian - 'the variety and \vealth of Upanishadic ideas on
every conceh able subject in the domain of philosophy', and then in that
event this book \vould have fulfilled its raison d'eLre. In conclusion, if at
all the present treatise points to any moral, 'it is the moral of the life of
beatific vision' enjoyed at all tiInes by the Jnaani, the Realized soul.
Now, a few points to be noted by the reader while going through this
te.xt. l'hls being a free transliteration of Ule original I{annada book.
entitled - "Shanlcctra Vedanta Saara" by Shri Satchidanandendra
Saras\vati Swanliji, of lIolenarsipur. of revered nlenl0ry. it may contain
many sentences which are long and involved desiderating some
el ucidation here and there; such explanatory relllarks or notes have
been given within brackets if only to facilitate the correct interpretation
or understanding by the reader. Secondly. this treatise deals with a
highly subtle, esoteric and profound subject needing an utnlost degree
of concentration of the nlind on the part of the reader (\vho should be
sincere and devoted. one expects, and not casual in his approach to the
subject) and hence there nlay be nlany repetitions of sentences,
phrases or t.echnical Sanskrit tenns with slight variations 1n their
7
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connotations to suit the conte..xt in \vhich they are used. But they are
relentlessly repealed invariably with a view to helping the seeker
(especially one \vho is too ra\v or inunature for VedCLnlic dialectic) to
cognize the real and correct import or purport only. For this reason
alone. this (defect 00 repetition lllay be condoned and construed to be
rather an aid (nay. a virtue).
'l11e English translations of the original Sanskrit excerpts of
5hri 5hankaraachaarya's extant Bhaashuas (original) are selected from
the books by reputed authors, lllainly from the Ranlakrishna Mission
Order. and are given in the relevant Chapters and sections. T'he
Chapters deal \vith many topics of Vedanlic philosophy. and since
several ofthenl have ~iven rise to controversies prevalent and kept alive
in sOlne circles. a diligent attenlpt has been Illade by the author to
thrash out the discrepancies and the discordant notes to be found in
the various interpretations (in vogue) in many present-day Vedantic
te..xts by taking recourse to Adi 5hankara's clarifications in his own
original Bhaashyas. As a result, many a familiar and popular notion or
conception held by even seasoned Vedan tins Inay be rendered to he
11lisconceptions. nay 11lisrepresentations or miSinterpretations of the
original text. Ho\vever. in such an event the reader should not have or
harbour any bias. rancour or lllalice at heart and with an open mind
(full of catholicity) should try to reckon the truth to his o\vn benefit.
An atteInpt has been Illade to arrange the topics in a thematic
sequential order to facilitate better understanding and appreCiation of
the genuine Vedanlic teachings of Adi 5hankara, to whose adoration
and Inenlory this volunle has been dedicated by me. Equally I dedicate
it to the memory of llly spiritual guide and Guru but for whose grace I
would not have undertaken such an arduous and ticklish task.
I am beholden to the Publishers, Adhyatma Prakasha l{aryalaya.
Bangalore Branch, T'hyagarajanagar, Bangalore - 560 028, for giving me
this opportunity to serve this great institution which is propagating
pristine pure Advaila Vedanla of Adi Shankara for over t"'vo decades in
the city. I am particularly grateful to Shri l{. G. Subraya Sharma, M.A.,
the Karyalaya's enterprising and energetic Secretary, for his unstinted
cooperation and encouragement in nly \vork. I am greatly indebted to
the Printers, Verba Net\vork SelVices, Malles\varaln, Bangalore - 560
003, who have left no stone unturned in bringing out this attractive
edition. Last but not the least, I am grateful to all those others who have
given me moral support and to tile readers.
B 1-5, Dattaprasad Co-operative Housing Society
10U1 Main Road, Malles\varam
Bangalore - 560 003
January 15, 1991

D. B. Gangolli
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THE ESSENTIAL ADI SHANKARA
I. INTRODUCTION
1. It is proposed to present in this treatise the essentials of Vedanta
(i.e. the Indian or Hindu philosophical science) which are acceptable to
(or authenticated by) Shri Adi Shankara. In the Indian continent many
Vedantins prior to and after that great saint have composed treatises on
Vedanta. But even to this day the special and inimitable features of that
great teacher's spiritual teachings have remained exclusively unique
and unparalleled. His spiritual teachings of Advaita Vedanta
philosophy are relevant. alive and Vibrant; are even to this day providing
thought-provoking concepts to the discerning seekers with regard to
their well-being and all-round progress here in this life and hereafter.
Shrt Shankaraachaarya, like the other ancient preceptors, has
writ ten his treatises acknowledging fully the Validity and authOrity of
the Vedas. His writings are, In fact, of the form or nature of
commentaries on the Upanishads. But, he has stressed the fact that
Vedanta philosophy (as depicted or taught in the Upanishads) has
expounded the Reality which can be Intuitively experienced (or to
be short, Intuited) here and now (while living in this body).
Shri Shankaraachaarya's extraordinary and exclusive opinion and
teaching is: &'That the Ultimate or Absolute Reality alone, which is in
consonance with Saarvalrika Pooma Anubhava (universally acknowledged reason or dialectic and Intuitive experience) is taught or
expounded in Vedanta philosophy". He has promised and pledged his
word of honour that by virtue of Self-Knowledge or Jnaana vouched by
the Vedanta philosophical science all the vicissitudes and ills of Man's
transmigratory existence or Samsaara will be completely rooted out;
hence, everyone (irrespective of his or her religious faith, ideology,
nationality or culture) may make a sincere and dedicated attempt to
attain this Self-Knowledge. Besides, this eminent preceptor has the
spiritual support of a prominent lineage of traditional teachers like
Shri Gaudapaada, Shri Dravidaachaarya, Shri Brahmaanandi etc.; but
Shri Shankara has nowhere in all his commentaries or treatises said
that one should believe in any textual or literary meanings or
interpretations on the mere strength or support of traditional tenets or
concepts. On the other hand, he opines that - HIf any school of
philosophy. whatever or whichever it may be, is defective and opposed
or contrary to one's Intuitive experience, then it is fit to be condemned
or refuted: on the other hand, let It be any philosophical teaching, ifU is
indisputable and cannot be invalidated by whatever means and if it is
1
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The Essential Adl Shankara

especially in consonance with universal or everyone's experience, then
that spiritual teaching or exposition deselVes to be respected, revered."
Thus the essence of the Vedantic philosophy taught by this world
teacher and which will be appreciated and approved by the present-day
spirit ual seekers In all its aspects will be presented in this small
treatise. It Is our fmn and fond hope that those true seekers, who
cannot by themselves understand or comprehend the subtle teachings
by directly reading Shrt Shankara's original treatises and commentaries
or Bhaashyas in Sanskrit, will find this book fully trust-worthy
and useful.
2. There exist already several Prakarana Granthas or his own
treatises in which the Vedantic methodology of teaching by
Shri Shankara is compiled. Among them some have become well-known
as works by Shri Shankara himself; some others are compiled by the
followers of commentators of Shri Shankara's original works. Because
these books are written in Sanskrit language, there is no benefit
accruing from them to those who do not know or understand that
language. Even to those who know and understand Sanskrit these
treatises are not likely to expound or teach beyond doubt Shrl
Shankara's pure Vedanta philosophy. For. they contain various
methodologies which are mutually contradictory: some of them, written
in a style bristling with bizarre and Jarring dialectic, are beyond the ken
of limited intellects. Many such books written so far in regional
languages are translations of those books alone: they too are replete
with these defects. Some other books, though they are written
Independently, are following the Sanskrit treatises virtually as their
replicas. In any of these books there do not exist the important
teachings culled out from Shri Shankarats Bhaashyas or original
commentaries. Especially, a Singular treatise which elucidates and
elaborates completely and conlprehensively the principal or fundamental methodology, which is the exclusive prerogative and feature of
Shri Shankara's pristine pure Vedanta of Non-dualism (AdlJaiLa
Vedanta) is not yet compiled in any language at all. In order to fill up
this lacuna this treatise entitled - "1be Essential Adi Shankara"
- Is composed.
3. In this treatise there are some teachings written In an orderly

manner pertaining to different topics based on statements collected
together from the original commentaries by Shri Shankara on the
Prasthaana Traya or the three categories of texts (viz. the Shruti
Prasthaana comprising the ten principal Upanishads - lsha, Kena.
1{atha, Prashna, Mundalca
Maandoolcya. Aita reya, Taitlireeya.
Chhaandogya and Brihadaaranyaka; the SmriLi Prasthaana Bh.agauaclgeeLa: and the Nyaaya p,.asLh.aana the Vedanta
t
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Meemaamsaa Sootras or popularly known as Brahma Sootras). The
Upanishads are fundamentally the authoritative sources of the
Vedanlic philosophy; because they form one part of the Vedas, they are
called ShrutL BhClgauadgeeta is a text contained in the epic called
Mahabhaarat written by revered Veda Vyaasa in order to explain and
elucidate the purport and teachings of the Shrutis; because this
Bhagauadgeeta is written by remembering or memorising the teachings
and purport of the Shrutis, that text is called SmriH; Vedanta
Meenlaamsaa Sootras (or the Brahma Sootras) is a text of the form of

aphorisms written by Shri Baadaraayana in order to determine the
spiritual teaching purported to be expounded in the Upanishads along
with the concurrence of Bhagauadgeeta by means of and on the
strength of Yukti or dialectic: hence, it is called Nyaaya Prasthaana.
Because these three categories of texts, viz. Shruti, Smriti and Nyaaya,
have ventured out in three different paths or approaches, each one
adopting its own exclusive viewpoint or perspective, to depict the
spiritual teaching of Vedanta, they are customarily termed "Prasthaana
n-aya", meaning three paths or approaches. In this book we have
predominantly reckoned the commentaries of Shri Shankara on the
Prasthana n-aya alone as the valid or authoritative means to establish
the validity or veracity of any spiritual teaching. The readers may
deternline or judge that teachings contrary to those found in these
Bhaashyas - irrespective of the fact that they may be any texts or
treatises by any great post-Shankara author - are not pure Aduaita
Vedanta of Adi Shankara.
4. In these days it Is to be found, to a great extent, that those who
teach Vedanta philosophy to the common run of people are doing so by
mixing up alien methodologies of different Darshanas or schools of
philosophy like Saankhya. 1"'09a, Nyaaya, Vaisheshika and Poorua
Meemaamsaa etc. It is also a fact that Shri Shankara has at various
places in his Bhaashyas written his opinions blending the paths or
approaches of the remaining Darshanas in Vedanta. "Paramatam
Apratishtddham Anunlatam Bhauali" (Sootra Bhaashya 2-4-12). He has
utilized the TantTa YukH or pragmatic axiom of "What we have not
refu ted as not proper in the teachings of other schools of philosophy,
that may be taken as acceptable to us to be true". 'rherefore. it is not at
all wrong or improper if from the point of view of grasping or
comprehending the essential purport. other reasonable methodologies
are used. But discarding the Ultimate Reality of Brahman or Alman,
which is the prime purport of Vedanta philosophy. either to reckon
the other philosophical texts alone to comprise wholly the genuine
Vedantic philosophy or to acknowledge methodologies contrary to the
VedanLic methodology can never be proper or justifiable. Hence, we will
keep on pointing out here and there the dialectic methods of the other
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schools of philosophy which are refuted or condemned in the
Prasthaana Traya Bhaashyas.

6. In order to explain the purport of Shri Shankara's Bhaashyas
there are Vyaakhyaanas or sub-commentaries. But those
Vyaakhyaanas have employed methodologies which are contrary to
the original Bhaashyas. Vaartikas, which are written by way of further
explaining the Bhaashyas on the Brihadaaranyaka and the Taittireeya
Upanishads, commentaries called Panchapaadika and Bhaamat~ which
are available with regard to Vedanta Meemaamsaa Bhaashya
(of 5hri 5hankara) - are predominant among such Vyaakhyaanas or
sub-commentaries. Because all these three Vyaakhyaanas are
mutually contradictory, we have not taken them for consideration or
examination here in this book. Those teachings which are not contrary
to the methodology which we have acknowledged (in this treatis~) may
be accepted or grasped by the true seekers from the viewpoint of
understanding or cognizing the essential purport, i.e. the Ultimate
Reality of Atman, even from these Vyaakhyaanas and there cannot be
any objection whatsoever tn doing so. But in this treatise which we have
compiled for the sake of those aspirants who wish to know the pristine
pure Vedanta philosophy of Adi Shankara alone (totally based on his
own original Bhaashyas on the Prasthaana Traya) we have purposefully
kept out of consideration these Vyaakhyaanas.
6. 5h11 Shankara has used some Paaribhaashika Shabdas or tech-

nical terms, some Drishtaantas or illustrations as also some Nyaayas or
axioms in his works. The present-day VedanUns have conceived, in
addition to those terms, certain other technical terms; they have used
those technical terms and illustrations which Shri Shankara has
utilized in a different manner and with a different connotation, and they
have, as a result. drawn different conclusions; either they have not
taken into the reckoning his axioms as much as they deserved, or even
if they have considered his axioms, they have conceived a different
meaning or interpretation for them. In order to bring home this lapse on
their part to the seekers we have used in this treatise. to a great extent,
those very technical terms which Shri Shankara has utilized; not only
we have mentioned the synonyms of those telnlS at several places but
also wherever we felt it necessary we have briefly nlentioned whatever
different nleanings have been conceived for those particular terms by
the present-day Vedantins. Wherever necessary, we have also indicated
how and in what aspect the illustrations (used by Shri Shanlmra in his
original Bhaashyas) are correctly used and how they should not be
utilized in a parUcular nlanner with a particular sense. Indicating
briefly the relevant axionls, we have also brought honle the necessity of
remelnbering those axiolns. By this method not only the seekers
4
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become familiar with Shrl Shankara's style of discrimination but also
they will discern very clearly the immense value of his profound,
sublime methodology. Besides, with the help of this type of deliberation
the seekers can Imagine that, although books are published In the
name of Adi Shankara, in which such technical terms, illustrations and
axioms are used with different meanings or interpretations - or apart
from these. totally different terminology is used - in truth, all of them
cannot be accepted as the works by that great world teacher.
7. In this book, for those sentences from Shri Shankara's
Bhaashyas. which are alluded to in the brief footnotes for the purpose

of substantiation and authenticity, we have not given detailed
explanations, for their purport is, to a large extent, implicit or is
included in our main text. 111e complete meaning of those original
Sanskrit sentences in the extant Bhaashyas can be grasped by those
who have a smacking knowledge of Sanskrit, first by reading them and
later on getting them fully explained by knowledgeable VedanUns: or, in
the alternative, they can know from detailed English translations of
these commentaries published by monks of the Shri Ramakrishna
Mission, a list of which is given at the beginning in this treatise. It can
be affirnled here that for all those who aspire to know the quintessence
of Adi Shankara's pristine pure Vedanta the text in this book is sure to
satiate all their curiosity and inquisitiveness beyond a shadow of doubt.
l'hose students who wish to study exclusively (for academic purposes)
the original Bhaashyas by Adi Shankara - if they do so under the
tutelage and guidance of a preceptor and then contemplate, it can
be assured that the prime teachings of the original commentator, Viz.
Adi Shan kara , and their real purport will be discerned. Thereafter if
they pursue their study by reading in a detailed and incisive manner it
would amount to their studying the Bhaashyas in a 'Samaasa-Vyaasa
PaddhaLi' (method of studying first in a brief manner followed by a
detailed and elaborate manner). This treatise will provide a greater help
and guidance to those superior students or post-graduates who have a
burning desire to reconcile all teachings of the PrasLhaana Traya
Bhaashyas after scrutinizing all of them. Especially to 'MumuJeshus'
(those desirous of attaining Moaksha or Self-Knowledge here and now in
this very life), who have neither the time or scope of studying all the
voluminous Bhaashyas nor the capacity to do so but who aspire to
adopt an ascetic's, anchorite's way of life following the principal
spiritual teachings as taught by Shri Shankara even in their daily
routine for Manana (discriminative deliberation based on Intuitive
reasoning or Anubhavaanga Tarka) , a more helpful or valuable book
than this one will not be available. 1'hus this small treatise has been
compiled with a view to catering to the varied reqUirements of different
classes of readers and seekers.
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II. VEDANTA
8. The author of every text or treatise on philosophy should mention
at the outset these three objectives, viz. Abhideya or the subject-matter
of the text: Sambandha or its relevance and relationship: and
PrayoaJana or its benefit or the purpose seIVed by it. For, unless and
until the subject-matter dealt with in the text, the benefit accruing from
its knowledge and the relationship between the subject-matter and its
benefit are known beforehand no one endeavours to study the text. 1be
Adhikaart or qualified or fit person is one for whose sake the text has
been written and recommended. There is a custom or convention of
calling all these four aspects - viz. Adhilcaan.. Abhideya (or Vishaya),
Sambandha and PrayoaJana - together AnulJcndha ChalushtayCL 1be
Upanishadic lore as well as the philosophical t)r spiritual science in it
that is expounded is called Vedanta by the .mowledgeable scholars.
1'herefore, either with regard to the Upanishac Ie texts or with regard to
the spiritual science of Vedanta expounded in it the Anubandha
Chatushtaya has to be first of all explained as a matter of convention.
9. 1'here are many Vedantic schools of philosophy. There are many
people who have written conlnlentaries on Praslhaana n-aya. In the
southern parts of India nowadays connnentaries by three preceptors,
viz. Madhwa, Rarunaanuja and Shankara, are in vogue. l'his treatise,
which we have cOIupiled, is the Vedanta philosophy in consonance or
agreenlent with 5hri 5hankara's Bhaashyas. l"he special features of
this Vedanta have been already mentioned by us in section no. 1 briefly.
Henceforth we will use the word "Vedanta" with reference to
5hri 5hankara's Vedanta alone. "rhe text that we have now compiled
has been given the nanle of- ·...rhe Essential Adi Shankara". Because it
signifies the essentials of Vedanta philosophy approved by Adi
Shankara and because it contains the very essence of Vedanta
philosophical (or spiritual) science. which is "Shankara". nleaning. that
which bestows nlaierial or nlundane prosperity upon Jeeuas or souls,
this treatise can be given the signil1cant appellation of ·...rhe Essential
Adi Shankara".
10. For Vedanta philosophy the Abhicleya or subject-matter is
Brahnlan. the UltiInate Reality. Because Brahnla Vidya or kno\vledge of
Brahman destroys the bondage of Samsaara or transIlligratory life or
existence of those devotees who exaInine or deliberate upon It (Brahnla
Viclya) with dedication and discrirnination and because it enables them
to attain that Brahnlanhood or what goes in spirit ual parlance as SelfKnowled~e or Self- Realization. this knowled~e is called (Jpanishad. For
this word - "Upanishad" - this alone is the principallneaning. In a
secondary sense. the spiritual texts which are the means to know
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Brahma Vidya are also called Upanishads. 1"he statements in these
Upanishads alone have been explained by Shri Shankara through his

commentaries. 1110se statements alone are the prime or fundamental
sources of authority and authenticity for the Vedanti.c deliberation.
Either those Upanishadic statements or the Bhaashya sentences
pertaining to those Upanishadi.c quotations alone we will go on
mentioning at various places according to the context.
1. Mu.Bh.lntr.p.81.

2. Ka. Bh. Intr. p. 95.

11. It becomes quite evident from the above description with regard
to Abhideya alone that Prayoajana or the benefit accruing from
Upanishad. meaning Brahma Vidya, is the destruction of the root cause
or the seed fonn of Samsaara like Auidya etc., as also the attainment of
Brahman. Brahnlan is verily our Alman or Self alone; Samsaara
(the transmigratory existence of the apparent form of the dualistic
world) is appearing in that Alman because of Avidya (ignorance) alone.
1berefore, it amounts to saying that, in a sequential order. the benefit
accruing from Vedanta Shaastra or the scriptural (Vedantic) texts
- because they teach or expound Brahma Vidya which removes Avidya
- is verily to destroy the dualistic world which is of the apparent form
of miseries and misfortunes of life and to help attain Alman or Self of
the essential nat ure of Brahnlan, the Ultimate Reality. Just as when a
person, suffering from a disease, is cured of that disease, he is said to
regain his health, Similarly when by virtue of Brahma Vidya the
calamities and miseries caused by Avidya are removed, the seeker is
reinstated or re-established, so to speak, in his essential nature of
Atma~ which is Advaita or non-dual, and this regaining one's
Swaslhataa (one's own essential nature) alone is the paramount benefit
accruing from Vedanta Shaaslra.
(Swasthataa,
Swaalmani
AuasLhaanam, Swaalnla PralishLhaa, Swaroopaavasthaanam all
these are synonymous VedanLic terms).
3. Ma. Bh. Intr. pp. 176-1n.
4. TaL Bh. Intr. p. 224.

5. Suo Bh. 1-1-1.p. 12.

12. Between Brahma Vidya (Self-Knowledge) and Brahma Praapti
(attainment of Brahmanhood) which is of the nature of 'Swaslhataa'
there exists a relationship of'Dleans' and 'end'; for. Brahma Vidya is
Saadhana or the practical means, Brahma Praapti is Saadhya or the
resultant fruit or goal. end. Between Vedanla Shaaslra and Brahma
Viclya there exists a relationship of the valid means of expounding the
Reality (Pralipaadaka) and the end product of Brahma Vidya
(Pratipaadya): for, Shaastra expounds Brahnla Vidya, which is the
PraLipaadya (that which is expounded). All this we have stated above.
7
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If the Sambandha or relationship between Jnaana Kaanda (the part of
the Vedas which contains the Upanishads) and the preceding portion of
the Vedas, viz. Karma Kaanda, is discerned, it will be understood as to
which new subject-matter or topic has been expounded in the
Upanishads. Karma Kaanda portion is that which elucidates the
stratagem or device of acquiring the desires which Atman (Jeeva) wishes
to be fulfilled in other births or Dehaantar~ as also getting rid of the
undesirable things. This topic of Vidya and Avidya which are the
causes for Ishta Praapti (acquisition of the desirable things) and
Anishtha Nivrutti (getting rid of undesirable things) will be explained in
due course (in sections 30, 31).
7. Br. Bh. Intr. pp. 4 & 5.

6. Tai. Bh. Intr. p. 223.

13. It becomes evident now that those who have got rid of Avidya and
have an aspIration to get themselves established in the essential nature
of Atman alone are the Adhikaaris (the qualified persons) to deliberate
upon the teachings of this Shaastra. But because by merely wishing
one does not obtain the benefits, the question that - "Endowed with
which qualifications, will anyone become an Adhikaari to know
Vedanta?" - will have to be deliberated upon in detail. It is very clear
that because the Vedanta Philosophy is contained in the Upanishads
and these fonn a part of the Vedas, Dwljas (the twice-born i.e.
Brahmins, KshatrIyas and Vaishyas) alone who are qualified to study or
learn the Vedas are the fit persons to attain Brahma Vidya through the
study of the Vedas. It will be indicated in due course In this treatise that
Vedaadhyayana (the systematic study of the Vedas), Vedoakta Karmas
(perfonnance of rituals mentioned in the Vedas) - all these become the
cause or the means, in a sequential order and indirectly, for Brahma
Vidya. Therefore, obselVing the Dhannic (religious) rituals or rites,
disciplines stipulated for the Vamas (castes) and Aashramas (the four
stages in one's life) also becomes a contributory or secondary cause for
the qualification for Brahnla Vidya. But it is known from Puraanas
(Hindu mythological texts) that people like Vidura. Dharmavyaadha.
MaiLreyi etc. who did not have the knowledge of the Vedas through
Vedaadhyayana. people like Samvarta etc. who could not obselVe the
Aashrama Dharmas (disciplines pertaining to the four Aashramas or
stages of Brahmacharya. GaarhasLya, Vaanaprastha and Sannyasa)
also were Jnaanis (people who had attained Self-Knowledge or Brahma
Vtdya); in the Mahabharata it Is stipulated that the people belonging to
all four Vamas or castes should listen with devotion to the discourses
on ltihaasa (historical texts) and Puraanas (mythological texts), which
in truth teach the purport of the Vedas alone. In the historical texts it
has been stated that Samvarta and some others, who were indifferent to
the Aashrama Karmas (rituals pertaining to the four Aashranlas) were
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also great Yogis. On the basis of all these reasons it becomes evident
that (i) those who have undergone a spiritual course by
Vedaadhyayana and have obseIVed one's own respective Varna and
Aashrama Kannas become Adhikaaris to attain Tattwa Jnaana (the
Self-Knowledge) through the valid means of Vedas; (ii) though having
had Vedaadhyayan~ people like Vidura etc. who did not have the right
for Aashrama Dharmas, also become Adhikaris for Jnaana or SelfKnowledge expounded through the Vedas: (iii) people belonging to the
fourth Varna viz. Shoodras etc., who do not have the right to study
Vedas, become Adhikaaris for Jnaana through listening with devotion
to ltihaasa and Puraanas: {iv) even those who do not have any right for
Aashrama Kannas can attain Brahma Vidya through the study of texts
written on Vedanta in various languages other than Sanskrit.
8. SUo Bh. 3-4-36. p. 793.
9. SUa Bh. 3-4-37. pp. 793-794.

10. SUo Bh. 1-3-34. p. 230.
11. SUo Bh. 1-3-38. p. 234.

14. Adhyayana of the Vedas is to possess Yoagyata (the capacity or
qualification) necessary equally for the deliberations on Karma and
Brahman (the Absolute, Ultimate Reality). 1'he rudimentary physiopsychic excellences or capacities which are invariably needed for
Brahnla Vichaara (Intuitive deliberation on Brahman) are:
1) Intuitive deliberation with regard to entities which are eternal and
non-eternal (Nitya-Anitya Vastu Viveka);
jj) Renunciation of enjoyment of fruits or pleasures either in this
human birth or other worlds or births (Iha-Amutra Artha Bhoaga
Viraag a ha);
iii) The human wealth of having attained or acquired the six
purificatory disciplines of Shama or control over the mind; Dama or
control over the senses; UparaLi or introvertedness of the mind;
nteeksha or equipoise of the mind in the face of the pairs of
opposites like happiness and misery. success and defeat, heat and
cold etc.: Shraddha or one-pointed dedication towards attainment
of Self-Knowledge and Samaadhaana or steadfastness and
consummation of mental equipoise:
Iv) Afumukshutwa or burning desire for attaining Moaksha or
Liberation from the Bondage of Samsaara. If these four basic
disciplinary capacities have been achieved. then whether one has
deliberated upon Karmas or not, one can carry on Brahma
Vichaara: but if one does not possess the above four human
excellences. he will not have the Adhikaara or spiritual qualification
to carry out such Brahma Vichaara and thereby cognize or Intuit
the Reality. For this reason alone, Shri Shankara has stressed in
his Bhaashyas that uMoaksha. which is the fruit of Brahma
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Jljnaasa (a burning desire to know or Intuit Brahmanl, can only be
attained by Brahrrla Vidya alone which is endowed with Karma
Sannyaasa (total renunciation of Karmas or ritualistic actions); and
that for mere Jnaana or Intuitive Knowledge of Atman people
belonging to all the four Aashramas have Adhikaara or

qualification" .
14. Mu. Bh. Intr. p. SO.

12. Suo Bh. 1-1-1. p. 7.
13. Suo Bh. 1-1-1. p. 9.

means: Discerning by
distinguishing in the manner - "All the fruits of religious practices like
Kanna (scriptural rituals) and Upaasana (scriptural meditations) are
Anitya (non-eternal), and further, Moaksha or Liberation of the nature
of attainment of the Supreme Self alone is Nitya or eternal". It is foundIn everyone's experience in this world that what is done and obtained as
a result of Karma is Anitya. In the same manner, what is done and
obtained as a result in other worlds or other births too has to be
invariably non -eternal only; therefore. the ShruLis (scriptures) are
proclainling that anything that is eternal cannot at all be attained by
any religious nleans or practices which involve any action or deed
whatsoever.
15. Nitya-Anitya

Vastu

Viueka

means: Getting disgusted or
IndUTeren t towards the enjoymen t of objects or pleasures of this world
or towards the enjoyment of the objects or pleasures of other worlds
after realizing or recognizing the defects as well as the miseries in those
enjoynlents and thereby becoming disinterested in them or developing
an apathy towards theIne
nlaanlutraartha Bhoaga Viraagaha -

Shanta Dantaadi Saadhana Sanlpat - means: Adopting a way of life
In which the six dIsCiplines, viz. Shama, Dama, Uparali. nleeksha,
Shraddha and Sanlaadhaana - mentioned in Ule previous section

- so as to acquire hUIllan excellences.
Muntu1csllutwa - nleans: EntertainIng an aspiration for attaining
Liberation or Beatitude, i.e getting rid of Samsaara Bandha (the
shackles of this translnigratory existence of repeated births and
deaths). 1'hese will be further explained in the context of deliberations
on Saadhana or spiritual practices.
15. Ch. Up. and Bh. 8-1-6. p. 582.
16. Mu. Up. 1-2-12. pp. 108 & 109.
17. Ka. Up. 1-2-10. p. 135;
Ka. Up. Bh. 1-2-10. pp. 135. 136.

1S. Ch. Up. 5-10-S. p. 375;
Ch. Bh. 5-10-8. p. 376.
19. Br. Up. 4-4-23. p. 765.
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III. THE SALIENT FEATURES OF SHANKARA'S VEDANTA
16. Although Vedanta philosophy has the four features like
Abhidey~ etc. and hence it is established that one should deliberate
upon the Vedanta philosophical science, the question - UWhy should
the aspirant deliberate upon Adi 5hankara's (Advaita) Vedanta
philosophy alone?" - arises and the answer is: It has already been
briefly mentioned in (section 1) as to what are the salient features of
5hrt Shankara's philosophy. Even so, here there is a need to discuss in
sonle detail that topic. lbe readers may ask questions like: Prior to 5hri
5hankaraachaarya were there no Vedantins at all? Even today there are
nluny, is it not? In examining Shli Shankara's Vedanta philosophy
exclusively what extraordinary benefit accrues?
Except for the Mandookya I{aarikas by Shri Gaudapaadaachaarya,
5hri Shankara's grand preceptor, no Vedanta treatises whatsoever,
older than those ]{aaTikas, are fully available to us. In the postShankara period a treatise on Advaila Vedanta called "Brahma Siddhi",
written by a Vedantin by name Mandana Mishra, came to light some
years ago. Now Vedanta methodolo~ies propounded by some
conllnentators like Raanlaanuja and Mac1hwa, who have followed or
adopted Dvaila philosophy, are also in vogue. But the extraorc1inalY or
special feature of the methodolo~ of Vedantins who follow the
traditional school of philosophy of 5hri Shankc.'1ra is the teaching that
by the Aatma Jnaana or Self-Knowledge, which is born out of IntUiting
the purport conveyed by the Vedanta sentences. the fruit of
Saclyoamukti (Liberation from all shackles of Sanlsaara) can be attained
here and now in this very life. All the rest of the Vedantins have
interpreted the Jnaana I{aanda (the third part of the Vedas dealing with
the Intuitive Knowledge of the Ultimate Reality) giving predominance to
Vidhi (religious injunctions or stipulations). Nowadays even those
Vedantins who profess to be the followers of Shri Shankaraachaarya
blend or interpolate the methodologies of Saankhya or Y"oga and such
other schools of philosophy and sonlehow try to bring about a
relationship between Jnaana ](aanda and VidhL All these Vedanlic
schools of philosophy, like the rest of the schools other than Vedanta,
mutually oppose or contradict one another also; their o\vn philosophies
contain self-contradictions in their treatises themselves too. Besides.
they do not propound the UHinlate Reality taking the Vedanta
sentences alone as the authoritative sources or nleans. Shri Shankara
has himself asserted in his Maandoo1c!JQ I{aari1ca Bhaash!JQ that his
Advaita Darshana or philosophy of non-dual Reality does neither
give any room or scope whatsoever for any Vivaada (dialectic
debate or polemics) nor for any Viroadha (opposition or
confrontation).
1. Ma. Ka. Sh. 4-2. pp. 326-327.
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17. If It is argued that the fact that the rest of the Vedantlc schools
of philosophy as well as the other non-Vedantic schools being mutually
contradictory or opposed to one another Is itself a defect in them,
then because Shrl Shankara's school of philosophy is opposed to all oC
them, it also is rendered defective or fallible alone. If it is argued that
the fact that the methods adopted for explanation or elucidation of
5hrl Shankara's philosophy, among themselves, are contradictory to
one another is itself a defect In them, then because the methodology
that Is expounded in this treatise also is opposed to all of them, it
amounts to saying that in this methodology too there exists a defect
only. It being so, how can it be detennined or established that what
is depicted here in this treatise alone is the genuine methodology of
5hri Shankara or that it alone is infallible or without any defect
whatsoever? - thus the aspirants may raise a doubt.
1be solution for this doubt is: Having taken exclusively the
Bhaashyas on the Prasthaana Tray~ which are acknowledged by
everyone to be genuine works by Shri Shankaraachaarya and to be the
authoritative sources, and having reconciled all the Bhaashya
statements - to establish the Vedantic philosophy on the strength
or support of those Bhaashya sentences alone is an exclusive
feature to be found in this treatise alone, and the discerning among the
seekers can realize this truth. 1berefore, the methodology and
teachings expounded here in this treatise alone are the genuine and
pristine pure non-dual Aduaita philosophy of Shri Shankara. 1'he rest of
the commentaries are mutually contradictory, contain contradictory
opinions within their own texts and finally they are opposed to the
original Bhaashyas of Shrl Shankara. 1'here fore , they do not by
any means teach or propound the pristine pure methodology of
Shri Shankara's Aduaila Vedanta school of philosophy. This pure and
highly rational, nay Intuitive, philosophical science of Shri Shankara,
which does not countenance any opposition whatsoever from any
quarter, determines and establishes the non-dualism of Alman or the
Self by means of the Shaaslraic statements as well as valid discursive
reasoning (Yulcti), and for that reason alone it is the "Samyagdarshana"
(genuine true philosophical science). Because they are opposed to both
the scriptural texts or statements and Yul(li and are having recourse to
dialectic argunlents which are contradictory to one another and
further, because they have propounded the philosophy of dualism alone
which gives full scope for Raaga (attachment or liking) and Dwesha
(hatred. dislike) etc.
the rest of the philosophies are
UMilhyaadarshanas" (misconceived, untrue philosophical systems).
BeSides, dualism (Duaila) Is superimposed upon, or misconceived in,
the substratum of non-dualism (Aduaita). Because Advaita is
Akalpita or beyond misconception, it is Paramaartha or the
Supreme, Ultimate Reality. Because such an Aduaita (non-dual
12
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Reality)

is

expounded also, Shri Shankara's philosophy is a
"Samyagdarshana". 1111s fact has been clarified by Shrt Shankara in
his Bhaashya on Shri Gaudapaada's Maandookya Kaarikas 3-17, 18.
Because all the methodologies, which the present-day Vedantins are
adopting or accepting, are either directly or indirectly, in the ultimate
analysis, culminating in Duaita (the empirical region of duality) alone,
their philosophies are all untrue or misconceived Darshanas (systems
of philosophy) indeed. Because the exclusive methodology that we have
elucidated in this treatise is revealing a philosophical science of Aduaita
or non-dualism (the science of the Ultimate, Absolute Reality without a
second), which is infallible and impeccable, seekers who are desirous of
Shreyas (spiritual solace or enlightenment) should reverentially follow
this philosophical science alone. This candid, frank assertion has not
been made by us in this context with any trace of hankertng for name,
fame, material gain or adoration: nor we have said so out of any
jealousy or animosity towards anyone. We have written this treatise
solely for the purpose of disseminating the truth to seekers devoted and
dedicated to the realization of the Ultimate Reality of AtmaTL
2. Ma. Ka. Bh. 3-17. p. 291.

3. Ma. Ka. 3-18. pp. 292-293.

18. The preceptors of other schools of philosophy also have followed

the Shaaslra. But they have not predominantly trusted the Shaaslra
alone: they have, in addition, believed in extra-ordinary logical or
dialectical devices needed for their respective philosophical systems or
teachings. Besides, because they fundamentally trust their own
respective logic or dialectical system alone and strain or stretch the
scriptural texts or statements so as to suit their systems or teachings,
in their schools of philosophy logic is given the pride of place or
importance. Therefore, they are Taarkikas (logicians) and not
Vedantins. But, in Shri Shankara's Advaita Vedanta philosophy
- for Brahman. who is Abhideya or the named entity which is the
subject-matter, Shaastra or the Upanishadic lore alone is the
Pramaana or the valid, authentic, authoritative means or source.
Shri Shankara's dictum that - "Shaaslra alone is the valid means or
authoritative source to signify Brahman. the Ultimate Reality" - is in
consonance with the aphorism or Soolra. viz. "Shaaslra Yoanitwaai"
- (Brahma Soolra 1-1-3) - of the Vedanta Meemaamsaa Soolras. For
this reason alone, Shri Shankara's is the true or genuine Vedanta
Philosophy. Shaasira. Veda. Shruti. Vedanta. Upanishad. Aagama - all
these are synonyms.
4. SUo Bh. 1-1-3. p. 18.

5. Suo Bh. 2-1-11. p. 322.

19. 1bose very Shaastras alone which Shri Shankara had believed in

or trusted were relied upon as the valid means or authoritative sources
13
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by the Vedantins prior to Shri Shankara for expounding their philosophical systems or teachings. It being so, what greatness or profundity
can there be in saying that Shri Shankara alone has adhered to the
validity or authority of the Shaastras? -1'hus some people may think.
Like the others Shri Shankara has not relied upon the validity or
authority of the Shaastras merely based on belief or faith. The
Poorva Meemaamsakas (Jaimini's school of philosophy) have believed
the Vedic statements contained in the Kamla Kaanda to be valid or
authoritative, because therein there do not exist any empirical valid
means which contradict or refute what is stated in those Vedic
sentences and secondly, because (they assert) the Vedas or scriptures
are "Apourusheya" (works not of human origin) at all. The opinion of
the other Vedantins is that the validity or authoritativeness of the
Jnaana 1{aanda sentences too is similar to this belief alone. But Shri
Shankara opines that: 1be doubt - "Whether the result or fruit of
Karma or any ritual, mentioned in the Karma Kaanda sentences,
actually or in reality accrues or not?" - may arise indeed. For, that
fntU Is "Par"oa1csha" (Invisible, out of or beyond the ronge of sight). But
because the fruit born out of the Vedanta sentences (to be found in
the Jnaana Kaanda portions) culminates in one's Intuitive
experience (here and now), there is no scope or room for such a doubt
to arise in their case at all. Shri Shankara has emphasized this point.
1'he special feature of the validity of the sentences which Is
acknowledged in this methodology is: In the case of Dharma Jijnaasa
(the pursuit of knowing religious truths) merely the Shaastra etc. alone
are the valid means; but in the case of the pursuit of knowing
Brahman or the Ultimate Reality not only the Shrutis etc. but also
Anubhava or Intuitive experience etc. are the valid means
according to the context or circumstances.
6. SUo Bh. 1-1-2. p. 15-16.

7. Suo Bh. 3-3-32. p. 705.

20. '1'he Vedantins belonging to the other schools also reckon the
Shaaslras as the valid nleans or authoritative sources and refute the
teachings of Shri Shankara. Even the proponents of Vyaalchyaana
Prasthaana or the later post-Shankara comnlentaries too, having
acknowledged the validity, authority and authenticity of Shaastras
alone, propound their respective philosophical systenls and refute the
teachings of other schools of philosophy. 1berefore, the nlethodology
that is expounded in this treatise will be one among many VeclanHc
methodologies alone and hence it cannot claim to have any exclusive
distinction which is not to be found in any of thenl" - 1nus one Inay
Jump to a conclusion. But, because the Vedantic discrimination
culminates tn one's Intuitive experience, to those who keep in mind
what we have stated above the fact of this opinion being improper or
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unjustifiable becomes quite evident and clear. For, there may be as
many methodologies as one may desire which determine the purport of
the Vedantic lore by imagining or conjecturing the special characteristics like Upakrama (the proposition at the commencement) and
Upasamhaara (conclusive assertion at the end) etc.; but, because
Intuitive experience is universal and common and the same to every
one. there is no possibility whatsoever for more than one methodology
to exist in so far as the question of determining or establishing the
entity (here in this present context. the Ultimate Reality of Brahman),
which is in consonance with every human being's Intuitive experience,
is concerned. Vedanta Shaastra or the Upanishadic lore predominantly
expounds the Ultimate Reality of Brahma~ which is a "Bhoota Vastu"
(eternally, perennially existing Reality): it is not possible to misconceive
or to conjecture in the manner - "A Vastu or existing entity is like this
as well as it is like that too; it is surely existing, as also it is not at all
existing". We do not mean in the least by this to say that the viewpoints
or aspects which are adopted or followed to determine or establish the
Reality cannot be many: but - 'to conceive or believe that the different
discrinlinative methods which are contrary to one another to be, in this
sense, genuine Viewpoints of different types' - it will never be possible
at all. Because even if a hundred statements assert quite contrary
to everyone's experience. in the manner - "Fire is cold; there is no
light in it" - they cannot be acknowledged as valid or true,
between the other unique methodologies which are based on the
mere premise of the absolute validity or authority of Shaastras
alone, on the one hand. and the unique methodology that is
adopted in and through Shri Shankara's Bhaashyas to expound the
Ultimate Reality enunciated in the Shaastras or Upanishads so as
to be in consonance with "Anubhava" (everyone's Intuitive
experience), on the other hand, there exists a very great difference.
8. SUo Sh. 1-1-2. p. 17.
9. Suo Sh. 1-1-2. p. 16.

10. G. Sh. 18-66. p. 758.

21. Some people have a doubt of the type -

"Experience (Anubhava)
too may vary fronl one person to another (to wit, it may be of a different
type to each person). lberefore, how will it be proper or justifiable if we
interpret the ShruLi sentences reconciling them with our individualistic
experience?" But we have not called here in this context the experience
of delusion or the extra-ordinary or abnormal experiences of a
particular individual obtained as a result of his Yoga practices or the
mystic powers that one has obtained by witchcraft or chanting some
Mantras or hymns etc. - by the name of "Anubhava". l"he Saarvalrika
Anubhava (the universal or every human being's Intuitive experience)
alone, which is not confined to, or restricted by, time, space and
15
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causation categories, Is truly, In the ultimate analysis, the real
Anubhava (Intuitive experience). That thing in the essential nature of
Being of which (i.e. in its Swaroopa) there is ever or eternally no change.
increase or decrease whatsoever and which exists ever in one and the

same form or nature - that thing alone is the Ultimate Reality or
Paramaartha, Truth or Satyam. The Knowledge or Intuition of such a
Reality alone is called Samyajjnaana or Samyagdarshana (the true
knowledge or the genuine spiritual science). Because Vedanta
Darshana (the spiritual science of Vedanta) teaches the Intuitive
Knowledge of Brahman in consonance with "Anubhava" (universal
Intuitive experience), here in this spiritual science there is no scope
whatsoever for any kind of difference or variance in everyone's Intuitive
experience.
13. TaL Bh. 2-1. p. 291.

11. Suo Bh. 2-1-11. p. 322.
12. G. Bh. 2-16. pp. 51-52.

22. Just because the remaining schools of philosophy are mutually
opposed, it will not be proper to assume that all of them are wrong. Why
should it not be believed or reckoned that a particular school of
philosophy among them is correct? It does not seem to be reasonable to
assume that Shri Shankara's Vedantic philosophy alone is correct: for,
it is a relevant doubt among some people that just as the staunch
followers of Shri Shankara's Vedanta had refuted the other
philosophical schools - which in the past people had believed to be
correct and these followers of Shri Shankara had shown them to be
incorrect - in the same way, in the future also at any point of time
some person may show that Shri Shankara's Vedanta also is wrong
or defective.
This doubt is not proper. For, among the schools of philosophy
propounding duality alone to be real, not one of them can be said not to
have an opposite camp or party. It is not possible at all to champion the
cause of their own respective interests of the proponents of one
particular school by merely refUting or solving the defects pOinted out
or levelled against their philosophy. We had indicated in the past
(section 16) that the schools of philosophy, propounding duality to be
real - being opposed to one another - give scope for Raaga and
Dwesha: thereby they beconle MiLhyaa Darshanas (pseudo schools of
philosophy). For the fact of all those schools being wrong or defective,
the only reason of any other school being opposed to them is not the
root cause. All of them by their very nature alone are philosophies born
out of misconceptions (Adhyaasa). For, they are not born out of, or
based on, the support of Pooma Anubhava (the conlprehensive.
consuInmate Intuitive experience or Pure Consciousness). Anybody can
doubt in the manner - "Why should not a philosophy. which depicts or
16
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propounds the experience of objects or phenomena which are within
the purview of one's perception, be formulated?" But that Is not
possible: for, the philosophical science (Darshana) of Advaita or nondualism engenders, or rather culminates In, the Intuitive experience of
the type - -The Ultimate Reality (Paramaartha Tattwa) is Atman alone;
apart from It there is no second thing or phenomenon existing".
Because once this Intuitive experience is attained, there is no duality
whatsoever, there is no possibility whatever of another school of
philosophy falsifying or Invalidating this philosophical science, much
less the Reality. If one acknowledges the unity (or rather nonduality) of Atman or the Self. it i. tantamount to accepting
Advaita alone as the Ultimate Reality; there is no plausibility
whatsoever to point out any defect in Advaita Tattwa (the nondual Reality). the one without a second to It. For, then it is also
accepted that the duality or second phenomenon of defect too does not
exist. Therefore, our assertion (section 16) that this philosophical
science is without or beyond any disputation or discursive logic is quite
reasonable and proper. The knower of this philosophical science of the
Vedas (Vedanta). gives up the defect of duality. which is the root cause
for disputation or argument, as belonging to the lot of the respective
proponent and remains blissful. Even his act of refutation of other
schools of philosophy is born out of a need of explaining or showing
their essencelessness (or being devoid of truth) rather than out of any
addiction or craze for disputation or dialectics like them.
14. Pra. Bh. 6-3. p. 494.

15. Pra. Bh. 6-3. pp. 497-498.

IV. ADHYAASA OR MISCONCEPTION
23. The essence of the spiritual teachings of Vedanta philosophy is
this much: "All this is Brahman alone: our Atman is Brahman
alone" - (Maandoo1cya Upanishad Mantra 2). In Brahman there does
not exist any world of duality whatsoever. The Sanskrit word 'Brahman'
means "huge, big". The truth that our Atman is an impartible entity or
ever-existent Reality. devoid of any world of duality whatsoever - is
realized (Intuited) when we see with insight according to the Shaastra
Drish1.i (scriptural viewpoint) - (Sootra Bhaashya 1-1-30). But if we
view from our present standpoint
(called Loukika. Avidya or
Adhyaaroapa DrishtO. it appears in the dual. divided form of "I" and
uPrapancha" (the external world): It also appears as if there exist many
Atmans or selves in the world and as if those Atmans are endowed with
Raaga (attachment) and Dwesha (hatred) towards things external to
them and are experiencing Duhkha (misery) concomitant with
transmigratory life (SamsaaraJ. This our viewpoint or Drtshti is called
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by Vedantins -

Avidya Drtshtt (the viewpoint of misconception).
Shaastra Drtshtt, Aarsha Darshan~ Tattwadarshi Drishti. Vidwad
Drishtt - all these are synonyms; Lnaka Drishtt (Sootra Bhaashya
2-2-3), Vyaavahaarika Drishtt. Swaabhaavika Drishti, Avidya Drtshti

- all these are also synonyms.
2. Suo Bh. Intr. p. 1.

1. Ma. Up. 2. p. 181.

24. All the miseries or calamities of Samsaara suffered by us are
caused from the viewpoint of Auidya alone. All that is Paramaartha
(the Ultimate Reality), In the ultimate analysis, is nothing but our
Alman. who Is Brahman, meaning that which is Impartible, indivisible
and non-dual. That in this Brahman the world comprising sentient
and insentient divisions does not exist in the least - is the
spiritual teaching of Vedanta Philosophy. When we follow Implicitly
the spiritual directions or instructions of the Shru.tts and the Achaarya
(preceptor who knows the Shaastraic methodology or Aagama, as also
who is rooted or established in the Intuitive experience of Atman) and
Intuit in our mind alone the truth that - "In this Brahman there does
not exist, In the least, any variety or manifoldness" - then all our
Shoaka (bemoanings) and Moaha (attachments) are got rid of. At that
stage all the mortal desires imbedded in our hearts are driven away or
they vanish, and here and now (while living in this very body) we attain
Brahma PraapU and as a consequence we who were mortal will
ourselves become immortal; all our doubts are cut asunder. Herefore
there does not remain or persist any particular mundane objective or
ambition for us to be fulfilled or achieved by performing any particular
action, deed: we become one of those who are Krita-Krityas (people who
have attained all that is to be attained in this human life spiritually).
1"hus the Upanishads are proclaiming. At the same time the Shrutis
(Upanishads) criticise, belittle the Avidya n,ishtt by statements like
- ''1bat person who persists in having or exercising the Avidya DrishLi
alone which prompts hiIn to perceive Dlanifoldness or duality - which
does not really exist in Alman - that person will get death after death
incessantly...
3. Ka. Up. Bh. 2-1-11. pp.180-181.
4. Isa Up. & Bh. 7. pp. 13-14.

5. Ka. Up. 2-3-14. p. 212.
6. Mu. Up. 2-2-8. p. 138.

25. 11lere are other schools of philosophy which have undertaken the
task with the intention or purport of expounding the proper, correct
knowledge to renl0ve Autclya (ignorance). But the Vedantins affirm that
what they propound as Vidya or correct knowledge and Avidya or
wrong knowledge are both existing in the world of duality projected
by Avtdya (nletaphysjc~ ignorance). Just as the Vedantins have
. 18
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deliberated upon the essential nature of this latter Avidy~ none of the
other schools of philosophy has done. 'rhe fact that - "Avidya means
misconception. delusion or wrong knowledge of reckoning one thing as
another" - Is known to evetyone. l"his misconception or delusion is
caused by conceiving a characteristic feature or quality in a particular
object or thing In which that characteristic feature or quality really does
not exist. l"hls wrong conception or misconception is called
~dh!Jaasa·. For example. to misconceive a sea-shell or nacre as silver
and one moon to be two Is Avidya of the form or nature of Adhyaasa.
Several such Adhyaasas or misconceptions keep on occurring in our
day-to-day life. But what the Vedantins say is: "Our Alman is the nondual Brahman: there exists an Avidya which misconceives by way of
Adhyaasa a world of duality that does not exist in the least. not even an
iota of it. in this Alman or Brahman." Not only does this Avidya
superimpose on. or misconceive in. Atman this Anaatman (not-seIO and
its characteristic features or qualities but also it superimposes upon, or
misconceives in. Anaalman or not-self Almatwa (innate. utmost
identification. meaning the Anaalman is reckoned to be. really our
, essential nature) and further the essential nature or characteristics of
ALnlan is misconceived to be belonging to AnaaLman. Because of this
basic misconception and mutual superiInposHion alone the delusion of
the divisions or distinctions of Pramaatnt (cognizer).- Pramaana (means
of cognition) and Prameya (the cognized object) - these three categories
are called in Vedantic parlance "Tripuli" - is superimposed indeed:
consequently. the Anartha (undeSirable calamity) of Samsaara of the
fonn or nature of Kartrutwa (doership. agentship of action) as also
Bhoktrutwa (enjoyership) has been misconceived in Alman. All the
Upanishads have the prime purport of teaching the Aalmaikatwa Vidya
(Intuitive Knowledge of the Absolute. non-dual Reality of ALman or
Brahnlan) through the path of total annihilation of this AVid!Ja.
7. Adh. Sh. p. 5.
8. Adh. Bh. p. 3.
9. Adh. Sh. p. 4.

10. Adh. Bh. p. 4.
11. Adh. Bh. p. 6.

26. 1b some people it may appear that the Adhyaasa or
misconception of the nature of mutual superinlposition between Alman
and AnaaLman (i.e. the 'I' notion in everyone and its concolnitant paraphernalia) is without the support of reasonable grounds. Although in
our workaday world it is common knowled!-!e that people misconceive
silver in nacre and a human being in a wooden post. in those contexts
or situations people have nlisconceived one Jneya (object) in another
Jneya (both being things or percepts external to them). 'Jneya' means
(technically) that phenomenon or percept which is the object for the
Jnaana (knowledge, consciousness) of the Jnaalru (the knower or
19
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cognizer). Because nacre and the wooden post etc. are the objects in
front of us directly perceived through the senses, in them it may be
possible to misconceive another external object. For, 'Adhyaasa'means
a delusion of misconceiving or wrongly knowing an object in front of us
to be another. But Atman is neither a perceptible entity to be known
through the senses nor an external object; (at best) He is a Vishayi.
Jnaatru or cognizer, one who knows or perceives. How will it be possible
to believe that the cognizing Atman. Himself having been deluded in the
manner that He Himself is the object to be known or perceived, 5uperimposes the special characteristics of that external object on Himself?
This objection Is not proper. For, there Is no rule of law whatsoever
that people always superimpose another thing on a perceptible object
alone. 1"he Ignorant people (Without exer( ising their God-given
discriminative faculty) superimpose on, or misconceive in, Akaasha
(sky, which is formless and hence invisible to the eyes) an impurity in
the manner - 'l"he lower region or part of this sky is polluted or is
impure'.'. Moreover, there is neither any rule of law whatsoever that
people always superimpose an object on another object alone.
Misconceiving Atman. who Is the Vtshayi (subject) as also Jnaatru
(knower), In the body and the characteristic features of the body in
Atman. who is the subject, people express in the manner - "I am of a
fair complexion: I am of a black complexion: I am an old aged person":
thus it is accepted by Naiyyaayikas (protagonIsts of the Nyaaya school
of philosophy) and such others that - 'People in general misconceive
Atman. who is the SUbject, as the body, whIch is the object. and vice
versa. Further, they mutually superimpose the characteristic features
of each on the olher.' Allhough the Poorva Meemaamsakas (who give
predominance or importance to the ritualistic earlier parts of the Vedas
and treat the end or later portions, called the Upanishads, of the Vedas
as Gauna or of secondary importance) and such others say or opine that
- 10 conceive the body, mind, the senses etc. as 'I' is Gauna alone and
not a misconception - because no one, in general, is able to cognize the
trulh that the body and Alman are each different from the other - it
should be accepted on all hands that this common belief or knowledge
of the people in general is a misconception alone. Besides, because of
the fact that Alman is Aparaaksha (of an innate Intuitive nature), He is
well-known to every one as their very essence of Being: for this reason
too there cannot be any objection whatsoever for the mutual
superimposition between Alman (SeIO and Anaatman (not-seiO.
Therefore, the statement to the effect - "People in general superimpose
mutually Alman and Anaatman and furlher misconceIve the special
characteristics of each in the other" - cannot become a fit target
for any kind of objection whatsoever. Adhyaasa, Adhyaaroapa.
Viparyaasa. Bhraantt. Vipareeta Pralyaya. AnyaLhaa Jnaana. Milhyaa
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Jnaana all these are Paryaaya Shabdas or synonyms alone
(their meaning being superimposition or misconception).
12. Adh. Bh. p. 3.

16. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. pp. 41-42.
17. Up. Sa. Pro 2-60-61. p. 39.
18. Adh. Sh. p. 3.

13. Up. Sa. Pro 2-52. p. 34.
14. G. Bh. 13-2. pp. 501-502.
15. Up. Sa. Pro 2-54. pp. 35-36.

27. If there Is a thing In which another thing Is misconceived, that
latter thing does not really exist therein: it is Just a false appearance.
For example, the silver that appears in nacre or sea-shell: the snake
that appears in the rope: the man appearing In the stump or post of
wood: the pollution that appears in the sky - the fact that all these are
absolutely, undoubtedly false or unreal is known to every one. If the Self
(Atman) and the not-self (Anaatman) are mutually superimposed
(misconceived), then both those things which are superimposed will
have to be per force unreal alone. The statement that the body, the
senses etc., which are the not-self are superimposed on Atman is
contradictory to valid means like perception (Pratyaksha), inference
(Anunlaana) etc. 1berefore, some people may iInagine that between the
Self (Atman) and the body, the senses etc. (Anaatman) there might exist
a particular relationship.
But this method of deliberation Is not proper. For, the fact or truth
that the body, the senses etc. exist in the Self is not to be cognized by
valid means like perception. inference etc. Since no one has been able to
cognize the Self and the not-self separately by the valid means of
perception, inference etc.. it is not possible at all even to imagine any
kind of relationship between the two. Even in case we imagine that the
body. the senses etc. and the Self are conjoined with each other, then
also it becomes evident that an absolutely pure (unrelated) Self (Atman),
who has obseIVed or objectified and known the two things, I.e. the Self
and the body, the senses etc .. being conjoined together and who is not
related to those two in any manner whatsoever, exists quite apart.
Besides. the inferential statement or analogy that - '7he conglomeration of the body. the senses. the mind etc. is functioning for the
sake of the unrelated or absolute Self alone who is completely distinct
from that conglonleration -just as the wall. the pillars. the beams. the
tiles etc. which are conjoined with one another to form a house. but
which are meant for the use of an owner who is not conjoined with
them" - is also in consonance with reasoning or a logical device. 1bere
is no defect whatsoever if it is said that - 'i"he not-self (Anaatman)
which is imagined or misconceived in the Self (Atman) is unreal like the
blue colour that is imagined or misconceived in the sky or empty
space". Though the Selfwho is imagined or misconceived in the not-self
is unreal in that fonn. in His essential nature of Pure Being He is real
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indeed. Therefore, it becomes evident or established that the superimposition (Adhyaasa) which we have mentioned earlier is nothing but
the knowledge (Jnaana) which is a mixture or blending of the two
things, namely, the really existing Self (Alman) and the unreal, false
appearance of not-selves (Anaalman) without discriminatively separating them. Asat, Asatya, Anrita, MiLhyaa, Vitatha, Mrishaa - all these
are the Sanskrit synonyms which indicate false appearance.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23. Up. Sa. Pro 2-58. p. 38.
24. Ke. Up. 1-2. p. 41.
25. Adh. Bh. p. 3.

Adh. Bh. p. 1.
Up. Sa. Pro 2-59. p. 39.
G. Bh. 13-26. pp. 555, 556.
Up Sa. Pro 2-56. p. 37.

28. If It is accepted that all valid means of cognition (Pramaanas) are
caused by Adhyaasa (delusion), then the distinction between valid
means of cognition and the invalid means will have to be erased out
completely. Besides, merely because Vedantins say that valid means of
cognition are caused by Adhyaasa. one cannot believe it to be true. If
this is true, then because the Shaastras too are a kind of valid means
only, like the other valid Ineans of perception (Pralyaksha Pranlaana),
inference (Anunluuna Pranluana) etc., they too will have to be said to be
caused by AdhYCLasa only. 'rhen in that event, it will be a mat ter of
bravado or an exaggeration to say that - "Even what the irrefutable
Shaaslra teaches is untrue: further, those who perform the rituals or
rites stipulated in the scriptures do not have a knowledge of an Alman
apart from their body." Therefore, how can wise, discriminating people
accept at all Vedanta which negates or refutes valid means of cognition
(Pramaana) themselves? 1bus the protagonists of valid means of
cognition or Pramaanauaadins may raise an objection.
But, VedanUns do not at all say that when one observes from the
em pirical vie\vpoln t the dealings pertaining to t he valid means of
cognition and the cognized object (Pramaana - p,.anleya Vyauahaara)
are not proper. In fact, VedanUns assert that just as the cognition ofihe
type - "I am the body alone" - continues to be valid knowledge till the
Intuitive cognition of the type - "Apart from the body there exists
Alman" - which is born as a result of tile instructions or teachings of
Shaasiras, In the same nlanner till the conviction Unt uitive experience)
of the essential nature of ALman Is attained, the enlpiIical valid means
like perception (Pratya1csha), inference (Anunlaana) etc. continue to be
valid alone. Whichever or whatever valid means they may be, without
being dependent upon the cognizer (i.e. one who uses thenl. the
p,.amaatn.~ they can never proceed towards their objects which are to be
cognized (through theln). But, without nlisconceiving in the nlanner
- "I am the body: the senses are Inlne" - no one can ever become
a cognizer (PranlaaLru). 1berefore. It is not possible for anyone.
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whosoever he may be. to negate or refute the fact of life that cognizership (PramaalruLwa) has come into being through misconception
(Adhyaasa) alone. Hence. the fact that - 'When we observe from the
Absolute or Transcendental viewpoint of Alman the dealings of valid
means of cognition, as also their respective objects of cognition, both of
which depend upon the cognizer - these empirical dealings are
evidently products of Adhyaasa alone: that means, they are all a
delusion alone" -Is indisputable and irrefutable. Besides, between the
empirical dealings of perception, inference etc. of man and the empirical
(instinctive) dealings of perception, inference etc. of animals, birds and
other creatures there does not exist any difference whatsoever. Both the
kinds of behaviour of the type - (1) when the external sensations or
percepts like the sound, the touch etc. seem to be congenial or desirable
the innate proclivity of wanting those things which project those
sensations or percepts, followed by the innate urge to proceed towards
those things or objects: (2) if those things seem to be inconvenient or
troublesome, then the innate urge to recede or shy away or avoid them
- are, at the time of those dealings, quite natural and common to both
·hunlan beings and the animals or other creatures. No one says that the
animals or creatures etc. in general cany on their enlpirical dealings
with a sense of discrimination or Viveka; hence, the empirical dealings
of human beings also, which are carried out with the help of valid
means (Pramaana) and the objects of cognition or perception (Prameya),
akin to those of the animals or creatures, are verily prompted by a lack
of discrimination (Auiueka) alone. 1berefore, we can say without any
doubt that those empirical dealings of human beings too are carried on
because of Adhyaasa alone. Although the scriptural texts (and their
teachings) are based on Adhyaasa. the special features that pertain to
them and are profound in them will be explained in section 51.
Pramaana means the instruments or media for proper. correct knowledge or cognition: Prameya is the object or thing known or cognized
with the help of or through the Pramaana; PramaaLru means one who
knows or cognizes through the Pramaanas: PranliLi means the proper.
correct cognition accruing through the Pramaanas. When we use the
terms like Jnaana (the valid means for cognitive knowledge), Jneya
(the object or thing cognized), Jnaatru (one who knows or cognizes),
JnapU (the end result of cognition) - we do so without any restrictions
whatsoever with regard to the veracity of the knowledge accruing in
those circunlstances. lne nature of the empirical dealings of Pramaana
and Prameya will be discussed in detail in Chapter VII (section 47).
26. SUo Sh. 1-1-4. pp. 44,45.
27. Adh. Sh. p. 4.

28. Adh. Sh. pp. 4, 5.

29. In the Vedanlic teachings of Shri Shankaraachaarya apart from
the metaphYSical Auidya. which is in reality the mutual
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superimposition between Atman and Anaatman, there does not exist
any other Auldya whatsoever. In order to get rid of, remove or root out
this misconception (AdhyaasaJ the steadfast knowledge backed up by
complete conviction of the type - "In truth, the essential nature of
Atman Is verily the non-dual Brahman devoid of any distinctions or
special characteristics whatsoever: on the other hand, Anaatman, being
unreal, like the elephant created by Maayaa (magic), or like the objects
seen in the dream. or like the celestial world seen in the sky, appears as
though It Is real" - by distinguishing and separating Atman and
Anaatman (by a reasoning based on Intuitive experience alone) is
needed. Thus to cognize IntUitively the essential nature of Reality by
distinguishing between the real and the unreal is truly Vidya. There is a
practice or convention of calling Atman cPratyagaatman' (inner Sell),
Kshetrajna (the knower or indweller in the body) and the Anaatman the
Kshetra (the dwelling place). Till one Intuitively cognizes by
distinguising between and separating Kshetra and Kshetrajna the
mutual superimposition between them (Adhyaasa) exists in all human
beings: it Is never known as to when exactly this misconception began
and when it will end. Because of this misconception alone the
phenomena of Kartrutwa and Bhoktrutwa are superimposed upon
Atman. All the terms like Auidya, Ajnaana, Mithyaajnaana,
Anyalhaajnaana, Mrishaajnaana, Vipareetajnaana, Milhyaapratyaya,
Anauaboadha. Apratiboadha, Anauagama - all these are synonymous
terms given to Adhyaasa. All the synonymous terms pertaining to
Jnaana
like
Brahmauidya,
Aatmauidya,
Adhyaatmauidya,
Aatmaikatwauidya,
Brahmaatmaikatwauidya,
Paramaatmauidya,
Paramaatmauljnaana etc. are the names given to the Intuitive
knowledge which determines the essential nature of Alman. If one
remembers this difference between the essential natures of Vidya and
Auidya, it will become evident that either the defects or imperfections of
Anaatman and their characteristic features which the common people
superimpose upon Atman because of Auidya of the nature of Adhyaasa,
or, on the other hand. the excellences of Alman and His special qualities
which the common people superimpose upon Anaatman - both these
are not in the least related or attached to either Atman. who is the basis
or substrate for this Adhyaasa or Anaatman. It also becomes quite clear

that to know this truth Intuitively with full conviction alone is the
destruction or complete rooting out of Auidya. In fact. all the
Upanishads have undertaken the supreme and profound task of
teaching the seekers this Aatmaikatwavidya alone.
29. Adh. Bh.2. pp.3,4.
30. G. Bh. 12-26. p. 556.
31. Adh. Bh. p. 6.

32. Adh. Bh. p. 4.
33. Adh. Bh. p. 6.
34. Br. Bh. Intr. p. 7.
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v. AVIDYA
30. Previously in section 25 we have stated that Avidya means the
mutual superimposition between Atman and Anaatman alone, but the
term 'Avidya' is more comprehensive or pelVasive in its connotation
than the term 'Adhyaasa'. For, by means of Vidya - that means, by the
light of the Intuitive deliberation on Atman and Anaatman - whatever
things or concepts are falsified and tUI the dawn of Vidya whatever
things or concepts do not allow the real thing or ehtity to be cognized by
covering it up or hiding it - all such concepts of the nature of ignorance
(incomprehension) or darkness are fit to be called 'Avidya'. Therefore,
all steadfast concepts (PratyayaJ which misconceive an entity or give
rise to doubts about it or which do not cognize the real entity are in this
sense 'Avidya' alone. Apart from this triad of Avidya no other kind of
Avtdya exists in this world. For example, to a person suffering from a
certain defect in his eyes an object in front of him may not appear: that
defect may blur his vision and give rise to a doubt as to what the object
In front may be, or it may make that object appear quite differently and
in a false manner. All these three kinds of Avidya disappear as soon as
the basic defect in the eyes is got rid of and the correct knowledge of the
object is gained: apart from correct knowledge or Jnaana. no other
phenomenon whatsoever can remove these three aspects of Avidya.
Similarly. the three types of Avidyas. namely. Agrahana or nonconception. Samshaya or doubting and Vipareeta Pratyaya or
misconception - pertaining to the essential nature of Atman are
got rid of only by the Aatmaikatwavidya or the Intuitive, cognitive
knowledge of the non-duality of Atman. Some present-day Vedantins
who are followers of Vyaakhyaana Prasthaana (methodologies adopted
In recent commentaries called Vyaakhyaanas') have imagined or
conceived that apart from this triad of Avidya (mentioned above) there
exists yet another 'Avidya', called Moolaavidua. lbey have imagined
that 'Moolaavidya'is the material cause for the world and a part of it or
a special feature as a state of consciousness, called 'Toolaavidya', is the
material cause for objects of appearance like the rope-snake etc. But
the Bhaashyakaara or Shri Shankaraachaarya has not mentioned
either of these at all: nor does it exist in anybody's experience in this
world. Besides, this their theory is totally opposed to the Vedantic
teachings.
1. G. Bh. 13-2. p. 502.
2. Isa. Up. 18. p. 29.

3. Br. Up. 1-4-10. p. 165.
4. Br. Up. Bh. 3-3-1. p. 451.

31. In our empirical state (i.e. while we are awake in this world)
Avidya exists in everyone's experience indeed in the fonn - "I do not
know thae·. Similarly. the Avidya of the form - "I do not know the
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non-dual Alman" - also exists in everyone's experience indeed. To those
who have not carried out completely the (Vedantic) Intuitive deliberation
the doubt of the type - "Whether the essential nature of Pure Being of
Alman is like this or like that" - does exist. In our empirical day- to-day
dealings too, because all human beings do have an innate identification
to the effect that the body, the mind, the senses etc. are our Atman,
Adhyaasa (misconception) of the nature or form of Vipareetapratyaya
too exists invariably. 1'hus although Avidya exists in everyone's
experience itself, some people indulge in mischievous child-like pranks
asking the question - "What Is the proof or valid evidence for the
existence of AvidycO" - but the fact that this trait (especially, in the
case of the so-called philosophers or scholars of the present tilnes) is a
matter of 'Imbecility and ridicule' is quite evident and clear. Because all
empirical workaday dealings of Pramaana and Pranleya are carried on
through Avtdya alone, with regard to the Avidya about Alnlan (of the
fonn of Adhyaasa) that we are considering in the present context especIally, if anyone asks for any proof or valid evidence (Pramaana) it
would be tantamount to an arrogant behaviour or foolhardiness, which
need not be pointed out. Even so, some Vedantins too, like people who
have ventured out to show darkness with the help of light, have
undertaken the futile task of showing the valid evidence (Pramaana)
for Avidya.
5. Adh. Bh. p. 6.

6. Adh. Bh. p. 4.

32. In our workaday world for misconceiving the sea-shell or nacre to
be silver and one moon to be two, causes like a defect in the eyes and
the object of perception being too far away exist; but sonle people ask
the question - "What is the cause for the Adhyaasa between Alman
and Anaatman?" Some people even ask in the manner - 'With what
material cause (Upaadaana Kaarana) has Avidya arisen? Like the clay
(which is the material cause) for the earthen pot, for this Avidya too is
not a material cause needed?" But this question is absurd. For,
Vedantins have neither accepted that the enlpirical categories or
concepts of cause-effect are real, nor that the Adhyaasa superimposed
on Alman (beyond the empirical concepts or categories of time, space
and causation, or for that matter, all duality) is an effect (having a
cause). ALman alone is the UltiInate Reality: all else, whatever it may be,
Is unreal, false appearance. '1bis Is the affilTIlation ofVedantins. From
this it amounts to saying that the concepts or categories of causeeffect are also unreal alone. From the empirical viewpoint, Adhyaasa
Is verily beginningless and endless; for that reason too, asking or
inquiring about a cause for this Is not proper. l'he concept of causeeffect desiderates the concept of time: it is the opinion of the
protagonists of cause-effect Uleory that the cause precedes the e1Tect
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(to wit. the cause exists first and the effect comes into existence later all
in one time series). But Vedantins say or opine that time too is a
misconception or a superimposed concept. 1'his truth will become clear
later on in section 105. 1herefore, to conceive Ad/lyaasa to be an effect
just like the earthen pot, pitcher etc. and then to ask as to what is the
cause for that effect is not proper. When those people who misconceive
or wrongly take the sea-shell or nacre to be silver come to know the
tnlth, they say in the Olanner - '1bis thing is a sea-shell alone; I had
misconceived (wrongly known it) to be something else" and nollhat they
knew that at that thue (of nlisconception) in reality a silver called 'seashell-silver' was born or was in existence. Hence. it has to be pOinted
out that those who have conceived that 'Toolaavidya' is a material
cause for sea-shell-silver are under the spell of delusion. From this it
will be evident that to ask as to what is the cause for Adhyaasa is not
valid or proper. For. there is no rule of law whatsoever that for all kinds
of delusion there should exist a cause; it is but natural for people who
have not known an object or thing correctly to misconceive it. Not
having Intuitively cognized Alman is itself the Nimitia-Kaarana or
efficient cause. 1'here is a practice of the Vedantins saying that
Adhyaasa has arisen, or is caused by, this lack of Knowledge
(or cognition) of our Atman. But while saying in that fashion we should
never comnlit the blunder of understanding or reckoning that these two
events take place in time and thereby have a relationship of cause and
effect. When viewed from the standpoint of the Absolute or Ultinlate
Reality of our Alman. there does not at all exist an entity like Avidya;
then. wherefrom can the categories or concepts of cause-effect enter
into It? How can the sea-shell appear as silver? How can the delusion of
a rope appearing as snake take place at all'? - With regard to questions
and topics of this nature there exists a great deal of discussion based on
a dialectical method of argument called "](hyaali Baadha Vichaara" in
several present-day Vedantic treatises. Because there is no purpose
served by or any benefit accruing from this discussion at all vis-a-vis
the determination of the Absolute, Ultimate Reality of Vedanta, we have
given up this subject-matter which is purely an exercise_~ a brainracking one at that - in futility.
9. Suo Bh. 4-1-5. p. 825
10. Adh. Bh. p. 1.
11. Suo Bh. 13-26. pp. 555, 556.

7. Ma. Ka. 4-78. and Bh. 4-78.
pp. 383, 384.
8. Adh. Bh. p. 3.

33. Orie should not take the literary meaning of our statement:
"Avidya is of three kinds. viz. Agrahana (non-conception or incomprehension), AnyaLhaagrahana (nlisconception, wrong understanding)
and Samshaya (doubting): further, between Agrahana and
Anyalhaagrahana there exists a Nimitta (cause) and NainliLlika (being
dependent upon a particular cause) relationship" - and formulate his
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understanding or knowledge of the essential nature of Avidya. For, all
concepts or categories like numbers, cause and effect etc. cannot be
reckoned without Pramaatrutwa (the egoism, 'I' notion as the agent of
cognition): previously in section 28 we have already stated (established)
that Pramaatrutwa (cognizership) cannot come into being or reckoning
without Adhyaasa. Therefore, Just as in the empirical sphere or our
workaday world when the sea-shell or nacre, which is perceived by the
eyes, Is misconceived as silver because of the hurdle or impediment of
that misconception or wrong knowledge and this is understood or
reckoned to be Ajnaana or a lack of correct knowledge, similarly for
Agrahana (non-conception), Anyathaagrahana (misconception)
etc. pertaining to Atman the Adhyaasa alone of the form or nature
of Vipareetajnaana (wrong knowledge) is the essential nature.
When Jnaana (Intuitive knowledge of the Self) negates or falsifies
Adhyaasa, none of the phenomena like Agrahana, Anyathaagrahana,
Samshaya exist whatsoever: because even the distinctions or differences of Agrahana, Samshaya and Anyathaagrahana are caused
(arise) coeval or coexistent with Pramaatrutwa alone, which is superImposed upon or misconceived in Alman, Shri Shankara is seen
dealing with or treating, in and through his Bhaashya texts,
Adhyaasa alone as Avidya (i.e. synonymous with Avidya) in a
predominant sense or manner.
12. Br. Bh. 1-4-7. pp. 139, 140.

34. It is customary for VedanUns to make empirical pronouncements
like: As a result of Auidya, Bandha is caused and as a result of Vidya
(Self-Knowledge) Moaksha is caused. The purport behind this teaching
Is not that Liberation, which does not really exist at a particular
moment or stage of life of a seeker, is attained afresh, or that a bondage,
which really exists in the life of a seeker, is removed or mitigated. 1his
fact will be elucidated in section 157 when 'Bandha Moaksha Vichaara'
or 'Deliberation on Bondage and Liberation' is taken up. The removal or
destruction of Auidya alone is the destruction of Bondage and the
attainment of Viclya (Self-Knowledge) alone is attainment ef Moaksha
(Liberation): in spite of listening to the Vedantins' statement - "In
truth. entities or phenomena like Bondage and Liberation do not at all
exist" - some people opine that Auidya really exists, but eventUally by
virtue of Vidya it gets destroyed. l'his is an opinion formulated by some
people without understanding or discerning the real purport and
subtleties of the Vedantic teachings. For. Auidya and its effects are Asat
or unreal: the Absolu te or UI tiInate core of Being or Vidya is Sat or
Reality (as it is nothing but the essential nature of Atnlan, who Is of the
very essence of Jnaana or Pure Consciousness or Intuition). 1'hat which
is Asat never exists; that which is real becoming non-existent is never
plaUSible. Even so, assuming or accepting this distinction of VidyQ
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and Autdya - the latter which exists from the empirical viewpoint - for
the purposes of spiritual teaching or instruction, Vedantins expound
the teaching that - "All duality is nothing but Auidya". What is the
essential nature of Auidyct? 1'hough Atman Is everything (Saruam),
Auidya shows Atman to be nothing (Asarua); although there does not
exist any other entity or thing whatsoever, Avidya projects something
as if it is really existing; thereafter, Avidya projects as if a desire for that
other second thing is born; it further prompts an action to be
undertaken to obtain or possess that object or thing projected by that
desire: Avidya then gives rise to a result or fruit. All this is verily the
prolific projections of Avidya alone. Although Vidya or Intuitive
Knowledge is not to be necessarily born in the form of Alman, it Is true
that In the empirical sphere a mental concept of the form or nature of
cognition to the effect that - 'Atman (our Sell) is of the essential nature
of eternally Absolute, Pure Consciousness' - is born; the fact that
cognitive knowledge negates or removes Avidya - speaking from the
empirical standpoint - is verily true. But from the Absolute viewpoint
of the Self if it is observed (Intuitively) then the belief or concept that . "In Atman, who is of the essential nature of eternally or absolutely
Pure Consciousness, Avidya exists" - also is Avidya alone; the
concept or belief that this Avidya is removed by means of Vidya
(Self-Knowledge) is also Avidya alone. None of these beliefs or concepts is 'absolutely' true or real: the Absolute or Ultimate truth is that
Atman Is the non-dual Brahman alone, beyond all concepts.
13. G. 2-16. p. SO.
14. Br. Sa. 4-3-20. p. 659.

15. Up. Sa. 16-37. p. 169.

35. For those who remember the truth that - "Whether it be Avidya
or its effects, neither of them exists whatsoever In reality" - the doubt
of the type - "How does Vidya destroy Avidya?" - to arise there is no
scope at all. Even if the seeker cognizes or discerns as to what exactly is
the essential nature of Vidya, this doubt will not arise. For, in our
empirical day-to-day experience the correct or true knowledge is called
'Vidya'. As soon as that Vidya is born. Aviclya gets sublated or negated,
that means. one gets the conviction of the type - "What I had known in
the past was not correct." For example. when in poor light a person
mistakes a rope lying on the ground to be a snake, with fear caused
thereby he keeps running helter skelter; if another person tells the
fonner in the manner - "Do not be afraid; this is not a snake. but a
rope only" - then as a result of that knowledge gained through that
sentence the frrst (deluded) person comes to know that the thing lying
on the ground is a rope only and thereby gives up or gets rid of his fear
as well as the consequent trembling or anxiety. Here in this context the
knowledge born out of the sentence did not procure a non-existent
rope. nor did it drive away an existent snake. It helped cognize an entity
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as it is. an existent rope as a rope: that Is all. Merely on that count the
belief or concept that It was a snake was recognized to be a
misconception or wrong knowledge. No change whatsoever occurred in
the thing. Similarly, while there exists Avidya or when It is negated or
removed, there does not occur any change whatsoever in the essential
nature of Atman (the SeIO.
18. Suo Sh. 1,-4-6. p. 257.

16. SUo Bh. 4-1-3. p. 821.
17. Br. Bh. 1-4-10. p. 148.

36. Many people are under the delusion that Vedantins have

accepted the philosophical teaching of non-duality but at the same time
they have also accepted tile 'existence' of Avidya. l'he real state of
affairs is not like this at all. Because the common run of people are
saying that they do not know Advaita (the non-dual Reality), they have
by themselves accepted or adInitted of the phenomenon of Avidya.
From this empirical standpoint alone Vedantins say that they will teach
Vidya (Self-Knowledge) which sublates or negates Avidya. 1"herefore, to
address the question of the type - "Who has this Avidya?" - to nondualist Vedantins, is a ridiculous proposition. One who admits that
- "I do not know Alman who is non-dual" - has necessarily to accept
in the manner - "I have Avidya". Some people raise a doubt in the
manner - "Because from the standpoint of non-dualists - 'I am
lshwara or the Lord Almighty' - who is omniscient alone, how at all
can I have Avidya?tI 1b that doubt the solution lies in the cognition of
the fact that if one follows or adopts the standpoint of non-dualists.
lshwara alone Is the Ultimate or Absolute Reality; then no one has
Avidya at all. Even to those who doubt in the manner - "If Atman has
Avidya, then how at all can one establish Advaila (non-duality) as the
Ultimate Reality?tt - this same solution can be provided. Because.
when Avidya is accepted to exist, the empirical dealings of our
workaday world are definitely accepted to exist and there is no cause or
room for objecting or doubting the existence of duality in the manner
- "If there exists Avidya... n. When the true seeker has sublated or got
rid of Avidya by means of Vidya, as there does not exist any empirical
dealing of duality. even Ulen there cannot arise or exist any doubt
whatsoever.
21. Suo Bh. 3-2-15. p. 613.

19. G. Sh. 13-2. pp. 512, 513.
20. Suo Bh. 4-1-3. p. 821.

37. 'What is the object for Avidya'? Because Atman Is non-dual
(Reality), there does not exist anything whatsoever apc.'lrt froln Hirn.
"rhere is no possibility of one getting Avid!)a, or being ignorant. about
oneself. 1"herefore, in the philosophical teaching of those Vedantins who
do not at all accept that another thing (second thing to Alnlan) which
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can be misconceived there is no meaning whatsoever to the phenomenon or concept of Avidya. is it not so?" - This objection too can be
solved satisfactorily by the above explanation alone.
For. from the viewpoint of one who has the Intuitive or cognitive
knowledge that - "Alman is non-dual Entity or Reality" - there does
not exist any Avidya at all. 1berefore. the question - "Who has this
AvidycO" - cannot be put to those who obselVe from that viewpoint. On
the other hand. one who has misconceived Pramaatrutwa (i.e. 'I' notion)
in himself. he has per force to accept that he has Avidya with regard to
Brahnlan (or ALman) who is his own essential nature of Pure Being. By
virtue of that Avidya alone he is said to be 'a Samsaaree'. Otherwise,
what was the need or occasion for the Shaasiras to have taught or
instructed Brahmauidya or Self-Knowledge? Is it not true that despite
the fact that one is Brahman alone he does not cognize It or is not aware
of It and only to such a person (who is ignorant of his own Self being the
very essential nature of Intuition) that Shaastras as well as the
Achaarya (spiritual preceptor) should instruct or teach in the manner
- "You are verily that Brahman ('1bat thou art)"? l"he purport or hidden
meaning of script ural sentences like - "Brahman alone originally. or in
the beginning. existed: It came to cognize or know Itself to be - 'I am
Bra/InIan' - and by virtue of that cognition It became everything"
- (Brihadaaranyalca 1-4-10) - is this alone.
22. Br. Bh. 1-4-10. p. 148.

23. Br. Up. & Bh. 1-4-10. p. 145;
pp. 156, 157.

38. If one accepts the teaching of Advaiia (viz. Alman is the non-dual.
Absolute or Ultimate Reality), there does not exist either any objection
or solution whatsoever. For, both objections and their solutions exist
only in the sphere of duality: even so, it is a nlystery as to why people in
general get some kind of a doubt or other (rather always some kind of a
doubt raises its ugly head in their minds) whenever the word 'Aduaiia'
or ·non-duality' is pronounced in their presence. If it is true that our
Alman is Brahman alone (i.e. the Ultimate Reality behind all creation).
does it not mean the same whether we say - "I have Auiclya" - or we
say - "Brahman has Auidya"? 1"hen. how COOle Brahman who is
olnniscient can have Avidya or ignorance? - 'rhis doubt is of the above
category. From the standpoint of non-duality. that is - "Atnlan is
Brahman" - no one. whosoever he may be. has any kind of AUicl1JQ
whatsoever. 111erefore. the purport of the teaching that
- "Brahman does not have Avidya" - is a proper or correct one
indeed: but at the same time the teaching or truth that - "Apart
from Brahman no other conscious entity whatsoever exists" - also
should not be forgotten. Further. it should be understood that
those who follow the methodology of Vyaakhyaana (or later
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commentators. I.e. some of the present-day Vedantins who have
been adopting purely dialectic methods or arguments without the
full backing or support of the all-comprehensive Intuitive
experience or Saakshi Anubhava) and entertain the concept that
- "Jeeva alone has Avidya; not Brahman" - have completely
forgotten this above philosophical teaching. It is indeed for this
unique purpose of reminding all of us about this fundamental truth
of the non-dual Reality of Brahman or Atman alone that all
Upanishads have undertaken their teachings or instructions.
24. Br. Bh. 1-4-10. p. 149.

99. After solving yet another objection which the followers of other
schools of philosophy may raise with regard to 'Auidya' malnly because
they have not kept in mind the fundamental teachings of Aduaita by the
Vedanttc science of spirituality, we will conclude this subject-matter
here. "In the teachings of these 'Aduaitins' who propound that no one,
whosoever he may be, has Auidya at all there will be a serious defect or
anomaly that the teachings of Pure Consciousness that is attained
through, or by means of. the scriptural instructions too will become a
matter of futility alone: further, even the teaching that Ajnaana Is
sublated or rooted out by Jnaana or Self-Knowledge will become an
invalid or unreasonable proposition. If in order to evade all these defects
or lacunae one accepts the concept or theory of 'Auidya', then
invariably one has to accept that this Auidya is attached to the nondual Brahman alone." This in essence is their objection indeed.
Although on the face of it (or apparently) this seems to be a very
strong or indisputable objection, in truth (i.e. when deliberated upon
from the standpoint of the Pure Consciousness or Intuitive experience,
which Is taught by all the scriptures using the method of Superimposition and Rescission or Adhyaaroapa Apauaada Nyaaya) this
objection fizzles out without any real content like a damp sqUib, so to
speak. For, what if for one who has Intuitively known or cognized in the
manner - "No one has Auidya at all: I am verily the non-dual ALman"
- the instructions or teachings of the scriptural texts become futile? Is
it not true that only for the sake of those who have no knowledge of the
Reality the sCriptural teachings are meant? Prior to one getting the
Intuitive Knowledge of the Ultimate Reality of Alman or Brahman alone
Auidya exists as also Vidya (Self-Knowledge), which sublates or roots
out Auidya, exists. When it is seen from everyone's experience that by
means of Vidya the phenomenon of Auidya is sublated or removed, who
can ever say that Vidya is futile? 1'he objection of the type - "In the
teaching or theory of the non-duality of ALman. the sublation or removal
of Auidya does not fit In or is not feasible!" - is not proper or valid at all:
for. everyone can in his own experience see or cognize (for himself and
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by himself Intuitively) that by the Intuitive Knowledge of non-duality
Avtdya is sublated or removed. Especially to raise an objection of the
type - "As per this spiritual science of Advaita it should not be or
cannot be cognized Intuitively like thaU" - is not at all proper or
reasonable. For, to doubt in the manner - "It should not or cannot be
experienced or cognized" - when actually in truth it is cognized or
Intuitively experienced, it is not rational or logically convincing at all.
The Nyaaya or axiom that - "Na Hi Drishte Anupapannam Naama" (meaning. when it is actually cognized, there is no question whatsoever
of negating that cognition) - provides a solution like a panacea for all
these kinds of objections and doubts indeed.
25. Br. Bh. 1-4-10. p. 150.

VI. ADHYAAROAPA (SUPERIMPOSITION)
AND APAVAADA (RESCISSION) METHODOLOGY
40. Atman or Brahman that Vedanta expounds as the Ultimate
Reality is devoid of all kinds of special features or characteristics.
1berefore, it -1s not possible either to indicate (or signify) to others or to
know by ourselves by means of any particular word Atman In Its
essential nature of Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss with certitude or
conviction in the manner - UIt is this alone". It has to be signified per
force by negating or sublating the features which truly do not belong to
Its essential nature. It is stated (in the scriptures) that a disciple by
name Baashkali requested his preceptor named Baadhwa to instruct
him about the essential nature of Being of Brahman and the latter
taught him by means of silence (Avachana) alone. (Not being able to
discern what his preceptor was intending to teach) Baashkali repeated
the same question twice more. Then the preceptor, Baadhw~ stated: &II
have been teaching It to you all along, but you have not been grasping It
at all. For, this Alman is 'Upashaanta' or an entity of the vety essence of
qUietude: in Him there does not exist any special feature or
characteristic whatsoever". In the Smriti like Geeta also it is stated in a
similar manner as: "It is not real, nor is It unreal". In the epic Bhaarata
it is mentioned that Lord Naaraayana who adorned or assumed the
macrocosmic form of Vishwaroopa told Naarada, the devotee of Vishnu
when the latt~r invoked Him, that - "My essential nature is not the one
which you are perceiving now as endowed with the gross features or
characteristics. What is being perceived by you is My Maayaashrishti or
magical creation. See that you do not reckon that I am essentially of
this fonn." For that reason alone, in the Shrutis (Upanishads) Brahman
has been taught by sublating or negating all the qualities or special
features of Anaatman or not-self; it is also taught that - ·tApart from
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indicating Brahman in the manner - 'It is not this, not that'
- there does not exist any other greater or better method of teaching··. The teaching that - "Brahman is devoid of all features or
characteristics." - is the most profound and principal teaching of
Vedanta.
Niruishesha,
NishprapanchCl. Nirguna, Nirdharmaka,
Ni raClkcl Clra, Nirui1calpa1ca, Nill.1paadhika - all these are synonymous

ternlS.
3. Mu. Up. 1-1-6. p. 89.
4. Sr. Up. 2-3-6. p. 337.
Sr. Sh. 2-3-6. p. 347.

1. Suo Bh. 3-2-17. p. 614.
2. Br. Up. 3-8-8. p. 517.
Br.Bh. 3-8-8. p. 519.

41. Just because it has been taught in the Shrutis that - "Atman is
'not this. not that'
one ShOll1d not reckon it to nlean that the nonexistence of the contra or the not -self. \vhich has been negated or
sublated, exists in Brahman or Alman; nor one should interpret it to
lnean that that contra (of BrallnlCln or Alnl(I71) exists sonlewhere else
(apart [raIn and in space) u\vay froIll BrnltnlQll. For instance, if it is
stated that - "Brahman is Adrish!J(l or that \vhich cannot be seen or
perceived" - it does not Inean eith~r that things like an earthen pot,
pitcher etc. \vhich arC:" perceptible exist separately or that the nonexistence of those things exists in Brahnlan. 1'he repetition of the words
- "Neti, Neli" or "Not this, not that" - has been employed here to
indicate a pervasive meaning (Fcepsaarlhct) or to inlp]y a comprehensive
outlook. '111e purport behind the SIln.lli staternent is \vhatever the
hlunan nlind can ima~ine or conceive Brahman to be, none of those
concepts. \vhatsoever they nlay be. is Brah711aTl at all. Otherwise. if by
the statclnent - "Not this. not that" - the hvo things known by them
are ne~atcd, the doubt of the type - "If lJr((hrllnll is not this or that,
what else can It be?" - nlay arise. '~Then seen or observed fronl the
vie\\,poin( of the SIlClQstras. the tca('hin~ is - "BrClhnlCln is one and one
alone. nOll-dual \vHhout a ~c('ond". In 8"(lIuHClH, neither the five
pritnordinl elelllents like Prilhui (earth). AJ> {\vater), Te::jc(s (fire). VCtCI!)U
(air) and AClkc(((sha (space) or their VClClsnnns (la'lent, potential [orIlls or
hllpressions), nor their non-existence. exist. Even the Vedic staternents
of the type - "Such and such a thing does not e..xist in It: It is not such
and sllch a thing" - \vhich are negative in their iInport do not exist or
pertnin to It in the least.
It

-

7. Suo Sh. 4-1-3. p. 821.
8. G. Bh. 13-12. pp. 528, 529.

5. Suo Sh. 3-2-22. p. 627.
6. Suo Bh .. 3-2-22. p. 627.

42. 'rhe rllornent it is stated that - "Such and such a feature or
quality does not exist in Drailnuln" - it anl0unts to having accepted the
fact that that particular quality or characteristic exists in reality
sOlue\vhere else: for, no one e\'er negates any characteristic or quality
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which does not exist anywhere at all. Whoever can contradict a
statement of the type - "'Ibis boy is not the son of a barren woman"? If
It Is stated that - "One should cognize or know Brahman" - it
Invariably amounts to having accepted that in Brahman there exists
Vneyatwa' (objectivity - meaning. the quality of Brahman being
objectified): It also amounts to having accepted thereby that Brahman
can be explained or described (to others) by means of a particular
statement. In order to cognize Brahman one has to have per force the
mind. 1'hus as there is no other go than to accept conditions like: (I) the
existence of Brahman. (it) Its characteristics or qualities which are
separate from It. (iii) words or sentences needed to describe It, (iv) the
preceptor who uses those words or sentences to describe It and (v) the
val1d means or instrument of our mind needed to cognize It - how will
it be proper or reasonable to say that Brahman is devoid of qualities or
characteristics? - This dilemma may be countenanced by Jljnaasus
(seekers of the Ultimate Reality) .
. Is there a way out of or solving this knotty problem? Yes, Vedantins
utilize a Nyaaya (axiomatic theory) In order to signify Brahman devoid of
all characteristics or qUalities. That theory is called - "Adhyaaroapa
Apavaada Nyaaya" or "The methodology of Superimposition and
Rescission". 1be method of teaching adopted herein is: First select one
particular Vtlcalpa (misconception) which the Ajnaanis (ignorant people)
have superimposed upon or misconceived in Alman and show that,
apart from or other than that particular misconception, there does not
exist a more extraneous or grosser misconception; then sublate the first
acknowledged misconception too by means of accepting another
(subtler) misconception.
In this methodology, that special feature which is taken wrongly
(or misconceived) to exist in Brahman exclusively for the purpose of
instruction is the Adhyaaroapa (the superimposition); that which is
negated or sublated is the Apavaada (the rescission): that which
falsifies -or invalidates any misconception pertaining to any entity or
thing, whatever it may be, and thereafter gives rise to the correct
knowledge about that particular entity is itself the Vaakya or sentence.
Just as in the case of a person who has wrongly known or understood
the directions like east, west etc., by means of a sentence of the type
- 'Ihis is not east, but west" - the Jnaana (correct knowledge) which
Is capable of sublating or falsifying the earlier wrong knowledge
(misconception) is born, Similarly in the case of a person who has
wrongly cognized that his body, mind and senses etc. are his Atman. by
virtue of a (scriptural) statement which signifies in the manner - "That
essential nature of Atman alone art thou" - that Intuitive knowledge
Vnaana) which is capable of sublating or falSifying (the earlier or innate)
misconception is invariably caused. Although In the statement of
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the type - "Not this, not that " - all the misconceptions which are
likely to be sllperiInposed upon Brahman are invariably sllblated, first it
appears as though the phenornena of the expressed meanings of the
script ural sentences (SilClIJda Vaachualtva) and the objectivity of the
mind (Alanoa Visha!Jalwa) are accepted. But because both Vaachyatwa
as also JneuaLtva are again misconceptions alone, this Vaakya
(scriptural sentence) sublatea or falsifies those features also. Not only
this; because even the VaakyaLwa (the abstract phenomenon of this
scriptural sentence denoting sOlnething is nothing but a nlisconcepHon, final1y the scriptural sentence gives up its Vaakyalwa and
subsides (to culminate in the Intuitive experience or cognition of Alman
as one's own innate Pure Being).
11. G. Bh. 3-3-9. p. 658.

9. G. Bh. 13-13. p. 532.
10. Ka. Bh. 2-1-11. p. 180.

43. "If both the Shrutis and the Aachaarya teach invariably by
adopting or utilizing the nlethod of AclhUClaroapa Apavaada, then does
it not anlount to saying that their statelnents too are based on AvidUQ
(rnisconception) alone?" - In this nlanner it is not possible to doubt or
raise an objection. For, behveen the Adh!Jaaroapa (superimposition)
that the l\jnaanis or the COllunon run of ignorant people have and the
AdhuanroClpa (superhnposition) that the Shrulis and the AachaaJ"yQ
adopt (deliberately) there exists a velY inlportant, predoIninant

difference. 1'he COnl1110n run of ignorant people who believe
(rnisconceive) one thing to be another do not possess the correct or
proper kno\vledge of the real thing. For exaInple, when they perceive
the brilliance of or the silvelY brightness of nacre or sea-shell, they have
invariably the wrong knowledge of the type - "'rhis is silver indeed"
- rooted in theln: but after they thoroughly exrunine the object
(lying belC:Hoe thell1) they get the conviction of the .type - "1'11is is not
silver at all: in truth, it is nacre or a sea-shell alone" - and at the sanle
thne the forIner lllisconccption of the type - "'T'his is silver indeed" - is
falsified or sublatcd. Even so, that thing Inay appear to thelll as before
as if it is ::;ilver, but no\v havillg cogni~cd in the 1l1anner - '''The seashell or nacre itself is appearing as if it is really silver" - the
discriIllinative kn()\vlcdge of the distinctions like - the superiInposcd
(Inisconceived) silver and the substrallun of the sea-shell or nacre for
that Inisconcept ion - is 'born'. I-Iowever. the deliberate superinlposiUon adopted by the scriptures or the spiritual preceptor is not caused
by Ajllaana at all: in fact. it is deliberately adopted or utilized by thenl
with full discriIninaUve (Intuitive) kno\vledge. In support of this, yet
another exrunple can be given. The cOl1unon run of ignorant (nondiscrirninative) people cuny on their elnpirical or day-to-day dealings of
the type - '''The sl~ (space) is black: it is red etc. n: but the
discrhninatlve and kno\vledgeable people, though having fully realized
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(cognized) that the sky never has any colour whatsoever, still transact
In their daily life in the manner - 'lhe sky is black, or it is red etc.
- adopting or following the viewpoint of others (i.e. ignorant, nondiscriminative people). In both these transactions in reality the sky does
not have any colour whatsoever. But especially the misconception that
the common run of ignorant people have is not to be found in the least
among the knowledgeable or the discriminative people. Therefore it is
not proper or rational to say that just because the knowledgeable
people carry on their day-to-day or empirical transactions by adopting
the method of deliberate superimposition all their transactions are
carried out in toto through, or on the basis of, ignorance alone.
It

12. Adh. Bh. p. 3.

13. Br. Bh. 2-1-20. p. 306.

44. If the question - 'Why does even the knowledgeable Aachaarya
Instruct utilizing this Adhyaaroapa Apavaada method?" - is raised,
then the answer is: "Because here (in teaching Brahma Vtdya) this
unique, exclusive method alone is the proper or correct device for the
purpose". Even in the empirical or our workaday world this
Adhyaaroapa Apavaada Nyaaya (method of superimposition and
rescission) is being utilized by teachers in our educational systems. For
example, all of us have seen the school teachers using some linear
figures on a black board for the purport of teaching numericals or
arithmetic, as also the teachers using paper, pen and ink and such
other means to teach the alphabet etc. to their pupils. In this context
the teachers do not at all have the ultimate intention or purport of
Instructing about those objects or means like paper, ink, pen or the
linear figures themselves; nor do they teach that the paper. pen. ink etc.
are themselves the numericals or arithmetic or the alphabet. In fact,
through these means which they use as devices the teachers inculcate
in the minds of their young pupils the subtle sense or knowledge of
numbers or arithmetic as also the alphabet. In the same manner,
utilizing the suitable or appropriate superimpositions which are helpful
in enabling the pupils' intellect to grasp or discern, both the scriptures
and the knowledgeable preceptor instruct about the essential
metaphysical nature of Atman. For them the goal or final purport is only
to instruct that Ultimate Reality of Alman and not to teach the reality of
the superimpositions themselves which they had deliberately utilized as
aids and devices for the prime purport of instructing about Alman.
However, between these illustrations (Drishtaanta) and illustrated
(Daarshtaantika) there exists a subtle distinction. 1'hat Is: In the
alphabets, numericals etc. because there are special characteristics like
sound, fonns etc. projected by them, using them directly as the means,
the subject-matter can be directly instructed, as it is, to highly qualified
students or pupils. But in the case of the essential nature of
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the Ultimate Reality of Atman. since It is devoid of any kind of special
characteristic whatsoever, it is not possible at all to instruct the
essential nature of Atman directly by any objective means or mediatory
aids. Therefore, whatever ways in which it can be surmised that the
common run of people are likely to misconceive the essential nature of
their Atman or Self - each one of those ways will have to be invariably
sublated or negated in the process of instructing the Ultimate Reality of
Alman. Therefore, Vedantins have quite necessarily utilized this unique
nlethodology suitably.
14. Br. Bh. 4-4-25. p. 770.

15. Br. Bh. 2-3-6. p. 346.

45. Because some Upanishadic statements like -

"Satyam Jnaanamanantam Brahma" - (Taittireeya 2-1) anc. "Vynaanamaanandam
Brahma" - (Brihadaaranyaka 3-9-28) - teac}! the Reality of Brahman
through the means of injunctions (Vidhimuk;aJ alone, and scriptural
statements of the type - "Brahman is not this, is not that" - do not
signify the essential nature of Brahman in a direct manner, this latter

method adopting devious or circumlocutory statements is of no benefit
whatsoever. - 1'hus some seekers may feel or think. But even the
methodology implicit in teaching Brahman through sentences like "Satyam Jnaanamanantam Brahma" - is also based on the axiomatic
system of Adhyaaroapa Apauaada Nyaaya alone; in that context too, by
superimposing upon the Ultimate Reality of Brahman characteristics
like name, form and action (Naama Roopa Karma) alone Brahman is
signified or taught: while teaching the essential nature of Brahman
Itself, as It is, the method adopted will have to be per force negative in
nature (i.e. the method of sublation of all kinds of special features or
characteristics in the manner - "Not this, not that"). In due course (in
section 66) we will indicate the Vedantic tenet of - UNo word or
sentence whatsoever can ever directly signify or teach the essential
nature of Brahman as It is". 1bus if we do not accept that the
Upanishads teach Brahman exclusively by sublaUng anything other
than. or secondary to, Brahman - then because of the defect of having
first said that Brahman cannot be known or perceived either by the
mind or the speech and later on (flouting or contradicting this very
stipulation) the scriptures start directly describing the essential nature
of Brahman, the scriptures become false or invalid means for teaching
the Ultimate Reality of Brahnlan indeed.
16. Br. Bh. 2-3-6. pp. 345, 346.

46. It Is not possible here to explain and to enumerate with full

details all the various superimpositions which have been acknowledged
and adopted In the Upanishads in order to teach the 1ranscendental
Reality of Brahman utilizing the methodology of 'Superimposition
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and Rescission'. Even so, we will explain some of the important
methods through the examples given in this book mainly for the
purport of instruction and guidance to the true seekers. They will do
well if on the basis of these examples given here they imagine similar
methods by themselves. Some scriptures first superimpose on Atman
objectivity (Jneyatwa) and then teach that nothing other than Atman is
worth knowing as an object of knowledge; some scriptures first
superimpose subjectivity or cognizership on Atman and then teach that
Atman is not an entity to be objectified or perceived (Aprameya) at all. In
some other sCriptural statements Aatmatwa or most innateness Is
superimposed on Atman and cognizers hip or Jnaatrutwa is sublated: in
yet other sCriptural statements Saakshitwa or Witnesshood Is
superimposed on Atman and Aatmatwa or the most innateness also Is
negated or sublated. In some sentences Brahmatwa or infiniteness is
first superimposed and later Alpatwa or finitude is sublated. In other
sentences, In addition to Brahmatwa or infiniteness Aatmatwa or
innateness Is superimposed and Paroakshatwa or Imperceptibility
(extraneousness) is sublated. In the same manner, the scriptures
~uperimpose or accept tentatively Vaakyagamyatwa or the capability of
being indicated by sentences and sublate the misconception of Atman
being a Prameya or an object of cognition through the valid means of
perception, inference etc. Other scriptures state on the basis of
tentative superimposition that Atman is non-perceptible or beyond the
ken of Vaak or speech and Manas or the mind, and then later on they
sublate Vishayatwa or objectivity altogether. Similarly, superimposing
tentatively Jagat Kaaranatwa or causation of the world on Atman they
sublate the category of effect or Kaaryatwa altogether and thereafter
sublate even the category of causation or Kaaranalwa also. Accepting
first Saamaanyatwa or universality (generic characteristic), they then
propound that the characteristic of particularity (Visheshatwa) is not
dUTerent or apart from it: accepting Asangatwa or non-attachment,
non-relatedness, the scriptures then sublate even Saamaanyatwa or
generality also: depicting Samsaaritwa or transmigratory soulhood, the
scriptures then propound or teach soulhood by distinguishing it from
Jadatwa or grossness: superimposing Upaasyalwa or the category of
being an object for meditation on Alman. the Upanishads then sublate
or falsify Samsaaritwa or transmigratory soulhood: superimposing on
Alman Auasthaa Saakshitwa or the position of the Witnessing Principle
of the three states of Consciousness (i.e. waking, dream and deep
sleep), they then sublate Apartchhinnatwa or distinctness, divisibility.
Further, propounding Atman to be having Threeyatwa or the fourth
dimension beyond the three states of Consciousness, the Upanishads
then sublate that Saakshitwa or Witnessing Principlehood also: teaching Saadhakatwa or practionership, seekership, they then sublate
one's Nitya Samsaaritwa or being a pennanent transmigratory soul,
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and teaching or superimposing Nitya Muktatwa or being eternally enlightened or liberated state, they then sublate even the Saadhakatwa or
practionership, seekership. Thus in this manner by means of each one
of such superimpositions one particular misconception is removed or
falsified, and this process continues in and through the scriptural texts.
Although in the above description we have mentioned as to how by
means of a particular superimposition a particular misconception is
negated or sublated, It is possible to utilize each one of the above
superimpositions to sublate several misconceptions at the same
time: Vedantlns have. in fact. used these superimpositions in that
manner. If the supertlnposition that - "Atman alone is to be known
(Jneya)" - is utilized, it amounts to negating not only In the manner
that - --Nothing else is there to be known" - but also indicating the
truth (or teaching) that - -The Ajnaana pertaining to Atman alone is
the cause for the false appearance of Anaatman or not-self: if Atman is
cognized (Intuitively), then all that is Anaatman or not-self becomes
known or cognized; if Atman is Intuitively cognized, the Ajnaana is
perennially rooted out; if Atman is Intuitively cognized, the divisions or
distinctions of Jnaatru (cognizer) and the Jneya (the cognized object)
will not exist" - and such other spiritual truths are realized through
these methods of superimposition and rescission. People who are
adepts in this kind of Intuitive deliberations can easily conceive by
themselves such methods of superimposition and rescission according
to the contexts. For the sake of people with low and medium intellectual
faculties or qualifications we will explain to some extent these
methodologIes In the following chapters.

VII. DEALINGS OF PRAMAANA (VALID MEANS)
AND PRAMEYA (OBJECTS)
47. Vedantins have acknowledged the Shrutts or Upanishads alone
as Pramaana to cognize Paramaartha (the Ultimate Reality) of Brahman,
is it not? If the question - -What is that special feature to be found in
the Shrutis which is not to be found in the other remaining Pramaanas
?" - is not clearly understood and the proper answer to it found out,
then there is no possibility of discerning that this acknowledgement is
rational (or proper). Therefore. we will now present. for this purpose,
before our readers a few deliberations pertaining to the validity of the
Shrutt.s as Pramaanas for Atman.
Previously in section 28 it was propounded that all the dealings of
Pramaanas and Pranleya are in the sphere of Avidya of the nature or
form of Adhyaasa (misconception) alone. In that case, it amounts to
saying that Shaastras too proceed on the basis of, or through, Avidya
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alone. l"hen. Shaast7·as \vhich teach that the results or fruits of 1{armas
accrue in other \vorlds or celestial regions and other births or times, \vill
beC'ollle invalid 1l1CanS, indeed. 'rhercby, can it be said that one \vho
wishes to attain such fruits engages hirnself in perforlning such rituals
or rites \vithout cognizing in the manner - "I have an innate nature of
Atnlon which is quite different or apart from this nly body"? Both these
surnlises are rendered irrational or improper. l'herefore. for the sake of
the l{anna Kaancla (the ritualistic portion of the Vedas) remaining as
the valid nleans, it will have to be per force acknowledged that the
ShaQstra which stipulates the rituals and their procedural details
(I(arnla Viclhaoyo1ca) is truly nleant by \vay of injunctions for Jnaanis or
Self- Realized souls alone. l'his sort of a doubt is likely to sprout out in
the nlinds of people who lack intellectual understanding or wisdom.
Vle have already gi\yen the solution for this question in section 28.
Now \ve \vill explain it in some detail. It is not our opinion at all that by
means of the ShoClstrcls \ve do not cOflle to know the fact that apart frolll
the body there exists an entity called A l11lCln. But the portion of the
Sha(lslras \vhich deal with stipulations or injunctions pertaining to
,scriptural (Vedic) rituals or rites has not dealt \vith any deliberations
\\'hatsocver about the essential nature of Alnlcln; for, if one wants to
undertake any ritual (or even Inundane, secular action) it is enough for
hinl to have or possess the basic kno\vledge of the type - "I aIn a doer
or an agent of action; I anI an enjoyer" - \\'hich the COOlIllon run of
people possess qUite nat uraBy too. People \vho are qualified or who have
the propensities to perforlll the Vedic rituals do so by virtue of their
having the COIlUllon kno\vledge or belief to the elTect - "Alnlan has
relationship with other \vorlds (after his release from, or death in, this
present body)" - invariably and not by attaining or gaining the Intuitive
cognition of the essential nature of Alnlan (AalnlCynaana) which is
propounded in the Vedanlic or Upanishaclic lore. Besides, that
AClLnlC!jll(lallo is opposed or contradictolY to any person undertaking
(or perforlning) any scriptural or secular action (I{anllcl). For. the innate
belief of the type - hI anl the enjoyer of the results or fruits of nly
actions" - is needed for l{amla; but Aalnl(ynaClna or Self-kno\vIedge
that is taught or propounded by VeclClnlic or Upanishaclic lore is the
Intuithre cognition of the truths like - 'I aln one \vho does not have
hunger or thirst and such other defects \vhatsoever which are to be got
rid of nor any desires to be fulfilled'. 'rhe concept of the type - "I belong
to stich and sllch a Varna: I belong to Stlch and such an Aashrarna; I
anl of such and sllch an a~e and I anl qualilled to perfornl such and
such ](arnla" - is needed lor perforlning any kind of I{Cl1nlCl; but the
Vedantic AalnlCynaana is the Intuitive cognition of the truths like "'rhere do not e..xist any castes like Brclllnu111Cl. ](shall1!)a. Vaishya and
Shoodra \vhatsoever, nor any l(arll1-lllVa and Bhokln.ltlva \vhatsoever
nor do I have any 1l10\yenlents like CODling and going etc. \vhatsoever".
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'J'herefore. to say or accept that Kanna, which is stipulated for a person
who has the misconception (Adhyaasa) of himself having Vama and
Aashrarna etc. and the Jnaana of the eternally Pure or Absolute Alman.
which is devoid of any kind of misconception or superimposition
whatsoever (Adhyaasa). co-exist is as much a contradictory statement
as saying that darkness and light co-exist. For this reason alone. there
is nothing wrong or improper in making the statement that - "The
portion of Shaastra pertaining to Kanna or rituals and rites is a
Pramaana only in the sphere of Avidya.·
t

1. Adh. Bh. p. 5.

48. If the knowledge that Is born out of a sentence in the Karma
]{aancla is a mere misconception just like the misconception of the
rope-snake, then in that case by the Shruti statement which gives rise
to the unitary or non-dual Vljnaana of the Self the earlier misconception
\\"i11 invariably be sublated. 1"here fore , as these latter Shrulis are
opposed to the scriptural statements found in the Kanna Kaanda
ackno\vledged as valid llleans (Pranlaana), to say that Shrutis teach the
unitary non-dual Self-kno\vledge is not proper. Besides, if it is
acktl0\vledged that the scriptures propound the Intuitive knowledge
(Jnaana) of Atnlan who is non-dual and non-agent of any action, then
since there is no scope for the distinctions of the type - spiritual
instruct ion (Upadesha), the instructor or preceptor (UpadeshlruJ and
the subject-matter of instruction (UpadeshyaJ - the Validity or
autholity of Jnaana ]{aanda (the Upanishadic portion dealing exclusively with the essential nature of Alman) will be falsified or invalidated.
Since all mundane or elllpirical dealings are carlied out or prompted by
Avidya alone, it will have to be accepted per force that even the dealing
of treating the Shrutis as valid or authoritative means is based on or
prolnpted by Avidya alone. 1ben in that event, each and every
scriptural statenlent beC0I11eS invalid and loses its authority or sanctity.
It is the opinion of S0I11e people that, instead of saying that - "'fhe
scriptural sentence which teaches non-duality or Absolutism of Alman
loses its validity or authority in this Inanner and, in addition, deprives
the sentences in the Karma ]{aanda portion of the Vedas also of their
validity and thereby rendering all 111undane or elnpirical dealings
unreal" - it is better to declare that - "'lbe scriptural sentences which
propound non-duality of Atnlan alone are invalid.
But in this theory, or argument, there is no stuff. For, we have
already explained and exemplified that all empirical dealings involving
Pranlallnas and Pranleya are invariably based on. or prolllpted by.
Auidya alone. Hence the fact that - "Just like the Pramaana of the
portion of the scriptures pertaining to the injunctions and prohibitions,
the Pramaana of that portion of the Vedic lore devoted to the knowledge
n
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of the Self or Emancipation is also meant for the ignorant people only"
- Is quite acceptable to Vedantins indeed. But merely on this count to
say that the validity (Praamaanya) of valid means (Pramaanas)
themselves gets falsified is not proper or reasonable. For, in the first
place the sCriptural sentence pertaining to Self-knowledge undertakes
the task of propounding the Intuitive knowledge of the unitary or nondual Atman tn order to remove or sublate Avidya. Because the Selfknowledge (Vidya) sublates Samsaara of the Jeeva caused by Avidya, in
saying that the Shaastras which enable the seeker to gain Vidya which
Is the practical means to attain Parama Purushaartha (the prime goal of
human existence) there is no contradiction whatsoever. The
Upanishadic sentences do not at all teach that - "The non-duality of
Atman is real as well as unreal. Neither do they preach that one should
not perform Karma or Vedic rituals in order to fulfil one's desires and
attain the relevant fruits, nor do they teach that one should not practise
Upaasana. 1'herefore. the Upanishadic sentence is neither selfcontradictory nor opposed to the scriptural statements which stipulate
Karmas or Vedic rituals. On the other hand. the Karnla Kaanda
sentence - invariably based on the empirical or mundane belief that
the ingredients of action like the agent of action. the valid means
of action etc. which are projected by Avidya do exist - teaches
the aspirants for Moaksha (Mumukshus) to perform Nilya I{armas
(daily routine, rituals) for the purposes of getting rid of one's demerits
and at the same time the Karma Kaanda sentence teaches, rather
reconlmends to. such seekers of empirical or mundane fruits Kaamya
Karmas (mundane actions) which help attain or fulfil one's desires. 1be
Karma Kaanda sentence teaches or recommends those Karmas based
on the principal reason that if Paapa (demerits of the heart or mental
impurities) are sublated, Jnaana (Self-knowledge) accrues and at the
same time the sublation of Avidya too is achieved. Thus. as that Karma
Kaanda sentence too instructs a device to attain PLuushaarLha, that too
becomes a valid or authoritative means (Pramaana) indeed. Since that
Karma Kaanda sentence does not at all teach that the constituents of
Karma (i.e. Kaarakas) are real in their essence, there does not exist any
contradiction whatsoever between the Karma Kaanda and the Jnaana
Kaanda. Now there is no need whatsoever to provide a solution or
answer to the doubt - 'When Jnaana propounds in a manner which
culminates in non-duality (Absolute Reality), then the distinctions like
Upades~ Upadeshtru etc. do not exist at all". For. to those who have
the Intuitive Knowledge of the non-dual or Absolute, Transcendental
Self there does not exist any need for any spiritual instruction
Whatsoever: then in that event, what does it matter if Upadesha etc. are
rendered unreal? In Vedanta utilizing the Adhyaaroapa Apavaada
Nyaaya the distinctions of Shaastra (scriptures), Shishya (disciple) and
Guru (preceptor) have been acknowledged exclusively for the purpose of
It
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teaching the Paramaartha (the Ultimate Reality) of Atman. In the case of
those seekers who have kept In mind this fact there is no room for any
doubt arising with regard to the Validity or authority of the Shaastra.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tai. Bh.1-11. pp. 278.279.
Br. Bh. 2-1-20. p. 310.
Br. Bh. 2-1-20. pp. 311. 312.
Br. Bh. 2-1-20. p. 312.

6. Br. Bh. 5-1-1. pp. 807.808.
7. Ma. Ka. 1-18 and
Bh. 1-18. p. 219.
8. Bh. p. 4.

49. The valid means like perception (Pratyaksha), Inference
(Anumaana) etc. are common to both classes of people, viz. those who
are interested in mundane or materIalistic affairs and those who are
interested in, or having faith or belief in. Vedic rituals and rites. The
Shrut.ts are the valid means which are acknowledged only by the
Vatdikas (people who have staunch faith In Vedas). If the Shrutis are
accepted as Pramaana, then one has to accept the fact that common
valid means like perception, inference etc. are not valid any more, and
for this reason why not accept. on the contrary, that the Shrutis are
themselves weak? - This kind of a doubt may arise in the minds of
some sceptic people.
But this doubt is not rational. For, to say that - 11be Shrutis, on the
one hand, and Pratyaksha, Anumaana etc., on the other, are both valid
means which are mutually contradictory" - is itself not proper,
reasonable. Valid means invariably Signify their respective but unique
or exclusIve objects; they are never contradIctory to one another (to wit.
they do not cross one another's path or Jurisdiction, so to speak). If
through the ears sound alone is known and through the eyes form of an
object alone is known, it is quite evident that what is heard through the
ears is not denied or falsified to be so by the eyes. Valid means, like
Pratyaksha, Anumaana etc., can signify, or help cognize, sensations like
Shabda (sound), Sparsha (touch) etc., but they do not at all signify that
- "Brahman, which the Sh'UtiS propound, is not non-dual or Absolute."
For. Brahman is not the subject-matter for the former set of valid means
like perception, inference etc. As Brahman does not possess form,
sound. etc., It is not perceptible; and because Brahman does not have
any synlbollc or special features etc., It is neither an object. or subjectmatter, for conceptual means like Anumaana (inference), Upamaana
(example, illustration) etc. To signiJ)r Brahman, Shaastras alone are the
Pramaana. Just as Dharma cannot be known by any other means or
sources than Aagama or Shaastra (i.e. the traditional scriptural texts
and the implicit methods of teaching contained in them), Similarly in
the case of Brahman too the Aagama or Shaastra alone is the valid,
authoritative means or source. In the above section 48 we have already
poInted out that there is no contradiction whatsoever between the
portions of Shaastras which propound Dharma (religious tenets)
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and Brahman (the Ultimate Reality). We do not at all demand or
stipulate that one should per force believe the scriptural statements
propounding non-dual nature of Brahman; the fact that - "Because
the Identity of Brahman and Atman which the Shaastras propound is to
be cognized invariably through Intuitive experience, the Shrutis are the
valid, authoritative means or sources" - we have already mentioned
long back in section 19 itself. Further, there is no scope for anyone to
doubt in the manner - "If the scriptures teach non-duality of Brahma~
then there does not remain any subject-matter or object whatsoever for
valid means like perception (Pratyaksha), inference (Anumaana) etc."
For, the scriptures themselves propound that the empirical means like
Pratyaksha. Anumaana etc. are things which concern only Ajnaanis
(Ignorant people), and that those empirical means of perception,
inference etc. are not valid means for Jnaanis (people who have realized
the Self); for this reason, just as the transactions of the dream state
continue to be real till one gets awakened, similarly till the seeker gets
the Intuitive Knowledge or experience of the identify of Brahman and
Atman the empirical means of perception, inference etc. may also
continue to be valid. This truth also has been indicated by us previously
In section 28.
11. Suo Bh. 2-1-6. p. 314.
12. Suo Bh. 4-3-14. p. 890.

9. Br. Bh. 2-1-20. p. 314.
10. Br. Bh. 2-1-20. pp. 315, 316.

60. Some others have raised a doubt of the type - "Because the
Shrutis are the valid means perceptible to the Avidya Drishti (empirical
Viewpoint of ignorance) alone, they are untrue or unreal. Howat all is it
possible for the real Intuitive Knowledge of the non-duality or identity of
Brahman and Atman to accrue, or to be attained, from the unreal
Vedantic (scriptural) sentence? No one has ever seen anyone having
died because of his being bitten by a rope-snake; no one also has ever
seen any purposes or uses like bathing, drinking etc. having been
fulfilled by the water of the miragel"
But by the 'poison' arising out of doubt death occurs; in the dream a
person dying after being bitten by a snake and a person taking a bath
and such other acts being carried out are well known to every one. One
may question that - "Because that act or effect is taking place in a
dream alone. that is also unreal. is it not?" Even those who say that
action or effect is unreal will have to accept per force the fact that at
least the knowledge of that effect that has been gained is real: for, even
after one wakes up. that knowledge remains as it is, without being
subIa ted or falsified. Previously in section 44, we have already
exemplified that by conceptual or imaginary means of chalk, cardboard,
lines etc. the real knowledge of alphabets, numbers, sentences etc. is
gained. Therefore, by unreal devices or means the real knowledge can
be attained. For that very reason alone, the Shrutis negate or sublate all
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devices or superimpositions in the manner - "It is not this, not that"
- because they are all unreal in the ultimate analysis.
14. Ma. Ka. Sh. 3-26. pp. 301. 302.

13. Suo Sh. 2-1-14. p. 330.

51. There is no scope for anyone to doubt in the manner - "Despite
being a product or projection of Avidya. how is it possible at all for the
Shrulis to sublate or falsify Avidya itself? In case it is possible for the
scriptures to sublate Avidya. then all the dealings of Pramaana and
Prameya also will have to get sublated and hence the Shrulis will then
become invalid, is it not?"
For the dealings of Pramaana and Prameya the very basis (substrate)
is Pramaatrutwa (cognizership) alone. In fact, the goal of the Shrutts is
to help sublate this Pramaatrutwa and thereby exclusively teach the
real non-d.ual essence of Pure Being of Alman. We have already clarified
in section 28 as to how the Pramaatrutwa is an effect (projection) of
Avidya. To one who can cognize (Intuit) that Pramaatrutwa is not
absolutely real the Pramaanas are not really Pramaanas at all, nor the
Prameya are not really objects. Therefore, just as the valid means of the
dream become invalid in the waking, when by virtue of the sCriptural
teaching the Intuitive experience (cognition) of the essential nature of
Atman is attained, the scriptures too become themselves invalid indeed.
Because the scriptural Intuitive knowledge sublates completely
(or perennially) the validity of the empirical valid means of Pramaanas,
the scriptures are called Antya Pramaana (the ultimate, final valid
means). Although this Antya Pramaana finally sublates its own validity,
even before the empirical dealings of Pramaanas are rendered invalid,
the scriptures have completed or fulfilled their prime task or purport:
thereafter even if they become invalid it does not matter at all (that is, it
is of no consequence whatsoever from the standpOint of the Jnaanis).
Suppose if another person in our dream roars in the manner - "All this
is your dream alone" - and we get awakened as a result of that roaring:
although that person's boisterous statement belongs to our dream
alone and so Is invalid or false - to the extent his statement helped
signify the dream as a dream, that statement amounts to be a
Pramaana alone, is it not? In the same way alone we should discern the
Praanlaanya (validity) of the scriptures too. "How will it be after the nondual Intuitive knowledge (Self-Knowledge) accrues Owing to the valid
means of the scriptures? What next? Why?" - such metaphysical
questions, or the empirical doubts of the type - "Whether that SelfKnowledge is real in Itself or unreal: or whether any other knowledge
can sublate or falsify this Self-Knowledge and thereby signity Its
invalidity and can cause, or engender, in us any kind ofindifIerence or
disrespect since it is worthless" - remain to be solved.
15. G. Sh. 2-69. pp. 117, 118.

16. Suo Bh. 2-1-14. pp. 331,332.
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52. Even though Vedantins affirm that Atman is cognized (Intuited)
through the valid means of the scriptures alone, one should not
understand it In the manner that the Self can be cognized as an object
or a percept (Prameya), Just like an earthen pot, pitcher etc. For, if
Atman is Prameya, He will have to be established on the strength of
Pramaanas: then that Atman too, just like any other Prameya, will have
to become per force a projection of Avidya alone, and for this reason the
Shoonyavaada (theory of essencelessness or Nihilism) propounding the
tenet of the type - uBoth Atman and Anaatman are verily false
appearances and are essenceless" - alone, will become the final
spiritual teaching. For this reason alone, in the Shrutis or the Smritis
Atman has been described as Aprameya (not an object of cognition or
not a percept). In the ultimate analysis, even for the Shaastras it is not
possible to signify the essential nature of Atman, and one of the reasons
for this is that Atman is devoid of all special features or characteristics.
This fact we have already indicated in section 40. The other reason for
Atman not being an object of cognition or percept is the truth that
Atman is the essential nature of Pure or Absolute Being Itself of the
person who seeks to know or cognize Him. Any Pramaana or valid
means functions or is employed (utilized) for the purpose of cognizing or
perceiving a Prameya but not for the purpose of cognizing (objectifying)
the Pramaatru himself.
19. G. Bh. 2-18. p. 57.

17. Br. Up. 4-4-20. p. 745.

18. G. 2-18. p. 56.

53. Those people who cannot discern the essential natures of Atman
and Pramaanas doubt in the manner - "If Atman is Aprameya, then
how at all can the scriptures become the Pranlaanas to help the seeker
to cognize Atman? Is it not true that for any Pramaana to function there
must be a relevant Prameycf? Besides, if Atman is not an object of
cognition at all, since Atman does not have any valid means of proof to
establish His existence or Being any body can argue that Atman does
not at all exist. After having affirmed that - 'Shaastras alone are the
Pramaanaa' - and then at the same time to assert that - 6He is
Aprameya' - Is Vyaahata (an incongruous statement), meaning, a
statement which is contradictory to itself."
First. Shrutts are not said to be Pramaanas - not because they teach
Brahman by objectifying It, but because Brahman is the seeker's
innennost Atman alone. The scriptures teach in the manner - "Atman
is not an object of perception" - and then sublate the distinctions of
the kind of the knower, the known object and the means of knowledge.
The Shrutis are valid or authoritative means only because they sublate
(rescind) all the special features or qualities which do not pertain or
belong to Atman and. at the same time, teach the subsisting essential
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nature of Atman. For the traditional aphorism of Dravidaachaarya, viz.
"Siddham Th Nlvartakatwaat" - meaning, "As they (i.e. the scriptures)
sublate or rescind those special features or qualities which do not
pertain or belong to Atman. they are established or proved to be valid
means" - this alone Is the ultimate purport. We have also mentioned
previously in section 51 that the scriptures are Antyapramaana or the
final, decisive valid means, as also the fact that after the Self-Knowledge
accrues from them the whole gamut of empirical dealings involving
Pramaanas is falsified or sublated.
Further, for the doubt - "If Atman Is not established by Aagama (the
scriptures), then it amounts to saying that the existence of Atman
Himself is not established or proved, is it not?" - especially to arise,
there Is no cause at all. For, in the case of empirical objects like
Aakaasha (space), Vaayu (air) etc. they do not become self-established
without desiderating valid means; they invariably need, nay demand,
the valid means of Pratyaksha, Anumaana etc. But Atman is selfestablished and hence there is no need for Him to be established with
the aid or support of any Pramaanas. Atman means the essential
nature of Pure Being of the Pramaatru himself; and for the Pramaatru
the necessity of a Pramaana arises only in the matter of knowing a
Prameya, but not in establishing himself. Because the cognizer is the
substratum for the empirical dealings of Pramaanas and Prameya etc.,
he has to be invariably and necessarily established prior to those
empirical dealings. It cannot be asserted that - "An object is
established to exist only if it is done so through the Pramaanas, but not
if it is self-established." It is not possible for anyone to deny Atman.
who is self-established as also one's own essential nature of Pure
Being Itself. Just as fire cannot at all give up or avoid, despite its
strenuous efforts, its intrinsic heat which is verily its essential nature of
being, Similarly no one can ever give up or get rid of one's own essential
nature of At man.
20. SUo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 31.
21. G. Sh. 2-18. pp. 57, 58.

22. Suo Bh. 2-3-7. p. 455.
23. Ma. Ka. Sh. 2-32. pp. 260, 261.

54. From the standpoint of people who believe that the task or
function of Pramaanas is only to signify things which are not known.
the Shrutis which teach the Absolute or non-dual Reality (of Brahman or
Atman) do not deseIVe to be called Pramaanas. For, the Shrutis do not at
all teach the Absolute, non-dual Reality directly: they sublate features
or qualities which do not at all pertain or belong to It, that is all.
Therefore in their opinion it amounts to saying that there exists a great
deal of difference between the empirical valid means like Pratyaksha,
Anumaana etc. and the Shrutts.
But if we ,discern with insight, it will be evident that any Pramaana,
whatever it may be, sublates the Ignorance about its Prameya. but it
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never causes or creates any special characteristic whatsoever in the
Prameya. If one is asked to cut asunder a piece of log into two parts, no

one thinks that apart from dissociating the relationship between those
parts or pieces there remains another function of cutting asunder the
two parts. In fact, to cut asunder itself connotes breaking apart (a thing
that is partible). Is it not? In the same way, if it is stated that
Pramaanas signify their Vtshaya (object) - it means that they remove
the ignorance that exists with regard to the object of cognition alone
and not in addition to it they perfonn yet another function or act of
·signlfying' or 'making it known'. If considered from this viewpoint, It
can be categorically stated that the real function of Pramaanas,
whatever they may be, is to remove or sublate ignorance alone; because
the Shrults, just like the rest of the Pramaanas (empirical valid means),
sublate the ignorance with regard to Atman (theIr subject-matter of
cognition, IntuItion), there is no room for any objection or difficulty
whatsoever in reckoning them as Pramaanas.
24. Ma. Bh. 7. pp. 207, 208.

55. Many proponents of various philosophies (Darshanakaaras) have
acknowledged that Atman is an object of cognition (Vishaya) alone for a
Pranlaana. Some among them opine that Atman is perceptible directly
by the mind: some others think that He is known by the empirical
means of Anumaana. By discerning the defect that exists in their
theories the greatness and importance of the Vedantic (spiritual)
teaching - UAtman is Aprameya" - will become clear. Therefore, we
will explain this topic in some detail here.
Atman Is the essential nature of the Pramaatru indeed: we have
previously stated in sections 28 and 51 that Pramaatrutwa
(cognizership) too is misconceived in, or superimposed upon, Atman.
But even those who assert that - "Atman is perceptible to valid means
like Pratyaksha. Anumaana etc." - have to accept invariably that
ALman is Pramaatru is it not? Even after accepting this fact to say that
- 'We cognize ALman who is the Pramaalru by Pramaanas" - will be
opposed to the Shrutis, which clearly say - "Atman is Amata
(that which cannot be conceived of by the mind); He is Avynaata

(one who cannot be known or cognized); to know or cognize Him (who is
Aprameya) there are no Pramaanas whatsoever". Besides, there is no
possIbility of a Pramaatru who has a desire to know or cognize the
PramaaiTU either himself or another. If it is himself, his Pramitsaa
(desire to cognize) will, in that event, be a matter pertaining to a
Prameya alone. and not something pertaining to himself. If it is another,
then, in that event, to cognize that second Pramaatru yet another
PranlaatnL as also the desire to lmow this second one will have to be per
force imagined and thereby there will be the defect- of regressus ad
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infinitum or Anavastha Dosha. Only after fulfilling pre-conditions like
- (I) The Pramaatru should have a desire to cognize his Prameya:
(il) then he must have the Smritt (memory) of that object; (iii) he should

make an effort to know: (Iv) finally the fruition of that effort - alone the
Prameya gets established, Is It not? But In the case of Atman It Is not

possible even to imagine or conceive that only after He gets such a
desire to know or cognize Himself and getting a memory about Himself
etc. He becomes self-established; If It Is imagined or surmised that
another Pramaatru may, or can, know himself, then invariably one has
to imagine or surmise the existence of yet a third Pramaatru and his
having all those pre-conditions like desire, memory etc., and as It was
pointed out above the defect of regressus ad infmitum will invariably
attach Itself.
Thus to imagine or surmise that it is possible to objectify or perceive
Atman through empirical valid means of Pratyaksha, Anumaana etc.
and then cognize or know Him is contradIctory to Yuktt (logical devices)
as also Anubhava (universal experience). If it is maintained that one can
know or cognize oneself, then It will become necessary to cut asunder
Atman into two parts, one being the cognizer part and the second the
cognized part: or, in the alternative, we will have to imagine or conceive
of many cognizers (Pramaatrus) who perceive mutually one another.
Besides, just as It Is ridiculous to say that one light is seen
(or perceived) with the help or aid of the light of another, it will be
Similarly ridiculous to imagine or surmise that one Atman is cognized or
perceived by another Atman. For, when the Jnaana Swaroopa
(the essential nature of Pure Consciousness) or the Jnaana Dharma
(the rudimentary faculty of knowing or Intuitive cognition) is common
to both, where is the necessity of a desire to know each other at all?
Therefore, the spiritual teaching of Vedanta that - "Atman is
Aprameya" - is correct and proper.
25. Ait. Sh. 2-1. Intr. p. 47.
26. Up. Sa. Pro 90. p. 56.

27. Ait. Sh. 1. Intr. pp. 48. 49.

56. Some people coerce Vedantins and question them in the manner
- "Is Atman a Pramaatru or not? Is Atnlan the subject-matter for the
Shrutis or not? Are Pratyaksha, Anumaana and such other
Vyaavahaaric Pramaanas (empirical valid means of cognition) are
accepted by you as such or not? For all these queries give anyone
definite and convincing answer?" But those people who keep in mind
the Vedanttc teaching that - "All empirIcal dealings are invariably
based on the Adhyaaroapa Drishtt (the empirical viewpoint of
misconception or superimposition) and are not real in the absolute
sense (i.e. they are not Paramaartha or really real)" - will realize that
there is no scope whatsoever for such kinds of doubts or questions to be
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raised. For, it is proper (reasonable) to say that Atman Is a Pramaat11l
fronl the Vuaavahaa1ic vie\vpoint alone: but if we go a little further deep
and discern Intuitively, then Pramaai111twa itself is Aadhyaasika
(a product, projection of Adhyaasa or Inisconception) as we have
previously stated in section 51. l"i11 one realizes by virtue of the
scriptural (spiritual) teaching of Advaila Jnaana (Intuitive knowledge of
Atnlan as the non-dual Reality, one without a second), one is a
Pra,naall1.L cognizer and Paranlaatnlan (the Absolute, l"ranscendental
Reality of Alman) is Pranley~ but on the dawn or attainment of Jnaana
(Intuitive kno\vledge of Alman) - then \vhat \vas previously reckoned,
nay nlisconceived, as the Pranlaatru (cognizer) is himself Paramaatman
or the Absolute, UltiInate Reality of Atnlan: thereafter the very empirical
distinction of Pramaatru and Prameya will not subsist at all. This fact
we have stated previously in section 51. Pralyaksha, Anumaana etc. are
valid nleans indeed till the dawn of Jnaana; but after the attainment of
Jnaana those valid nleans also get sublated or falSified, just as the
valid means of the dream state get falsified after one wakes up. All these
empirical dealings exist only from the Adhyaaroapa DrishLi; they do
not exist in reality from the Apavaada Drishli. Several sCriptural
staternents have to be reconciled in this manner applying the Inethodolo~ of superhnposition and rescission (Adhuaaroapa Apavaada
Nyaa!Ja) alone.
31. Suo Bh. 1-1-5. Br. pp. 44, 45.
32. Su. Bh. 2-1-14. p. 330.
33. Up. Sa. 18-95. p. 232.

28. G. Bh. 2-18. p. 57.
29. Adh. Bh. p. 4.
30. Ch. Up. 8-7-1. p. 618;
Br. Up. 4-5-15. p. 783.

VIII. TARKA OR LOGIC
57. 1"he logicians cannot understand \vhy the Veclantins - who
propound that the desire to cognize the Reality of Brahman or
Brnhnu!i!innnsa cuhninates, i.e. it becornes consurnlnate, in
AtTnaanlllJhava or Intuitive experience of the Self assert that
Brailnu!jnaana or Self-I<no\vledge is not at tained by nleans of Tarka or
logic (dialectics). It is also not possible for thern (I.e. the logicians) to
understand or reckon \vhy Vec1antins enhance the importance of
Shalxla or the spoken \vord. \vhich signifies the enlpirical things or
phenoJnena alone. beyond or above AnlllJhava or enlpirical experience.
Here in this conte.'Xt \ve have to discern 11rst of all as to \vhat is nleant by
"AIl11bhav(L", as also \vhat is the function of S/ul1JciCl. 'rhe logicians call
the elnpirical knov:lcdge gained through Pralucdcsha. Anumaana etc. as
AnllbhavCl or experience only. Although fronl the Vyaavahaa1ic or
enlpirical vie\vpoint Olls too is proper alone, the Brahmaanubhava
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or AtnlaC(nllbhava (Intuitive experience of Brahman or the Ultimate,
Absolute Reality) is not attained through the empirical valid means of
Praiya1csha (perception), Anunlaana (inference) etc. This fact we have
Inentioned previously in section 49.
Now let us deliberate upon Shabda or word. The scriptural Shabda
teaches Dharma or religious tenets or doctrines which are to be
practised and which are plausible and practicable: it also propounds
entities, realities like Brahman, Alman etc. \vhich are Siddha or selfestablished (eternal). But Saankh!)ans (i.e. followers of the school of
philosophy called Saan1ch!)a, founded by Kapila Rishi) ask the question
- "If it is said that the sCliptural word instructs us about Dharma or
religious tenets alone which can be practised, vie can accept it: but the
ever-exist ing Reality or Entity should be known or signified by empirical
nleans like Praf!jcl1csha, Anl.lmClana etc. too, is i not?" 1"hat entity which
exists for eternity is called by synonynl0us 'ernlS like Bhoota Vastu,
Pa,inishthita Vastu, Parinishpanna Vasiu etc. Because such an entity
has per force to be perceptible to, or objectifiable by, other kinds of valid
nleans or Pranlaanas, in the event \vhen one scriptural statement is
contradictory to another script ural statelnent, then it is conventional to
interpret the \veaker script ural texts in subordination to, or with
secondalY iInportance to. the predoluinant. po\verful scriptural texts: in
the same nlanner, the Saan1chyans are of the opinion that, if the Shn.LtiS
are opposed to the Pranlaanaalltara or ot her kinds of valid nIeans, then
in that event, that particular Shn.lti or scriptural statenIent nIllst be
invariably interpreted to suit that Pranlaana alone. 1'his opinion too is
not proper. For, although Brahnlan is a Bhoola Vaslu., It is not an object
for any ot her kinds of valid Ineans (to be lound in the empirical region)
or PranlCUU laLara Coachafa: because, It has no special characteristics
like forI 11 , taste etc. Besides. it is not proper also to say that one
Pr(UllClCIIlCl is opposed to or contradicts another Prcunclalla: this lact has
already been Inell tioned in section 49. 'rhcrefore. just like Dhal1llCl or
religious tenets or teachings. Brclhnlan or the Ultinlate Reality of the
Self loo is a subject Ina( ler of leaching exclusively for the Shn.dis alone.

It is the theory of logicians that - "Tar1ca or logic is useful in
establishing or substantiating \vhat is not perceptible or by conlparison
with \vhat is perceptible or visible; therefore. TarlcCl is velY near or close
to Anllbhc(VCl or perceptual, sensolY experience." But BrclhnlCln is to be
cognized through or with the aid of lhe valid nleans (Pranlaana) of
ShClaslras alone bu t not to be knovJn or cognized through Prat!Ja1csha
PranlaClllCI., at all. 11Ierefore, neither AllllnlClana nor any other logical.
dialectical device \vhich closely fol1o\vs or which is in consonance \vith
the enlpirica! valid Illcans of PralYCl1cshCl (perception) is of any utility or
beneHt here in this context. In fact. BrahnlCul or the Ultinlate Reality
is Achinlua or beyond the plllview of the Iuental concepts. For this
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reason alone. both Shrutis (UjJc(nishads) and Snnitis are propounding
that even for the sa~es or Rishis like I{apila, Kanaada etc., who \vere
Sicldhas (highly evolved souls in spiritual matters) it was not possible to
know or cognize this Brahman merely by means of elllpirical logic,
dialectics (farka).
1. Suo Bh. 2-1-6. p. 313,314.
2. Br. Bh. 2-1-20. p. 315.

3. Suo Bh. 2-1-6. p. 314.

58. It should not be misinterpreted in the manner that VedanUns
never need any kind of TClrka whatsoever. In fact, Sh111tis expound their
principal teachings by analyzing the whole garnut of not-self or
AnaaLrnctn using a particular but queer methodology and helping the
seeker's mind to get Illerged, as it were, or equipoised, in the Intuitive
experience Itself of Atnlan. 'Illis exclusive methodology of the scriptures
Is called Aagama For the highest class of seekers or Ullamaadhi1caaTis
merely listening to the scriptural sentence which teaches adopting this
Aogama methodology is sufficient to attain the Intuitive experience of
Alman (Acttmaanubhava). But in the case of those who are not capable
of Intuiting the Reality of Atnlan merely on the strength of Shravana or
listening to the script ural statenlents, it is not wrong or improper to
utilize the ShnLlis seeking the help of Intuitive reason also. For this
reason alone, the Shrutis say that in order to attain Self-Realization or
Aatnladarshctna. in addition to Shravana, Alclnana or ratiocination
(Intuitive reasoning) too is necessary. It is 11lentioned in the Upanishads
that a rich nlan. \vholn sonle thieves kidnapped blind-folded and left
him behind in a far-off forest. reached his native Gaandhaaradesha by
virtue of his follo\ving the instructions given by SOllle guides as well as
by dint of his o\\'n discerning or discrinlinative faculty; in the same
11lanner. the spiritual seeker or aspirant should attain Aatmqjnaana or
Self-l{no\\'ledge with the help of the spiritual instructions of the
AachClar!)CL or preceptor as \vell as his o\vn intellectual faculties of
reasoning and discriInination. In this luanner \vith the help of an
illustration the scriptures have enlphasized the need for Tar1ca or logic.
Such a TClrka has been signified or depicted by the Shll.LtiS thenlselves
for the s..,ke of attainin~ the Intuitive experience. But on this pretext the
(hy. futile logic or dialectics \vhich is either not having the support of
the Shll1Lis or is opposed to thenl cannot possibly be utilized to cognize
or Intuit BrahnlCln. For, the TClr1cCL that hunlan beings merely conjecture
or fornlulate (using their intellectual faculties or capabilities) has no
finality \vhatsoever; hence. it is not possible at all even to imagine about
the Ultinlate. Absolute }{eality of ALnlan (\vhich is the subject-nlatter or
purport of the Shn.llis) without the aid of the Shn.Ltis thenlselves. If one
proceeds on the basis of Tcrr1ca \\'hich htunan beings have imagined and
fornlulated. the Purushaartha or the ultiInate goal of human existence
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(i.e. Self-Knowledge or Self-Realization) also cannot ever be attained.
Especially in the matter of topics or phenonlena which have been
experienced by every one with the help of the scriptural instructions it
Is evidently not proper or reasonable to argue contrary to that universal
experience. "Na Hi Drishte(s)nupapannam Naama" (1bere is nothing
illogical or unreasonable pertaining to anything that is experienced pr
seen, perceived) - this Nyaaya or maxim, axiom we have already
exemplified in section 39 for this reason only. Kevala Tarka, Shushka
Tarlea, Niraagama Tarka - all these are the names given to the Tarka or
logic which is opposed to or contradictory to Shrutis and which is
Nishpramaanaka or not based on any empirical valid means of
cognition and which is Anubhava Vi11Jclclha or opposed to universal
human experiences. Tar-lea, UpapaUi, Yu1ctt are synonymous terms. As
far as it Is concerning Brai1nlan or Alman. even the empirical valid
means of Anumaana are in the same pOSition (or predicament) as Tarka
alone, but they are not independent valid means of cognition at all; the
logic that is in consonance WiUl the Intuitive experience as taught by
the Shrutis themselves is called Shrutyanugraheeta Tarka or logic that
Is 'blessed' or approved by the scriptural texts; that logic which is not
opposed to this Shrutyanugraheeta Tarka is called Shrutyaviroadhi
Tarka or Shrutyanukoola Tarka or Shrauta Tarka.
4. Suo Bh. 1-1-2. p. 15.
5. Suo Bh. 2-1-11. p. 322.

6. Suo Bh. 2-1-6. p. 314.

59. Some disputants keep on exemplifying logical devices agreeable
to their own whims and fancies to be in consonance with Shrutis or they
explain away saying that those logical devices are such as to help the
seekers to understand the subtle meaning of the Shnltis. But in order to
deCide or deternline that such and such a logical device or argument
alone is the one convenient or helpful, there is no dearth of means at
all. As we have nlentioned above the Shrulis thenlselves exemplify here
and there these kinds of logical arguments indeed. 1'herefore, we should
necessarily accept those logical devices. It may appear to anyone that
even the purport or opinion of those logical devices can be interpreted
or described by each person in his own different nlanner. But if it is
agreed upon that Tar1ca nlust invaliably and necessarily be
Anubhauaanga or in consonance with or subordinate to experience,
then the distinction that exists between Shush1ca Tarlea or dIY, vain
logic and Shraula Tar1ca or logic that is used in the Shrutis \vill beconle
velY clear. 111at type of Tarlea alone is called Shrauta Tarka. For,
Paramaartha or the Ultimate. Absolute Reality should per force be
of one and the same nature or form; It is not an entity which
desiderates the categories of time, space and causation or which
ever changes Its very nature or essence of Being. 1"he Intuitive knowledge or Jnaana pertaining to that Reality alone is called SamyaJjnaana
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(the correct, real knowledge), because It is in consonance with
Saarvalrika Anubhava or universal Intuitive experience (which never
varies froln
person to person). 1"herefore, that Tarka which is
exeIllplified in the Sh,11lis to help attain this Intuitive experience as also
any other Laukika Tarka or elnpiricallogic that we may fornlulate, or
conceive of. to be in consonance with such Tarka are together called
SaUarka (reasonable. genuine logic). Any Tarka which is acceptable to
one faction only but which is opposed or not accepted by the other
factions does not have any finality and hence it cannot be
Anubhavaanga Tarko; because it is not Anubhavaanga, i.e. in
consonance with. or subordinate to, Anubhava or Intuitive experience,
it is invariably Kutarka or wrong, false logic.
7. Suo Bh. 2-1-11. pp. 322,323.
8. Suo Bh. 2-1-6. p. 314.
9. Ma. Ka. Bh. 3-11. p. 282.

10. Ma. Ka. Bh. 3-17. p. 290.
11. TaL Bh. 3-4. p. 391.
12. Br. Bh. 2-1-20. p. 315.

60. Vedantins do not maintain or assert that Tarkas or logical
devices that are used by Saankhuans or Vaisheshikas and such other
Darshal1akaaras or by the present-day Vedantins or by people other
than Vedantins or by Vaidikas - are always such which cannot be

accepted or that they are not reasonable. 1"0 the extent their logical
devices are helpful to. or in consonance with, the Jnaana or kno\vledge
that accrues from the Shrulis we nlay utilize them indeed as secondary
aids. For that reason only, the Nyaaya or axiom - "Paramalam
Apralishiddham Anumalam Bhavali", meaning ''1''hat opinion of others
which is not refuted or contradicted becolnes acceptable to us" - has
been acknowledged in Vedanta and this fact has been previously
mentioned in section 4. 'T'o the extent such acceptable logical devices
are in keeping with Shrauta Tarka or are close to them, Vedantins
invariably accept thenl.
15. Suo Bh. 1-4-28. p. 297.
16. Ma. Ka. Bh. 4-99. p. 402.

13. Suo Bh. 2-1-3. p. 307.
14. Suo Bh. 2-1-3. pp. 306, 307.

61. Here in this context one important difference that exists between
the Darshanas or schools of philosophy which have based their tenets
or doctrines predonlinantly on Tarka and Vedanta philosophy becomes
very clear. 111at is: 11Ie Taarkikas proceed or undertake to deternline
the essential nature of phenomena or categories like ]{aarana (cause)
and ](aanja (eJTcct) on the strength of D,ishtaanla or illustrations alone.
l'hereJore, for thenl the illustration or eXaInple that is actually perceived
before us is qUite necessaly. In fact, there is no scope for thenl even to
budge a little hither or thither a\vay fronl the illustration. On the other
hand. Vedantins have taken as their parrullount basis Anubhava or
Intuitive experience which accrues frol11 the valid nleans of Shrulis.
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Because that Intuitive experience signifies or helps cognize an entity
(Vastu) which is not at all perceptible or cognizable through enlpirical
valid nleans like Pratyaksi1Cl. Anumaana etc. even if Anubhaua or
Intuitive experience is not in consonance with any particular enlpirical
illustration. there is no hann whatsoever. While using exalnples or
illustrations Vedantins take up anyone particular aspect or part alone
of the illustration as the basis for conlparison and then utilize those
exanlples or illustrations, but they do not accept taking the illustration
to be sinlilar or identical in all aspects or matters (in order to drive home
their point of View), and this important fact must necessarily be
renlembered. In tluth. no one ever says that between the DTishtaanta
or the illustration and Daarshtraanli1ca or the illustrated there exists
comparison or similarity in all aspects and respects; neither is it
possible to assert in that manner. For. if such an identity or similarity
exists between them. both entities become merged into one and hence
the distinction or difference of the two in the fOflllS of D,ishtaanta and
Daarshtraanti1ca \vill itself become nullified or in other words that
difference will not exist at all; it vanishes.
18. Suo Bh. 3-2-20. p. 616.

17. Suo Bh. 2-2-38. p. 436.

62. It is wrong to think that merely because an illustration has been
utilized the establishnlent or detenuination of the reality or entity has
been achieved. For, an illustration is useful only to clarify a topic or
tnlth which is being currently enunciated. No one can ever establish
that just because the water snake appears to be similar to a cobra, like
the latter the water snake too is poisonous. Apart froIll thiS. if in the
scriptures an illustration has been mentioned we can only deduce a
purport or benefit that can accrue froln that. but where that illustration
cannot at all be conlpared or luade applicable it will not be possible to
do so. If it is a Lou1cika Drishtaanta or an empirical illustration, then
that illustration should necessarily be interpreted or conceived to mean
to be in consonance \vith universal acceptance. But, on the other hand,
the illustra.tion itself should never be distorted or twisted and be made
controversial I11erely in order .to prove or establish the veracity of a
statelnent or opinion that is desired by us. For, it is never possible to
deternline or establish the reality of an object or a thing nlerely on the
ground that \ve desire or like it to be so. If this truth is kept in I11ind, it
beconles evidently clear that the Tarka or logic that is utilized by those
who aUeJupt to propound a teaching or doctrine which is contradictory
to an empirical phenomenon by using scriptural illustrations or
exanlples is ](ular1ca or vain, dlY logic alone. For, then in that event the
very basis or rationale behind the concepts of Drishtaanta and
DaQrshtraanLi1ca is totally vitiated. It is never possible to prove or
establish that - "Fire is cold" or "'rhe Sun is like the Moon, endowed
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with cool rays" - by means of any illustration whatsoever. In the SaTIle
manner. it also becollles eVidently clear from this that not only the logic
of those \vho endeavour to make anything that is acceptable to all
hUlllan beings a matter of controversy by imagining or lllisconceiving
invariably an aspect which is not to be found in the illustration at all is
verily 1{utarka or vain. (hy logic. but also a Blatter of ridicule. For. if one
can imagine or conceive anything that does not exist at all. then
anybody can imagine or conceive anything that he wishes or fancies.
l'he present-day Vedantins \vho argue in the Inanner - "While the
people take (or believe) a rope to be a snake and a sea -shell or nacre to
he silver out of delusion (Bhraanti) their knowledge or perception then
in that context is not false or wrong but then. in reality. a kind of an
appearance of a snake (Le. Praatibhaasi1ca Salpa) is actually or really
born as a result of AVid!Ja (Avidyaapcl1inaanla)'t - are, in fact, using
such 1{utarka or dry, vain logic mentioned above.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23. Suo Bh. 2-2-17. p. 400.
24. Suo Bh. 4-1-5. p. 825.
25. Ma. Ka. Bh. 2-32. p. 257.

Suo Bh. 2-2-10. p. 382.
Suo Bh. 3-2-20. p. 616.
Suo Bh. 2-3-50. p. 517.
Br. Bh. 2-1-20. p. 302.

IX. VEDANTA VAAKYA OR VEDANTIC SENTENCE
63. Previously in section 18 we have stated that in Shaan1cara
Vedanta the fact that - Hit has been ackno\vledged that Shaastras
alone are the valid nleans or authoritative sources" - is a special
feature. We have also previously in sections 47 - 56 given solutions too
for some objections concerning the validity of Sh111tis or the scriptures.
But so far we have examined the Shl1.ltiS only from the predominant
viewpoint of their being valid Ineans. Now, we will begin to exanline
thelD froID the predolllinant viewpoint of their being sentences. For,
the priIne or parrunount teaching of this school of philosophy is:
"Brcdunajnaana or Self-lillowledge is gained from the conviction
accruing fronl the deliberation on the meaning or purport of the
Vedanta Vaak!Jas or the scriptural sentences."
2. Ka. Bh: 1-2-9. p. 134.

1. Su.Bh.1-1-2.p.1S.

64. During

the tinles of Adi Shankaraachaarya there were
A-feemaanlsa1cas O)elonging to JaiInini's POOl·va Aleemaamsaa school of
philosophy) who were totally including all the Vedanta Vaa1cyas or
Vpanishaclic sentences in the Viclhi1cClClncla or ritualistic portion of the
Vedas. as also saIne Vedantins \vere following such Aleenlaamsa1cas.
Even today there are Vedantins belonging to alien schools of Vedanta
other than. or opposed to, Adi Shankarats school who Dlaintain that
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"Vedanta stipulates in the form of injunctions Upaasanas or meditations alone pertaining to Brahman or Atman, but does not merely state
about Brahman (in the fonn of sentences)". All these are invariably the
opponents to Adi Shankara's pristine pure Vedanta. Therefore, it is
quite essential for the spiritual seekers to get all their objections in this
regard solved completely. First of all, let us examine and deliberate
upon the opinion of the Meemaamsakas that - "Because Brahman is
'Bhoota Vastu' or an existing entity, the Shrutis do not enunciate or
propound It."

-

The rationale behind the opinion of the Meemaamsakas is: "Shaastras
may stipulate by way of injunctions Dharma or religious tenets or
doctrines which are not perceptible to Pratyaksha, Anumaana etc. But
because Brahman is a Bhoota Vastu, It should be an object for
Pratuaksha, Anumaana etc.: therefore, if the Shaastras enunciate or
propound Brahman, which is a Bhoota Vas~ then it will be
tantamount to Anuvaada or mere repetition of things already known
(and hence they will become redundant). Besides, by mentioning such a
thIng no benefit will accnle nor any purpose seIVed at all. For that
reason alone, it has been stated that not only do the Shaastras
invariably teach ](liUa or rituals, religious rites but also that the
script ural sentences, which signify or teach Vastu or an entity - \vhich
is not a ](1iya - becollle futile: for this reason alone, it has been
deternlined in the A1eenlaClnlsaa Soolras or aphorisms of the
Meenlaanlsaa school of philosophy that Arlhavaada (tenets, doctrines
of secondaty iIllportance) are valid nleans by virtue of their praising
Vidhis or religious injunctions. 'T'herefore, it should be reckoned that
because the Vedanlic sentences stipulate or mention the Kartru or the
agent of action, the ](1iUa or the ritual, Devata or the deity who is to be
invoked etc. they are the valid nleans."
First of all, the opinion that the Shaastras should invariably
enunciate or propound ]{arnlas (rituals) alone pertains to a sentence
belonging to the ]{alma ]{aanda. Although Brahman is a Bhoota Vaslu
the truth that - "Brahnlacdmlln, (the Ultinlate Reality of the SelJ) alone
Is myself" - can never be cognized or Intuited without the help of the
Shaaslras. Further, because by cognizing Brahnlaatnlan the difficulties
like AlJidua (ignorance), ]{aama (desires), ]{ll17na (rituals) etc. are
actually rooted out, there exists a perceptible benefit or utility. 1'here is
no restriction, regulation or stipulation that the Vedanlic sentences
should invariably instruct about rituals or actions alone. For. the
Shrulis condelnn Kri!)a or action, ]{aClrcdca or ins truluen ts or nleans of
action, as also the Phcda or fruits, results of action. It is tlue that in the
Vedanlic sentences pertaining to Upaasanos there is nlention about
Devalas, the ritual etc.: but because the Bra1una Vaa1cya or VeclClnlic
sentence, which pertains to the essential nature of Brahnlan and which
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expounds unitary or non-dual existence of Brahman, sublates the entire
ganlut of knowledge of duality itself, it will not be proper to say that
therein there exist either Upaasana Vidhis or stipulations, injunctions
concerning meditations or Devatas etc. which were mentioned as
accessories subordinate to those injuctions.
3. SUo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 37.
4. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 22.
5. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 22.

6. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 21.
7. Suo Sh. 1-1-4. p. 22.
8. Suo Sh. 1-1-4. pp. 22,23.

65. Some people say that apart from sentences which stipulate either
Pravrilti (endeavour to achieve something deSirable) or Nivritti (effort of
receding from something undesirable) and objects which are
accessories subordinate to these, there are no Vedavaakyas or
scriptural sentences whatsoever which expound merely an existing
entity or Reality (Bhoola Vastu)). In the opinion of the Meemaamsa1cas
even the Jnaana 1{aancia (the Vedic portion devoted to Self-Knowledge)
also e.xpounds something rearnining after the 1{aTTTlas mentioned in the
Kanno 1{aanda only. In the opinion of many others, although the
Shaaslras teach Brahman. they do not do so independently; on the
other hand, they teach Brahnlan in subordination to the injunctions
pertaining to meditations alone. In the Jnaana 1{aanda also there are a
few Upaasana Vidhis. For example: '~almaa Vaa Are Drishtavyaha
Shroalavyoa Manlavyoa Nidhicihyaasitavyaha" -

(Brihadaaranya1ca
2-4-9) - rneaning, "My dear, one should cognize Alman. listen to the
descriptions and teachings about Alnlan, reason out or deliberate upon
Atman and contemplate upon Alnlan"; "Soa(s)nveshtavyaha Sa
Vyynaasilavyaha" - (Chhaandogya 8-7-1) - meaning, "One should
search out Alman. one should cognize, Intuit Atnlan alone";
uAalanletycvoapaaseela" - (Brihadaaranya1ca 1-4-7) - meaning, "One
should meditate that his true Being is Alnlan alone" - all such

statenlents are belonging to this kind of scriptural injunctions. It is
their opinion that the Brahnla VaalqJas or sentences pertaining to
Brahnlan have the purport of signifying either Brahnlan which is to be
nleditated upon or those teachings devoid of injunctions about the
Swaroopa or essential nature of Being of Paramaalman. l'hey have
understood (or interpreted) the scriptures to nlean that just as the
invisible Svcrrga or Heaven is to be at tained by nleans of 1{a1ma, in the
saIne way A10aksha or Elnanci pation which too is invisible is to be
attained by means of A1aanasa 1{arnla or action at the mental or psychic
level. Some people believe that by this kind of Upaasana even Avidua
too is reInoved.
But this is not proper. It is not possible to say either that the Paranla
Purusha or the Supreme Being or Self, who is cognized through the
Upanishads alone, does not exist or that He cannot be known or
Intuited through the valid Illeans of the Vedas. For. in the Upanishads
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He has been stated to be our Alman or Self alone, devoid of all special
charactedstics. It is not possible to refute the existence of Alman: for,
one who endeavours to refute in that manner is himself Alman.
Because this Alman is called ''Aupanishad Purusha", the fact that
- "He is expounded predominantly in the Upanishads alone and not as
subsidiary to any other Vidhf' - will become clear.
In nlany contexts there exist scriptural sentences which signifY the
unity or identity of Brahman and Alman and they end up there itself.
Relating to them there do not exist any Vidhis whatsoever. Therefore, it
becollles necessary to deduce that - '1'he real purport or goal for all
Upanishads culminates in signifying or expounding the Brahmaatma
Swaroopa or the essential nature of Brahnlan or Alman." It is true that
at certain places there exist scriptural sentences like - ''Aalmaa Vaa
Are Drishlauyaha" (mentioned above) - which appear like Vidhis. But
that entity which has been painted out to be cognized or Intuited in
such contexts is our Alman alone. Therefore, it is not proper to say that
therein it has been stipulated by way of an injunction that our Atman
has to be cognized afresh. Because by means of scriptural sentences
thenlselves which signify or help cognize the Aatma SLvclroopa
(the essential nature of our SelO that entity (Bhoota Vastuj which is to
be cognized becomes cognized invariably, thereafter there does not
renlain anything whatsoever which has to be stipulated by way of an
injunction. 'l'herefore, for the sake of those people who are extroverted
and think in the manner - "I must achieve this; I must get rid of or
avoid this" - and who wi thou t having attained the final goal of life are
suffering the miseries of this transnligratolY existence (Sanlsaara),
inasmuch as they induce or pronlpt thenl to become introverted, the
script ural sentences seemingly to be of the fonn of injunctions Vidhis
like - ''AaLmaa Vaa Are Dlishlavyaha" - etc. are useful in instructing
or gUiding them in the manner - "Oh, dear ones, do not look outside
extrovertedly, but look within introvertedly at ALnlan alone. 111US that
ALnlan alone, who if one has begun to discover within cannot be
acquired afresh as desirable or cannot be discarded or got rid of as
undesirable (i.e. neither Upaacleya nor Heya, respectively) but who is
the velY core of Being indwelling in evelY one - the Upanishadic
sentences describe in the nlanner - "'This AlnlCln alone is all Ulis
existing before us"; "Where everything becomes this ALman alone, there
who can see what and with what. .... ?": "'This ALnlan is verily Brahman
alone": 1'herefore, in the Jnaana I{aanda devoted to teaching SelfK.nowled~e it is not possible even to inlap:ine that Brahman is taught as
being subordinate to any injunction whatsoever.
It

9. Suo Sh. 1-1-4. p. 36.
10. Suo Sh. 1-1-4. p. 37.
11. Isa Up. Intr. p.3.

12. Suo Sh. 1-1-4. pp. 35,36.
13. Sr. Up. 1-4-7. p. 130.
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66. Now anyone may get a doubt of the type - 'Whether the
scriptural sentences pertain to the enunciation of the essential nature
of Brahnlan (Brahma Swaroopa) or to the unitalY Intuitive experience of
the identification of Brahman and Alman (Brahnlaalmai1catwa), they
have per force to include a word signifying or indicating Brahman. For,
as a sentence has invariably to signify the purport or nleaning intended
by the sentence in the fonn of the relationship between various objects
or things, it becomes qUite necessalY for the various words that exist
(or that are used) in the sentence to signify the relevant, respective
objects or things they pertain to. Hence, it is inlpossible for a sentence
pertaining to Brahman, the Ultimate Reality, to exist without comprising or containing a word signifying Brahman. But if Brahnlan is
Paclavaachya or an entity, phenolnenon \vhich is signified by a Pada or
word. then there will be a danger of refu tation or con trac1iction to the
Sidclhaanta or spiritual teaching that Brahnlan is Nirvishesha or devoid
of all special charactelistics. 'fhe teaching \vhich we indicated
previously in section 40, nalnely that - "I t is not possible to signify
Brahnlan by nleans of any ShalJda or \vord \vhatsoever" - will have to
be given up or discarded. 'rhus. how can we trust, believe this
BrahnIclvuada (theory pertaining to the H.eality of BrahnIan) which is
self-con tradictory?"
Here the Sidclhaanta or genuine spiritual teaching is that Brahman is
not at all an object signified by any \vord \vhatsoever. For, in our
workaday world too words like bullock, horse etc. by way of indicating
specles, words like cook, reader etc. by way of indicating the action
involved, \\'ords like white, black etc. by way of indicating the quality or
Cuna, words like rich man, dairy owner etc. by way of indicating their
respective relationships or possessions - all such words indicate or
signify their respective objects or phenomena. But pertaining to
Brahman, because there are no causes or pretexts like species, actions,
Cunas etc. pronlpting the functioning or usage of words, Brahnlan is
not an object for any \vord whatsoever. In fact. because BrahnIan is
non-dual, unobjectiHable and the velY essence of Being of evelything
- It cannot ever beconle an object indicated by any word \vhatsoever.
Even the \vords like BrahnIan, AlnIan etc. cannot, in the uItilnate
analysis. signify BrahnIan. the Inetaphysical Absolute Reality. Even so,
we nlust understand or discern that, by using the axiOlll of superiInposition and rescission (I.e. AclhljClClrOClpa Apavaada lVyaaljCl) , the
scriptures adopt some certain nrunes, forIlls and functions by \vay of
superirnposition alone and utilize words like Vljnaana, Aananda,
Vijnaanc.ghana, Brahnlan, ALnIan etc. to indicate BrahnIan, the Ultirnate
Reality. By calling BrahnIan "Salyan!" or real, the Upanishads have the
prinle purport of instructing the seekers that "It is not false"; by calling
It "Jnaanam" (Consciousness) they propose to instruct that - "It is not
Jada (insentient or inert)". In the SaIne Inanner, the word "Brahrnan"
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Is useful in indicating that the Ultimate Reality is not "Alpa" or small:
but that word is not used to indicate or signify that in the Ultimate
Reality "Brahmatwa" or "Brahmanhood" exists in the form of a Dharma
or special feature, nature or quality. The word ·~tman", which signifies
the Pratyagaalman or the indwelling self endowed with a body, is itself
utilized in accordance with the meaning connoted by the grammatical
root (Dhaatu) to signify an entity or Reality beyond the body, the mind,
the senses etc. The connotation of the word '~tman" in Sanskrit is:
"That which is all-pelVasive, that which grasps or assimilates everything, that which consumes or destroys everything, that which exists
eternally". It should, therefore, be dIscerned that this word '~tman"
which is the nomenclature of the self (i.e. not-sell) endowed with a body
Is utilized by the scriptures to teach '~tman" or the Self, of the
essential nature of Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss (i.e. the Absolute,
Ultimate Reality which is non-dual, beyond time-space-causation
categories) beyond the ken or pUIView of any word or nomenclature, as
also the truth that He Is not · ~naaLman" or not -self. In the same
manner, although in reality (I.e. in the ultimate analysis) Brahman is
not an object or phenomenon capable of being indicated or signified by
any word or nomenclature whatsoever, by virtue of the axioll1atic
Aclhyaaroapa or deliberate superin1position Brahnlan can be invariably
indicated by certain words indeed. 1"herelore, there is no cause or rOOll1
for the doubt or objection of the type - "If Brahnlan is not the object for
any sentence (Vaachya), then there cannot be any scriptural sentence
pertaining to Brahnlan. "
14. G. Bh. 13-12. p. 530, 531.
15. Br. Bh. 2-3-6. p. 346.
16. Suo Bh.l-l-1. p.l1,12.

17. Ait.Bh.l-l-1.p.20.
18. Ka. Bh. 2-1-1. p. 171.
19. Ch. Bh. 7-1-3. p. 508.

67. Now yet another doubt raises its head: "In the Brahma Vaa1cya or
sentence pertaining to Brahnlan anyone particular word necessarily
should directly signiJy Brahnlan. Other\vise, there is no scope whatso"ever for us to know Brahnlan's essential nature from the sentence. If it
is argued Ulat in the sentence each one of the words signify Brahnlan,
then the question - 'When one single \vord is sufficient for the purpose,
why at all is there any need for a sentence which is nothing but a form
of a bunch or congregation of luany words?' \vill arise. Besides, a
sentence should necessarily indicate the relationship that exists all10ng
various objects or things; is it not?"
If we deliberate upon, with deep insight. on this Inatter then it will be
eviden t that an answer has already been provided in the above
consideration regarding words. Even so, for the sake of exaIuining
clearly the nature of a sentence we will explain it in SOIne detail. In the
main, the sentences pertaining to Brc111nlCln are of two kinds. SOlne
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sentences are of the type - "Sat!Jam Jnaanamanantam Brahma"
- and are called Laxana VaaJc!Jas or sentences which signify the
essential nature of Brahma~ the Absolute Reality. Sentences like uTaUwamasi", meaning 'That thou art" - etc. are those which indicate
or teach that our Atman is, in the absolute sense or from Paramaarlha
Dristhi, Brahman alone beyond all empirical dealings or categories.
In the first category of Laxana Vaak!Jas the special characteristics
that are mentioned are not used in a predominant sense with the
meanings connoted by them: therefore, Brahma~ which is Satyam or
real. purports to mean that Brahman is not Asatya Brahman or unreal
Brahnlart; Brahman, of the nature of Jnaanam, purports to mean
Brahman \vhich is not of the nature of Ajnaana or ignorance: Ananta
Brahman or endless, eternal Brahman purports to mean that Brahman
which is not having any end or destruction. In this manner, these
special features are not utilized to signify Brahman contrasting or
separating It from another Brahman. In truth, Brahman is one and one
only: there are not many Brahnlans at all. l'herefore, there is no
necessity also of utilizing any special features or characteristics in order
to distinguish or separate Brahman fronl another Brahnlan belonging to
the same species (Sajaaleeya Brahman). ''1'11at which is Satyam or real
is Brahnlan, that which is Jnaananl or conscious is B,.ahma~ that
which is Ananlam or endless is Brahnlan" - this alone is the meaning
or purport of the special features (bein~ used in the sentence). 'fhe
words like Sal!Janl, Jnclananl, Ananlam have not been used to signify
any DharTJlaS or qualities like Salyam, Jnaanam and Anantant; in truth,
those words teach Brahman in the manner - "Brahman is not AnrUa or
unreal; is not Achetana or insentient, inert: is not Parichhinna or
divisible, partible" - through the method of negating the special
features of the type of Anrilatwa (unreality), Achelanatwa (insentience)
etc. alone. 1herefore, the spiritual teaching hnplicit here is that not a
single word used in the Laxana VaalqJa directly signifies Brahmcln.
Because the words like Sat!Jam, Jnaananl etc. are used one by the side
of another. they imply that their Vaachyaartha or literary nleaning
should not be taken. For, by saying that - "BrallnlCln is real or SatYClm
- it is nleant that It is not an unreal or a false eJlect. In that case, the
doubt that - "'It may be a cause like clay etc. which is inert or
insentient" - is removed by the usage of the word "Jnaanam". Because
Brahman is Jnaanam or conscious, the doubt that - "Brahman may be
bom like the consciousness or knowledge of Ghala or earthen pot,
and then in due course may get destroyed" - is removed by the word
"AnanLam" or endless. etelnal. Because Brahman. being the essential
nature itself of Vynaatru or the knower, is eternally or perennially
established, It is not an intellectual or Inental concept (Buddhi VJilli) ,
which is signified by the word UJnaana" or knowledge; because
Brahman does not have any special features or characteristics
tt
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whatsoever It is not an empirical phenomenon signified by the word
"Sat yam" or reality which connotes the empirical reality commonly
understood by all people. In this manner, because these words like
Satyanl, Jnaananl, Anantanl etc. conjointly help reject their respective
literary nleanings and beconle useful in signifying Brahma~ which is
verily our essential nature of Pure, Absolute, Transcendental BeingConsciousness-Bliss, through Laxana or iInplication, in a subtle sense,
it beconles necessary for all such words to be there in a Laxana Vaa1cya
or scriptural sentence inlplying, subtly pointing out or signifying,
Brahman. Further, the fact that, unlike a statenlent of the type
"Neelam Ulpalam" - nleaning, UA blue lotus or water-lily", the
Laxana Vaa1cya does not signify the association or relationship among
the various things or objects is established and for this reason the
restriction or rule that a sentence should necessarily indicate the
relationship anlong things or objects does not hold good; it is not proper
to insist like that.
Now, let us exanline the sentence - 'Tatlwanlasi" nleaning 'That
thou art" - of the second category. Here in this sentence the Sanskrit
word 'Tal", nleaning "'fh at ", signifies that entity or Reality called
Brahnlal1.., which is of the velY essence of Intuitive experience devoid of
any qualities or characteristics of Samsaara. 1"he word u1Wam",
nleanin~ "'Thou" or "You", Signifies the ChaiLanva or Pure Consciousness- Bliss which is our Atnlan or Self, the indweller innate in us, who is
distinct, separate fronl the body, Praana or vital force, the nlind, the
intellect and Ahanllcaara or the 'I' sense, ego. Because these t\VO words
are llsed in the scriptures together alone, their identity becolnes
evident. Otherwise, it would have anlounted to saying that these words.
viz. "Tal" and 'Twanl", signify their respective literary nleanings alone.
In the sentence - '1"he horse is black" - the \vord "horse" gives up, or
does not take into the reckoning, all the horses other than blackcoloured horses and the word "Black" gives up, or does not take into the
reckoning, all the objects or things \vhich are not horses, and these
inlplications are made possible by the proxinlHy of the two words: in
fact, frOIl1 the sen tence the kno\vlec1ge with the meaning or purport of
- "A black horse" - is engendered because of the knowledge of these
two thin~s separately or distinctly. In the saIne way, from the usa~e of
the words 'Tell" and "TtVelnl" syntactically in proxiInity the IntUitive
kno\vledge Iuent ioned above is engendered and the listener (i.e. seeker)
discerns the Ineaning of the word UTaL" to be his Alnlan or Self alone, as
also the Ineaning of the word ·Ttvanl" to be BrahnlCln, the nletaphysical
Absolute }{eaHty, devoid of all nliselY, and by the usage of the verb
"Asi", Jlleaning "art or are"{indicating the present tense and with the
nleanin~ "at present" in addition), the listener or seeker attains the
cognitive or Intuitive }ulo\vledge of the entity purported to be denoted by
the sentence called (in Veclanlic parlance) BrahnlaaLnlCl E1calwa Jnaana
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or the unitary or non-dual Intuitive Knowledge or cognition of the
identity of Brahman and AtmaT4 j~st as one becomes aware of and
realizes the tnlth (getting rid of his folly or delusion) when he was told
- '7hat tenth person is yourself'. For this reason, the scriptural
sentence signifies the identity of Brahman and Atman without
indicating the llterary meaning of the form or nature of union or
association (Samsarga) of various objects or empirical things. (The word
"Samsarga" connotes two things being associated or united intimately).
Therefore, In this context too all the various words have necessarily to
be there in a sentence.
23. Tai. Bh. 2-1-1. p. 297.
24. TaL Bh. 2-1-1. pp. 297, 298.
25. Suo Bh. 4-1-2. p. 816.

20. Tai. Bh. 2-1-1. p. 291.
21. TaL Bh. 2-1-1. p. 291.
22. TaL Bh. 2-1-1. pp. 290, 291,
292, 293, 294.

68. Some people have raised the doubt that - "Each and evety word
in the sCliptural sentence signifies Brahnlan through Laxana, 1.e. in a
su htle sense, alone is not realized in our workaday world. Fqr exam pIe,
in the sentence - 1"he village lies on river Ganga' - the word 'Ganga'
or 'Ganges' indicates by Lnxana the bank of the said river. Even while
communicating in this way there exists another word which is the
nanle used for or which connotes the 'bank' of a river. But when there is
no word whatsoever which Is Vaacha1ca or nanle which signifies or
connotes BrahmaT4 how at all can any word signHy Brahnlan even
through Laxana, i.e. by way of implication or in a subtle sense?"
But for those people who keep in mind the Vedantic teaching that
statements like - "Brahman is Vaachya": "Brahman is LcooJa"
- (nleaning. 'Brahman is that object indicated by a word or a sentence'
and 'Brahnlan is that entity signified by inlplicatlon or in a subtle
sense',
respectively) are made only from the viewpoint of
stlperinlposilion (Ad hyaaroapa) , this doubt cannot present any
difficulty whatsoever. 1be statement that - "Brahman is Vaachya or
the object literally signified by such and such a word" - is meant only
to instruct in the manner - '1'hat Vaachaka Shabda or word literally
used as Brahman cannot possibly signify the metaphysical entity
Brahman." l'he statement that - "'T'hat Brahnlan (named) is signified
through Laxana or implicitly by words like Salyam, Jnaanam etc." - is
only to instruct by negation in the manner - "Neither is Brahman
Vaachya, i.e. not an object which can be indicated literally by either a
word or a sentence". In fact, a word - whether it operates either by way
of a nanle (Abidhaa VrittU or by way of inl plied meaning (Lax~na Vrilli)
- invariably signifies anyone particular thing or object, which exists in
the empirical world of duality with distinctions and which is capable of
being an object or phenomenon for the nlind and speech but other than
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however, a word cannot at all signify the non-dual,
metaphysIcal or Absolute Atman who is the "Vishayi" or the subjective
Witnessing Principle in everyone. For that reason alone, the scriptures
teach that - "Brahman is not an object at all either for any Vaak or
speech (word) or Manah or the mind" - (which means, Brahman is the
Absolute Intuitive experIence, Pure Consciousness beyond the ken or
pUlView of either the senses or the mind).
Atman:

26. Up. Sa. 18-170 to 172.
pp. 254, 255.

27. G. Sh. 13-12. p. 531.

69. It is also the opinion of some people that - "1he grammatical
relation of words comprising 3; sentence invariably lies in indicating an
action-oriented ritual alone: if there is no ritual stipulated (in the
manner of an injunction) the words do not at all become a composite
sentence." If there is a ritual which can be practised or put into action,
then the objects (mentioned as necessary accessories while performing
rituals. rites etc.) become relevant as aids or accessories: the sentence
too becom~s a valid means or authoritative source. Otherwise. even if
hundred words are conjoined in the manner - "'Ibis from that like this"
- it does not become a composite (meaningful) sentence. l"herefore,
necessarily in a sentence there must be verbs like - "should be done",
"such and such a thing has to be done", "such and such a thing has per
force to be done". Merely if there are words like Paramaalman, Ishwara
etc. it does not becolne a sentence. nor does it become a Pramaana. If
Paramaatman and Ishwara etc. are the meanings or phenomena
signified by those words. then also. because they too have necessarily to
become perceptible to some other valid means. the (scriptural) sentence
becomes futile or purposeless. 1bis is the rationale of these theorists or
proponen ts.
111is especially is not proper or reasonable at all. For. both in our
workaday world or enlpirical transactions and in the scriptures there
are many sentences being llsed which culminate (or exhaust their
purport)
in nlerely indicating the object.
For exanlple
- "Choadanaalaxanoa(slrlhoa Dharmaha" - this aphorism of Jainlini
(which if transliterated reads - "Dharma - the meaning of ritualistic
features or characteristics" - without any usage of a predicate) Is not
In agreenlent with any ]{aarya ]{riya or action done or ritual performed:
it merely states or defines the characteristics of Dharma, that is all.
In the sunle manner, "Sadeua Soamyedamagra Aaseedekameua
Aduiteeyanl" (Chhaandogya 7-2-1) meaning, "Oh son, this
(i.e. the luanifested world before us) in the past or beginning (i.e. before
the creation) existed as the non-dual Sat or Reality (i.e. Brahnlan,
alone): when it is quite evident or established to be a fact that the words
used in all such sCliptural sentences invariably beconle relevant and
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meaningful in signifying the essential nature of Brahman alone, it is not
reasonable or justifiable to imagine or conjecture that a sentence
should necessarily signify the stipulatory injunctions pertaining to
certain action-bound rituals. Even if we accept the stand that there
should necessarily be a verb, predicate in a sentence, there is no room
or cause for a rule of law laying down the condition that - ''1here
should be necessarily a predicate which stipulates by way of injunctions any particular duties or rites." Just as in the sentence - "Astt
MenLrvamachatushtayoapetaha" - meaning, "'I'here exists a mountain
called Meru having four colours" - there is no objection against adding
or assuming a predicate of the type - "AsH" or "exists". In scriptural
sentences like "Taltwamasi" (Chhaandogya 6-8-7) "Aham
Brahnlaasmi" - (Brihadaaranyaka 1-4-10) - the words or verbs like
"is", which denote an action do exist. Some Vedic sentences signify the
prohibition or condemnation of a particular action; therein, although
there is no teaching of any action in the form of a duty or responsibility,
there exists a sentence indeed; besides, those sentences are having
validity or they are treated as authoritative sCriptural dictates or
stipulations alone.
28. SUo Sh. 1-1-4. pp. 21,22.
29. Sr. Sh. 1-3-1. pp. 48, 49.

39. Suo Sh. 1'-1-4. p. 38.

31. Sr. Sh. 1-3-1. p. 50.

x. VAAKYAJANYA JNAANA OR KNOWLEDGE
BORN OUT OF A SENTENCE
70. It is necessary now to discern the difference between the
kno\vledge that is born out of the Karma I{aanda sentence and the
knowledge that is born out of the Jnaana I{aanda sentence. The Karma
KaClncla sentences signify Dharma, which is within the jurisdiction or
control of the person's dealings in the empirical sphere and which, after
the cOlnpletion of those dealings, helps attain Svarga and such other
Abh!Judaya or prosperity, accruing in the future period of tinle, whereas
the Jnaana I{aanda sentences signify or teach Brahman, which is
within the controllof the Vaslu or the real entity which exists eternally
and is verily Alman or the Self of the seeker and which gives Mulcli or
Beatitude. In another aspect also these two kinds of knowledges are
totally opposed to each other. After the knowledge of the Karma is
gained, the tasks of procuring the respective implements or accessories
needed for the I{arma and performing the I{amla remain separately.
But after the attainInent of Brahnla Jnaana or Self-lillowledge nothing
renlains to be done or performed: as soon as that Self-Knowledge is
attained, the Intuitive experience (Pure Consciousness) of being the
Saruaatman or the Self or essential nature of Being of everything, who is
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neither the 1{artru or agent of action nor the Bho1ctru or the enjoyer of
the fruit of action, is at once attained. 1bus because the knowledge that
is born out of the Vedanta sentence cOlnpletely sublates Ajnaana or
ignorance and produces supreme satisfaction or blissful contentment,
those people who have this Self-Knowledge are called wise people, Krita
KrityQS, I.e. people who have achieved all that is to be achieved in life
(in other words, those who have fulfilled the prime purport of human
existence or who have attained the ultimate goal of life) in the
Bhaga vadgeeta.
4. G. Sh. 2-21. p. 66.
5. G. 15-20. p. 613.

1. SUo Sh. 1-1-1. p. 8.
2. Suo Sh. 1-1-2. p. 17.
3. Mu. Up. 1-1-6. p. 88.

71. In the Jnaana Kaancla too there exist a few Vidhi Vaakyas or
sentences of injunctions. 1bey do not become relevant to or fully in
agreement with Brahnlan.., the Ultimate Reality. 1'hose sentences
stipulate Upaasanas or meditations of the fonn or nature of
- Saamoapaasana, Omkaara Upaasana, Sanlhita Upaasana, Brahma
Upaasana etc. We have already refuted the objection that - '1'he
scriptural sentences which signify or teach the Brahma Swaroopa are
subordinate to the sentences which teach Brahnla Upaasana" - for the
following reasons: 1. 111e Brahma Vaalcya culminates in cognizing the
Absolute non-dual Reality of Brahman (Le. it helps attain the Intuitive
experience of AtnIan); 2. In that Brahman there is no scope for any

stipulation or injunction whatsoever (section 65); 3. The unitary or nondual Jnaana or Intuitive experience that accrues from the sCriptural
(Upanishadic) sentences signifying the very essence of Brahman
com pletely sublates or falsifies the knowledge of all duality (section 64);
4. 1"he sentences like - "Drishtavyaha, Shroalavyaha, Anveshtavyaha"
- etc. which are apparently like the injunctions but existing in a
chapter devoted to teaching the essential nature of Brahman.., in truth,
do not teach Upaasanas but have the ~en uine purport of fllaking or
inducing the lnind of the Jijnaasu or seeker to recede, turn away from
Anaalrnan or not-Self and to\vards his o\vn Alman - (section 65). 111US
it has been conclusively proved, established that the Brahma Vaa1cyas
are not at all subordinate to anything other than itself. If the Entity
which is signified in the scriplural statelnent - "BrahnIan must be
rulO\Vn or cognized" - is stated to be subordinate to some other duty or
stipulated action. then it has to be accepted that by means of that
particular duty or stipulated action one can attain Moaksha or
Enluncipation; then in that event. it aIllounts to saying that - "Among
the various fruits of action themselves. which are ditTerent in their
degrees or gradations from one another, this A10aksha too becomes one
of them, and thereby it becolnes Anitya or non -eternal." This is not
proper. Because the Upaasana Vaakuas are invariably concerning
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actions of meditating, they cannot, by any means, become the predominant valid means to detennine or establish the essential nature of
Brahma~ the Absolute Reality. In fact, they must be interpreted in
such a manner that they do not contradIct or oppose the purport of the
predominant sentences which exist in the scriptures exclusively to
si~niry or teach the essential nature of Brahman alone. On the other
hand, any attenlpt especially to interpret the Brahma Vaakyas so as to
be in agreement or in consonance with Upaasana Vaakyas, which are
not to be found in the Jnaana Prakarana or chapter devoted to Jnaan~
is not at all proper or reasonable. For this reason alone, the true seeker
should discern that - 'i'he sentences which signify that in Brahman
there does not exist any special characteristic whatsoever are those
which exclusively teach the essential nature of Brahman: further,
although the remaining scriptural sentences have accepted certain
special features, qualities or characteristics in Brahman purely from the
vle\vpoint of Adhyaaroapa or superimposition, on that count there does
not exist any danger or difficulty posed to the validity of the Absolute
Being-Consciousness of Brahman."
6. SUo Sh. 3-2-14. p. 612.
7. Suo Sh. 1-1-4. p. 28.

8. Sr. Sh. 1-4-7. p. 130.

72. Some people argue out in the manner - "Merely by listening to
the scriptural sentences no one has the chance of getting Jnaana or
Self-}rnowledge. For, in the scriptures thelnselves it has been stated
that there are many people \vho even after listening to the Vedantic
sentences have not been able to get Jnaana (I(alha 1-2-7). 1"here is a
convention of the Vedantins arguing in the manner that by listening to
a sentence of the type - 1"his is not a snake, it is a rope' - a knowledge
which is capable of sublating, removing the fear or anxiety caused by
nlisconception or delusion accrues and this Is seen in the workaday
world. But in the illustrated (Daarshlraantika), i.e. in the case of SelfKno\vledge, that is not realized in that manner. Because it has been
men tioned in the Shrutis themselves that after lis tening to the
scriptural sentences the seeker should practise Manana or discrimination and Nididhyaasana or contemplation also, it has to be accepted
that merely by listening to the sCriptural sentences Brahmaalma
Jnaana (Self-Knowledge) cannot be attained. Besides, no one can
attenlpt either to attain Self-Kno\vledge or to listen to the scriptural
sentences without the aid of the Viclhis or injunctions nlentioned in the
scriptures thenlselves. l"herefore. for attaining Self-lillowledge a
particular proInoting or nlotivating nleans is quite necessary; the
contention that - 'Merely a Vedanlic sentence which is of the nature of
teaching or expounding the Reality is enough for attaining SelfIU10\\'ledge' - is not proper.
II
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But when by virtue of listening to the scriptural sentence expounding
the essential nature of Alman one actually attains Jnaan~ to say or
insist that for attaining Self-Knowledge Vidhis are necessary is never
justifiable or proper. lnose people who say or argue that for listening to
the scriptural sentences there is a necessity of a Vielhi will be confronted by the defect of 'absence of reaching a finality' because they will
have per force to imagine or postulate another Vidhi Vaakya for the
listening to the earlier Vidhi Vaakya and so on. Apart from this, in the
case of Anaatman or not-self it may be necessary for a Prav:lrtaka
Pramaana or pronloting means to attain the knowledge of that entity or
object other than oneself. But to say that there is a necessity for a
PralJartaka Pramaana for the knowledge about oneself is never
reasonable or justifiable. Just like ShralJana or listening, the other two
disciplines of Manana or ratiocination and Nididhyaasana or
contemplation too have been taught for attaining Self-Knowledge
(Aatnla Jnaana) alone and not for involving the Self in any other duty or
ritual remaining after the attainluent of Self-Knowledge. The scriptural
sentences found in the Brahma Prakarana or Chapter devoted for
expounding the essential nature of Brahnlan of the type - "Atnlan
should be seen: He should be listened to" - etc. are, in truth, not
having the ultimate purport of stipulating by way of injunctions any
Jnaana or kno\vledge Whatsoever: they merely alert the seeker or
beckon him to pay attention in the manner - UO ne should make an
atteInptto see (ALTnan), listen to (Atnlan),'one should divert his attention
towards Him (Atnlan). Even in our day- to-day dealings words like
- "Look", "Listen" - have only so much meaning, that is all. lnerefore,
In the Vedic literature too to reckon the saIne nleanings will be quite in
order and proper. Hence, the kno\vledges that accrue from ShralJana,
Nlanana etc. are not injunct ions at all. '1"0 say that by listening to the
Brahnla Vaa1cya one does not attain Jnaana (IntUitive experience) is a
stateIllent sIuacking of bravado. 'rhe scriptural statenlent - "Even after
listening to the scriptural sentences nlany people do not know or
cognize (the Reality of Atrnan)" - has the genUine purport of saying that
Atnlan can be 1o10wn or cognized only aller a great deal of strenuous
effort. For, in the saIlle context it has been further clarified that - '''fhat
person who expounds the essential nature of ALJnan is hinlself a
wonderful person (Le. such people are very fe\v): one \vho understands
or cognizes that Reality is hiInself a wise nlan". '1"0 the question (posed
by the Vedantins) that - "Just as lor the sentences found in the l{alma
l{aanda the ktlo\vledge to the efTect that - "fhere exist Dhamla and
Aclhanna and that the JeelJaatman or soul who is a l(arhu has
relationships with other worlds \vhere he gets new bodies (in other
words, he has a transllligratory existence)' - is obtained, in the srune
way for the sentences found in the Jnaana Kaancla why should not the
knowledge to the effect Ulat - WIne sanle Atnlan is AlJilaiya or devoid of
II
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aU changes. mutations, A1carl711 or not an agent of any action
whatsoever. Eka or non-dual entity' - etc. be attained - -the
1{an1lavaaclins or proponents of I(arma theory cannot at all give a
satisfactolY answer. Because Vaakyatwa or the abstract phenomenon
of being a sentence is comnlon to both the Jnaana Kaanda and the
Kanna I(Clancla Vaak!Jas. both kinds of sentences should necessarily
~ive rise to kt10\vlec1ge (of their respective subject-matter). Further,
because bot hare ShClClstrn VaCllqJas or scriptural sentences, the knowledges that accrue frolll both kinds of sentences must necessarily be
substantive or tan!!ible also; for exarnple, just like the results of Kno\vled~e of rit uals like DarshClpoo111Cl AiaClsa etc. \vhich are not perceptible
to the elnpirical valid Illeans like perception, inference etc. - the fruits
of the Intuitive l{no\vlec1ge of the essential nature of Paramaatman or
the Suprenle Self also fllllst necessarily be substantive or tangible
O"alaartha). In this regard there is no scope to show any difference
whatsoever behveen I(amla I(aancia and Jnaana I(aanda Vaakyas.
9. G. Bh. 2-69. p. 117.
10. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 43.

11. Suo Bh. 3-2-20. p. 622.
12. Sr. Sh. 1-3-1. p. 47.

73. Even though nlany people have accepted that from the Vedanta
Vaakuas (Jnaana sentences) Jnaana or Self-I{nowledge accrues, they
have not approved of the fact that Jnaana is verily the Intuitive Knowledge of the Suprelne Self which is propounded in Shaankara Vedanta
as explained or elucidated in his extant Bhaash!Jas. It is the opinion of
the ~lec'naanlSClkas that those scriptural sentences have the real
purport of stating, signifying that }{no\vlec1ge of AtnlCln who is the agent
of action (I(nrtlll) for the ]{nnnas as a Ineans of discipline to attain
• PunLShaarLha (Le. the goal of hlllnan existence or life) and so it is proper
to reckon thenl to be Art!lnv(lada or of secondalY inlportance subordinate to the ]{arTnas st ipulatcd in the script \lrc~. 'fheir opinion is: "In
\'e(/aIlICls ([~J(lllishads) there are several episodes like - 'the St01Y of
Maitreyi-'t'aajnavalkya', "11le stOIY of Pratardana', Ollie StOlY of
JaanashruU' etc.; because of the fact that frolll the nlere kno\vlec1ge of a
story there does not accrue any benefit or advantage, these episodes
should be utilized for the purpose of l{cllhhClclkhyaana or narrating an
old legendalY story, as stipulated as an injunction in the scriptures, to
a I{ing \vho is in the cOlupany of children, his Illinisterial staff or other
cOlnpanions on the occasion of his perfonning the Ashwamedhayajna
by \\'ay of 'PaanlJlava' or a nlere Iuental recreation."
111ese opinions especially are not at all proper, justifiable. For, we
have already stated in section 65 that the PafClmaainla Vljnaana or the
Intuitive I{nowledge of the Suprellle Self which can be known from the
Upanishads exclusively can never be subordinate or secondary (in its
iInportance or lnagnitude) to any ]{alma or ritual. l'his ALnlan is not
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of the essential nature of mere Kartru and Bhoktru : the Vedanta
Vaakyas or Vedantic, Upanishadic sentences signify Paramaatman who
is devoid of any characteristics or qualities of transmigratory life like
Kart111twa, Bhoktrutwa etc. By the virtue of that Jnaana or SelfKnowledge Karmas stipulated in the Shaastras are themselves
destroyed. Thus because they teach quite independently and in their
own right the essential nature of the Supreme Self, it is not possible to
say or dismiss these scriptural sentences as Arthavaada. Even in case
we accept them to be Arthauaada, because that Jnaana or Intuitive
Knowledge of the Self born out of those scriptural sentences does not
either signify any entity or object perceptible and because that Jnaana
does' not denote or connote any meaning which is opposed to, or
contradictory to, any other valid means, we have to per force accept that
those scriptural sentences teach invariably the essential nature of an
Entity which really exists.
The episodes like ·Maitreyi-Yaajnavalkya story' etc. are not mere
stories: there is no evidence or valid means to show that they should be
utilized in l'aJnas as Paarlplaua or sport, recreation. BeSides. particular
stories alone like Manu's stories etc. are especially stipulated to be
utilized for Paariplava, and to this effect are specific injunctions
stipulated also. 1berefore, with regard to the stories mentioned or
referred to in the present con text it is proper to reckon or discern that
according to the Chapter or Prakarana devoted to a particular Vidya the
respective stories have been utilized as introductions to the respective
Vidya alone. It is also possible to refer and reconcile them in that
manner. Hence, to say or insist that the Self-Knowledge (Jnaana) that is
produced by the Vedanta Vaakyas or Upanishadic sentences pertaining
to the essential nature of Brahman or Atnlan is subordinate,
subseIVient to the knowledge of Karmas (rituals) there is not even an
iota of scope or room.
16. Suo Sh. 3-4-23. p. 781.
17. Suo Bh. 3-4-24. p. 781.

13. SUo Sh. 3-4-8. pp. 763, 764.
14. Br. Bh. 1-3-1. p. 49.
15. Suo Bh. 1-3-33. pp. 226, 227.

74. Some disputants during the time ofShrl Shankaraachaarya were
of the opinion: "Even if it is accepted that by means of Vedanta Vaakyas
describing the essential nature of Brahman or ALman the Knowledge of
the Supreme Self (Paramaatman) is attained. in the ordinary course the
knowledge which aCClues from a sentence is Paroa1csha or extroverted,
objective in its aspect (t.e. the kno\vledge is that of an object or
phenomenon external to us). Because the perceptual lmowledge of the
type - 'I am a Samsaaree or a transmigratory soul' - which is deeprooted as a latent impression in our minds from time immemorial, is
stronger than the knowledge accruing from listening to the Upanishadic
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sentence, the lat ter, i.e. Vaa1cuqjallua Jnaana or the kno\vledge accnling
li-Ulll listening to a Vedanta \!a a 1c!Ja, gets falsified, cancelled. 'l'herefore,
till the I{no\vledge that - "I run Pc.rcunaatTllan who is A1carlTu (not an
agent of action) and Abhoktnl (not an enjoyer) , - is firmly rooted,
established in liS \ve should practise this fornl of getting that Jnaana,
called 'Prasan1ch!JaQna', repeatedly."
Some others have even argued in the manner - "Because sentences
in,"ariably signify the association or relationship among variolls objects
or things, by means of such sentences the Intuitive knowledge of the
Self, called 'ApClroakshCl JnClClna', can never be attained directly; if that
VaClIc!Jqjan!J(( kno\vledge is practised repeatedly, in the end the
kno\vledge of AlchClndCl(ltnlcln or iInlnutable Self. devoid of any relationship \vUh any other thing \vhatsoever, is attained. Even if a knowledge
of conviction is obtained by means of a sentence, the false illusory
kno\\'ledge Illay persistently continue to exist; just as in spite of our
conviction that jaMelY is s\\'eet, because of the after-effects of a disease,
it nlay taste as if it is bitter, when SCtTllSCUl1itlva (transnligratolY nature
of the soul or J~eD(l) is appearing to be stronger, then in order to over'('olne that. or to relllove that, it is quite necessalY to practise repeatedly
the TaUlL'CUlbhUCl(lSa or the kno\vled~e of the Self."
None of these theories is acceptable to Shri Shankara. l'here is no
rule of la\\' \vhatsoe\'er that froIll a sentence kno\vledge of an external
object alone should accrue. 'rhe story of the tenth nlan itself is an
illustration for this. l'en deluded people were having a misconception
that SOllleho\v one aIl10ng then1 had disappeared. '111ey had reckoned,
havin~ counted nine others \vit hout each counting hirnself, that - "'Ve
are only nine people". A passerby \vho SCl\V these people grieving that
they had lost the tenth rnan, addressed each one of them in the n1anner
- '·You yourself are the (tnissing) tenth nlan" and taught thenl
(Le. relllo\·ed their ITlisconcept ion). 'rhen to each one of thern the
kno\vledge or co~nit ion to the efiect - "I rnyself anl the tenth (missing)
tHan" - da\\"ned. In the same way, to the ignorant people who,
having been captivated by desires, are perceiving the Anaatman or
not-selves alone, by means of the Vedanta Vaakya ,of the type
- UTattwamasi·' meaning "That thou art" - i.e. you are verily
that Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss of Brahman, the Intuitive
Knowledge or cognition of the type - "I myself am Brahman or the
Ultimate Reality" - can possibly accrue directly culminating in
this Intuitive experience here and now (Aparoaksha Jnaana).

In the Upanishad (viz. ChhClanciogua) it is mentioned that that kind of
Intuitive experience \vas attained by Sh\vetuketll and even in these
1110denl tilnes too that Self-}u]o\vled!!e is attained by the qualil1ed
people all ri~ht. l"he arguluent that - "By nlcans of Jnaana caused by a
sentence the nlisconception of the type - 'I a111 Abrahnlan (I.e. not being
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the Reality of Brahman) or I am verily Anaatman (i.e. the not-selO'
- does not get sublated or falsified" - also is not reasonable; for. the
scriptural sentences like - 'Tattwamasi" t1nat thou art) and "Neti,
NeH" (Not this, not that) - etc. clearly signify the identity or unity of
Brahman and Atman alone . The statement that - "'A sentence is
falsified by perceptual knowledge" - will be proper in the context of
matters objectifiable by the valid means of perception (Pratyaksha
Pramaana). For example, in the sentence - "Krishnalaan Shrapayet"
- it has been stipulated as an injunction that bits of a metal called
'J{rishnala' should be baked; but because it is established in our
perceptual knowledge that any metal cannot be possibly baked so as to
make it soft, we have per force to interpret that sentence to mean that
those metal pieces have to be baked in that manner in order to impart a
particular invisible effect or special characteristic (Samskaara) to them.
But the fact that - "Atman is a Samsaaree~' - is not established on the
strength of any perceptual knowledge; for, Atman is not an object for
perception at all (section 56).
Therefore, it may be plausible that by means of the Shaastra Vaakyas
of the type - ''Tattwanlasi'' - the Sanlsaaritwa of Atman, which
appears to be (i.e. apparently) true to perception, may be sublated.
However, it is not proper to doubt, even after the non-dual (i.e. unitary)
Intuitive Knowledge (or experience) is attained by means of the
scrIptural sentences. in the manner that the SamsaaTitwa may
reappear. just as in the case of the jaggery tasting as if to be bitter as a
result of the ill effect of high temperature: for. when the non-dual.
unitary Knowledge dawns there does not exist any second object or
thing at all and hence. unlike in the example that there is an ill effect of
the experience of high temperature, after the unitary. non-dual
Intuitive Knowledge of the Self is attained there does not exist any other
phenomenon or thing whatsoever which can possibly falsify or vitiate
this Intuitive experience.
1herefore. the advice to practise (repeatedly) the Vaakyayukti or the
devices signified by the scriptural sentences is only for the sake of
discrinlination about the Padacl.1·tha or the existing Entity, and not to
practise over and over again even after the Intuitive Knowledge of the
Reality is grasped through the meaning of the sCriptural sentences. For
the scriptural sentence
"Vynaaya
Prajnaam l{urueeta"
- (Brihadaaranyaka 4-4-21), meaning...After knowing, attain the Intuitive experience ...- the interpretation is not that the seeker, after
understanding the literary meaning of the sentence. should by means
of practising repeatedly attain the Saakshaatkaara Jnaana (perceptual
knowledge of the materialization) of what is called '~nubhaua" or
"Intuitive experience". Even after the Intuitive experience is attained
- because the Karmatraya or the triad of Karmas may function
extrovertedly as a result of their being under the influence of inertia
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or monlenttun of Praarabclha ]{anna (fruits of past actions which have
ripened in the present life), just like an arrow \vhich is already released
frolll t he bow and is traversing its course or path - the seeker should
stabilize the sublilue lllenlory of the Intuitive experience as it accrues.
l'his alone is the genuine meaning or purport of the scriptural sentence.
Even this is stated from the ernpirical vie\vpoint (Adhyaaroapa D,ishti)
alone. It \vill be nlore reasonable if this scriptural sentence is interpreted in the following lllanner: "Because for the Jnaani or a Realized
Soul (i.e. one \vho has attained Self-I(no\vledge) there is no need \vhntsoever for any scriptural injunctions to the effect that - 'He should
stabilize or establish his nlind in the Ultimate Reality of Atman alone'
- or that - 'He should not allow his mind to wallow in the Anaalman
(not-sel1) \\'hich is Anilya (non-eternal), AshllChi (impure) and
Duhkha1cara (causing IniselY)' - the script ural sentence stipulates for
the beneHt of the A1umu1cshu or the seeker of Enlightenment that he
should acquire qualiHcations like Sannyaasa (asceticism), Shanla (control over Ole mind), Donut (control over the senses) etc. essential for
aituillillent of IntuHh'e experience of AlTllan, and hence the scriptural
sentence advises the seeker to acquire this Vijnaana or special
Kno\vlcdge frolll Shaaslra as \vell as Achaar!Ja and thereby at tain the
Pr(ynaa or In t uitive experience of the Self \vhich is really the culrninalion of or full1hnent of the genuine desire for Enli~htenluent." It is quite
evident or clear here that even after the c1a\vn of the Intuitive I(nowledge
born out of the sCriptural sentence \vhich purports to signify the nonduality of Alman if the seeker reckons that in order to Intuit or cognize
BrahnlCln or AlnlCln yet another PrClnlC{Clna (olec1ilun) is needed, then
that \vill never be justinnble or acceptable in any luanner \vhatsoever.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Up. Sa. Pro 18. p. 256.
8r. Up. 1-4-7. pp. 129,130.
Up. Sa. 18-185. p. 259.
Up. Sa. 18-189. p. 260.
Suo Bh. 2-1-14. pp. 331,332.
Suo Bh. 4-1-2. pp. 816,817.

.24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

8r. Bh. 1-4-7. p. 135.
Br. Bh. 1-4-7. p. 131.
Br. Bh. 4-4-21. p. 747.
Ma. Bh. 7. p. 207.
Up. Sa.1S.pp.223, 224; p. 270.

75. If we consider it \vith COlllplcte insight \ve realize that it will
not be proper even if it is stated that as a result of, or by lueans of,
the Vedanta VaClkyCls the Intuitive experience of the Self
(Le. AnlnlClClnubhClvcl) accrues or is produced. For, ALnlCln Hilllself is
perennially or eternally of the velY essence of Anubhava or Intuilive
e...xpcrienl'c: heBce, there is 110 scope \vhatsocver Jor the special or extraordin~uy states of the types of "Not having attained Intuitive
e.xpericnce of Alnlan" - and - '"Intuitive experience of Alnlan attained
ali-esh" - to be produced or to exist at all. 'rherefore, just like the
cognition of the tenth Ulan, to say that the Intuitive Knowledge or
expelience of Alnlan is attained afresh or anew also is not proper.
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Even so, while Intuiting Atnlan as of the very essence of Intuitive
experience or Anubhava StVClroopa, the men tal concept pertaining to
this Pure Consciousness when It is formed in the Jijnaasu or true
seeker, It is 'born' appealing as the Aalmachailanya or the Pure
Consciousness (Le. Intuition of the SelO alone; but that mental concept
of the appearance, or rather the replica, of that Pure Consciousness is
Itself transacted as or called Aatmaanubhaua or Self-Knowledge (SelfConsciousness) in the empirical world. In our workaday world too when
we say that the kno\vledges or perceptions of the various objects like
Shabda (sound), Sparsha (touch) etc. are produced or acquired, in
tnlth, our inner instrument of the mind (psyche) cognizes the
respect ive external object through the means of the five senses etc. and
thereby get 'transformed' into their shapes: those mental concepts of
the forrn or nature of such transforlnations are also produced or born
being 'objects' to the AalnlclchClilanya or Pure Consciousness of the Self
alone, as also being pervaded by that very Pure Consciousness of the
Self alone. Because they appear as AalnlClchaitanya, they are called
"VfjnaCll1a" or "cognitive or Intuitive Kno\vledge" of those respective
o~jects. Although they are by nat ure the appearances of Pure
Consciousness, they are not the qualities or special characteristics of
Atnulll: neil her is this Atnlan who is of the velY essence of Pure Absolute
Consciousness an object for those kno\vledp:es. For this reason alone,
we have previously stated in section 67 that for the words like uJnaana"
(Intuitive l{nowledge) or UAnu]JhCLVa" (Intuitive e..xperience) etc., which
are the nOlnenclatures of the concepts, Atnlan or the Self is not
VCLClchyCL or the object SignifIed or naJued object, but He is "La.Aya" or
the subtle or sublime purport to be Intuited only.
29. Up. Sa. 12-9. p. 118.
30. Up. Sa. 18-221. p. 269.

31. Up. Sa. 18-205. p. 265.
32. TaL Sh. 2-1-1. p.296.

76. 'lhe fact that - "111e JnaClna (Intuitive experience) which is
gained fr01n the B,.Clhnlfi VCLclk!)a as found in the JnClCLna l{ClClTlda is by
no Illeans "Viclhe!JCl" or 'soJnethin~ enjOined or prescribed to be done'is indeed the spiritual teaching of Shri Shankara's Vedanta. Wherever
in the script ural lore aner the Vaakya Jna(lIlCl or literalY Il1eaning is
gained there reruains sOlnething or other that is yet to be done and the
aspirations or hankerinp:s of the type - "What is to be done next: with
what Illeans or instrllIllents should I do it and how should I do it?" are engendered in us, and thereafter sentences \vhich pronl0te or guide
us to fulfil or cOluplete those reluaining duties or actions are found - in
all such conte..xts the scriptural injunctions becollle necessary and valid
too. But after the Brcduua JIlClClIlCl or Intuitive expelience or l{no\vledge
of nrahnlCUl or Alluall is attained by lueans of the scriptural sentence.
no aspiration or burnin~ desire of any kind whatsoever is engendered
nor does it exist or subsist (section 51); lor, by virtue of that Intuitive
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Knowlec1~e both the opposites of Abl"Clhnlatwa or non-reality and
Anaatnlalwa or not-selfll00d are sublated. It is true that with regard to
the Upaasana Vaakyas or sentences devoted to meditations found in
the JnClClna Kaanda even after the intellectual knowledge of the literary

meaning of the sentence is engendered SOlllething still remains to be
done. But the purport of those sentences is not to teach or signify
directly. or Intuitively. the essential nature of Brahman; we have, in
fact. stated already in section 71 that they are there to teach meditations by way of injunctions alone. ,
Some people have believed that - "Because Upaasanas too, just like
Jnaana, is a nlental process only and because the scriptures call
'Upaasana' by terlns like 'Jnaana', Vedana' etc. which are synonymous
with Jnaana or Intuitive Knowledge, further because even Jnaana or
Intuitive I{nowledge or experience being termed 'Upaasana' is to be
found in the scriptural texts - the telID Jnaana means Upaasana or
meditation alone and apart frolll, or other than, Upaasana there does
not exist any Vedanta Jnaana or Upanishadic teaching of Intuitive
Knowledge or experience whatsoever." This is not proper. For,
'Upaasana is Purushatantra as well as Choadanaatantra, which
means, it is a ]{riya or action which a hUlnan being (Purusha) can
perfornl or give up or can do in a dilTerent 11lanner other than the stipulated lllanner and further it is a rite or ritual \vhich the scriptures can
stipulate as injunctions to be perfonned in a particular Inanner alone.
But Jnaana or Intuitive Knowledge or experience is not
Purushatantra like this, nor is it Choadanaatantra, that ritual or
action which can be stipulated as an injunction: It is indeed
Vastutantra and thereby It is Intuitive or cognitive Knowledge of
the Vastu or Entity as It really exists born through the relevant
Pramaana or valid means. 1nis Jnaana cannot be stipulated as an
injunction by any sentence whatsoever. Even the scriptural sentences
which appear as if they are stipulating Jnaana as injunctions become
thelnselves blunted or innocuous just like a s\vord becollling blunted
when it is llsed to sl1100then a stone: for that reason alone, we have previously stated in section 65 that the scriptural words like
- "DrishtavYClha", "ShrOlt(ClvYClha", 111eaning, "One should see" and
··One should listen to this Atnlan" - are not predolllinantly teaching
Vidhis or injunctions. For all these reasons. both the Upaasana
Vaakyas and the Brahnla Vaa1cyas are not 111utually connected as parts
of each other: it should be discerned here that Brahma Vaa1cuas are
totally different in their iInport and purport. 1"his deliberation on
Upaasana we will take up in due course in a separate independent and
exclusive Chapter.
36. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. pp. 34.35.
37. Suo Bh. 3-2-21. p. 6'19.

33. Sr. Bh. 1-4-7. p. 129.
34. Br. Bh. 1-4-7. pp. 132. 133.
35. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 34.
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XI. SAAKSHI OR THE WITNESSING PRINCIPLE
77. Because Vedantins say that the Vedantic texts teach that
- "Brahnlan is verily our Alman" - and because in the sCriptural
sentences like - '~ham Brahmaasmi", meaning "I am Brahman alone"
- Alman is called by the word -I' alone, there is a possibility of the
ignorant people ll1isconceiving, or getting deluded. thinking that Atman
is truly the object for 'I' notion (Ahampralyayagamya). Both the
Meemaamsa1cas and Taar1cilcas argue out saying that Atman is that
object signified by the 'I' notion alone. But although the cognition of the
'I' notion is engendered in us, Chaarvaalcas (Materialists) and
Bauddhas (Buddhists) do not accept an Alman apart or different from
the body. It is not seen in our workaday \vorld that in the event of a
Prcd!)a!)a (definite cognitive kno\vlec1ge) being engendered through
perception etc. in the lllanner - "1bis is a pot; this is a stump of tree"
- an argument being carried out between one group of people holding
the view that - "'rhis is a pot; this is a stump of tree" - and another
group of people holding the opposite view of- ''This is not a pot; this is
not a stulllP of tree". 1berefore, the statenlent that - "Atman is an
object perceptually for the cognitive notion of 'I' n - is not proper; for,
that is a subject-matter of a controversy. Basing their arguments on
certain characteristics or sYInbolic statenlents made in the scriptures
to the eflect that - "Atnlan exists" - alone, some people like
Meenlaamscdcas. Taar1ci1cas etc. are under the delusion that Alman can
be established on the strength of the elllpirical valid llleans of
Anunlaana or inference too. 'rhat is all. We have already shown in
section 55 the defects that exist in the theory - "Alman is
PranlaanClgClnlya or an object for any eUlpirical valid means". To
establish the truth of the existence of Alnlan who is related to other
lives (JannlClclntara) on the strength of elllpirical valid means of
perception, inference etc. is never possible at all. In the Upanishads it
has been taught that - "Apart fronl or other than this Atnlan \vho is the
object for the 'I' notion there exists another Alman or Self who is
'SClrvClsclcl1cshC or the Witnessing Principle for everything." Neither the
.A1eenlClclnlscl1cas nor -the Toar1ci1cas know this essen Hal nature of
Sarvasclcl1cshillvo of Atnlan. Vedantins call this alone Alman, who is
ASClnlsaaree or devoid of transnligratolY existence and \vho can be
kno\vn exclusively froln the Upanishads alone (Aupanishad Pull.LSha).
We have previou,s]y in sections 65, 69 mentioned that the Vedanlic
statelnents cuhninate in, or have the ultinlate purport of, teaching or
expounding this essential nature of this Suprenle Self alone.
1. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. pp. 36, 37.

2. Br. Bh. Intr. pp. 3, 4.

78. We have propounded above that - "'rhe statenlent that 'Atnlon who is the object for the 'I' notion (Ahampratyayaganlya) .is
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related to other worldly bodies' - is not a matter to be ascertained by
perception." Lnakaayatikas (a sect of Materialists) are saying: 'What is
known from this Ahampratyaya or 'I' notion is the body alone: apart
from the body associated with consciousness there is no Atman. The
Vynaanavaadins among the the Buddhists argue in the manner: "Apart
from the body there exists a 'Vljnaana' or intelligence. which cognizes
Itself, and that Vljnaana alone is the real Atman. "
But the statement that the body is associated or endowed with
Consciousness (Chaitanya) is contrary to universal experience. For.
Chaitanya is Vishayi or the subject, and the body, according to the
Chaarvaakas or Loakaayatikas, is an object produced from four
elements: It will be reasonable only to assume that Atman. who is the
subject as well as of the nature of Chaitanya, is distinct from the body.
To assert that an object cognizes itself is as ridiculous a statement as"One is squatting on his own shoulders". Apart from this, if it is
maintained that the body alone is the Consciousness, which cognizes
evetything, then the blind man cannot possibly see what he had seen
previously in his dream: for, the eyes which were the instnlments of
sight for the body are not available: even so, the blind man asserts in
his waking that what he saw in the past in his dreaJll as a summit of the
Himalaya Mountain he actually saw. Hence it should be deduced that
Alman who appears in the dream is himself appearing in the waking
too. In the same way, to assert that Vljnaana or empirical consciousness (i.e. intelligence) is itself both the Vishayi or subject and the
Vishaya or object is contrary to Anubhava or universal experience. In
fact. to say that - 6The Saakshi Chaitanya or the Witnessing Consciousness or Principle, which illumines and shows Vynaana when it is
born and when it is destroyed or is extinct, exists apart or distinct from
that Vynaana" - is itself in consonance with universal experience. By
the ~xperience or enjoyment of an object Vaasana or its latent impression is engendered and stays put: later on, from time to time either
Snuili (memory) or Pralyabhyna (recognition) will be produced, and for
all these phenomena some substratum or support is invariably
required. l'hat substratum has to be necessarily either the Pramaat111,
i.e. that 61' notion (cognizer) related to the sphere of the triad of time, or
the Saakshi. the Witnessing Principle (Consciousness) who is Kootastha
(I.e. fully established. steadfast - beyond the time-space-causation
categories). In the tenets of the Kshanika Vijnaanavaadins or the
proponents of Vynaana to be momentary (a sect aJ110ng the Buddhists)
none of these propositions has been accepted. "If it is contented that
Vynaana is cognized by sonlething other than itself, then to cognize
that second thing aIlother cognizing principle will be needed and
further to cognize that third thing another cognizing principle will be
needed and so on. Thus there will be no end or finality to the succession
of Vljnaanas. Besides, because the Vljnaana which cognizes the first
tt
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Vljnaana is invariably of the essential nature of the first Vijnaana alone,

to iInagine or conceive the distinctions or special features of one
Vijnaana being the cognizer and the other being the cognized is not
proper or reasonable; for, no one thinks or imagines that one lamp or
light Hlulnines another. Therefore. Vljnaana illunlines itself. This alone
is the reasonable argulnent" - thus the Buddhists argue out. But this
logical dissertation is not correct; for, as we (VedanUns) say that
Saa1cshi or the Witnessing Principle or Pure Consciousness is the one
and only (non-dual) Entity which cognizes all Vijnaanas or empirical
k.tlo\vledges or consciousnesses, there is no necessity \vhatsoever for yet
another Vfjnaana to cognize It. Because, that thing \vhich is itself (of the
essence on GraahyQ, i.e. objectifiable or an object of comprehension,
that thing will invariably require or desiderate a separate Graahaka,
i.e. subject. an objectifying or comprehending principle; logically
speaking, there is no l ukti or logical nIle or device to establish an axiom
that - "'That thing which is by its very nature a Graaha1ca, i.e. subject
or a principle which can only be a percepi, does not desiderate or need
another Graaha1ca or percept." 'fo say that - "Just like a lamp or light,
Vijl1aCU1Cl illunlines itself' - is also not correct. For, there is no meaning
for a statenlent that - "A tiling illuIuines itself." 1'here is no possibility
of itnagining or thinking about the special circunlstance like - 'When
the light does not illuI11ine itself, how will it be?" Only in the case of
objects or things like an earthen pot, pitcher etc. which have different
states like - "One stale when the illunlining principle or light is near,
and another state when the illunlining principle or light is not in the
vicinity" - can be called "Pra1caashya" or that thing which is illumined.
In that nlanner or sense, it is not possible to inlagine or think about a
light to be near itself in one particular Inoment of time and far off from
itself in another Il10111cnt of titue. If it is asked - "Since the Saakshi or
Witnessing Consciousness too needs another instrument of cognition
1n the forl11 of a Vijnculna in order to cognize the first Vljnaana, does it
not aluollnt to facing the delect or anonlaly of 'not reaching any finality'
(for the Vedantins)?" - the ans\ver is 'No.' For, though for the earthen
pot \vhen there is a ]j~ht or lanlp of the essential nature of an illunlining
light (nearby), then that earthen pot invariably possesses Graahyallva,
i.e. objectivity or the capacity of being objectified or comprehended. but
to cognize or perceive the light itself another light is not at all needed;
in the saIne \vay, to say or assert that - "In order to perceive or cognize
one Vijnaana another Vljnaana is required" - is not a rational or
proper logic.
T

3. Suo Sh. 3-3-54. pp. 742,743.
4. Sr. Sh. 4-3-6. p. 605.
5. Suo Bh. 2-2-21. p. 407.

6. Suo Bh. 2-2-28. pp. 421, 422.
.7. Br. Bh. 4-3-7. pp. 621, 622.
8. Sr. Bh. 4-3-7. p. 620.
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79. It is an assiduous belief of Buddhists that between their doctrine
of \'!jnacuu{ being StL'CI!janlpra1caasila, i.e. of self-illunlining nature, and
the Vedantins' doctrine of SCla1cshi Chaitanya, i.e. the Witnessing
Consciousness of the innate nature of self-illumining essence, there is
no difierence whatsoever. But this opinion is wrong. For, Vijnaana
(i.e. eUlpirical consciousness) has features like birth and growth
whereas Saa1cshi ChaiLan!ja is ]{ootastha Nit!Ja or eternally steadfast or
Inullutable and tnle (i.e. changeless Reality): Vijnaana is manifold,
Saa1cshi Chaitan!ja is unitary, non-dual. 1'he Buddhists say that
because Vijnaal1a is like a light or lal1lp, it illul1lines itself and it is of
self-illllIllining nature: but we have already shown that the statement"A li~ht or lamp illlunines itself' - has no meaning. 'Ine doctrine of
Vedanlins that - "Just like a light or lamp, though it illumines all other
thin~s around it. desiderates another Vijnaana in order to illumine or
kno\v it, Vijnacll1a too desiderates Saa1cshi Chailanya, i.e. the WitnessInJ,! Principle or Pure Consciousness, which is quite separate from
V!jllnnna, i.e. enl pirical consciousness itself' - is the only teaching that
is proper or reasonable.
9. Suo Bh. 2-2-28. p. 422.

10. Br. Bh. 4-3-7. pp. 620, 621.

80. "Because the Buddhists averred that Vijllaana is 11lOlnentary,
there 11lay arise a need of asslnning or antiCipating that, apart froI11 that
\'Unculllo. there should necessarily exist a Vijnaatrll or knower of that
VijllClClno. 'rhe TClClrki1cCls and AJeeTnaonlscdcClS have accepted the Atnlcln,
\\'ho is the object for the 'I' notion to be steadfast or changeless and
hence in their doctrine there does not seenl to exist any defect. 1"0
hnagine or cOl1ceh e of another AtnlCln other than this AlmCln, who is the
V!jTla(ltI11 established in evelY one's experience, what evidence or valid
nleans (Prclnlocll1Clj exists? Besides, by such imagination \vhat benefit or
utility accrues at all'?" -1'hus SOBle people nlay raise an objection.
But the SClokshi or 'VHncssin~ Consciousness which the Vedantins
propound is to be kno\vn only froIH the valid or authoritative lneans of
Shruli. i.e. UpcIHishccdic lore. On this essential nature of Saakshi alone
the COllllllon run of people and the AlcenlClanlsa1cas have superiIllposed
the Ahn11lprClI!jCl!jclgcITll!jCLt wa or the objectivity of the 'I' notion. 1bis
Inisconceived or superinlposed fornl of 'I' notion is also called
UPrClnl(lClln.L". We have previously in section 28 Inentioned that this
PranlClCllndwQ or nature of 'I' notion as cognizer is misconceived in, or
Sllpel;Jnposed upon. the SClCl1cshi Chaitanya. This Atman who is
Ahampratyayagamya i.e. who is the substrate or support for the
percept or cognition of the form of 'I' notion or sense, although a
seer or perceiver, invariably cognizes, perceives the external
objects through the valid means of knowledge (cognition) or
Pramaanas; but he is not a direct perceiver like the Saakshi. Just like
Y
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the Sun illumines all the objects directly (without the help of any
nlediatory means) Atma~ who is the Saakshi in all of us, cognizes
everything directly or Intuitively; the whole range of Anaatman or notselves is the Saakshya, I.e. the witnessed object for Him. Because
Pramaatnl (I.e. the 'I' sense in us) cognizes everything through, or by the
Jnediatory means of, AntahJcarana or the inner instrument of cognition
(I.e. the Mind tn its totality), which is the Pramaana, and because this
Antahkarana has per force to cognize by acquiring or assuming the
form of the respective object to be cognized, the mutations or changes
that occur in the Antahkarana, which is an adjunct, do affect the
Pramaatnl too; but Saakshi cognizes or Intuits all at once
(spontaneously, so to speak) everything without any mutations or
changes \vhatsoever. Because Pramaatru is an agent of action or Kar~
he performs a particular action and experiences the respective fruit of
that action; but because Saakshi is witnessing these KartrLLtwa and
Bhoklrutwa, in fIim (Atnlan) these two adjuncts do not exist in reality.
Because Atman of the· essence of Witnessing Consciousness is verily the
core of Pure Being of all of us, it is not possible to deny His existence
and this fact we have mentioned previously in section 53. We have now
revealed that if we do not accept the essential nature of Saa1cshi
Chailanya or the Witnessing Pure Consciousness, it will not be possible
to jltstiJy the Intuitive experience of perceiving or cognizing all the
objects all at once, spontaneously, sinlultaneously. Not being able to
separate or distinguish between the essential nature of Saakshi and the
Ailanlpratyoyee or'!, sense (i.e. Pramaalru) and thereby, as a result of it,
our nlisconceiving these two aspects, each in the other, is itself the
cause for our having ]{orlrulwa i.e. agentship of all action. and
BhoklT11ltva or enjoyership, and hence if we Intuit the essential nature
of Saa1cshi. the calamity of suffering all the miseries of transmigratory
life (Sanlsaara Anarlha) of the nature of Kartrutwa and Bho1ctrutwa will
invariably be destroyed and this alone is the great benefit accruing.
13. Up. Sa. Pro p. 46.
14. Adh. Bh. p. 6.

11. Mu. Bh. 3-1-1. pp. 144, 145.
12. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 33.

81. 1'he PranlaatJutwa or cognizership of Atman is caused by the
AclhYClasa or superinlposition of the DhaTmQS or special characteristics

of the body, the senses and the mind and hence the viewpoint of this
Aln·1Cln arising out of this nlisconceived relationship. or contact, \vith
the senses and the mind is Anitya or non-eternal. Because this
viewpoint as well as the l{no\vledge arising out of it is non-eternal, the
divisions of the type - 'a blind man' and 'a person who can see';
'a JnClClni' and 'an Ajnaanr - have arisen. By nleans of the senses the
special feat ures like sound, touch, fonn, taste and slnell are cognized
(or perceived), but AlnlCtn or the Self, \vho is the Witnessing Consciousness (SClClicshU, is of the very essence of eternal, perennial (i.e. Absolute.
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plenary) Consciollsness and hence He always directly Intuits
(i.e. without the aid of any nlediatoty instruments or means) all phenonlena like sound, tOllch etc. Jnaalru or the knower, Upalabhtru or the
procurer, Vidwaan or a scholar, Jnaha or a conscious being - all such
synonymous terms are used for Pramaal~ i.e. the cognizer. The
comnlon people, because of their Avidya which is of the nature of being
without any discrimination between the respective mental concept
(Buclclhi VrU to and the Saa1cshi, transact in the manner - "Atman
cognizes phenolnena like sound, touch etc." In the same manner, they
transact that one who has carried out the discrimination between
Atnlan and Anaatman and has attained Vidya or Self-Knowledge
(Intuitive experience of the Ultinlate Reality of Brahman or Atman) is an
"AatnICljnaani". In truth, in Atman these non-eternal viewpoints
(or cognitions) do not exist at all. He is of the vety essence of eternal or
Absolute Intuition: of the very essence of eternal or Absolute Consciousness and he ahvays witnesses the non-eternal viewpoints and
cognitive kno\vledges etc. of the Vyaavahaaric sphere.
17. G. Bh. 2-21. pp. 64, 65.
18. Ch. Bh. 8-12-5. p. 665.

15. Br. Bh. 1-4-10. pp. 158, 159.
16. Ch. Bh. 8-12-5. pp. 662,664.

82. Sonle ancient Vedantins like Bharln.lprapancha had believed that
- "In the statclnent - 'Atnlan's vie\vpoint as the Witnessing ConSCiOliSlless is eternal' - there is sonlething to be exalnined in depth. In
the Brihaclaarar1ljcdca UjJclnishad, 4-3-23 to 30, it has been stated that
the vie\vpoint of Alman and the Shn.Lti, i.e. Vedic texts, do not have any
na\v or defect \vhatsoever. 'rherelore, in the Saakshi too special
characteristics or qualities like D,ishti or vie\vpoint etc. are many and
though they are nlutually dHTerent fronl one another they are one with
Alnlan and so Atnian by His o\vn nature, unto Himself, is one and one
only: but frolll the standpoint of His Dharnlas or special features He is
manifold." Although CO\V as a ~enus is in itself one alone, but from the
standpoint of special features like the skin hanging loose from the neck,
its hlllnp etc. its species are nlany: shnilarly, it was their opinion that
both unity or oneness and rnanifoldness may co-exist in Atnlan Hinlself.
Shri Shankaraachaarya has refuted this doch;ne, viz. that Atnlan is of
Na(ll1(laraSa or of the essence of nlanifold natures, and has established
that Atnlan is EkarasCl or of the essence of oneness (non-duality) and is
one and one only. Although Atman is of the essential nature of Pure,
Absolute Consciousness, by virtue of His being associated with
adjuncts like eyes. ears etc. (Le. Drishli or sight, Shruli or hearing etc.)
and such other fonns of 1l1anifoldness He is appearing as many in the
,,·aking and the drcanl. But in Sushl.lpli or deep sleep when a1l1ransactions carried out in association with any adjuncts have come to a
standstill \ve do not perceive any distinctions or differences whatsoever
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of the type of sight, hearing etc.; then, He exists as Pure, Absolute
Consciollsness alone. Even so, in order to point out that because
therein. i.e. \vhile in deep sleep. there do not exist either any objects
whatsoever. or these special cognitions like seeing, hearing etc., the
lJpClnishacl aSSLlInes \vhatcver differences like seeing. hearing etc. that
are available in the waiting to be apparently true (by way of
Adhyaaroapa or deliberate superimposition). But the Upanishads do
not at all have the purport thereby of teaching in such contexts that, in
reality or in the absolute sense, there exist these distinctic)ns or
differences like seeing, hearing etc. in Atnlan. In our workaday world too
instead of saying - "He sees with his eyes"; "He hears 'vith his ears"
- it is customary to refer to sensual perceptions like sight" hearing etc.
by words like 'experience', 'cognition' or 'knowledge' alone in the
nlanner - "He knO\VS or cognizes fOlm by IT .eans of his eyes"; "He
cognizes or kno\vs sound by means of his ear~ "-and so on. Just as in
the exalnple - "A clean Singular nlarble ~;tone in association or
conjunction \vith adjuncts like various colour!.; or hues appears itself to
be having those velY colours, and at that juncture, it cannot at all be
inlagined that the nlarble imbibes the respective colour in truth"
- shnilarly here too we should understand that Atnlan does not in
reality have Inanifoldness or distinctions of any kind whatsoever.
21. Br. Bh. 4-3-30. pp. 680, 681.

19. Br. Bh. 4-3-30. pp. 679, 680.
20. Up. Sa. 17-54. p. 195.

83. 1'0 believe in the Inanner - '''rhere are hvo kinds of Jnaana,
nalnely, one \vhich is Anil!JCt Jnaana or non-eternal !illo\vledge or
Consciousness of the nature of cognizing sound, touch, form etc .. found
In the senses and the second \vhich is Nil!Ja Jnaana or eternal
Kno\vledge or Consciousness, found in the Alnlan Hinlself, who is the
\Vitnessing Consciousness or Principle" - is \vrong.· Alman Himself is
the one \vho cognizes objects or phenoluena like sound, touch, fOlnl etc.
through the senses; or, to knO\V that - '111e PranlCtalrulwa or
cognizcrship, i.e. the 'I' notion. itself is a projection or product of Aviclya
or ignorance and hence the Intuitive cognition (Jnaancr) of Alnlan Itself
appears as the cognition of sound, touch, forIn etc. gained through the
senses, the Blind etc. \vhich are Ole Pranlaanas or valid, mediatory
lneans" - is the correct kno\vledge alone. 1'here is no proof or evidence
by \vay of a Pr(l1llCUlna at all to show that in the senses there exists
consciollsness independently by itself. In fact, because all the senses
are organiC or Inaterial in content alone, just like objects, they too like
the phelloIllcna of sound, touch, fornl etc. must be known or cognized
by another entity, but they cannot by thenlselves independently shine
(or function). Just as the sound cannot illulnine touch, the touch
cannot illuInine taste and so on, in the SaIne \vay the senses too cannot
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llJllnline one another. We have already propounded in sections 65 - 75
that - "Even the consciousness or knowledge that appears in the
tholl~hts or concepts of the Antahkarana or lllind is truly the brilliance
of Pure, Absolute Consciousness or Chaitanya of the Saakshi
(the \Vitnessing Consciousness): further, though that Consciousness is
si~nincd by the word Jnaana, in truth, that word has the Lakshaartha
(hnplicit llleaning) of Alma Chaitanya or Self-Consciousness, Pure
Consciousness." Hence, just as for the phenolnenon of a piece of iron
bunling hot nre alone is the cause, for the senses to be functioning as
senses \vHh their respective faculties of cognizing form, sound etc. the
root cause is the tnind alone; further, for the mind to function as the
Inind (that means - the mind by virtue of its faculty of producing
thoughts or concepts by illllIl1ining their respective objects) the root
cause is Socl/cshi ChClitOllUa in all of us indeed. We lllUSt also understand or discern that by virtue of that essential nature of Pure Consciousness alone the cognitive knowledges seen both in the mind (in the
fonn of thoughts or concepts) and the senses (in the form of percepts,
sensations) appear to be separate or different cognitions or kno\vledges
onJy. Alnlan illunlines all of these phenolllena, viz. the mind, the
senses, the various external objects. 'fhere is nothing whatsoever
an~'\\'here (and at any tiIlle) which is not illumined by the Pure
Consciousness of Saakshi in us.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Ch. Up. 6-7-6. p. 452.
Ka. Bh. 2-1-3. p. 174.
Up. Sa. 14-41. p. 139.
Ke.Bh.1-2.p.41.

26. Ke. Bh. 1-2. p. 42.
27. Ke. Bh. 1-2. p. 42.
28. Up. Sa. 17-35. p. 190.

84. For those people who make an attenlpt to deternline the real
essential nature of Alnlan it becolnes clearly known that for Alman
having the generality of actions like speaking, seeing, hearing, thinking
etc. is not I-lis true essence of Being. Just as the nanles like grain
cutter. cook etc. are those epithets given to a person according to the
\vork he perlorllls and they do not at all signify the person's cOfllplete
essence of Being. in the saIne way various nalnes like a creature,
speaker, seer, hearer, thinker etc. - the names that nlay be ~iven to
AtnlCln \vhen He is associated with such respective actions
(but distinctly they are not the nanles which can be addressed to Him
al\\'ays) - are f,!i\ren to HiIn. l'here is an aXiOl1l like - "If one is speaking
alone he is called a Vclleln.L or speaker; if one is speaking, then he is
railed a Valclru or speaker alone." \Vhen he is not speaking, or for
instance, \\'hen he is silnply sccinf,!, he is not at all a speaker. Even so,
\\'hether any of these actions are being performed or not. the Saalcshi
Chaitau!]a \\'hich is the essential nature of Being of Alnlan invariably
e.xists. 111erefore. because It has pervaded all states of (physical or
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mental) actions as well as all states of the absence of any kinds of
actions the Saakshi Swaroopa or the essential nature of the Witnessing
Principle in all of us alone is Atman or our real Self. Hence, as long as
we reckon our selves to be endowed with forms or natures of the type
- "I am seeing": "I am hearing" - till then we do not at all Intuit or
cognize completely our plenary essence of Pure Consciousness at all:
the nature of Pramaat111 or the cognizer is not complete or of a plenary
nature. In tluth, the Saakshi Chaitanya or the Witnessing Consciousness alone, which illumines that nature of Pramaatnl and
which exists even when Pramaatnltwa does not exist, is our
essential nature of Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss and if this truth
Is Intuited or cognized alone it amounts to our "Intuiting completely
and truly" the real essence of our Being.
29. Br. Bh.1-4-7.pp.123, 124.

30. Br. Bh. 1-4-7.pp. 124, 125.

85. We wIll conclude this deliberation after referring to another topic.
We have indeed previously stated in sections 78, 80 that if we do not
acknowledge the existence of the Witnessing Consciousness, then the
Intuitive experience by virtue of which every object or phenomenon can
be examined or investigated cannot at all be justified or vindicated.
Some people who have not properly discerned the purport behind this
statelnent raise a doubt of the type - "In order to mark the identity of
the one Pramaal111 in the manner - l11at 'I' who hears the sound, that
'I' alone sees the form indeed' - one and the same Saakshi or
Witnessing Principle is needed, is it not? Because that Pramaat111 is
separate for each body, evidently for each Pramaatru a se-parate Saakshi
is needed. Otherwise, it can be reasoned out in the manner - 'What
Chailra organized, the same thing was cognized by Maitra too'. For this
reason, there nlust be, just like the manifold Pramaatrus, the Jeeua
Saakshis or the Witnessing Principles in each one of the Jeeuas also
should be many. n Such is their contention or line of argument.
111is opinion is not correct. For, we have previously in section 77
mentioned that Saakshi is to be known with the gUidance of the
Upanishads exclusively. But in none of the Upanishads the tenet of
many Saakshis has· been taught. On the other hand, in
Shwetaashwatara Upanishad (6-11) it has been very clearly taught that
one and the same Saakshi alone exists in all things. There is no need of
inferring about the existence of SaaJesht on the strenbrth of a logical
device or axtonl of the type - 'l'here must be one Witnessing Principle
which can cognize all objects." Fort we have previously in section 53
stated that Saakshi is Swayam Siddha or self-established and further
that the Shaastras, merely on the ground of their teaching that the
special features of the Saakshya (the witnessed phenomena) do not
exist whatsoever in the Saaksht, are called Pramaanas (the valid,
auihorUaUve sources). If at all the existence or reality of Atman could be
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established or proved by dialectics, it will amount to saying that both
those who do not accept that logical device or those who innovate a
better, stronger method than that logical device to suit their
conclusions may reject the existence or reality of Atman. The spiritual
teaching that - "Because one who attempts or undertakes either
to establish or to reject the existence or reality of Saakshi either
by Pramaanas or by Tarka is himself the Witnessing Principle for
both Pramaanas and Tarka, no one can ever possibly reject or
refute the existence or reality of his own Self" - is the correct one
alone. Even if for argument's sake it is assumed or accepted that
Saakshis are many, because in order to cognize the manifoldness of
their own making one Singular Saakshi will be needed, and further
because people, who accept that Saakshis are of the natu~e of being a
Saakshya, will be contradicting themselves - the manifoldness of
Saakshis is illogical to boot. Therefore, it should be discerned that just
as for all mental thoughts of a single Antahkarana alone there exists
one Saaksh~ in the same way for all AntahJearanas there exists one
unitary Saa1csht alone: as also in that one unitary non-dual Saakshi
alone, by virtue of the association with the Upaadhis or adjuncts, the
enlpirical transaction of Naana Pranlaatrutwa or manifold cognizership
has arisen. l'his topic we will refer to in due course in section 140.
Now one can raise an objection of the type - "In the teaching of the
unitary, non-dual existence of Alman how at all can a Shaastra, which
teaches in the manner - ibis should be done or performed; this
should not be done or performed' (with Vidhi or Nishedha Vaa1cyas)
- be relevant or suitable? 1here cannot indeed be any cause or scope
whatsoever to stipulate in the manner - 'For such and such a person
sllch and such duties are stipUlated'! Besides, the fruits or results of
one's actions another person would have to experience indeed. What
one experiences, another person would have to cognize or realizel"
But because the Jeeva who is a Pramaatru is called a 'Jeeva' as a
result of his association with adjuncts like the body, the mind and the
senses, and since when the acljuncts are manifold there does not exist
the unitary existence of the Jeeva - this objection is not valid, or in
other words, this apparent defect does not aITect Vedantins' teaching of
non-duality. l'his topic too we will explain when we deliberate upon
'Jeeva' in section 128.
33. Suo Bh. 2-3-49. p. 515.

31. Sve. Up. (R.) 6-11. p. 746.
32. Up. Sa. 7-2. pp. 95, 96.

XII. ATMAN AS THE CAUSE OF THE UNIVERSE
86. Because Brahnlan is devoid of any kind of special features It
cannot at all be signified by means of Its pure essential nature alone.
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Just as Brahnlan's Saa1cshitwa (Witness-hood) is superimposed
deliberately and thereby it is shown that Brahman has no special
feat ures or qualities of Saakshya, witnessedness (which signifies that
Brahman as the subject has no relationships with any object), in the
sanle Inanner the cause-ness of the universe (Jagat I{aaranatwa) is
supelirnposed on Brahnlan and thereby it is shown that the form or
nature of I{aanJa or effect (the universe in this context) does not at all
exis t in It. I{aarana and Prakritt are synonyms, while Kaarya, VilCliii.
Vi/caara are synonyms.
Earthen pots, pitchers, plates etc., which are 'born' out of clay,
subsist in the clay only and finally nlerge in the clay alone, do not exist
apart from the clay: in the same manner, the universe, which is 'born'
out of BrClhnlan, subsists in Brahman only and merges in Brahnlan
alone, does not exist apart from Brahman. For this reason alone, the
Shruti is stating that - "If the one entity (reality) of clay is known or
cognized. all its effects are assunled to have been known or cognized:
for. the effect is nlerely a name nlentioned for the nrune's sake." 1"he
scripture further states. on the strength of that illustration of the clay
pots. pitchers etc .. that if the one Reality of Brahman is ktlO\Vn or
cognized. the whole of the universe (the effect) becomes known.
2. Suo Bh. 2-1-14. pp. 326.327.

1. Su Bh. 1-2-1. p. 109.

87. By means of enunCiating the theory or methodology of the catlseness for the universe which is mentioned In the scriptures not only the
spirit ual teaching that - '1'he universe does not exist apart frolll
Brc,hnlan (the Ultinlate Reality)" - is evolved. but also the subsidiary
theory that doctrines like - "Insentient causes like PradhaclTICl
(as propounded by SaClnkhyans). Paranlaanu (as propounded by
Vclisheshikccs) etc. give rise to the universe" - are not proper is
established. rrherefore, because the universe appears to exist and
because it is for elll piricru transactions of utility, people in general have
believed it to exist in reality. and hence in order to instruct such
people that - "Anything which is gross or insentient, whatever it
may be, cannot ever be a cause" - the scriptures teach the theory
or methodology of the cause of the universe (i.e. by way of superimposition or Adhyaaroapa) and not with the ultimate motive or
purport of teaching that - "Really Brahman is an Entity having
relationship or an association with empirical categories like cause
and effect." But those people, \vho have discerned this purport of the
scriptural texts clearly, have without any doubt lurking in their nlinds
Intuited (to wit. they have gained conlplete conviction or a sense of certainty, which is the halhllark of Intuitive expelience) to the effect that
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- 61"hat Entity or Reality. which Is devoid of birth, \vhich is non-dual
and which is everyone's Alnlan is Itself Brahman, the Ultimate Reality."
3. Ma. Ka. 4-42. p. 360.

4. Ma. Ka. Bh. 4-42. p. 360.

88. 1"he fact that the doctrines of those who say that - "Pradhaana,
are not proper can be
detennined both by means of the exanlination of the essential nature of
the universe and by nleans of the support of the authoritative source of
the Shrulis. 'I'his universe is diversified as nanles and forms; it is full of
n13ny agents of action (I{arlrus) and enjoyers (Bhoklrus); it has a fully
or~anized system with rules and regulations of the type - 'For such
and sllch action taking place in such and such place in such and such
t iJne and with such and such a cause - such and such fruit or result
\vill accnle: No SCUlptor, ho\vevermuch intelligent he may be, cannot
possibly imagine by his mind as to how this universe must have been
caused by ParanleshLvara who knows its essential nature of Being, \vho
is oI11niscient and who is onlnipotent in that He is capable of creating all
this universe, but surely it is not possible at all for such a marvellous
unh"erse to have been caused by the insentient phenomena like
Pradhaana, Paranlaanu or by Abhaava (non-existence) or by anyone
SanlS((aree (t ranslnigratolY soul, Jeeva) \vho is devoid of onlniscience
and \\'ho is of a meagre strength or power. It cannot at all be contended
that the velY nature of this universe is certainly like this and that it
does not at all need any cause \vhatsoever: for, we have nlentioned
already that the regularisation or systeluaUzation of tinle, space and
causation categories is func1anlental for actions and their fruits.
Especially the doctrines of Saankhyans, Vaisheshi1cas etc. are
invariably opposed to the au t hen tic or valid source of the Shrulis. For, it
has been velY clearly stated in the scriptures that - "Brahman alone is
the cause for the universe: Brahnlan is the Pure Consciousness which
thinks (conjectures) and creates."
Paranlaanu etc. are the cause for the universe" -

5.
6.
7.
8.

9. TaLUp.1-1-1.p.20.
10. Pro Up. 6-3-4. pp. 449,450.
11. Mu. Up. 1-1-9. p. 94.

Suo Bh. 1-1-2. p. 14.
Suo Sh. 1-1-5. p. 47.
Tai. Up. 3-1. p. 371.
Suo Sh. 1-1-5. p. 47.

89. l'he statenlent that - '''rhe sentient Brahman is the nlaterial
cause for the universe" - is contrary to the universal (collunon
people's) e.xperience, For, a sentient pot-Inaker can only be an efficient
calise (Nil11illa }(aarann) for an earthen pot but not a nlaterial cause
(l'Jl(lacia(lIlCl l{a(lrcuul) like clay. 'rhcrefore. it becolues established only
to the extent that - "If at all Brahnlan is a cause for the universe, It will
be nlerely an e1l1cient cause" - that is all. Hence. a doubt of the type"What is wrong in arguing in the nlanner - 'Either Pradhaana - just
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as the Pradhaanauaadins (Saankhyans) affirm - or Paramaanu - just
as the Vaisheshilcas assert - must be the material cause for the
universe'?" - may arise. According to the Vaisheshikas' doctrine, the
cotton thread Is the Samauaayi Kaarana or inherent cause for the
cloth: the conglomeration or conjunction of the threads is the
Asamauaayi Kaarana; and the weaver is the Nimitta Kaarana or
efficient cause. (Vaisheshikas have divided 'cause' into three types, viz.
Samauaay~ Asamauaayi and Nimitta; Saankhyans and Vedantins have
included everything other than Nimitta Kaarana in Upaadaana
Kaarana, i.e. material cause).
But the theory that - "Ishwara, the Lord Creator, is merely a Nimitta
Kaarana" - is opposed to logic or reasoning. It is not established
(determined) as to which thing is the material cause (Upaadaana
I{aarana) for the universe; further, to imagine or conjecture that
Ishwara uses a particular material which is not perceptible to our valid
means like Pratyaksha. Anumaana etc. and creates the universe, there
is no valid means or (convincing) proof whatsoever. If we attempt to
imagine like that from the analogy of the pot-maker, or if we attempt to
inlagine, on the basis of the analogy of a king, that there should be a
Lord Creator for the universe, then lshwara too will become, like the
pot-nlaker or a king, a Samsaaree and not an olnnipotent Lord Creator
who can create such a wonderful universe. If we imagine the triad of
entities like Ishwara (the Lord Creator), Jeeua (soul) and Upaadaana
Kaarana (material cause), in the process of which we divide each from
the other, then the defect that Ishwara is a mutable or partible thing
will adduce itself to our reasoning. Further, because the Shrutis say
velY clearly in the manner - "Paramaatman or the Supreme Self
thought or imagined that - '1 will become many' - and then He created
the universe" - and because the scriptures also state that - 'lbe
creation and the destruction of the universe are caused (I.e. carried out)
by Brahman alone: It by Itself created Itself' - the doctrine or theory
that lshwara is merely the efficient cause (Nimitta I{aarana) for the
universe is opposed to the Shru t is. 1bis doctrine of mere Nimitta
I{aarana is refuted in the Bhaashya on PratyadhiJcarana of the
Shaareera1ca Meemaanlsaa or Brahma Sootras (Sootra Bhaashya 12-237 to 41).
12.
13.
14.
15.

Suo
Suo
Suo
Suo

Bh.
Bh.
Bh.
Sh.

2-2-39. pp. 436, 437.
2-2-39-40. pp. 437,438.
2-2-41. p. 438.
1-4-24. p. 294.

16. Suo Sh. 1-4-25. p. 294.
17. Suo Sh. 1-4-26. p. 295.
18. Sve. Up. 1-2. p. 709.

90. It may appear that the assunlpllon - "For the universe which Is
full of sentient and insentient things or objects, a sentient or conscious
Brahnlan is the material cause" - is opposed to logic or dialectics. For.
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If the sentient can be a cause for the insentient then it amounts to
saying that there filay be Vailakshanya (contrariety) bet\veen the cause
and the effect. 'l'hen in that event, it may be possible to say that from
clay golden ornanlents and froln gold Ule earUlen pots, pitchers etc. can
be produced. Ifwe try to infer or think in the manner - "Because it is
stated in the Sh,utis illat Brahnlan is sentient (conscious), the universe
too should per force be sentient or conscious" - we find tllat the fact of
the universe having the divisions of the sentient and the insentient
phenoIllena is quite fanliliar or popular. Hence, protagonists of the
theolY of Pradhaana as the cause (Saankhyans) etc. were saying that '1'0 assunle or reckon that, in accordance with the nature of the
universe, an insentient thing alone to be the material cause for the
universe is proper."
But the theory that there should be agreement or similarity between
the features of the material cause and its effect is itself not proper. For,
if there is complete similarity or identity in all respects between them,
then the difference itself of the type - '1"his is the cause, this is the
effect" - will not be there at all. Besides, in our workaday world too we
ha\ye invariably seen from the human body things like hairs, nails,
which are totally different in nature frolll it, growing or being born. If it
is contended that there must necessarily be some modicum of siInilarity
or conlnlon features, then bet\veen BrahnlCln and the universe the
shnilarHy or conlnlon feature called "Sallwa" (existence) does e.xist.
11le doubting 'fhonlas may ask the question - "Because Brahman is
Chailanya (Consciousness) Itself, if the universe were born or created
froIll It, the universe which is created should have been endo\ved with
or associated with Consciousness of Brahman - in this manner \vhy
should not we infer?" But the logical or syllogistic 'universal
concoluitance' (VyaClpli) bet\veen the nliddle terIll (Helu) and the major
terlll (SaadhyCl) - called in logic '~nvClya Vyalireka Vyaapli" (in siIllple
terlllinology - agreement and disagreement; comparison and contrast)
of the type - "'fhat thing \vhich is born from or out of Chaitan!)a is
invariably endo\ved with Consciousness; that thing which is not born
out of Chaitanua is not endowed with Consciousness" - can never be
deIllonstrated or proved by anybody, whosoever he may be. For, no one
can possibly e.xelnplify or denlonstrate in a convincing manner to the
\Tedantins the illustration of the type - "Because such and sllch a
thing is unconscious or insentient it is not born out of Brahnlan." 'rhe
reason for this is the tnlth that - "E\7erything is born out of BrClhnlCln
alone" - and this alone is the spilitual teaching ofVedantins.
lbe opponent may ask the question - &AIf evetything were born.out of
Brctlunal1. how could the division of some things being conscious or
sentient and the rest being unconscious or insentient arise at all?"11le
answer to UIat question is: ··Because Pure Consciousness is not
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appearing or manifest in insentient or gross objects, people transact tn
the manner that those things are insentient or unconscious. Even in
the case of creatures which are fully known to be quite alive and
conscious, during their states of deep sleep and such other conditions.
it looks as though they are devoid of consciousness. Therefore, the
truth that - 'From Brahman which Is Conscious the universe is born'
- is not contrary to logic ...
Another point: To those who argue that from the conscious or
sentient entity an unconscious or insentient thing cannot be born, \ve
can also put forth a counter-argunlent of the type - "From the
unconscious or insentient, gross thing too a conscious or sentient thing
cannot be born, is it not?" 'fherefore, the logic based on Vailakshanya
(contrast in the special features) alone is not proper. Because the
ShruHs have enunciated or expounded that - "Brahnlan which is of the
es~ence of Pure Consciousness has Inanifested as the world of the dual
fonns of sentient and insentient things" - the spiritual teaching that
Brahnlan is the cause of the world is in consonance with the sCliptures,
as also it is unopposed to logic.
19. Suo Bh. 2-1-6. pp. 312, 313.
20. Suo Bh. 2-1-6. p. 313.

21. Suo Bh. 2-1-6. p. 315.
22. Suo Bh. 2-1-6. p. 315.

91. SOIne people have taken the literary nleaning, word for word, of
the scriptural statement - "Brahnlan becaIne (attained the form 00 the
Jagat (the universe)" - as the fundanlental tenet and, analogous to the
exanlple of milk getting transformed into curds, they have interpreted
the above scriptural sentence to nlean that - "Brahnlan got
transforlned into the forIll of the universe." 'fhis theory is opposed to
the scriptural teaching that -"BrClhnlcln is devoid of parts or litnbs."
Because the scriptures clearly alllrm that - "Brahman is Aja (devoid of
birth)" - the theolY or doctrine that Brahnlan has really got
transfoflned into the universe of the dual forIllS of Chelana (sentient)
and AchelClna (insentient) is undoubtedly contrary to the scriptural
teaching. It becornes clearJy evident that because the scriptures
elllphatically state that - "Even after BrClhnlan gets ~onverted into the
fonn of the univers~ It (I3rahnlan) subsists in Its AvikrilClroopa
(unchanged. inlnlutable forln) apart or quite distinct fronl the
(apparent) eJIect and because BrahnlCln is (as stated above) devoid of
parts or lilnbs (NirCl VClljClva) , the Shl111is do not have the ultimate
purport of teaching or propounding "PcuinClanla" (transfornlation) at
all. We \\'i11 clarify further in the ne.xt three Chapters the real purport
of the Shl111is when they teach that - hBrahnlan becaIne or attained
tI,le fOlm of the universe." 'l11e JljnClasus (the true .seekers of the
ultiInate goal of Beatitude) should never forget the tact that just as
nlllch the "Praclhaana Parinaanlauaacia ", i.e. the Saanlch!)an doctrine
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of the primordial matter of Pradhaana getting transformed into the
universe. Is opposed to both Shruti teachings and Yukt;.. so much too is
the "Brahma Parinaamauaada". i.e. the doctrine of Brahman getting
transformed into the universe (of duality). opposed to Sh111ti statements
as well as to YuktL T'he real cause for giving rise to this misconception is
the scriptural statement to the effect - "By means of Upaasanas one
attains the Brahma Swaroopa." The Gatt or resultant fruit of reaching.
going to Brahma Loaka. referred to in the Upaasana Vaakyas. we will
explain in the Chapter devoted to the deliberation on Upaasanas
(viz. XXIII Chapter).
25. Ma. Ka. Bh. 3-1. p. 269.

23. Br. Up. 2-1-20. pp. 300, 301.
24. Su.Bh. 2-1-27. p. 354.

92. The Upanishad is clearly stating - "Brahman transformed Itself
by Itself into the universe." l"he Sootrakaara (i.e. the author of the
Brahma Sootras. viz. Baadaraayanaachaarya) also has preached
-Brahma Parinaama or the transforlnation of Brahnlan into the universe
in the Inanner - "Aatma l{rl1iehe Parinaanlaai" - (Sootra 1-4-6). It
being so. how can we discern that neither the Sh111ti nor the
&xJtrakaara has the purport of teaching ParinaaTna? - In this manner
a doubt lllay arise in the minds of some people.
But we have already delineated above that to say that Brahman has,
in reality. got transformed (converted) into the universe is contrary to
ShruL;" SmriH (the Geela) and Nyaaya (Brahma Soolras). It is redundant
indeed to stress that the statement - "Brahnlan is birthless and nondual; but It has a mutation. transformation into another form of the
universe too" - is a self-contradictolY one. The topic as to why the
scriptural statements propounding the tnlth of Brahman being devoid
of any birth (nlutation, transformation) are more predominant and
stronger than the scriptural texts or statements pertaining to
Parinaanla of Brahman. will be explained in the next three Chapters.
The Soolrakaara has followed the spirit ual teaching (Siddhaanta) of''1''he I{aanja (effect) does not exist apart from the ]{aarana (the cause)"
- alone in the Sootra. viz. uTadananyalwanlaaranlbhanashabdaadibhyaha" - (2-1-14) and such other Sootras. He had accepted the effect
(1{aarya) of the universe of the forms of Bhoktrus (enjoyers) and Bhogya
(the enjoyed objects) froIn the standpoint of Vyauahaara alone. Without
refuting the existence of Kaarya the adoption of Parinaamavaada is for
the purport of espousing or enunciating Upaasanas (meditations). All
these teachings will become evident by stages in due course.
28. Suo Bh. 2-1-15. p. 335

26. Su Bh. 2-1-14. p. 326.
27. Suo Bh. 2-1-14. p. 327
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XIII. SATKAARYAVAADA OR THE THEORY OF
THE BIRTH OF AN EXISTING ENTITY
93. The relationship of cause and effect between Brahman and the
universe is accepted only for the purpose of signifying that - "Brahman
of the essential nature of Pure Being alone is real; ~ It the universe,
which is an effect, does not exist whatsoever. (section 86). We have
also previously mentioned in section 87 that the theory or doctrine of
Brahman as the cause is enunciated, firstly, in order to refute or·
dismiss theories like Pradhaanavaada and Paramaanuvaada etc., and
secondly, to indicate that it is of utility to enlighten Aastilcas or
believers In the Vedas and the existence of the Ultimate Reality of God,
stage by stage, that - "Brahman is birthless and non-dual: If one
discerns with consummate insight, the categories of cause and effect
and their mutual relationships are not at all in keeping with, or in
consonance with, dialectical devices. For, let us first of all ask the
questions separately - "Whether the cause is real or unreal or real as
well as unreal?" - and - "Whether the effect is real or unreal or real as
well as unreal?" What is real is not born: for example, clay etc. is not
born. What Is unreal, like 'horns of a hare', ~barren WOlllan's son' etc., Is
also not born. In the same way, from the unreal neither an unreal thing
is bo.rn nor from it a real thing too is born; from the real neither a real
thing is born nor an unreal thing is born. ~Real as well as unreal' is a
self-contradictory statelnent. 1berefore, nothing is ever possibly born at
all: the statenlent that the effect is born is merely an hnagination. 1'hus
by means of dialectics it can be deduced. Hence, the theory of Brahnlan
as the cause of the universe - which is propounded by the Vedantins
- is not at all to establish flrnlly or convincingly the theolY of the
relationship of cause and effect: on the other· hand, it should be
understood that it is enunciated in order to refute the theories of
Sat1caaryavaacla as also Asat1caaryavaelda of other proponents like the
Saan1chyans and the Vaisheshilcas, respectively.
tt

1. Ma. Ka. Bh. 4-22. p. 342.

2. Ma. Ka. Bh. 4-40. pp. 358, 359.

94. Ajaellivaada, meaning, the theory which propounds that
Brahnlc,n alone is the Absolute non-clued Reality, It is immutable,
changeless and in It there does not exist really any cause-elTect
categories or relationships at all - which theory of the cause-effect
relationship the Vedantins have accepted only for the purpose of
teaching, stage by stage, the people of low and middle class intelligence
or qualifications - is called "Sellkaaryavaacla" alone. In order to refute
or negate the SaL1caarYClvelada \vhich the Saankhyans have
acknowledged and the AsaLlcaaryavaada which the Vaisheshi1cas and
the Buddhists have accepted. the Vedantins have adopted tilis
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Satkaaryavaada. In the opinion of the Saankhyans the root cause
called uPradhaana" is of the essential nature of Reality; that alone in
reality gets transfonned into the real fonns of eITects like Mahat,
Ahamkaara etc. In so far as it is propounded that before the effect is
born it (the cause) exists in the fonn of Pradhaana which is real, the
Saaruchyans are Satkaaryavaadins indeed. Because of reasons like (a) they have accepted this doctrine of Satkaaryavaada which is very
close or akin to the Vaidika Satkaaryavaada, as also (b) they have
accepted the doctrine of Asangaatma (Atman being Absolute or
unrelated to anything else) etc. Manu Rishi and others have to a little

extent utilized their doctrines. But if examined in depth, they too are,
like the Va is hes hi kas, Asatkaaryavaadins alone. For, they have
adopted the doctrine that Pradhaana really gets born in the fonns of
Mahat, Ahamkaara etc. which were not existing before; in case they
contend that A1ahat, Ahamkaara etc, do exist in the beginning and later
on they get manifested, even then because they will have to per force
agree that at least Abhivyakti (manifestation) and Tiroabhaaua
(disappearance) were not existing before and later on came into being, it
amounts to their accepting AsalkaanJavaada alone. Asalkaaryavaada
means the theory or doctrine that - 'What was not existing before gets
born, i.e. it comes into being". Just like the Vaisheshikas say that
Dv!)anuka (bi-atolnic), TnJanuka (tri-atomic) matter which did not exist
before come into being afresh, in the sanle way if the Saankhyans too
adopt or accept the doctrine that Mahat, Ahamkaara etc. or their
manifestation and disappearance, non-existing in the beginning, come
into existence or being, then what else can it be but Asalkaaryavaada?
Therefore, in order to refute the doctrines of these two schools of philosophy Vedantins have propounded their own Satkaaryavaada. The real
or genuine "Satkaaryavaada'is: "Brahman which alone is of the
essential nature of Pure Being or Existence appears to have
obtained. in a magical fashion. birth. sustenance and destruction"
-alone.
5. G. Sh. 18-48. p. 715.
6. Suo Sh. 2-1-18. pp. 344, 345.

3. Suo Bh. 2-2-17. p. 396.
4. G. Bh. 18-48. p. 715.

95. Now the question that is to be understood clearly and the proper
answer for which is to be found out necessarily is: "Whether the
Saankhyans are
Sat1caaryavaadins
or whether they are
Asalkaaryavaadins: and finding which defect in their doch;ne should
we refute their opinion?" 1'he Saankh!Jans call themselves
Sa lkaanJavaadins, while the Vaisheshikas claim thenlselves to be
AsatkaanJavaadins. 1ne Asalkaaryavaadins point out a defect in the
doctrine of Salkaaryavaada in the manner - "An existing thing cannot
be born: that thing which exists already does not (need not) have birth.
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For example, Purusha (which the Saan1chyans posit as Reality) does not
get born. l'herefore, it would only be reasonable to say that Pradhaana
(which the Saanlchyans posit as a second Reality seIVing Purusha) whether it is a cause or whether it is an effect - if it exists already. then
it need not be born at all." In the sanle manner, the SaLlcaaryavaadins
(SaanJchyans) point out a defect in the doctrine of Asatlcaaryavaada of
the type - "'1'hat thing which in the beginning itself does not exist at all,
such a thing cannot at all be born. For example, the horns of a hare
never exist nor are they born." Because these disputants can never
possibly solve or mitigate the defects that each points out in the other's
doctrines, it becomes established on the strength of their debate or
polemics that both these doctrines, viz. Salkaaryavaada and
Asal1caaTyavaada, are defective indeed. Therefore, on the strength of
their debate too the Vedantins' teaching that - "The Absolute, Ultimate
Reality of Brahman or Alman is not one which is born: It is non-dual
alone" - becomes completely established and substantiated.
7. Ma. Ka. 4-4. p. 328.

8. Ma. Ka. Bh. 4-4. p. 328.

96. \Ve have stated above that on the stren~th of the debate or
dispute that is bein(.! carried on between Saanlchyans and Vaisheshi1cas
itself Ajclalivaacla (the doct l;ne of Brahnlan being devoid of any kind of
birth) is established, is it not? No\v, \ve nluy exanline in detail the
special or particular defects that exist in the doctrines of these
disputants. In the doctrines of SalkaaT1Javaaclins, who propound that
Pradhaancl, the cause, gets transforlued itself into the effects of the
fonns of Mallclt, AhcLTll1caa,.a etc. there is the explicit contradiction of
saying that Praclhclana is an entity which is devoid of birth but at the
sanle HIne asserUn~ that it is born in the forms of Mahat, Ahanlkaara
elc. If it is contended that one part of Pradhaana gets transformed into
variolls fonns like A1ahcd, Ah(lnlknara etc. and thus if it gets diVided,
then the acceptance of the doctrine that Praclhaana is Nitya (eternal)
\vill have to be given up. For, earthen pitchers or pots etc. \vhich are
brittle are not eternal. 'The Saanlcll!jculS opine that the effect is not
anything other than or dillerent frolll the cause; in that case, the effect
too, like PraclhclCnla, can be said to be devoid of birth. If A1ahal,
Ahanllcaara etc. which have a birth are Praclhaana (i.e. their very cause)
alone, then ho\v can it be possible lor PraclhaanCl to be eternal? We have
not seen in our workaday \vorld a birth less cause giving rise to an effect.
If it is contended that frol11 a thing (cause) Ulat is born, i.e. which has
birth. another thing (elIect) is born, then because that cause too per
force will have to be born the defect of reasoning \vit hOll t reaching a
finality by way of an endless series of causes and elTects (called in Tarkel
Shaaslra or logical texts uAl1avaslllaa Doslla" will creep in the nlanner
- 'A born cause having a prior cause and the latter in turn having
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another as its cause' and so on. In this way, the Satkaaryauaada of the
Saankhyans is in all respects contrary to logic.
9. Ma. Ka. 4-11. p. 332.
10. Ma. Ka. 4-12. p. 333.

11. Ma. Ka. 4-13. p. 334.

97. On the face of it the Asatkaaryauaada, which the Vaisheshikas
and others propound, may appear to be in consonance with logic. For
we get a distinct apprehension or perception (Prateeti) invariably to the
elTect - &1.ne cause existed first and then the effect came into
existence". In the Shrutis too it has been stated that
- uSadbrahman (Absolute Being of Brahman) by Itself alone first
existed; from It the universe, the effect. was born, i.e. came into being."
Anyone may ask - 'Why should this doctrine be refuted?"
But this theory also cannot stand against the onslaught of logic. If
one wants to know how, then the answer is: '1.'he Vaisheshikas are of
the opinion that Duyanuka, TnJanuka etc. are in the beginning
aJ:>solutely unreal (Asat); they are born, subsist for a while and then
conlpletely (absolutely) become non-existent. But Abhaaua (nonexistent thin~ beconling Bhaaua (an existent thing) is contrary to valid
means of knowledge (Pramaanas). lbe doctrine of the Vaisheshikas that
- 'Duyanuka, TnJanuka etc. which were first non-existent. desiderating
or needing the triad of causes, viz. Samavaayi (inherence), Asamavaayi
(non-inherence) and Nimilta (effiCient cause), come into being' - will
have to bow down before the objection of the type - 'A hare's horns too
may COl1le into being or become real, is it not?' Real earthen pots,
pitchers (which are in the beginning itself existent) - how can they
desiderate a cause in order to get nlanifested? How can we at all believe
the valid dealings of Pramaana and Prameya, taking place in the
doctrine which says - 'A non-existent thing beconles existent; an
existent thing becoInes non-existent'? Anything can become anything
else, is it not?"
1nis theory is opposed to the scriptures too. For, the doctrine that
- ''1be effect is one with, or not apart from the cause" - is not only in
agreement with the scriptural teaching that - "All this was in the
beginning Sat or the Reality alone" - but also the scriptural teaching
that - "If this one Entity is known, all else becomes known." But, the
doctrine that - etA non-existent effect gets born as also, at the sanle
tilne, is one with the cause" - cannot a~ree with this above scriptural
statenlent or teaching in any respect whatsoever.
1be Buddhists pave accepted another kind of AsatkaanJavaada.
Their doctrine is: "If the cause continues to exist as it is, from it no
effect whatsoever can ever be produced. Only after the seed gets
diSintegrated and becomes non-existent alone the sprout cOlnes into
bein~, is it npt? In the sanle way, because only when every cause

8
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becomes non-existent alone the effect comes into being, we should
achllit that Abhaava or non-existence alone is the cause."
This theory is not correct. For, if from a non-existent thing an existent
thing were to be born, then to accept the rule or regulation that "Froln such and such a non-existent thing (Abhaava) alone such and
such an effect should emerge or be born" - will be rendered futile.
'rhercfore, In this doctrine t here is no scope for a rule or regulation like
- "Fronl a seed alone a sprout can elnerge; from milk alone butter-milk
can enlerge" - to exist or to be formulated. Besides, because in a nonexistent thing there does not exist any special characteristics or
features, from a hare's hom also any particular effect can be born or
can enlerge: for. that hare's horn too is a non-existent thing. Even a
stationary person also will have to be acknowledged to be having an
effect of the nature or fornl of having performed an action. Further. if
from a non-existent thing an effect were to be produced. then in
accordance with the nature of that cause the ne\v-bom effect too would
have had to appear to be of the nat ure of non-existence alone: but, in
tnlth, it is not like that at all. The statenlent that - "On a seed
becofuin#-! a non-existent thing, a sprout comes into being" - is also not
correct; for. after the seed diSintegrates its parts themselves continue to
exist in the sprout. \vhich is the effect, and hence those very parts are
invariably the cause and not the non-existence of the seed. Hence, this
doctrine of the Buddhists that - "From an unreal thing (Asat) an effect
is born" - also is not tenable or proper.
Especially the Buddhistic doctrine that - UBoth the cause and the
effect are AsaL (unrea])" - is contrary to all kinds of valid means of
cognition (Pranlaanas). In the teaching of those Shoonyavaadins
(proponents of essencelessness or Nihilisnl) of the type - "All elupirical
or workaday transactions are invariably unreal or absolutely unlrue"there is no satisfactolY ans\ver to the question - "Accepting which
Ullinlate or Absolute Reality do these Shoon!javaaclins assert that the
efllpirical objects, established on the strength of valid Ineans of
cognition like Pratya1csha, Anunlaana etc .• to be unreal?" Without
accepting or adopting any conllnon valid nleans of cognition whatsoever
if they assert that everything is Shoonya (essenceless), then no one can
ever cOlnprehend their doctrine which is baseless or without any
support of any valid nleans of cognition. Besides, the Sh111tiS have
refuted this 'Asaclvaacla" (theolY of unreality) in the luanner - '"How
can the universe which is in and through real, be born froIll Asal or
unreali ty?" "ASClt or an unreality has no 'Ut]JClUi' or birth and Sal or
reality has no destruction" - 'T'o this Snuiti (Gceta) -statelnent too, the
uAsal1cClClr!)ClVQClda" (the theory of an unreal thing giving birth to or
produC'ing an effect) is opposed. l'his '~s((L" rncntioned here is not that
ASClL \\'hich the NaiuuaClvi1cas (1011o\vers of Nvaaua school of philosophy)
call "ASCI!" which, according to thenl, is the contra or opposite category
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of Sat and which the Buddhists propound as ASClt or Abhaava
(non-existence). For the non-existence of a 'Chata' (an earthen pot),
there should necessarily be the Chata; but, it is the doctrine of the
Buddhists that Absolute ASClt (essencelessness) alone is the cause of
the universe or the world of duality. This means, the essential nature of
being or existence of the world of duality is not there whatsoever. This is
their teaching. It is not possible at all to acknowledge absolute Asat
(essencelessness): for. at least we have to accept the existence of the
person who acknowledges such a tenet or doctrine. If it is contended
that prior to creation or his birth he too does not exist, then the
statement that - "Everything is Asat or essenceless" becomes opposed
to or \vithout the support of valid means of cognition indeed. In that
event. absolute ASClt or essencelessness can never be even imagined or
conceived of. 'lberefore. it will be proper or justifiable to totally refute
this doctrine \vhich is contrary to the Shrulis, SmTilis like Geeta. and
Nyaaya (the axiomatic texts and their tenets).
12.
13.
14.
15.

16. G. 2-16. p. 50.
17. G. Bh. 18-48. P. 711.
18. Ch. Up. Bh. 6-2-1. p. 415.

G. Bh. 18-48. p. 711, 712.
Suo Bh. 2-1-18. p. 345.
Suo Bh. 2-2-26. pp. 414,415.
Suo Bh. 2-2-31. pp. 425, 426.

98. In what respects is the Vedantins' doctrine of - "Brahman
becolnes the universe of the forIns of space, air etc." - different from
the SalkClClr!Javaada of the Saankh!Jans, which says - "PrCldhaana gets
transforn1ed into the forn1S of Mahat, Aham1cClara etc. "? "rhe doctrine
that - "FrOIn Brahnlan which is sentient, pure and devoid of Shabda
(sound), Sparsha (touch) etc. the universe, which is of an opposite
nature of being, meaning which is insentient, impure and associated
\vith sound. touch etc., is born" - is verily the Asat1caaryavaada of the
Vaisheshi1cas. is it not? - Such doubts or objections cannot possibly be
hurled at the Vedantins.
For. Vedantins do not propound that. like Pradhaana. Brahman really
gets transforlued into the fornl of the universe. l11ey say that by virtue
of l\ICla!Jaa. BrClhnlan appears as if It is born as the universe. Hence,
there is no cOlnparison bet\veen the Saan1ch!Jans' doch;ne of the
PraclhClana really being born and the Vedantins' teaching (of Maa!)aa
SatkCla1YClvaada). In the sanle \vay. Vedantins also do not propound
that the universe associated with sound, touch etc., which did not exist
before being born or con1in~ into existence, like Dvyanu1ca. TnJanuJca
etc .. is born afresh or ane\v. 'rhey reckon that the doctrine that - "Nonexistence. like a barren wOlnan's son or a hare's horns etc .. becolues
existent" - is opposed to universal experience. In fact. the Vedantins
~"pound that - '''fhe universe associated with sound. touch etc. before
its birth as well as after its birth exists in the essential nature of
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Brcl1l1nan alone: besides, even now, i.e. when it is being perceived or
rather it appears, it does not exist by itself at all in its own essential
nature apart or different from its cause (Brahmanl." Therefore, there is
no comparison or sImilarity whatsoever between the Vaisheshikas'
Asatkaalyavaada which says that - f'Dvyanwca, Tryanuka etc. which

did not exist in the beginning get born or come into being and acquire
the Saltaasambandha (relationship, association with the genus or
general category of Saltaa or reality)" - and the Vedantins' teaching.
Because Abhaava (non-existence) is Nirvishesha (devoid of all special
characteristics), to say that fr0l11 such non-existence things, which are
endo\ved with special characteristics, are born is not proper or
reasonable. Especially, bet\veen the AsatkaaryulJaada of the
Shool1YClVQaclins \\'h ie h says - "Before its birth and af~er its birth too
the universe which \vas absolutely or totally unreal appears to be born
by virtue of Maauaa" - :!Ilrl thp Vedantins' (Maayaa) Sallcaaryavaada
t here is no cOll1parison \vhat soevear. For a real rope, sea-shell etc. may
by virt tle of Maayaa (nlystic power or magic) "become' a snake, silver
etc., but an unreal barren \voman's SOll, a hare's horns and such other
unreal (non-existing) things or phenomena cannot at all be born really
or by virtue of 1\1aayaa (Jnystic power or magic). It may appear that our
branding Maadhyanlilcas, a particular school of Buddhists, who are
Shoonuavaadins (Nihilists), as Asatkaaryavaadins is a false allegation
levelled against them. For, it is their contention too that - "No effect
whatsoever is born in any manner: birth itself is not valid: no object or
thing has any essence of being at all." Even so, it is their overbeari ng
attitude of maintaining that - "'The universe which is perceived by
everyone is verily Shoonya or essenceless" - on the strength of mere
logical ginlmicks that causes this predicament. l"he Saakshivaada
(the doctrine of Saa1cshi, the Witnessing Consciousness of Brahnlc.l:l,
Atnlan based on the Jlrm conviction of Intuitive experience, which ~s
also universal and conslunlnate) which the Vedantins expound cannot
possibly be refuted by ll1eans of, or on the strength of, any such logical
device \V) 1111 soever; therefore, all those Taar1cikas have no other go but
to accept tIlt.' Vedic Sallcaal1Javaada which propounds that - "For the
fa1se appearance uf the universe Atnlan alone is the substratulll.
It

(b) Ma. Ka. Bh. 3-28. p. 304.
21. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p.36.

19. Ma. Ka. and Ka. Bh. 3-27.
pp. 303. 304.
20 (a) Suo Sh. 2-1-7. p. 316.

99. 1'he Taarld1cas (logicians) do not acknowledge that Abhaava
(non-existence) is like the ban-en wonlan's son or the hare's horns etc.
Just as the perceptive knowledge of an earthen pot deSiderates an
existing or real object called a pot, in the srune way the (negative)
cognition or perceptive knowledge of the type - "Non-existing thing" or
"Not tills" etc. - also desiderates Abhctava or non-existence, and hence
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Abhaaua also is an (ex.isting) object indeed. Besides, because in
Abhaaua special characteristics like Praagabhaava (the non-existence
which existed before the birth of an object), Pradhvamsaabhaava (the

non-existence that exists after the destruction of the object),
Anyoanyaabhaava (the non-existence that is not to be found relatively
in either of two objects) and Atyantaabhaava (non-existence that is not

to be found anywhere in the absolute sense) etc. are seen, the
statement that - "Abhaava is Nirvishesha (devoid of all special characteristics or categories)" - is not correct or proper. Just as the
Vedantins assert that although Brahman is Nirvishesha, from It a world
of special features Is born, in the same way if the Taarkikas contend
that - UEven though Abhaava is Nirvishesha, from it "also an effect
which is associated with special characteristics can be born" - there is
no defect whatsoever in their argument. In this way, the protagonists of
the logicians' doctrines nlay raise a doubt or objection.
But none of these doubts can ever be accepted. For, there is no rule of
law that merely there being Praleeli (cognitive or perceptive knowledge),
there should really exist an object. The well which was perceived by a
person frolll the top to be "deep" is itself perceived by another person
from the bottom to be "high"; but in this example, because of t\VO
perceptive kno\vledges two distinctively existing objects or phenomena
do not get established whatsoever. If any particular statement is made,
one particular (distinctive) meaning may be conlprehended; but by the
mere transaction of kno\ving the literary meaning or connotation of a
word it cannot be thereby established that that object or phenomenon
(signified by the word) is really existing invariably. If it were to be
established in that manner, then by mere transaction of the usage of
words like hhare's horns" or ubarren woman's son" etc. the existence of
the corresponding phenomena like a hare's horns or a barren woman's
son \\'ill have to be accepted as established to be really existing. In fact,
the real and proper transactions in the empirical, workaday world can
be carried out in the case of things signified by words, but at the SaIne
time their existence can possibly be established on the strength of
various valid means of cognition; the dealings based on delusion Illay
take place even if there are no real objects available or present at the
tilue. 1'0 say that in non-e..xistence (AbhaavCl) there exist special
characteristics like Praagabhaava, Pradhvanlsaabhaclva etc. is also not
proper or reasonable. For, it is not possible in the case of
Praagabhaava, Pradhvanlsaabhaat'a etc. to demonstrate, by way of
proving their essential nature of being, any special characteristics
whatsoever. If in case there exist special characteristics in Abhaava too
then between Abhaava with special characteristics and Bhaava
(an existing entity) with special charactelistics, there cannot possibly
exist any difference or distinction whatsoever, and thereby Abhaava
also will become Bhaava alone. Besides, because there does not exist
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any distinction or difference with re~ard to their essential natures,
it \vilI not be justifiable to stipulate or regulate in the fllanner "l>rcul[JabhaClOQ alone is the cause for the p;,rlicular effect and ne,t
Prodh l)(lnlSaabhaa va, and so on". It is reasonable to conclude that
people in general fl1isconceh'e BhaClvCt (Absolute Existence) alone to be
of \~~rious types like Chata BhaClva, Pnla BhaavQ etc. despite the fact
th;\t B1tCl(tva is one and one alone: in the same \\'uy, it is reasonable to
S;\y that they misconceh·e Dh(lava alone to be AbhaClva also. On the
basis of all these reasons, the statenlent that - "Abllaava is fl1cre
lllisconceplion ruone, just like a barren \VOfl1an's son, a hare's horns
elc." - is fully justified indeed.
22. Suo Bh. 2-2-15. p. 394
23. G. Bh. 18-48. pp. 714. 715

24. Suo Bh. 2-2-26. p. 415

100. Abhaava appears to be quite different and queer cOfllpared to
BhClCtVCl, is it not? In it special characteristics a .-e also seen! Even so, if it
\vere to be obstinalely conlended that AbhCtava is Avastu
(unsubstantial or non-luaterial) and in it there do not exist any special

characteristics whatsoever, then one can \vell establish by showing any
particular kind of ubsence of reasonable grounds or inconclusive
reasoning (Anll}J(I])cdti) that none of the objects ~vhich are actually
perceived by the senses does exist at all, is it not? - Such a doubt
pes lers sonle people.
But there Is no cause for such a doubt to arise at all. We do not say
that in our \\'orkaclay \vorld transactions, there does not exist any
Prclleeli V'ailcdcsha71!)CL (contrariety of perceptual kno\vleclge) of the type
- BhCt(l"Q and AbhaQvu. It is true that a sea-shell appears to be silver;
even so, because therein silver does not exist in rea1i Iy its perceptual
kno\\']c'd!!e (P,.cllccti) is a rnere delusion (DhrClanli) alone. In the satne
\vay, because AbhaavCl is a contra (Pretti Dvandvi) to D1tCl Cl va, tilat too
app('arin~ in Inanifokl rOrnlS lil~e 131tacLlx( is quite natural indeed. 111at
Citata BhCl(lVa or the perc('ptual kno\\'lec1~e of an earthen pot, Pata
Bhe,nv(l or the percept ual kno\\'led!!e of cloth etc. arc actually different
kiBeis of existences - no one can cUlpllatically assert at all. III lhe srune
way, by virlue of a relationship \vith action (I{li!)a) and qualities fCuna)
AlJhaCll'CL too like Dral'!.I(l, CUTlCt etc. appears to be diJlerent. If we
exanllne it with insigh t, Bhcl(IVCl is one and one only. Ahl.aava also is
one and one only. Still further if \ve try to discern or probe in this
lnanner, then the stateJlll'nt that - "Citata, Pata etc. are distinct
varieties of BhClClIJa, an exi~ting entity" - does not hold \vater at all.
Vaisheslti1cCls ('1 line that - "BhaClva Illeans reality, existence. Drau!Ja
(substance), CUlla (qualify), ]{arnlCl (action) - In all these Satlaa
(existence), a particular kjnd of PCl"(lSaanlCLaTlya (sllbtlest or highest
genus), by virt ue of a special relatiollship called ScunavClCl!Ju
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(inherence), is associated or conjoined." It is their belief that just as
anlong all cows there is a genus called "Goatwa" (co\vness), all objects
or things are associated with Saltaa (existence, i.e. the highest genus),
quite inherently. It is their doctrine that Prilhueetwa or earthness,
DravYCLlwa or substanceness, Sattaa or the subtlest genus which is
inherent - are in that order the various genera, each being more
pervasive than the previous category. 1"he SaUaa genus is the highest in
its pervasiveness: therefore, that Settiaa alone is the Prasaamaanya.
that nlcans. it is the hi~hest or sub! lest genus most pervasive among all
afthenl.
But Vedantins do not acknowledge any other Saltaa Reality other
than Brahnlan which is of the essential nature of Absolute Existence.
l11is topiC we will elucidate in due course in section 101. In Vedanta,
Saduaslu (the Ultimate Reality or Existence) means Brahman alone: all
else is Asat (unreal or non-existence) alone. People are dealing with the
one and only Saduastu as Ghata Saltaa, Pata Sattaa etc. Because
Ghata, Pata etc. are effects, they are Ananya (identical) with their
respective causes of clay, cotton etc., respectively. Therefore, in their
essential nature of cause they are Sat, but in their respective forms of
appearance they are Asat alone. Sadbuddhi (the cognitive nature of
Pure Being or Existence) does not change perennially; but the cognition
of Ghala, Pata etc. go on merging in their respective cause forms like
clay, cloth etc. and finally all of theIn beconle quiescent or merged in the
supreme or ultimate cause of Brahman which is the Ultimate Reality
(Saduastu). l'hus when Ghata, Pata etc. are themselves Asat, where is
the necessity to say that the Ghala Abhaaua and Pata Abhaaua etc.
(all of which can only be established shnilarly in relation to Ghata, Pata
etc.) - are Asal? Although on the strength of valid means of cognition
like Pral!Jaksha (perception), Anunlaana (inference) etc. the existence of
objects like Ghala, Pata etc. is established or determined, till the
Absolute, Ultinlate Reality of Brahman alone is Intuited as real, if we
deal \\'ith the objects like Ghala, Pala etc. to be real enlpirically it will be
quite reasonable and proper indeed; but from the viewpoint of
Paramaarlha (in which Brahnlan alone is reckoned to be the Absolute
Reality) if we cognize those things like Chala, Pala etc. to be real it will
neyer be justifiable at all. 1"his has already been expounded in section
28. 111erefore, what we have stated fronl the viewpoint of the Absolute
Reality. viz. (i) that there do not exist any special characteristics in
Bhaava and Abhaaua. and further (ii) that our refUting in the manner
- "Abhaava is unreal" - is not unreasonable at all.
25. Tai. Bh. Intr. pp. 227. 228.

26. G. Bh. 2-16. pp. 51. 52.

101. With regard to SalkaanjGuaada there remains the task of
raising one more doubt and providing a solution for it. 1be doubt is:
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'.,.he statenlent that Ohata, Pata etc. are Asat is opposed to Prateeti
(conviction or settled belieO of a reality (Sat) that exists in those entities.
If it is contended that Ghata is Asat and its Abhaava, too is Asat, then
in that event between the Prateeti of Abhaaua of the Ohata and the
Prateeti of Bhaava of the Ghata there will be a contradiction. If it is
asserted that from Brahman, which is of the essential nature of Sat. the
Jagat or the universe of the essential nature of non-existence (Asat) is
born. then we will be giving room for a doctrine of the type - 'From Sat
Asat is born or created' - which is clearly contradictory to logic or
reasoning. The sCriptural statement - 'How can the Sat be born from
As at?' (Chhaandoagya Upanishad 6-2-2) - also is propounding that
Jagat is real only. Besides, because Brahman, of the essential nature of
Reality, is devoid of parts (and hence is immutable) the doctrine that
- 'Like the clay, iron, gold etc. Brahman is the cause for variegated
universe' - will be opposed to logic indeed. Thus, it becomes apparent
that the teaching that the universe is Asat (unreal, non-existent) and
the teaching, Brahman that of the essential nature of Reality, is the
cause for the universe are both opposed to Shrutis as well as to yukti or
reasoning.
1he solution to the above doubt is: "'The argument that both the
objects like Ghata, Pata etc. and their respective Abhaavas are Asat
(unreal) is not an undesirable doctrine at all for the Vedantins; for, all
the things that are apart from Brahman are Asat only. AsaL means false
appearance alone. From this viewpoint there is no difference
whatsoever between earthen pots etc. and their Abhaaua. That thing
It

which is seen in a particular form and which does not at all get that
form ever changed - tha t thing is real. 10 say that - 'What is

perceived (and believed to be true) and what is an object which is
subject to cause and effect is real' - is not proper or reasonable. In due
course this fact \vill be clarified. But that thing \vhich is seen in a
particular fornl and which goes on getting that forlll changed - that
thing is invariably Asat, Anrita. Even anlong the things of the dream,
which are acknowledged by everyone as false appearances. there exists
the division of 'rear and 'unreal'; therefore, the perception of the
division or distinction of the type - Bhcu1va and Abhaaua - cannot at
all be a hurdle for detemlining that those things are Asat or unreal,
non-existent. Hence, the empirical transaction of considering water
to be real in comparison with a mirage (water) is not an hindrance
at all to the doctrine - 'Jagat or the universe is Asat' - enunciated from the viewpoint of the Absolute-, Ultimate Reality of
Brahman."

Just as the Taarkikas have acknowledged that Sattaasaamaanya the
objects like Chata. Pata etc. as also their Praagabhaava are both real
objects or entities, Vedantins have not acknowledged an independent
entity of Asat aparf fronl Atnlan. Ju~l as the rope-snake does not really
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exist at all apart from the rope, similarly apart from Sadbrahman
(the Ultimate Reality of Brahman) objects or entities like Ghata, Pata
etc. or their Abhaava (non-existence) do not at all exist. In fact, Sat
(Brahman) alone is appearing as the various forms of Dvaita (duality).
Therefore, Dvaita also, In the absolute sense, is Sat alone, but not Asat
"All that is different or distinct from Atman in its own form is
Anritam (unreal, false), but in its essential nature as Atman is Sat
or Pure Being-Existence alone" - this alone is the spiritual
teaching (Siddhaanta) of Vedanta.
1be purport of the Shrutt statement - "How can Sat come into being
from Asat?" - is that the effect called Jagat )the universe), which is
born from Sat (Brahman or Atman) is not different or separate from Sat
(Brahman or Atman). Some disputants opine that from Asat alone Jagat
canle into being: but just as earthen pots which are organically
connected or associated with clay are truly effects of clay only, the Jagat
also, which is 'substantially' associated with Sat can only be the effect of
Sat alone and not an effect of Asat at all. Because the purport of the
ShruLi sentence lies in affirming or emphasizing the truth that the
'cause is Sat alone, the scriptural sentence does not at all have the
ultinlate goal or intention of signifying that the universe is either Sat or
Asat. 1berefore. this scriptural sentence is not a valid, autholitative
statement to support or substantiate the doctrinaire interpretation of it
to nlean that Jugal is real; in fact, the Shruti sentence mentioning it to
be ''Vaachaarambhana'' meaning, that the discussion about
Aarambhana (creation or birth) is mere desultory talk - is stating that
the universe which is an effect is unreal only: and hence this Sh,ult
sentence is harmful to the doctrine of the reality of the universe.
1be objection of the type - "From Sat (Brahnlan) which is devoid of
parts or components how can the universe (\vhich is a conglomeration
of various things and parts) be born or created?" - cannot raise its
head at all. For, to the universe which is born magically (Maayika)
the parts or components which are imagined by the deluded
Buddhi or intellect in the substratum of Sat or Pure BeingExistence - those misconceived parts or components themselves
are sufficient to serve their purpose.
27.
28.
29.
30.

TaL Bh. 2-1. P. 291.
Tai. Bh. 2-6. P. 339,340.
Ma. Ka. 2-9. P. 240.
Ch. Bh. 6-2-3. P. 423.

31.
32.
33.
34.

Ch.
Su.
Ch.
Ch.

Bh.
Bh.
Bh.
Bh.

8-5-4. P. 608.
2-2-26. P. 415.
6-2-2. P. 420.
6-2-2. P. 422.

XIV. MAAYAA OR THE DIVINE MYSTIC POWER
102. In order to' teach the people with low and middle class
intelligence and capacity the truth that - "Brahman alone is
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the Absolute Reality or Entity" - the Satlcaaryavaada (section 98)
which propounds that - "'rhe universe is bonl through A1aayaa (divine
11lystic po\ver) froIn Brahnlan" - is tentatively accepted in the Vedanta
philosophy, is it not? Now the opportune time has arisen to find out the
ans\ver to the question - What is Maayaa? For, is Maayaa different or
apart from Brahnlan or not? If it is separate, then there is contradiction
of Advclila (teaching of non-duality); if it is one with Bralunan alone,
then the teaching that - 'From I(ootclslha (immutable, absolutely
changeless and eternal) Brahnlan the nlutable universe is born' - is
not tenable and justifiable.
In relation to the Jagat or the universe Brahman is called Ishwara
(the Lord Creator). In Vedanta it has been aeknowledged that Maayaa
cannot be said to be of an essential nature which is either separate from
Brahman or not separate from Brahman; Maayaa is nothing but the
seed form of name and form which are projected or imagined by virtue
of Avidya. 'l'he universe is now (i.e. in the waking) appearing with names
and fornls, is it not? 'rhis is called Vy({ctlcrita Jagat (manifested
universe). This universe at the time of Praklya (dissolution) and before
re-rreation exists in the state of Avyaakrila hvithout being divided or
dHTerentiated into various parts or units in an unnlanifested, latent or
potential) fonn, so to speak. Because this AuyaalC1ila alone is the raw
Inaterial for Paranlaatnlclll (the Lord Creator), it is called Ishwara's
Shcdcli (the nlystlc power of the Lord Creator) and also as Pra1crili
(the prinlordial matter). Because it is not possible to determine and
then to say that this A1aa!)aa is either Paranlaatman Himself or a
separate entity apart fronl Him existing by itself, it is called Avya1cla
(unruanifested state); because it Is pervasive it is called Aa1caasha
(space); and because it is a phenomenon which is never destroyed
unless and until Jnaana (Intuitive experience) is attained, it is called
A1cshara. It is the spiritual teaching of Vedanta that because Ishwara
(Brahman) is of a quite diflerent essential nature of Being other than the
Atlaayaa. \vhich is projected by Avic1yCl and which is of the nature of
naIues and fonns, no detect or any bleInish, whatsoever. of A1aayaa
afieets Ishwara.
3. Mu. Up. 2-1-2. pp. 116,117.

1. Suo Bh. 2-1-14. pp. 333, 334.
2. Suo Bh. 1-4-3. p. 249.

103. While Paranlaatnlan assunles the 10'-ln of the universe no
chan~e

or Illutation whatsoever has taken place in His essential nature.
The nanles and fornls (\vhich have been nlentioned earlier) which were
in the seed foml of AL'YCLcl1clila have assluued the nlanifested fornl
(VYClCllC1ila fOrIn of the universe). Because both these fornls of VyaalC1ila
and Avyaa1c,ila are, in truth. AvidyaCl1crita (projerted by ignorance).
even if it is stated that through them (these V!Jaaklita and Avyaakrita
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forms) Atnlan gets transformed (Parinaama) into the form of the
universe, He is invaliably and eternally eXisting as I{ootastha (Pure,
Absolutely iInlnutable, steadfast Existence alone). Just as in the
beginning what was water alone later on if it assunled two forms of
water and foam even then the foanl is nothing but water alone, in the
sanle manner in the beginning what existed as Alman, after the
creation even \vhen the two fonns of Alman and the universe (which is
perceptible as various names and their respective precepts) everything
is, in truth, nothing but Alnlan alone. ,\,\'hen it is stated that - "Nanles
and forms \\'hich \vere Avyaak,ila becanle Vyaa1crita" - the opinion or
purport of the statenlent is not at all that they (nanles and forms) exist
apart fronl Brahnlan or Alnlan. The Avyaakrita names and forms
invariably retaining their essential nature of Pure Being of Atman
become Vyaakrita (manifested); while for the names and forms
Brahman alone is the Swaroopa (essential nature of Pure Being),
vice versa, it is not true, that means, for Brahman the names and
forms, are not the Swaroopa (His essential nature of Being) at all.
For the Shrutis pronouncing in the manner - "Even now (in this
.aking. manifested state) everywhere Atman alone exists" - this
alone is the reason. Apart from Atman. what is called Anaatman or
not-self never, at any time and nowhere, exists at all. Even what is
stated in the Geeta in the nlanner - "In Alman there exist two Prakritis,
one that is Chelana (sentient) and the other Achelana (insentient), and
through these two Prak,ilis alone Paramaalnlan beconles the cause for
creation" - is also for this reason alone. Both those Prakritis too are of
the essential nature of Absolute Being of Paramaatnlan alone.
6. TaL Bh. 2-6. pp. 332, 333.
7. G. Bh. 7-6. p. 320.

4. Suo Bh. 2-1-27. p. 356.
5. Ait.Bh.1-1-1.pp.20,21.

104. By now it nlust have flashed to the Blinds of the readers as to

what difference there is bet\veen tile Pradhaana (prinl0rdial matter),
which the Saan1ch.!)ctns propound as the root cause for the universe,
and A1an!)ct~ which the Vedantins propound as of the 10rm or nature of
Al'!)aakrila (unmanifested seed form of the universe). T'he Saankhyans
aUirln that although Pradhaana is insentient (Achelana), it by itself
independently gets transfornled (Pa,inactnla) into the universe, quite
contrary to logic or reasoning. Whereas to the doctrine, which the
Vedantins have accepted, there is no danger whatsoever because
A'laQ!)aa is Ishwara's power and because it is not separate from Ishwara
who is of the very essence of Chailanya (Pure Absolute Consciousness).
1"he universe which is the eftect is not a separate entity apart fro III
Isluvara's po\ver or Shalcli: that Sha1cli is not separate fronl the cause of
Brahm~ therefore, there is no harm, or danger, to Advailavaada
(the spititual teaching of non-dualil!J) also. Just as, although the foam
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appears to be separate or different from water, In reality, it Is water
alone, in the same manner, although from the Avidya Drtshti (empirical
viewpoint of ignorance) names and forms appear to be separate, in
reality, they are not separate or different from Paramaatma Tattwa
(the Ultimate, Absolute Reality of Brahman or Atman). Therefore, merely
on the ground of Vedantins saying that Maayaa is the cause for the
universe there is never any danger whatsoever to either the doctrine of
Brahman being the cause for the universe or the doctrine of Aduaita or
non-duality.
10. Suo Bh. 2-1-18. p. 340.
11. Sr. Bh. 3-5-1. pp. 477,478.

8. Suo Bh. 1-4-3. p. 249.
9. Suo Bh. 1-4-3. p. 249.

105. In the doctrine that
"'The universe is not separate from
l\laayaa: Maayaa is not separate from Ishwara" - it amounts to saying
thnt - "At the time of dissolution the universe dissolves or merges in
Maa!Jaa, that means, through Maayaa it dissolves in Brahman alone."
Some people may get a doubt that - "'Therefore, after dissolution the
defects of the universe will taint Brahman also!" But if the Vedantic
teaching that - "The effect called the universe, which is Vyaakrita
or manifested. and the cause for it. viz. Maayaa. which is
Avyaakrita or unmanifested seed form, are both Avidyaakalpita
(projected, imagined or conjured up by ignorancer' - is discerned,
then this doubt disappears into thin air. In the sphitual teaching
(Siddhaanta) of Vedanta, unlike the doctrines of the logicians. the word
"Kaarana" (the cause) is not used in the sense. or with the meaning, of
'that thing which is definitely or distinctly existing in time prior to that
of the effect'. According to the teachings of Vedantins even phenomena
like Aa1caasha (space). directions, time, mind. atom etc. are all the
effects alone of Brahman. 1{aarya means that which is superimposed
upon. or nlisconceived in. Brahman (that nleans, a false appearance, a
delusion). l'he Vedantins say that all those things \vhich appear to be
separate or distinct from one another are, in fact. I{aalya (efiects) alone:
therefore. thlle and space too are the effects only. Just as in the
workaday world l\1aa!Jaa bna~ic) does not tou(~h or taint the l\1cta!Jaaui
(t he Inagician) and does not aJTect or vitiate his being by the effects of its
false appearances, andjust as the defects or ill efIects of a drealn do not
really allect or taint the dreanler, in the sanle Dlanner this Samsaara
Maayaa (this magic of translni~ratory existence) does not affect
Paranlaatnlan (the Supreme Sein. 'rhe universe as well as its seed form
of MCla!)aa is AUid!Jaalccdpita or it is delusory (that nleans they are
n1isconceived appearances alone). 1"'hat entity or thing on which
another thing is superimposed or 111isconceived. that entity is not in the
least related to or allected either by the good qualities or by the defects.
ill effects of that thing which is superilnposed or Inisconceived;
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therefore. the assumption that - "Brahman is not related to or affected
by the defects of either the universe or its seed form of Maayaa" - alone
is in consonance (in full agreement) with reason.
12. Suo Bh. 2-1-9. p. 319.
13. Suo Bh. 2-3-7. p. 454.
14. Suo Bh. 2-1-9. p. 318.

15. Suo Bh. 2-1-9. p. 318.
16. Adh. Bh. p.4.

106. Now to some people it may appear that still there remains one
more logically-oriented objection to be solved. l"hat is: If creation is the
effect of Maayaa, of which phenomenon is Maayaa an effect? At least,
as long as Maayaa exists the world of duality has per force to exist, and
hence to that extent at least there is danger caused to the doctrine of
Adt'aita (non-duality). is it not? If it is contended that Maayaa is
AUiclyaakrita, then finally Auidya will have to be accepted to subsist: if
so. at least to that extent will there not be any danger to the doctrine
that Advaita alone is the Ultinlate Reality?
1nis objection too raises its head because of our forgetting the
Vedantic teaching that - "Both Maayaa and Avidya are phenomena
which have been imagined or hypothetically posited by virtue of
the axiom of Adhyaaroapa Apavaada (the methodology of Superimposition and Rescission) and not that they are existing in
reality." Vedantins propound "A1aayaa" in oreIer to teach the truth to
people of low and middle order intellect who obstinately cling on to the
belief t hat the reasoning of cause-effect which appears to be valid in the
empirical workaday world is real: and for the sake of those who get
deluded that by virtue of Maayaa the world is really created or caused.
they propound that Maayaa is projected or conjured up by Avidya.
Further, in order to make it known to those who doubt in the manner
- 61"he defect or ill-effect that is engendered or caused by that Auiclya
- does it not alTect or taint Atnlan?" - the Veclantins propound that
AUid!Ja is a special characteristic of the inner instrument of the mind
(Anlahkarana Dharma). For the sake of those who doubt in the manner
- UDon't these A1aaljaa and Auidya cause or engender any special
features or changes in Atnlan" - the Vedantins answer that this
asslunption of these phenoIuena which are on the side of Anaalnlan
(not-seiO. causing special changes in Atman. is also nothing but Auidya
alone of people who aSSUI11e in that nlanner. If it is further contended
that - 61"hat Auidya at least exists, is it not?" - the Vedantins answer
that even that exists only from the standpoint of such a doubting
1bonlas and not in reality. Maayaa and Auidya - these are. in fact,
SanlvriLi. which means covert empirical transactions based on Avidya
or nlisconception, delusion alone. 1"herefore, the world of duality.
e.xisting in reality. does not get falsified or removed (subIa ted, negated)
after the knowledge of Aduaita is born (or it dawns). Although the snake
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(i.e. misconceived) does never exist in the rope at all, the teaching that
- "The appearance of the rope-snake (the nlisconceived notion of the
snake) will be got rid of by means of the Jnaana (tnle knowledge) of the
rope is analogous to the transaction that after the mystic spell of the
nlaglc that the magician had exercised or cast (on the onlookers) is
removed or withdrawn the spell is said to be gone or removed only"
- has to be discerned.
To those people who raise the question that - "Of which entity is
Manyaa the effect?" - the fact that from the empirical viewpoint
lHaayaa is Anaadi or beginningless is totally forgotten. There do exist
doct rines mentioned in the scriptures (Shrutis) and works of sages or
seers (Smritis) that Maayaa called by names like Avyakta, Avyaakrita
has come into being from Atman; but for those doctrines the only
meaning is that Avyaakrita state turned into the Vyaakrita state, that is
all. For, if it is affirmed that AvyaaJoita also is born anew, then it will
alTIOunt to accepting the doctrine that - ''1be Sanlsaara is with a
beginning and consequently for each one of the KaZpa or aeon one
different or fresh universe is born or created" - and then, in that event,
the defect of AIC1itaabhyaagcrma (enjoyment of fruits or consequences of
deeds or acts which have not been perfornled at all) as also the defect of
l{lilal1ipranaasha (the fruits or results of acts or deeds performed
actually not accruing) will attach themselves. Unless and until Jnaana
(Self- I{nowledge) is at tained the empirical transaction of Maayaa having
disappeared or having been got rid of never arises; besides, the fact that
l\1aayaa is false or unreal will never be cognized at all. 1berefore, it
beconles established that by doctrines of Maayaa and Avidya there is
no harm or danger whatsoever posed for the spiritual teaching of
Ad vaiLa philosophy.
17. Ma. Ka. Bh. 4-58. pp. 371, 372.
18. Ma. Ka. Bh. 1-17. pp. 218,219.

19. Br. Bh. 4-4-6. p. 722.
20. Br. Bh. 4-4-6. p. 725.

107. It is the opinion of sonle people that because the word
ul\1anljaa" is synonynlous with uJnaana" in the Vedic literature, Ulis

word has never been used in the sense, or with the meaning. of 'a nonexistent object' (false appearance). l1'aaska Aachaarya has used this
word "Macryaa" in his work of "Nighanlu" (a glossary of Vedic words) as
a synonynl0ltS ternl of "JnClana" alone. Even so, in script ural sentences
like - "lndroa l\1aclYClClbhihi Purooroopa Eeljate" - nleaning. "lndra by
virt ue of his lvlClclyaas appears as of many forms" - and such other
usages the word "l\1aQ!)aa" flleans "the knowledge or cognition gained
or accruing throu~h the senses" alone: because the perceptual
knowledge gained through the senses is of the nature of Avidya
(ignorance) alone. the ultinlate meaning of - "lndra or Paranleshwara,
the Suprenle Lord. by virtue of His Maa!)aa (Shaktt) appears as fllany:
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If seen fronl the proper viewpoint of Intuitive experience He, i.e. Indra,
the Supreme Lord ParaTneshwara, is one and one alone" - will
Invariably hold water. l'herefore, even when we accept the meaning of
"Jnaana" for the word UAlaayaa" it signifies nothing but Milhyaajnaana
(misconception) alone. ;Especially, in the scriptural statement
"Maayaam 1U Prakritinl Vidyaat" in which Auyaakrita
(unmanifested seed fonn of the world) is called Maayaa, the
interpretation of Jnaana for the word Maa!)aa does not suit at all: it
beronles imperative there. in that context. to accept the Laxanaartha
(the iInplied nleaning) of - ''''fhe false appearance projected by
A-lithyaajnaana (misconception)" alone. 1'herefore, there is no
hindrance or valid objection whatsoever to affirm the teaching of
Aduaita in the manner - The world is Maayika. i.e. illusory; it is a
false appearance like the dream. a magical show, Gandharva
Nagara (the world of the celestial beings) etc. - alone is the true
genuine spiritual teaching of Vedanta.
21. Ma. Bh. 3-24. pp. 297,298.

22. Ma. Ka. and Ka. Bh. 2-31. p. 255.

xv. BRAHMAN IS THE NIMllTA KAARANA
(EFFICIENT CAUSE) ALSO FOR THE UNIVERSE
108. Hitherto we have carried out our deliberations assunling the

meaning of the sentence - "Brahman is the cause for the universe"
- to be that Brahman is the material cause (Upaadaana Kaarana) for
the universe, just as clay is the material cause for the earthen pot. For,
with regard to the question - "What is the material cause for the
creat ion of universe?" - itself there are many differences of opinion
among the disputants. In the olden times Saan1chyans used to argue
out that Prndhaana (prin10rdial matter) itself was the cause for the
universe v.~hereas the Vaisheshi1cas used to contend that the atoms
(Paramaanus) themselves were the cause for the universe.
Some Vedantins who were following a tradition quite different from
the traditional school of philosophy followed by Adi Shankara were
propounding that Brahman Itself \vas the material cause for the
universe. 1nere are defects in their doctrines: for. neither the insentient
Pradhaana nor Paranlaanus by thenlselves can ever get transformed
into the form of the universe; if they can get transformed, they will have
per force to keep on transfornling thell1selves continuously. 1'he author
of the Brahma Soolras (Baadaraayana) as also the Bhaashyalcaara
(Shankara) have refuted the doctrines of these opponents saying that
there does not e.xist any external cause whatsoever which can either
prompt or promote them into action or help discontinue (or recede
away) from action. In the same manner. the doctrine that - "Brahnlan
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has really got transformed into the form of the universe" - is also not
proper; for, if Brahman were to get transformed it will amount to saying
or accepting that Brahnlan is Saavayava (made up of parts or limbs)
and that It is Anitya (non-eternal). 1bus the Bhaashyakaara has
brushed aside the doctrine of the other alien Vedantins who were
Parinaamavaadins (proponents of the theory of transformation) and has
established his teaching by clarifications and reasons of the type - "In
the Sh111tiS the statement that - 'Brahman gets transformed into the
fOlm of the universe' - is in relation to the adjuncts of names and
forms which are AvidyaaJcalptta (projected or conjured up by
ignorance); in truth, Brahman eternally exists as It is without getting
any transformation whatsoever."
5. Su. Bh. 2-2-14. p. 392.

1. Suo Bh. 2-2-1. pp. 368. 369.
2. Suo Bh. 2-2-2. pp. 370, 371.

6. Suo Bh. 2-1-27. p. 355.
7. Suo Bh. 2-2-7. p. 378.
B. Suo Bh. 2-1-27. p. 356.

3. Suo Bh. 2-2-4. p. 374.
4. Suo Bh. 2-2-12. p. 389.

109. Vedantins have not refuted the doctrines of Saankhyans and

olhers by asstuning that the cause of the universe is the nlaterial cause
alone. For. it is the teaching of Vedantins that - Brahman is the
material cause (Upaadaana Kaarana) and It is the Creator
(Kartru or Nimitta Kaarana) as well. Vedantins also refute the
doctrines of those people \vho Inaintain that Ishwara is merely the
Creator (I{arLrn) for the creation of the world. While it is being
propounded that Brahman is the cause for the world, it Is implied that
causes like Pradhaana, Paramaanu etc. are not those which are
mentioned by the Vedantas (Upanishads); for, it is stated in the Sh111tiS
that Brahman. which is the cause for the world, in the beginning,
"reflected in Itself'. (Evidently, it implies that Brahman is sentient and
not insentient or inert like Pradhaana or Paramaanus). In this manner
VedanUns refute their doctrines. For this reason alone, it is tantamount
to saying that Brahman. i.e. Paramaatman. is only the efficient cause.
For, the function or act of first reflecting and then canying out an
action is seen in Ninlitta Kaaranas (effiCient causes), like a potter. a
carpenter etc.; just as for the potter many implements and raw
materials like a pole. a wheel, clay etc. are needed. it is quite reasonable
to asstune that for ParanlaaLnlan a matelial cause, separate from Him,
is needed. Lords like Vaivaswata and others are seen to be nlerely the
efficient causes (Nimiita I{aaranas) for their respective functions. Therefore, to say that Paranleshlvara (the Suprenle Lord) too is merely the
NinliUa I{aarana alone is reasonable. Thus the proponents of Brahman
being the efficient cause argue out. In answer to their contention
Vedanlins say that Brailnlan is the nlalerial cause too. For, in Vedantic
texts it has been stated as a propOSition to be proved in due course that
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- "If the one unitary cause is cognized, it amounts to knowing all else":
but in our empirical workaday world merely knowing the Nimitta
Kaarana, it does not amount to knowing the whole of the effect at all.
Besides, tn the scriptures the material cause (Upaadaana Kaarana)
Itself is given as an illustration in the manner - "Just as by knowing
one lump of clay all the effects made out or produced out of clay are
Sll pposed to be known." For that reason too, it is the teaching of
Aduaita Vedantlns that "Brahman is the Upaadaana Kaarana also for
the universe". Hence, they also contend that the doctrinaire teaching
that 66Ishwara (the Lord Creator) is merely the Nimitta Kaarana for the
universe" - is contrary to the Vedic tenets. The present-day Duaita
Vedantins (the followers of Maadhua Vedanta traditions) are proponents
of Brahman being a mere efficient cause (Keuala Nimitta Kaarana
Vaadins).
11. Suo Sh. 2-2-37. p. 433.
12. Suo Sh. 1-4-23. pp. 292.293.

9. SUo 1-1-5. p. 47.
10. Suo Bh. 1-1-5. p. 47.

, 110. Hitherto we have mentioned the solutions for the doubts or
objections that may arise with regard to the doctrine that - "BrahInan

is the material cause for the universe." Now we have to find out the
solutions for the difficulties that may arise if it is assumed that
- "Brahman is nlerely the NimiHa 1{aarana." If it is taken that Ishwara
Is nlerely the efficient cause for the world, then between Him, on the
one hand, and the Prakriti (the primordial matter of the world) and the
Jeevas (the transmigratory souls), on the other, there will not be any
relationship at all. For, it will not be possible to say that - &tAll these
(the world of duality and the souls) will be Sarvagata (all-pervading) and
Nirauayaua (devoid of any parts, limbs or componentsr' - and because
the question as to whether Brahman is the efficient cause or not is itself
controversial, it will not be possible to assert that the world exists
depending upon Ishwara. Further, because of the reason that prior to
the creation Ishwara does not have a body, the function or transaction
of creation is not possible at all. If Ishwara knO\VS the numbers or
limitations of His Prakriti and the Jeeuas, then the concept of both
PraJcrili and Jeeuas being Ananta (devoid of destruction or end) will be
wrong, unreasonable because they are mutually different. If it is
contended that - "Both Pradhaana and Purusha are invariably eternal
and Ishwara does not know their end or destnlction" - then He does
not become Sarvajna (all-knowing or omniscient). Any person may ask
the question that - "Don't the Vedantins have this defect?" But in their
spiritual teaching, between Paramaatman and the Jagat there exists an
innate relationship of identity (faadaalnlya). 1bat means, the
Vedantins acknowledge that Jagat is in reality Paramaalman alone.
Because they conceive or infer the cause for the world on the strength of
113
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Vedantas (Upanishads), which are Apourusheya (not the works of

human origin but of divine origin), they do not suffer from the defects of
logic. If it is argued in the manner - "The oUlers too may quote the
'Aagama' as the valid or authoritative sources, is it not?" - the answer
Is UNo". For, In their doctrines it Is said that - "Because the omniscient
lshwara has propounded or proclainled the Aagamas, illeyare authoritative sources". To wit, the logical defect of "Anyoanyaashraya
Doasha" (Inutual dependence for establishing either of the propositions) of tile type - "If the validity or authority of Aaganlas is established, then the omniscience of lshwara can be established: similarly, if
lshwara's omniscience is proved or established, then only the validity
or authority of the Aagamas become established" - will arise in their
doctrines.
13. SUo Sh. 2-2-38. pp. 435,436.
14. Suo Sh. 2-2-40. pp. 437,438.

15. Suo Bh. 2-2-41. pp. 438, 439.
16. Suo Sh. 2-2-38. p. 436.

111. If Brahman is the 1{artru (the efficient cause for the \vorld), then
like the Kartrus of the type of potter, weaver etc. many inlplements and
raw materials O{aarakas) will be needed by Him for creation. It is seen
(and kno\vn In common experience) that Kartrus like a polter or a
weaver, in order to produce their creations or effects like pots and cloth,
respectively, need hnplclnents and raw materials like clay, a stick, a
wheel. collon thread, a luonl etc. Il Inay be objected in the manner now
- "Since the non··dual n"(lhman does not have any raw material or
irnplelnents \vhatsoever, how can Brahnlan become the cause for the
world of dunlity at aU'?"
But it Is seen or kno\vn that wilhout any other cause being there nlilk
by itself tunlS into curds. Because the fllilk has an innate or inherent
capacity, by means of the heat in the atn10sphere etc. it gets converted
fa~llnto curds. In the saIne way, Brahnlan existing by It~elf (being nondual can by Its Inherent capacity) ·crea.te· the world; because It has
absolute or COn&U111n1ate power (omnipotence). It does not desiderate
any other source of power at all. Because It has mnnifold po\vers in Its
own right Brahman alone can, without deSiderating any aid frolll a
second lhing or entity (in the absolu te sense) Illanifest Itself or becolne
converted in to various forms.
17. SUo Bh. 2-1-24. pp. 350.351.

112. Cross things like 111ilk etc. by thenlselves assuming the forllls of
curds etc. is seen. But ho\v can sentienl beings like a polter, a weaver
etc. perform their actions without inlplenlenls and raw materials? In
answer to this question. it is learnt froln lHCllltra or \ledic verse
addressed to a deity. fron1 Arthavaacia (eulogy), lLihaasa (history) and
Puraana (ancient legends or Inythological works) that sentient beings
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like Deuatas (deities), Pitrus (forefathers) and Rishis (sages or seers)
used to create whatever they wanted merely by their will or whim. The
opponent may argue in the manner - "A spider by itself (by means of
its own saliva) creates its thread (needed for its web); the deities have
their physical bodies and such other material things, is it not?" But
every one without exception will have to per force accept the fact that
bet \veen the illustration of a potter, a weaver etc. and this example of a
spider and a deity there exists a difference or distinction. A potter does
not create earthen pots merely from his body alone; he needs
hnpleInents and raw materials like a stick, a wheel, clay etc. But for
deities, celestial beings etc. no other external thing or implement is
needed for their creations. From this elucidation it becomes evident
that there is no rule of law whatsoever that just like one person's or
being's capciUes or capabilities all the others also must have similar
capacities or capabilities. Therefore, it is not proper or reasonable to
stipulate or put restrictions in the manner - "Just like a potter or a
\\'eaver Paranlaatnlan also 11lUSt necessarily have separate or external
ullplements and raw materials for creation."
20. Suo Bh. 2-1-30. pp. 358, 359.
21. Suo Bh. 2-1-24. p. 351.

18. Suo Bh. 2-1-25. p. 352.
19. Suo Bh. 2-1-25. pp. 352,353.

113. Anybody may raise a question of the type - "Deities and such
other celestial beings, though they have the po\vers of creation, have
bodies and senses and hence they may perform their respective actions
or functions. But Paramaatnlan does not possess a body or the senses
like the eyes. the ears etc. Besides. because it has been stated in the
Slindis that - "Not this, not that" - and thereby it has been indicated
that in PnranlClcdnlCln no special characteristics whatsoever exist at all,
ho\v at all from such a being any creation can take place?"
A solution to thts problem has already been provided by saying that it
Is not proper or reasonable to assert or assunle that the same capcities
or capabilH ies \vhich one person or being possesses should invariably
be possessed by others too. It is probable for Brahnlan. despite His not
having any special characteristics whatsoever, to possess all po\vers by
virt lie of the special characteristics or fornls superiInposed on Him or
nlisconceived in Him by Avidua. For this reason alone. the Shrutis are
stating that althou~h He does not possess any instnlments of
kIl0\\'ledge (JnaallcnciJiyas) whatsoever. Paranlaatman possesses the
capacities or capabilities of all instruments of knowledge or cognition.
1'his tnlth. or fact of life, itself has invariably to be realized by means of
the Shnllis alone. exclusively, and not to be imagined, inferred,
conjectured or surmised by means of logical or dialectical arguments at
all. 'rhis fact has also been already mentioned.
22. Suo Bh. 2-1-31. pp. 359, 360.
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114. It is stated in the Shrutis that Paramaatman created the
universe and He Himself entered into it in the form of the Jeeva (soul).
It is also taught that Jeeva is Paramaatman alone. How can that
Paranlaatman who is independent, get entangled with Samsaara
(transnligratory life, of a Jeeua) which is of the nature of birth, death,
illnesses, diseases, etc. and which Is dangerous, dIsastrous as also
uncongenial to Himself? In case He has done so, He should have had
the remembrance in the manner - "I have thus got entangled with
Samsaara"; but it is not so. A magician, even after he has cast hi~ spell
of creating the objects through hIs Maayaa (magical power), can at hIs
will and pleasure remove or Withdraw his spell: whereas a Jeeva cannot
even give up his body easily and escape from its hazards. Therefore, it
does not appear to be possible that Paramest'.wara has created the
universe, is it not? - Thus anyone may doubt.
But in Vedanta philos.ophy Paramaatman is st lted to be the creator of
the universe and not Jeeva as the creator of \ he world. Besides, it is
stated that - "Paramaatman is of a superior state to that of the Jeeua:
I-Ie is Saruajna (omniscient), Sarvashakta (omnipotent), Nitya Shuddha
Buddha Muleta Swaroopaila (He is of the essential nature of being Pure
eternally, being Conscious eternally, being Free eternally); He does
not have anything either congenial (beneficial) or uncongenial
(not beneficial) to HiInself'. Although the Sll1uli statement that Jeeva
hhllself is Paranlaatman is true, till that truth is realized or Intuited,
Jeeua is an Alpajna (a being with linlited knowledge), who has yet to
know or cognize that truth through spiritual practices like Shravana
(listening) of the Sroutis, Manana (ratiocination or discrimination on the"
scriptural teachings) etc.: the type of difference that exists between the
external space and the Ghataa1caasha (space within an earthen pot) is
like\vise existing between Paranlatman and Jeeua. Therefore, there is no
room or scope here in this context for an objection of the type - UHow
can there be Bhedaabheda (difference cunl non-difference) between the
Jeeua and Paramaatman?"
Supposing it is asked - "When the Jeeva, by means of the spiritual
instruction by Ole Shaastras. Intuits that - II am Paralnaatnlan alone'
- then in that event what is your answer?" -then we say: '1."'hen
nei ther Jeeua is a Samsaaree at all, nor Brahman is a creator; the
differentiated empirical. workaday transactions projected or conjured
up by nlisconception will have vanished then." '10 exist or live without
being able to distinguish between the (essential natures 00 gross
phenonlena like the body. senses, nlind etc .. which are nlerely of the
na t ure of names and fornls prOjected by AviclUa (nlisconception), on the
one hand, and one's Self. which is his essential nature of Pure Being, on
the other. is i~self Sanlsaara indeed. Hence. If Paramaalnlan were to be
the creator of the universe, the argunlent or objection that the defects of
having the duties or responsibilities of providing Hila (beneficial,
9
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congenial things) or removing the Ahita (things which are not congenial
or beneficial) will taint Atman or Brahman, will not hold good.
23. Suo Bh. 2-1-22. p. 348.

24 to 26. Suo Bh. 2-1-22. pp. 348. 349.

115. Some people raise an objection of the type - "If it is contended
that Paramaatman is the creator of the world. then it will amount to
saying that I-Ie has defects of Pakshapaata (partiality. favouritism) and
Dayaaraahitya (not having compassion. kindness). For. among creatures or beings He has made some like Devatas etc. immensely happy,
while He has created some others like animals. birds etc. extremely
D1iserable: He has made some others like human beings etc. as the
middle class of beings having happiness and miseries In equal
proportions. Such a partiality or favouritism cannot befit Ishwar~
\\'ho is considered to be devoid of Raaga (attachment) and Dvesha
(hatred). Neither does the quality or characteristic of cruelty, like
subjecting creatures or beings to misery and at the time of PraZaya
(final dissolution of the world) killing or destroying all the beings, befit
His essential nature. Therefore. it is not proper to affirm that Ishwara Is
the cause for the world.
111is is not an objection which is proper or reasonable. For in relation
to. or proportionate to. the Dharma (merits) and Adharma (demerits) of
the creatures or beings alone Ishwara has 'created' this universe. Just
as in the example - although rain is the common cause for the growth
of various grains like paddy. wheat etc., the respective seeds of those
grains themselves are the root cause for their respective differences or
distinctions - Similarly though Ishwara too is the common cause for
creation of the world. for the disparity or divergence in the happiness
and misery of the various creatures or beings their respective actions,
i.e. merits or demerits. themselves are the cause. It is in the fitness of
things if it Is assumed that because Samsaara Is beginningless, the
act ions of the previous periods of time are the cause (responsible) for
the disparity or apparent discrepancy in the creations of the future
periods of time in a series.
tt

27. Suo Bh. 2-1-34. pp. 362.363.

28. Suo Bh. 2-1-35. p. 364.

116. There arises a doubt of the type - "By creating this world what
is the benefit or purpose that accrues to Paramaatman? Is He not
eternally contented? If it is argued that there is no benefit, or purpose
served, whatsoever, then it will amount to saying or accepting that He is
not Sarvajna, is it not? Who will ever create such a stupendous
universe without getting any benefit whatsoever?" 1bis is not a
reasonable or valid doubt at all. For. there is no rule of law that all
actions or deeds should have always a purpose or utility. People like a
king. a minister etc. also. despite the fact that they are not gaining any
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benefit whatsoever, indulge in sports, walking, jogging etc. merely for
Leela (recreation, amusement or a pastime). For the acts like
inhalation and exhalation, which Jeeuas (creatures) perform continuously, do not acquire any benefit whatsoever. For the omnipotent
Parameshwara creation of this universe is not at all a stupendous task;
for HIm this is a Leela indeed! Even if every being invariably gets some
sort of a benefit out of an action. there need not be such a stipulation of
getting a benefit for Parameshwara; for. the scriptures state that He is
Aaptakaama (one who has attained fruits of all desires). Apart from
this, what is the real purport of saying that Brahman is the Nimitta
1{aarana for the universe? Brahma~ being Absolute Consciousness. is
the Witnessing Principle (Saakshi) for everything. Being an object
invariably to that Witnessing Consciousness alone all the progress or
activity of, and in, the universe is going on. Thus Paramaatman remains
as Pure, Absolute Consciousness alone; apart from Him there does not
exist any other conscious being whatsoever who is an enjoyer.
Therefore. there is no cause or scope for the question of the type
- "Why does the creation of the universe take place?" - and there is
also no need or cause for an answer to be given for such a question.
29. Suo Sh. 2-1-33. p. 361 (earlier).
30. Suo Sh. 2-1-33. p. 361 (later).

31. G. Sh. 9-10. pp. 377. 378.
32. Suo Sh. 2-1-33. p. 361.

117. 111us even if we reckon Brahman to be either as the material
cause or the efficient cause for the world of duality, there is no scope for
any objection of the above type being raised. All the aspects of cause
a{aarana) suit or befit Brahman. For, Brahman is of the very essence of
olllniscience. olnnipotence. and more than anything else. highly and
profoundly mystic (A1ahaa Maayaaui). Vedantins do not say that this
creation is caused in the absolute sense (it is not really real); in fact, it is
their opinion that this creation is the objective phenomenon of the
empirical transactions of the nature of names and fonns alone projected or conJurec1up by Avidya. It is the spiritual teaching of Veda nUns
that this 'creation' is taught or expounded in the scriptural texts merely
as ~ deVice to help Intuit unity or non-duality of Brahman and Atman
alone. 1berefore, in this regard there is no defect whatsoever.
33. Suo Sh. 2-1-37. p. 366.

34. Suo Sh. 2-1-33. p. 361.

XVI. SCRIPTURAL TEXTS ON CREATION
118. We have explained so far that the theories like Kaarya 1{aarana
Vaada (theory of cause-effect), Sat1caarya Vaada (theory that an
existing entity is born) and A1aauaa Vaacla (theory of the mystic power
of the Lord Creator) etc. are all devices which have been accepted as
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also adopted In the scriptures to propound the non-duality (Aduaita) of
Atnlan by the utilization of the Nyaaya (axiom) of Adhyaaroapa
(Superimposition) and Apauaada (Rescission). But the Maayaa Vaada
or theory of the nlystic power of the Lord Creator is not to be found in all
the sentences pertaining to creation: how then can it be determined or
concluded that this Maayaa Vaada alone is acknowledged by the
scriptures? In the scriptures some sentences indicate the creation of
Aakaasha (space), Vaayu (air) etc. as also the creation of the Jeeuas;
how could we interpret such sCriptural sentences? - This question
should be considered now.
In Brahman duality does not exist whatsoever, in reality: duality is
};faauika (a false appearance) alone. Thus it has been established or
determined on the strength of Shrutt Vaakyas and Yukti. Therefore, it is
not possible to imagine that the scriptures expound or teach creation
quite contrary to its own statements (Vyaahata) and quite opposed to
logical devices or arguments (Yukti Viruddha). Besides, the scriptures
clearly and explicitly state not only that by .virtue of Auidya alone
duality appears as if it exists, but also that, when viewed from the
Absolute or lranscendental standpoint of Atman alone being everything, one person does not at all cognize another person or another
object whatsoever. The scriptures further state that Jeeuas are devoid
of birth, without cause, eternal: they are devoid of any change
or mutation whatsoever: in truth, changeless, immutable Brahman
(t he UHilnate Reality) alone has assunled the fornlS of Jeeuas or souls.
l'hose Jeeuas are really of the essential nature of Brahman alone.
l'herefore, it is tantamount to saying that the script ures do not at all
have the ultimate purport of teaching the subject-matter of the world, of
the lorm of sentient and insentient beings, as really born or created.
3. Suo Bh. 2-3-17. pp. 473. 474.

1. Sr. Sh. 2-4-14. pp. 374. 375.
2. Sr. Sh. 2-4-14. p. 375.

119. Some people may raise the question - uLet it be that Duaita is
unreal: let it also be that Jeevas being born is not possible: just as all
this is established or determined by the valid means of Shrutis, the fact
that this world comprising Aakaasha. Vaayu etc. as also the fact that
the Jeevas are born are both established by the valid means of the
Shrutis alone, is it not? lhen. what will happen to these sCriptural
statemen ts?"
lhe Shrutis mentioning about or expounding creation is not for the
sake of establishing the reality of creation. Utilizing the axiom that
- UKaarya (the effect) is Ananya (not separate or is one with) Kaarana
(the causer· - the Shrulis expound creation in order to bring home
(\"Hh the prime purpose of inculcating in us) the truth of the unity or
oneness of Jeeuas with Alman by illustrations of clay. iron, fire sparks
etc. Just as Aakaasha has assumed the various forms of Vaayu, Agni.,
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Ap, Prithvt, In that order, Atman manifests Himself in the various forms

of the body, the senses, the mind, the intellect, the ego etc., which are
conglomerations of the nature of Kaarya Karana: just as Aakaasha by
virtue of its relationship, or in association with, Chata (pot), Mata
(pitcher) etc. appears to be Ghataakaasha (pot space), Mataakaasha
(pitcher space) etc. Atman appears to be various Jeevas. This alone is
the prime purport of the sentences pertaining to creation. Just as from
the Absolute Reality viewpoint it is determined or established that
either Chata, Mata etc., on the one hand, or Chataakaasha,
Mataakaasha, on the other, are not really separate or different from
Akaasha (pure space), in the same way neither the world of the type of
Aakaasha, Vaayu etc. nor the Jeevas are separate or different entities
other than, or apart from. Atman. In this final spiritual teaching alone
these Shrutts have their prime purport fulfilled or achieving their frui tion.
5. Ma. Ka. Bh. 3-3. pp. 271. 272.

4. Ma. Ka. 3-15 and
Ka. Bh. 3-15. pp. 2~7, 288.

120. Anybody may ask the question: "In all the scriptural sentences
pertaining to creation it is not to be found that space. air etc. as also
Jeeuas are born by means of Maa!}aa. What is there to support or
Justify the endeavour for giving up the predominant meaning and for
adopting or assuming the secondary meaning (Gauna Arata) of the
creation being caused through Maayaa?"
But, in answer, we maintain that neither is it stated in the scriptures
that - "Creation is absolutely real." Therefore, the scriptural statement
pertaining to creation is common both to the Paramaartha Shristi (really
real creation) and Maayika Shristt (mystic creation). To say that
Maa!}ika Shristi is Gauna (of secondary inlportance) is not proper: for,
we have already shown (in the 13th Chapter) that creation cannot at all
take place in any other manner. 1'herefore, A1ukhya Shristi (creation in
the predominant sense) and Gauna Sroisti (creation in a secondruy
sense) are all Aauidyaka (projection of Avidya) alone. There is no
possibility of any purpose or utility accruing from knowing creation
(or its methods). Just as the anecdote of the dIalogue among the
Praanas (senses) and the Mukhya Praana (the vital force), mentioned in
the scriptures, is enunciated merely to signifY the speciality or
singularity of Mukhya Praana and there is no cause to assume that the
scriptures really have a purport in mentioning that the dialogue really
took place, in the same way the scriputral statement pertaining to
creation has the ultimate or prinle purport of teaching the non-duality
(Aduaita) of Atman alone: the scriptures do not have the ultimate
purport of teaching that creation is real. Thus it should be discerned.
Just as it Is not proper to meditate on the quarrel of the fonn of a
dispute between the Mukhya Praana and the Indriyas (the senses),
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In the same way it is not proper to meditate on creation; for, by that
means an undesirable result alone may accrue. Therefore creation has
not been mentioned for the purpose of meditation. Consequently, the
statement to the effect that creation is Gouna or Maayika alone is verily
sustainable, meaning. that teaching alone can be substantiated or
proved to be valid.
6. Ma. Ka. Bh. 3-23. pp. 296, 297.

7. Ma. Ka. Bh. 3-15. pp. 288, 289.

121. 'The scriptural sentences pertaining to the creation of the
world, like the sentences pertaining to the teaching of the essential
nature of Brahman. are invariably sCriptural sentences alone. It being
so, what is the reason to disregard or dismiss those sentences by means
of dialectical arguments or devices?n - 'l'hus anybody may raise a
doubt. But this doubt is not reasonable or proper. For, the sentences
with regard to creation are to be found in a Brahma Prakarana
(a chapter in the scriptures exclusively devoted to the exposition or
enunciation of Brahman in esse). Besides, for such creation sentences
no benefits or fruits have been mentioned in the scriptures. Taking the
creation sentences along with the sentences pertaining to the essential
nature of Brahman alone the purport of achieving full agreement or
reconciliation is seen to be fulfilled. In the scriptures for the Brahnla
Jnaana (Self-!{nowledge or Self-Realization) the final fruit called
ParamapurushaarLha (the ultimate goal of all human endeavour and
existence) is propunded; therefore, we should follow the logical axiom
that - "If in the scriptures a sentence with resultant fruits or benefits
Is mentioned along with another sentence without any such fruits or
benefits. then the latter should be assumed to be Anga (subordinate or
subsidiary) to the fonner" - and accept that the scriptural sentences
about the creation are subordinate or subsidiary to the sentences
pertaining to, or propounding, the essential nature of Brahman. Not
only this, but also it is mentioned in the scriptures emphaticlly and in
clear terms that suggestions of the type of creation, causation etc. are
for the prime and final purport of teaching the Intuitive Knowledge of
Brahman (Brahma Jnaana). For all these reasons, it becomes
established that creation sentences in the scriptures are not having the
ultimate goal or purport of expounding creation as such.
8. Suo Bh. 1-4-14. p. 273.
9. Suo Bh. 2-1-14. pp. 332,333.

10. Suo Bh. 1-4-14. p. 273.

122. "It is also stated in the scriptures that Alman gets born in the
fonn of the Jeeva; further, it is stated therein that there are no
distinctions or special features in Him and that He is the one and the
only non-dual entity. It being so, why should we assume the sCliptural
sentences pertaining to birth, dissolution etc. alone to be subsidiary to
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those which pertain to the essential nature of Brahman? On the
contrary, why should we not reckon that the scriptural sentences about
the essential nature of Brahman themselves are subsidiary to tl).e
scriptural sentences concerning birth, dissolution etc.? Or, why should
we not conceive that both kinds of scriptural sentences too are
independently valid or authentic and Brahman - just as a tree in its
total form is one entity but in its forms as branches, sub-branches,
leaves, etc. Is manifold, or just as the sea in its total fonn is one but in
the forms of waves, bubbles etc. is manifold - is endowed with many
powers of existing as one and at the same time as many? Then, in that
case, both the Karma Kaanda and the Jnaana Kaanda will be equally
valid or authentic, is it not?" - This is the doubt raised by Brahma
Palinaama Vaadins (protagonists of the doctrine of Brahman's
transformation).
111ere is no need whatsoever to stress that this type of a doubt is
totally unreasonable and contrary to the scriptural teachings. For, If
the sCriptural sentences which preach indistinctiveness (of Brahman)
are reckoned to be valid or authentic, then we get the Intuitive cognition
of the type - "Here Purushaartha (the goal or the summum bonum of all
htllnan e..xistence and endeavour) ends up" - and thereafter there does
not remain any aspiration whatsoever. It is also seen that Jnaanis
(Realized Souls) rest fully content without hankering after anything
whatsoever. It is also stated in the scriptures that because a Kaarya is
Anrita. one should not hanker after it. If the meaning or purport of the
scriptural sentences which describe the birth or creation, sustel)tation
and dissolu t ion of the world is cognized, no one beconles rid of all
hankering at all: besides, as stated above the fact that those scriptural
sentences are nleans of disciplinary practices to attain Brahma Jnaana
has been explicitly and clearly expressed by the scriptures themselves.
By this reasoning alone the doctrine of the type - "Let both the nonduality (Monisnt) and duality (Duaita or manifoldness) be absolutely or
really rear - stands refuted as being defective. For, in th scriptures
first having declared that the cause alone is real and the effect unreal, it
has been taught by Ineans of exanlples or illustrations like the clay,
iron. gold etc. that the cause is Brahnlan (Absolute Existence in esse)
and finally it has been instructed that 1bat Brahman is itself in
tru th subjectively you": by nleans of the illustration of a thief it has
been distinctively taught that "One who has identification
(Abhisanclht) with Anrila (unreal, false things like the body, the senses,
the nlind, the intellect etc.) is bound; one who has identification with
the Ultinlate Reality (Satyaabhisandhi) is liberated or, in other words,
has attained Moaksha"; it has been eluphasized further that by means
of the Intuitive Expelience of non-duality of Brahnlan or Alman one
attains Moaksha. If non-duality and duality or diversity are both real.
then all these above teachings do not becoDle valid at all. l"herefore,
u
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the doctrine of Bhedaabheda (being both distinct and non-distinct at
the same time) of the type - "Brahman is one (non-dual) and many
(diverse) at the same time" - is always opposed to the sCriptural
teaching.
13. Suo Bh. 2-1-14. p. 329.

11. Su. Bh. 4-3-14. pp. 885, 886.
12. Suo Bh. 2-1-14. p. 328.

123. Some people may ask the question: "If creation is not there
at all, then why at all creation has been described or depicted in
such detail (in the scriptures)? Why at all the Sootrakaara
(Shri Baadaraayanaachaarya) also has made such elaborate attempts
to systematize the order of creation? Why has he accepted the world
comprising enjoyers and the enjoyed objects by means of illustruations
like the sea and the rivers etc.?"
But because we have clarified above that the scriptures expound
creation keeping in view the ultimate purport of teaching the non-dual
111 tll it ive Kno\vledge of Brahnlan or Atnlan alone, there is no possibility
of doubting any contradiction in the scriptures. The Sootrakaara in the
second section of the second Chapter has refuted the doctrines of other
schools of philosophy and has indicated self-contradiction in their
doctrines. 1berefore, with a view to preventing the Mumukshus (seekers
of Emancipation) from losing faith in, or reverence towards, the
Vedantic teachings because of the apparent reason of the sCriptural
sentences pertaining to creation being mutually contradictory, the
Sootra1caara has started the third section so as to elucidate and
emphasize the fact that there is no inconsistency whatsoever in regard
to the Kaaryas (i.e. the creation details). All this is stated from the
V!Jaaoohaari1ca Drishti (empirical viewpoint) alone, and not with the
purport of teaching that in reality there is creation or that creation is
really and absolutely real. For, ifin Brahman. which is taught to be the
cause for the world. all the scriptural statenlents are shown to
acquiesce in or agree fully, it suffices to sustain or substantiate the
Veclantic spiritual teachings. l'his has been enunciated in the Sootra
1-4-14 \vhich reads: "Kaaranatwena Chaakaashaadishu Yalhaa
\l!Japadishtoaktehe". TIle Sootrakaara has exenlplified in Soolra 2-1-14,
which reads "Tadananyatwamaarambhana Shabdaadibhyaha"
- that KaanJa is not diJTerent at all from the Kaarana. In the previous
three sections we have elucidated that the scriptures do not at all have
any deep interest (purport) in the doctrine of cause-effect. Therefore,
just as we have previously (in section 92) stated. by accepting the effect
of the world (for the tilne being, from the empirical viewpoint) the
deliberation with regard to the effect (the creation) is carried out for the
purport of facilitating the teaching of Upaasanas (meditations) alone.
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While we deliberate upon Upaasanas In due course we will once again
broach this topic.
16. Suo Bh. 2-1-14. p. 335.

14. Suo Bh. 2-3-1. p. 444.
15. Suo Bh. 1-4-14. pp. 272,273.

XVII. THE METHODOLOGY OF SAAMAANYA (GENUS)
AND VISHESHA (SPECIES OR PARTICULAR)
124. It has been previously stated that the Vedantic teaching "Accepting that there is a relationship of cause and effect between
Brahman and the world, respectively, it has been enuncitated that the
birth or creation, sustentation and dissolution of the world take place
all owing to Brahman" - is only to help reckon that the world does not
exist apart from Brahman at all, but not to propound that the
categories or phenomena of cause and effect are really real. Brahman or
Atman of all of us is a Maayika cause for the world: because the world is
caused by Alman alone, it is sustained by and in Alman alone and it is
dissolved in Alman alone - it invariably evolves that evetything is
nothing but Alnlan alone and this alone is the true, genuine Vedantic
teaching. With a vIew to driving home the spiritual teaching that "Even during the existence of the world there really exists Atman alone
who is devoid of all special features" - superimposing Saamaanyatwa
(the category of genus) on Atman Is one of the methods of instruction
adopted by Vedanta.
Taarkikas acknowledge six categories, like Dravya (substance), Guna
(quality), Karma (action), Saamaanya (genus), Vishesha (particular,
species), Sanlavaaya (inherence). Dravyas are associated with internal
differences like Prithvi (the element of earth), Ap (the element of water),
Agnt (the element of fire), etc.: in all of them the genus of Dravyatwa

(substantiveness) exists. It is their doctrine that in the same manner in
all Gunas the genus of quality-ness, in alll(arrnas the genus of actionhood exist. Besides, there exist Aparasaamaanyas (sub-genera), like
Prilhveetwa (earth-ness), Aptwa (water-ness), Agnitwa (fire-ness) etc.
which are infelior or subaltern to Dravyatwa: in the same manner,
inferior to Pt;lhveetwa the sub-genera like Ghatatwa (pot-ness) etc. also
exist: Similarly, inferior to Gunallva and ]{a17natwa there exist subgenera. But more pervasive than all these genera like Dravyatwa.
Gunalwa, l(arnlatwa etc. there exists a super genus called SaUaa
(absolute existence) beyond which no other Parasaamaanya (superior
genus) does exist at all. 'I'his is then the logicians' teaching. In Vedanta
this teaching melhod of the logicians is not accepted to be valid. We
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have already. In section 97. refuted the logicians' doctrinaire teaching
that the effects like DuyanuJea. TryanuJea etc ... which in the beginning
did not exist but were born fresh. got associated with their respective
causes as well as with the super-genus of Sattaa by virtue of a special
relationship called Samavaaya (inherence) . These logicians, first having
enunciated that Drauya, Guna, I{arma etc. have quite distinct characteristics just like a man, a horse, a hare etc., have later on acknowledged and expounded - quite contrary to their above enunciation
- that Guna, Kanna etc. are all subordinate to Dravya (substance) and
that they are associated (conjoined) with it by a (queer) relationship of
Samavaaya {inherence}. Shri Shankara has opined that - "If we
deliberate in accordance with their acknowledged doctrines, then it
will be reckoned that there is no valid means (pramaana) to
determine that, apart from Dravya, categories like Guna, Kanna
etc. exist at all or that apart from Atman, who is of the very essence
of Pure Existence, the genera like Sattaa etc. exist at all. tt
2. Suo Bh. 2-2-17. pp. 396, 397.

1. Br. Bh. 2-4-6. p. 358.

125. There is an axiom that that thing which cannot be cognized
apart frolll another thing, that former thing is invariably a form
(appearance) of the latter entity. For example, when a drum is being
beaten the sounds that emit from it have necessarily to be cognized as
the sounds of the drum alone, but they are not heard by thenlselves
without any relationship with the dnlm. In the same manner, the
particular sounds like conch sounds, Veena sounds etc. have to be
cognized by means of the common cognitive genus alone as the sounds
respectively of the conch, Veena etc. only. Further, none of these
sounds can be separately cognized apart from the common cognitive
genus of sound. 1'h ere fore , apart from this common cognitive genus of
sound. these particular sounds do not exist. Sinlilarly in the enlpirical
workaday world whatever genera and particular categories are seen
they all can be determined as not to exist apart from the conlmon genus
of Sadroopa (Pure, Absolute Existence) or Chidroopa (Pure, Absolute
Consciousness). From this it is established that the conlnlon genus of
Pure, Absolute Existence-Consciousness-Bliss alone of Alman is, in the
ultimate analysis. the Paramaarlha (the Ultimate Reality). The
difference between the Sattaasaamaanya (common genus of
Sattaa. the category of existence), which the Vaisheshikas propound and the Sat (Pure Absolute Existence), which the Vedantins
expound, is that the Vedantins (unlike the Vaisheshikas) affirm
that the Sat of Atman exists by Itself and unto Itself in deep sleep
as well as in dissolution of the world. But Vaisheshikas do not at all
acknowledge mere Sat: they say that even during dissolution of
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the world the non-existence of the effects as also the atoms, like
Dvyanuka, Tryanuka etc., do exist.
7. Ch. Bh. 6-2-1. pp. 413.414.
8. Br. Bh. 2-4-7. p. 359.
9. Br. Bh. 2-4-9. p. 360.

3. Br. Bh. 2-4-7. p. 359.
4. G. Bh. 2-16. p. 52.
5. Suo Bh. 2-1-6. p. 313.
6. Ch. Bh.6-2-1. pp. 414, 415.

126. The Sadroopa and Chidroopa, which pervade the effects of
Aakaasha (space), Vaayu (air) etc. is one and the same Entity only. IfU
Is

reckoned

that

in Alman there exist two genera like
Saclroopasaamaanya and Chidroopasaamaanya, merely by such
concepts even we will be giving rise to Sauisheshatwa, meaning, Atman,
the Reality, being associated with particulars or special features. In
fact, doubting in the manner - "Is Brahman (Alman) Sadroopa or
Chidroopct?" - is not proper. For, Sat, which has been taught to be
Atman of the conscious. sentient Jeeua, has per force to be of the very
essence of Consciousness alone: no one can ever conceive or imagine by
his mind that Chaitanya is devoid of existence. If it is contended that
Brc.hnlan is Sadroopa and also Chidroopa, then it amounts to saying
that BrahnlCln is Inanifold. We have already signified and explained in
section 122 that the doctrine of - "BrahnlCln is nlanifold" - is opposed
to Shnltis' teaching, and also to 1'uJctL l"he re fore , it should be rightly
discerned that - "Sal (Pure. Absolute Existence) alone is Chit (Absolute
Consciousness): Chit alone is Sat."
10. Suo Bh. 3-2-21. pp. 617.618.

11. Ch. Bh. 6-2-1. p. 413.

127. Just as we reckon the essential nature of Alman (Absolute
Being or Existence) as the common genus of Sadroopa, as also of
Chiclroopa. we can also consider It to be of the essential nature of
Aananciaroopa (Absolute Happiness or Bliss). The joy or delight \vhich
accrues on the visualisation of a desirable result or fruit of meritorious
deeds (Pun!Ja 1{anna) is called Priya (agreeable. dear one): if that result
is actualised or acquired. then the delight or pleasure that accrues is
called A10ada (rejoicing): when A10ada gets enhanced it is called
Pranloacla (ecstasy. excessive revelry). l"hus, because there appear
distinctions of the type of PriyQ, Moacia, Pramoada in happiness or
pleasure, it should not be doubted that happiness (Aanandclj cannot be
the essential nature of Alnlan. For these special features are not
distinct frolll the comnl0n genus of Aanancia (Pure Bliss); that COlnnlon
genus of Bliss pelvades all these enlpirical pleasures. Pri!ja, AJoada and
such other enlpirical or Illundane pleasures really do not accrue fronl
the thin~s or o~jects (external to us): when one sees or acquires a thing
desired by him by dint of his meritorious deeds, then the covering of
Tanlas (darkness, ignorance). as one of the three Gunas (qualities),
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which are the three constituents of every object, is removed and a
particular sort of concept appears in one's mind (Antahkarana); at that
instant, in that Antahlcarana the Bliss (Aananda) of the essential nature
of Alman (the SelO ~ets manifested or projected. Just as people call the
concept or thought (VrittiJ which is a reflection or replica of
Consciousness or Knowledge (JnaanaabhaasaJ as Jnaana (sections
67, 75), in the same way the mental concept or thought of the
reflection of Sukha (Sukhaabhaasa) is called by the common
people as Sukha. Because the Punyakarma (meritorious deed or
action) is Alpa (limited or small). this resultant Vritti also is transient or
evanescent a{shanika). But the Bliss (Aananda) of the essential nature
of Atman is not at all transient or evanescent. In proportion to the
degree to which the Antahkarana acquires purification by virtue of
spiritual disciplines or practices like Tapas (penance). Upaasana
(rneditations). BrahmachanJa (celibacy). Shraddha (steadfast devotion
or dedication) etc. higher and higher Aananda manifests in that
Anlahkarana. Just as many drops of water together go to make a sea. in
~he same way all the happinesses or pleasures accruing from Vishayas
(objects) have beconle one with. or have merged in. Aalmaananda (Bliss
Absolute of the SeIO; in that Absolute Bliss the distinctions of
Aananda (Bliss) and Aanandi (the person having or enjoying that
Bliss) do not exist whatsoever. Atman Himself is Aananda
(Happiness par excellence), as also Aanandi (the Entity full of or
ebullient with that Blissful nature) - both rolled into one, so to
speak. l'herefore. in the essential nature of Bliss of Atnlan really there
do not exist any special characteristics or distinctions \vhatsoever.
13. TaL Bh. 2-7. p. 354.

12. TaL Bh. 2-5. pp. 323. 324.

128. Although Brahman (Atnlan) is of the essential nature of Sat and
of the essential nature of Chit. It (Brahman) is not split up into two
distinct categories of Sat and Chit: in the same manner, when Brahman
Is spoken of as Aananda. it means that It is not a distinct. a separate
category or entity by itself other than Sat-Chit nature of essence.
Although it is stated in the scriptures that Brahman is both Vijnaana
(Intuitive experience or knowledge) and Aananda (Bliss). Brahman's
Aananda is not an object for Vijnaana. Sonle disputants used to say
that in Moaksha (Enlightennlent. Liberation) Aananda is experienced.
But because all disputants have accepted the standpoint that in
PClramamukH (the Supreme or final Beatitude) there exists neither a
body nor any senses or instruments of knowldege or cognition
a{aranas) whatsoever. the statelnent - ''''rhen (in Self-Realization) one
experiences Aananda (Bliss)" - has no meaning whatsoever. Because
Al,nan or Brahnlan. the Ultimate Reality. is eternally or perennially of
the essential nature of Bliss or Aananda, He cannot possibly stand
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apart from Himself to experience Himself. The sCriptural statement
- "Wherein a second thing is not seen, that state or experience is
Bhooma (the Ultimate Reality)" - (Chhaandogya 7-24-1) - which
signifies Brahman. confronts those who accept the two special features
of Vynaana and Aananda in Brahman If it is contended that Vynaana
and Aananda are mutually exclusive, then it will amount to saying that
Aananda is distinct from Brahman of the essential nature of Vynaana,
as also that It is not the real essential nature of Aananda. Therefore,
Shri Shankaraachaarya has refuted the "Samvedyaananda Vaada"
(the doctrine of perceived or cognized Bliss) by elucidating that the
scriptural sentence - "Vljnaanamaanandam Brahma", i.e. "Brahman
Is Vljnaanam (Intuitive experience) as well as Aanandam (Bliss)" - does
not teach an Aananda which is distinct from the Selfwho experiences it
objectively as something separate from Himself. Hence, it should be
understood (discerned) that for the doctrinaire teaching that
"Brahmaananda (the essential nature of Absolute Bliss of
Brahman) is Anubhava-goachara (to be experienced perceptibly or
objectively)" - the Mithyaajnaana (misconception), which presumes that Atman is an object for the cognition of 'I' notion, alone
is responsible. Here the commentaries (Bhaashyas) by Shri Shankara
on BJihCldaaranya1ca 3-9-28 (concluding part) and Chhaandogya 7-24-1
should be completely and exhaustively studied.
14. Sr. Bh. 3-9-28. p. 567.
15. Ch. Sh. 7-23-1. pp. 557.558.

16. Ch. Sh. 7-24-1. p. 559.

129. It may appear to some people that if Aananda (Bliss) is not one
to be experienced, then to call It Sukha (happiness) or Aananda (Bliss)
is not proper. But there is no rule of law that Sukha should per force be
an object for experience. If there were such a rule of law, then for those
who do not have the objects of enjoyments happiness should never
accrue. But in our workaday world that is not to be seen: on the other
hand. it is seen that Jnaanis (Self-Realized souls), who are invariably
Sannyasins (monks. ascetics) who have abstained from or discarded all
objects of happiness or pleasure, are happy as much as people who are
enjoying sweet things like sugar, honey etc. It is in every one's
experience that in Sushupti (deep sleep state), despite the fact that
therein no divisions or distinctions of Vishcl!)i (subject) and Vishaya
(object) whatsoever are found, people are happy. l'he scriptures are
proclainling that that happiness (which is experienced by every one in
deep sleep) Is the Paramaanancla (supreme Bliss) that people attain.
1berefore. It is not wron~ to call Atmaswaroopa (the essential nature of
the Sell) '~ananda" which apparently accrues without the strain
or constraint of the mind transfornling into two divisions of Vishayt
and Vishaya. Besides. it has been affinned in the scriptures that
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the Aananda (Bliss) that accrues in the deep sleep state is invariably
that of ALman alone. We have already in section 127 stated that the
happiness (Sukha) that is enjoyed or experienced is produced afresh by
the association or contact between the external objects and the senses
and is nothing but a "Sukhaabhaasa Vritti", meaning, a mere concept
of the illusory, evanescent happiness which appears to be apart,
separate or distinct from oneself.
17. Tai. Sh. 2-7. p. 343.
18. Ma. Sh. 5, p. 189.

19. Sr. Bh. 4-3-32. pp. 684, 685.
20. Suo Bh. 1-3-9. p. 174.

130. The essence of whatever has been stated in this Chapter is this
much: "All that appears to us in our workaday world (empirical
sphere) as Sattaasaamaanya (the common genus of existence),
Chitsaamaanya (the common genus of consciousness) and
SUkhasaamaanya (the common genus of happiness) is verily
Aatmaswaroopa (of the essential nature of the Supreme Self)
alone. The appearances of the type - Sadvishesha (the particulars
or special distinctive features of existence), Chidvishesha (the particulars or special distinctive features of consciousness or knowledge), Sukhavishesha (the particulars or special distinctive features of happiness) are all the phenomena appearing because of the
relationship with respective Buddhivritti (mental concept). If one

examines this fact from the standpoint of Intuitive experience, then the
phenomena of Vishesha (distinctive features or characteristics) do not
exist at all. Therefore, Atman is verily Satchidaananda Swaroopa (of the
essential nature of Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss alone per se). He is
invariably devoid of particulars or distinctive, special features and is not
- from the standpoint of the Ultimate Reality or Intuitive experience of any comlnon genus either."

XVIII. THE DISTINCTIONS OF JEEVA (SOUL)
AND ISHWARA (THE LORD CREATOR)
131. uIn the scriptures which are fonnulated with the prime purport

of teaching the unity or non-duality of ALman alone why at all has the
essential nature of JeelJa been described? In the Shaareeraka
Meenlaamsaa SooLras (Brahma Sootras) which are written with a view to
determining the prime purport of the Vedanta sentences, Shri
Baadaraayana every now and then keeps on saying - 'In this sentence
lshwara (the Lord Creator) is relevant. or is referred to, but the Jeeva
(the transmigratory soul), who is separate or distinct from lshwara, is
not relevant or referred to.' When there are no two Atmans or selves at
all, why at all has been this division or distinction brought about
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by Shri Baadaraayana?tt - This doubt Is seen to plague the minds of
sonle scholars.
Although Alman is one and one only and non-dual (without anything
second to Him). the reason for which the divisions or distinctions of
Jeeva and Iswara have been conceived or imagined in Him is only
to adopt or assume for the time being that the Jeeva (the transmigratory soul), who is well-known and familiar as such with every one
in our workaday world, exists and then to delineate (teach)
Ishwara. who is the really real essence as Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss of the Jeeva in esse. Because Jeeva is LDakasiddha
(familiar and well-known to all the people of the workaday world), the
scriptures do not, and need not, at all teach about him as their prime
purport: in fact. in order to expound Ishwara (the Ultimate,
Absolute, Transcendental Reality) of all existence. the scriptures
accept or assume by way of a deliberate superimposition the form
or nature of Jeeva; that is all. The Soolrakaara (Shri Baadaraayana)
has called Jeeva by the nomenclature of "[lara" (another person) in
order to instnlct or teach that Jeeva is of a quite different (or variant)
nature other than that of Paramaalman (the Supreme Self. the Ultimate
Reality of Brahman). But In Paramaatman. who is of the essential
nature of perennial Purity, Consciousness and Freedom (Nilya Shuddha
Buddha Mukla Swaroopa), apart fronl His innate nature an alien nature
of sOlllhood (Jeevatwa) is misconceived. just like the lower part of
Acdcaasha (empty space) is inlagined to be polluted and coloured etc. In
order to signify that Paranlacllman is separate or quite different from
this nature (of the Jeeva) the Sootrakaara has stated this in the manner
- "He is not Jeeva"; besides, he has also stated that Paranlaainlan is
uAdhilca", meaning, of greater reality or essential nature than that of
the Jeeva. In fact, nowhere in the scriptures (Upanishads) or in the
Brahma Sootras it has been expounded that - "Jeeva really exists
apart or separate from Paramaatman." Shaareera, Praanabhrit,
PrClClni, Janluhu, Vljnaanacdnla, KarLaa, Blloalcla, !{shelrajnaha, Jnaha
-all these are the synonymous terms used for the Jeeva (the transmi-

gratory soul).
1. Suo Bh. 1-3-7. p. 166.

2. Suo Bh. 1-3-19. p. 196.

132. 'What are the hallnlarks to prove that the scriptures have the

prime purport or goal of teaching the unity , non -duality of ALman?
Jeevas. it is stated In the script ures. are born or created by
Paramaalman alone, Is it not? Even for the SooLrcdcaara to say that the
prinle purport lies in enunciating that Jeevas do not exist apart from
Pc,ramaalnlan, what indications or clues are there?" - 1'hus anyone
Inay ask. We have previously In section 119 elucidated that the teaching of the birth or creation of Jeevas in the Upanishads is Gouna
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(of a secondary sense). Further, in the Shrutis (Upanishads) it is stated
that if the distinctions (Bheda) between the Jeeva and Parameshwara
are believed to be true, it will not be proper: thus it is deprecated and
condelnned, while the unity or non-duality of Alman is praised: it has
also been affirmed that by means of Bhedajnaana (knowledge of the
existence of distinctions or differences) between Jeeva and
Parameshwara causes Samsaara (transmigratory existence or life) and
Abhedajnaana (knowledge of the unity or non-duality of Alman) helps
attain Moa1csha (Emancipation, Liberation). The Sootrakaara too has
acknowledged this tnlth in Sootra 1-1-30, which says: "Like
Vaamadeva, by virtue of the ShaastradTisht~ Indra (the Lord of all
deities) has cognized Himself as Paramaatman" (to wit, that Jeevas and
lshtvara are one and the same, non-dual); the Sootrakaara has clearly
declared in Sootra 4-1-3 that - "One should cognize Paramaatman to
be one's own Self (Atman) alone." 1"'herefore, to say that there exist
differences in the teachings of the scriptures and the Sootras is not
acceptable. It becomes established that their prime purport lies in
propounding non-duality of Jeevas and Paramaatman beyond any
doubt whatsoever.
3. Ma. Ka. 3-13. and Ka. Sh. 3-13.
pp. 283, 284.
4. Up. Sa. Pro 26 - 28. pp. 16, 17.
5. Suo Sh. 1-3-19. p. 196.

6. Sr. Sh. 1-4-10. p. 161.
7. Sh. 1-1-30. p. 102.
8. Suo Sh. 4~1-3. pp. 818, 819.

133. It is stated in the scriptures that Jeevaatmas (selves) have
emerged out of Paranlaatman (the Supreme SeIO, just like the sparks of
fire elnerge out of fire. In the Bhagavadgeela it is stated that the Jeevas
are "Anlsha" (parts) of Paranlaatman and the same statenlent is to be
found in the scriptures too. uBecause Jeevas are many and are
associated with differences or distinctions, the conscious or sentient
Jeevas are 'Amshas' of Paramaatman" ,such a deduction or
conclusion is in consonance with logical devices also. It being so, how
can we at all believe that - uJeeva is Paramaalman"?
Shaastras are uJnaapa1cam" (renlinders) and not "Kaara1ca" (means
which produce material results); they teach or signify what exists really
(in the ultimate analYSiS, absolutely), but they never produce anew or
afresh what does not exist at all. If it is propounded that - "Just like
the sparks of fire. Jeevas enlerge out of Paramaalnlan" - then it will
anlount to accepting the fact that there exists some kind of change or
mutation in non-dual Paramaalman. Consequently. it will have to be
accepted per force that because Jeevas. who are parts, have acquired
Samsaara. Paramaatma~ who is "Sarvagata" (omnipresent, a11pervasive). will also suffer from the Samsaara Duhlcha (the miseries of
transmigratory life). Therefore, the word ''Amsha'' does neither mean
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that Jeeva is an organic part nor a physIcal limb (of Paramaatman). The
purport of the illustration is merely to signify that just as the sparks
which emerge out of the fire are invariably of the very essence or nature
of fire alone Jeevas are of the very essence of Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss of Paramaatman alone. For that reason alone. illustrations
indicating "Pratibimba" (reflections) of the type of "Jalasooryaka"
(the various reflections of the Sun in water contained in several buckets
or vessels) are enumerated in the scriptures; those exponents (spiritual
preceptors), who are well-versed in the Sampradaaya (traditional, timehonoured methodology of teaching or propounding Brahma-Aatma
Ekatwa Vidya) , have given the Ulustrations like "Ghataakaasha" etc.
pertaining to the Jeeva. Because the Sootrakaara has expounded
"Ekatwa" (non-duality, identity) of Brahman (Atman) and Jeev~ he also
does not have the prime purport of teaching that Jeeva is actually.
really an '~msha" alone of Paramaatman. Hence, the doctrinaire
teaching that - uJeeva is an ~vayava' (limb, organ) or 'Vikaara'
(mutation, transformation)" - can never be proper, justifiable.
12. Sr. Bh. 2-1-20. pp. 302, 303.
13. Suo Sh. 2-3-43. pp. 506,507.
14. Suo Sh. 2-3-50. p. 515.

9. Sr. Bh. 2-1-20. p. 300.
10. Sr. Sh. 2-1-20. p. 301.
11. Br. Bh. 2-1-20. p. 301.

134. Although Paramaatman is invariably and perennially non-dual

alone, the root cause for misconceiving the disparate fonns of Jeevas
and Ishwara in Paramaatman is the fundamental relationship or
association invariably with the adjuncts (Upaadhis) of Kaarya Karana
Sanghaata (the conglomeration of functions and the relevant valid
nleans) which are formulated from the twin phenomena of names and
forms projected or conjured up by Avidya. 1'he empirical differential
transaction of the type - "lshwara is the ruler or Lord: Jeeva is the
ruled subject" - and the empirical (religious or spiritual) transaction of
the type - "By meditating (Upaasana) on or IntUiting (Jnaana) Ishwara
the Jeeva attains Liberation (Mukli)" - are because of this Upaadhi
(adjuncts of names and forms) mentioned above. Even the deliberate
(hypothetical) superimposition (by the Shaastra) of lshwaratwa
(Lord-hood. Creatorship) on Paramaatman Is verily because of this basic
association with the adjuncts of names and forms alone. Although
Aakaasha (space) is one indivisible entity alone, the divisions or
distinctions which, are misconceived in AaJeaasha by virtue of the
association or relationshIp with adjuncts like the earthen pot. pitcher
etc., can be reckoned or discerned to be analogous to the divisions or
distinctions misconceived between Jeevas and Ishwara. When the
unitary Intuitive experience of Alman is cognized (attained), then there
does not exist any distinction whatsoever of the type of Jeeva and
Ishwara in the adjuncUess non-dual essential nature of Atman.
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A reconciliation between apparently contradictory statements made in
the Shrutis and Smritis - for example, in one particular context the
division or distinction of Jeeua and Ishwara is accepted and in another
context such a distinction is refuted - can be brought about
convincingly on the basis or strength of either an association with these
adjuncts or non-association with them, respectively, indeed. Just as
apart from an imaginary magician or mystic (Kalpita Maayaaui) a really
real great magician or mystic (Paramaartha Maayaaui) exists, we can
very well discern that the Upaadhikalpita Jeeua (the transmigratory
soul who is misconceived because of the association with adjuncts like
the body, the mind, the senses, the intellect, the ego) is different from
the Nirupaadhika Ishwara (the Lord devoid of any such adjuncts
whatsoever).
15. Suo Bh. 2-1-14. p. 334.
16. Suo Bh. 1-1-17. p. 70.

17. Suo Bh. 1-2-6. p. 115.
18. Suo Bh. 2-1-14. pp. 334,335.

135. Some people assume that Jeeua, like Ishwara. really exists

separately (or independently). Just as it is not proper to say that
Ishwara. who is established to exist by the valid means of Shaastra.
does not exist, Similarly to say that - 6Jeeva whose existence is established by the valid means of perception. inference etc. does not exist'
- is also not proper. This is their opinion.
111is contention is not justifiable. For, the physical form of Jeeva is
contrived or misconceived by the adjunct of Antahkarana (the inner
subtle instrument of the mind or psyche) alone, but Jeevatwa
(soulhood), is not perceived to exist independently at all by anyone,
whosoever he may be. We have before in section 55 refuted the
contention that Jeeva is perceptible by the valid means of the senses
(Pratyaksha Pranlaana) and inference (Anunlaana Pramaana). The
Shrulis are proclainling that apart from Ishwara, who is perennially
free, non-dual and omniscient, there does not at all exist any other
conscious thing or entity. We have also stated already in section 122
that - ·The fact that - "The Shrutis and Smrilis have eu}ogised the
identity or non-duality of Jeeva and Ishwara, but at the same time they
have unequivocally decried or deprecated the distinction or separation
of the two' - is providing a strong support for the spiritual teaching of
the unitary or non-dual existence of Alman." l'herefore, it should be
determined conclusively that just as a lone magician by virtue of his
magical powers (Maayaa) appears as many, the non-dual Alman
Himself. because of Avidya, appears as of manifold forms.
20. Suo Bh. 1-3-19. p. 195.

19. Suo Bh. 2-3-30. p. 490.

136. In the doctrines of those people who say that - 6"The distinction

of Jeeva and Ishwara is Aavidyalca (a product or
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ignorance): the unitary, non-dual existence of Jeeva-Ishwara (as onE'
and the sanle) is the Ultimate Reality" - it amounts to have discarded
or neglected the contrary characteristics existing between Jeeva and
IshLvara: whereby ,lshwara Himself acquires the Samsaarttwa
(transmi~ratory existence): in that event, it is tantamount to Ishwara's
non-existence alone. On the other hand, in the doctrines of those who
say that - "Apart from Ishwara there does not exist any Samsaari"
- it amounts to saying that there does not exist any transmigratory life
at all, and this too is opposed to the valid means of Pratyaksha
(perceptual kno\vledge), Anumaana (inference) etc. Besides. if the Jeeua.
who 1s the proper, qualified person (Adhikaari) to study and follow
Shaastras is himself not existing, then the scriptures which teach
about Bandha (Bondage) and Moaksha (Liberation), Dharma (religious
tenets or righteous behaviour) etc. become fu tile. 1bus for all these
above reasons it becomes evident that the Jeeu.l's Jeevatwa (soulhood)
is really real. 1'hus some people argue out.
1his argument Is not proper or justifiable. For, the apparent conception that Jeeva and Ishwara are endowed with disparate qualities or
rharacteristics is itself brought about or projected by Auidya. In the
spiritual teachings (Sicldhaanta) of Vedantins who propound that
Sanlsacuit wa itself is Aaviclyaka there is no scope \vhatsoever to say
that Ishwara begets Sanlsaa,itwa. By the water' of a Inirage which is
hnagined or nlisconceived the desert sand does not become slushy. In
this philosophical school it is propounded that - "Jeeva, who
apparently appears to be a translnigratory soul. is in the ultinlate
analysis (or in the absolute sense) devoid of all delnerits or defects" but not at all that - "Ishtvara is perceived to be end()\ved with Dharnla
or AclharnlG." Besides. Vedantins do not at all assert that Ishtvara. who
Is established to exist by the Shaastras, does not exist. In view of the
fact that Vedantins have accepted that both Sanlsaara and Sanlsaari
are Avidyaa1calpita (misconceived because of ignorance). and further. as
a consequence, they have conceived that until the seeker attains
Jnaana (Intuitive experience or Self-Knowledge) Sanlsaaritwa exists, if
it is said that - 'l"here 1s no one qualified or a fit seeker to follow the
Shaastras" - then also it is not proper: especially the statelnent that
- "'rhe unitary, non-dual existence is opposed to Prat!Jaksha Pramaana
Anunlaana, etc." - is absolutely Inlproper. For, we have previously in
section 28 affirnled that the empirical transactions of Pralyaksha.
Anumaana etc. are phenolnena projected by Aviclya.
21. Suo Bh. 4-1-3. p. 820.

22. G. Bh. 13-2. p. 511.

137. 'rhe Jeeva Is born and he dies: he perfornls the Karmas

stipulated as duties In the Shaaslras; posthtunously. he attains Svarga
Loaka (Heaven) or Nara1ca Loaka (Hell) or Jannlaanlara (rebirths). 'rhus
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It has been stated in the Shaastras. It is not proper to refute the Jeeua's
l{arl111lwa and Bhoktrutwa which are established to exist on the

strenf,!th of the experience of the common run of people, as also the
Shaastras. Taarkikas affirm that Samsaarilwa is absolutely real and,
apart from the Samsaari, Ishwara exists. 1'hus the doctrine that
- "Alman is non-dual alone absolutely" - is opposed to Tarka also.
Now, to people who argue out or raise an objection in this manner there
is no need at all to give an answer exclusively.
To the Jeeua both his Janana (birth) and Marana (death) are not
perceptible; there is only the empirical dealing of the type - "He gets
born or he dies" - by virtue of his association with the body. We have
mentioned previously in section 119 that the scriptural statement
about the Jeeva's birth is a topic pertaining to Maayika Shristi (delusory
or nlagical creation or birth). Doing or performing I{armas is seen to be
in the body, the senses, the mind etc. only: but there is no valid means
or proof whatsoever to demonstrate that apart from, or other than, the
cause or consequence of "Adhyaasa" (misconception) Atman has in
reality (in the absolute sense) any or~anic relationship with the body,
the senses, the mind etc. Although the body is perceptible, because
AtnlCln is not perceptible the organic relationship bet ween Alman and
the body too is not perceptible. It is also not proper or reasonable also to
surInise that Atnlan begets the body by virtue of his Dha1ma (merits or
riJ!hteous deeds) or Adharma (demerits or irreligious actions): for. even
belare perfornling an action (Kamla) the body is needed. If it is assumed
that the fruit or consequence of Karnla, perfol"lned by the body
belon~in~ to the previous birth, is this body of the present birth, even
then for that earlier body (of the previous birth) another body belonging
to its previous birth and for that body, in turn, the body of its previous
birth, so on and so forth - thus a pre-condition arises or is desiderated,
with the result nowhere (to wit, absolutely in anyone body belonging
to a particular birth) embodiedness is established: it becolnes
uAndhaparampara" (defect of blind faith in a series of regressus ad
injlnitunl) indeed. In the Shaaslras too because of the fact that Karmas
are stipulated either as injunctions or prohibitions avowedly on the
fundamental assumption of the relationship with the body, which in
itself is Aauidyaka alone - even by virtue of the valid means of the
scriptural texts (Shaaslra p,.amaana) also the embodiedness for Jeeva
can never be established. 1be question that - "Consequently, because
the actions and their respective fruits too are Aavidyaka alone
(nleaning, delusolY) the spiritual teachings by the scriptures (Shaaslra
UpadeshaJ too are futile, worthless, is it not?" - cannot be valid: for,
only for the benefit of. or for the sake of, ignorant, deluded people
(Auidyaavanlas) who have believed that the Sandhanas (religious
practices) and Phalas (their fruits) are real, the ShaasLras teach or
instruct
l(amlas
(by
way
of
Kamla
Upadesha).
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Therefore, in the absence of any valid means or proofs whatsoever to
establish or confirm that Jeevatwa. of the forms or natures of
Kartrutwa or Bhoktrutwa, is absolutely real, the tentative acceptance of
Jeevatwa Prateeti (time-honoured, traditional belief In the reality of
soulhood) cannot at all be repugnant or harmful to the teaching of nonduality of AtmaTL Words like Dharmaadharmo~ Karma, He~
Shareeram, Kshetram, Dehaha, Phalam - are all synonyms.
23. Suo Bh. 2-3-16. p. 471.
24. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. pp. 40,41.

25. Suo Bh. 2-3-48. p. 513.
26. G. Bh. 13-2. pp. 505, 506.

138. Some disputants may raise an objection of the type - "In the
teaching of those people who say that - 'Atman is one, non-dual
Reality' - the fruits of the Karmas performed by one person (Jeeva) all
the others will have to experience, Is it not? If one person attains
Jnaana (Self-Knowledge) all the others too will have per force to attain
Jnaana, is it not?"
In the first place, we should keep in mind the Vedannc teaching that
- "When we accept the non-dual Reality of Atman. because neither any
one person's ]{armas nor the other persons (Jeevas) who can experience
or enjoy the fruits of the Karmas performed by that one person will exist
whatsoever, there is no scope or room for this objection at all." Besides,
because invariably In the state (of duality) wherein - from the
enlPirical, workaday standpoint - Jeevas appear to be many, we have
to talk about ]{arma and Karma Phala, and so, from this empirical
standpOint alone we have invariably to provide a tentative but
satisfactory solution for the objection.
Just as in the illustrations - viz. although the sky or empty space Is
one and one only (indiviSible), there appear to be many Ghataakaashas;
although the sun Is non-dual (one and one only), the reflections of that
Singular sun in the water contained in several buckets or vessels
appear to be many - in the same manner, though Paramaatman is one
and non-dual Reality alone, the Jeevas may appear to be many. We
have all·eady stated in section 133 that when it is stated - "Jeeva is an
Anlsha of Paramaatman" - it means that Jeeva is just like the
Ghataa1caasha and Jalasooryaka (reflections of the sun in the water)
alone. Let us now analyse a little more these illustrations. 1'he dust,
smoke etc. that are superimposed on one 'Chataa1caasha' cannot affect
or taint the other 'Chataakaashas'. If one Ghataa1caasha, by virtue of
Its association with the adjunct of 'Chata" is born or is destroyed, and
Similarly by virtue of such an association if it (Chataalcaasha) goes from
one place to another or it comes to one place fronl another place (that
means, when the pot moves from one place to another it appears as
though the pot-space also moves from one place to another) - the other
Ghataalcaashas are not at all born or destroyed, nor do they go or come
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from one place to another. In the same manner, if one Jalasooryaka
appears to shake as a result of some particular cause, the remaining
Jalasooryakas do not at all shake. In fact, the prime purport of the
illustrations of the type of Ghataakaasha or Jalasooryaka being
mentioned in the authoritative, original (genuine) Vedantic texts is
exclusively to clarify the teaching that
Udeevatwa and
Jeevaanekatwa (manifoldness of Jeevas) are both misconceived in, or
superimposed upon. the Ultimate Reality of Brahman alone" - and not
to teach that really Brahman is split up or divided by any other entity or
. phenomenon whatsoever. nor to teach that actually (in' reality)
Brahman has cast Its reflection Aabhaasa. Failing to discern this prime
purport of the Vedantic teaching, some protagonists of "Vyaakhyaana
Praslhaana" (the methodology of the post-Shankara glossators) have
presumed, nay misconceived, the two doctrines of "Avachhedavaada"
(the theory of division) and "Pratibimbavaada" (the theory of reflection)
and are quarrelling with one another (among themselves). Let it be (and
let us ignore their misconceived doctrinaire theories). In the doctrines of
the various schools of philosophies like Saankh!Ja (propounded by
'Kapila Rishi) , Vaisheshika (propounded by Kanada Rishi) etc. who
accept Akalpila Jeevas (souls are not misconceived but real) because
Alman is all-pervasive the Karmas and their fnlits of one Jeeva may
actually accrue to the other Jeevas too. But in the case of Vedantins
who accept "Kalpila Jeevas" (Jeevalwa itself to be a misconception)
this defect cannot in the least attach itself to their teaching.
29. Suo Bh. 2-3-50. pp. 515.516.
30. Ma. Ka. Bh. 3-9. p. 280.

27. Ma. Ka. Bh. 3-5. p. 273.
28. Suo Bh. 2-3-49. p. 515.

139. Yet another doubt which keeps on bothering some seekers is:
·1"he scriptures state that into the created bodies Parameshwara
Himself has entered as 'Jeeva'. Further. they teach that - 1bou art
that Parameshwara alone.' It being so, it amounts to saying that
Paranleshwara Himself, having created the world, got embodied and
has beconle a 'Samsaari' (a transmigratory soul): it is not possible or
jllstifiable to say either that - 'lshwara, who is independent, has
become subservient to, or one controlled by, another: thereby He has
becolne bound' - or that - 'lshwara, who is omniscient and extrenlely.
absolutely pure, blemishless, has conceived Himself to be a body, which
is impure, full of dross.' If Jeeva is himself verily Paranleshwara, then
he can by hinlself get rid of his 'Samsaara Bandha' (Bondage of
transnligratoty life): but that does not seem to be possible. lberefore.
the priIne purport of the scriptural teachings cannot possibly be the
identity or non-duality of Jeeva and lshwara. In order. to get this
problem solved completely if we say or think that apart from Jeeva
alone lshwara exists. then there will be refutation of or contradiction to
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the scriptural teaching of ~duaita' (non-duality) of Brahman or Atman.
If it is contended that because Jeeva is inlagined or misconceived there
is no defect in the teaching of Aduaila, then how at all can it be proper
to say that a nlisconceived or inlagined Jeeua (I(alplta) and Ishwar~
who is real and not imagined (Akalpita), are one and the same? It should
be accepted either that Jeevalwa (soulhood) is Paramaartha (really real)
or that it is not real at all: but how can it be proper to say both?"
A proper and fully satisfactory, convincing solution for this doubt is: If
for the word - 'Jeeua' - the restricted meaning of 'Chaitanya' or Pure
Consciousness alone is taken, then Jeeua is verily the Ultimate Reality
alone: but in Ulat viewpoint in 'Jeeua' there does not exist 'Jeevatwa'
(soulhood) at all. If Jeeua connotes - 'One who experiences the miseries
of Samsaara: 'Kinchyna' (one who is of limited knowledge or
consciousness) and 'Alpa Shakta' (one who is having limited power or
capacity) - then it will have to be per force accepted that the misery.
which appears to be experienced by the Jeeua, is 'Chidaabhaasa'
(the illusory consciousness), which is in its turn projected by a relationship with the AnlahJcarana (the inner instrument of the mind) and so it
is in reality not experienced by, or affecting, Alman at all. In order to
signify or propound this truth alone Vedantins say that "JeelJa is nlerely an illusion or a reflection of Paramaalman. just as a
reflection seen in a nlirror." When it is discenled fronl this Viewpoint,
JeelJa as also the Sulcha (happiness) and Dulucha (misery) that accrue to
hiIn are all ~n'ila' (unreal) indeed. It is quite natural that for an
inluginary or I11isconceived Jeeva there are iInaginary or misconceived
"Bhoktrutlva" in keepin!! with the Sanskrit axiom - "A sacrificial
offerin~ fit for a 1'alcsha (a kind of ghost or spiIit)." l'he statements nlade
in certain script ural texts that - "I{arlruLwa and BholcLruLwa are not
for Jeeua bu t for the inner inst rumen t of the mind (Antahkarana) alone"
- Is nleant for the real purport of teaching that the reckoning of (or the
present identification with) Kartrulwa and Bhoklrulwa is a lop-sided,
partial viewpoint projected by virtue of the association with an adjunct
(Upaaclhipa1cshapacdi) alone, but not at all to propound that in reality
there exists any experience or enjoynlent of Sulcha or Duhkha
whatsoever to the Antahkarana (the mind), which is misconceived to
e.xist because of AlJiclya. Fronl all these reasonings, the t\VO statements,
viz. "Jeeua is Paranlaalnlan alone" and "Jeeva is the Auidyaa ](alpila
Slvc,roopa (t he nlisconceived forlll of Brahnlan or ALnlan due to Auidya)"
- are not at all mutually contradictory: froln different viewpoints or
standpOints both are con·ect (if properly reconciled. using the unique
Ine thodology of Adhuaaroapa Apavaada Nyaaya).
31. Suo Bh. 1-4-22. p. 286
32. Suo Bh. 1-4-22. p. 291.
33. Ch. Bh. 6-3-2. p. 431.

34. Ch. Bh. 6-3-2. pp. 431, 432.
35. Suo Bh. 1-2-12. p. 126.
36. Suo Bh. 1-4-6. p. 257.
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XIX. DELIBERATION ON PANCHAKOASHA
(THE FIVE SHEATHS)
140. We are beginning this Chapter with a view to expounding
Atnlan, who is of the essential nature of the Witnessing Consciousness

of everythIng.

by the Dlethodology of a deliberation of the
PClnchokoClshas (the five sheaths). In Vedanta which has acknowledged
the non-dual identity of Jeeva and Ishwara. it is propounded that
Jceva. who is a transllligratory soul, is Kalpila (misconceived) and his
absolutely real, essential nature of being, which is "Chailanya Saakshi
(the Witnessing Consciousness), is verily Ishwara. Though Jeevas
appear to be nlany. because that manifold ness is misconceived or false,
it becollles quite clear or evident that there is no danger or harm
\vhatsoever posed to the teaching of the non-dual identity between
Jeeva and Ishwara. But there are no valid Dleans of proving that the
Sna1cshi. Anubhava (Intuitive expel;ence of the Witnessing Consciousness), which is the substrate for determining that Jeeva is !{alpila. is
one and one only. SOlne people have raised a doubt of the type - "If
Saa1cshi. (the Witnessing Consciousness) is one and non-dual Reality,
how is it that the happiness and luiselY of one particular Jeeva is 'not
illunlined or co~nized by the Saa1cshi of another Jeeva?" - and they
have consequently fornlulated the wrong doctrine of - "'Ihe JeevaSaokshis (the Witnessing Consciousnesses of Jeevas) are many; and
Ishwara-SaCl1cshi (the Witnessing Consciousness of Ishwara) is quite
dinerent or separate fronl the manifold Jeeva-SaaJcshis."
But because they have for~otten the real essential nature of
SaaJcshilwa, this \vorthless (perilous) nlisconception has been fornlulated by such half-boiled. pseudo Vedantins. It is not proper or justiHable to establish or deternline by nleans of Anunlaana a doctrinaire
teaching in the nlanner - "Saakshi. nlust be one; or Saakshis nlust be
many." 1'he word, "SaakshC', means "Aatma Chaitanya" (the Pure
Being-Consciollsness of the SelO \vhich illunlines or helps cognize even
the PramaaLJu (the waking cognizer). Howat all can the characteristics
like nunlber (manifoldness) or the distinctions of quality and quantity
etc. which invariably are the categories pertaining to Prameya
(the cognized objects or phenomena) be found in that Chaitanya? Even
while we imagine or conceive that - "For each body there must be one
Saakshr
necessarily and involuntarily the PramaatTU, the waking
cognizer, who thus inlagines or conceives those Illanifold Saakshis is
directly and Intuitively illunlined by a distinct subtle Consciousness
(Chailanya) and that Absolute Intuitive Consciousness alone is the
really real Saakshi. per see In truth. in the Saakshya (the witnessed
phenomena) alone. which are illumined by the Saakshi. categories like
spare and time are included or subsumed; and without space and HIlle,
t

-
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numbers cannot exist or come into the reckoning. Therefore,
manifoldness invariably pertains to Saakshya and never it concerns
Saakshi. Because the uJeeva-Saakshi" is really our Atman alone, the
"Ishwara-Saakshi", which is imagined (conjectured) to exist separately
or distinctly apart from that Jeeva-Saakshi becomes automatically
UAnaatman" alone. Further, Saakshi Naanaatwa (the doctrine of
manifold Witnessing Principles) is opposed to Yuktt and this teaching is
not expounded in any of the Shrutls at all. This topic has been once
dIscussed previously in section 85. The above doctrine Is also contrary
to the scriptural teaching which proclaims that - uIshwara is the nondual Saakshi Chaitanya. devoid of any qualities or characteristics,
which exists as the one and only Reality in each and every Jeeva."
Therefore, because Jeevas are, like many Ghataakaashas and Soorya
PralilJimbas, the illusory fonns of Chit (Pure Consciousness) or
Chidaabhaasa Roopa alone and those illusory fonns are projected or
conjured up by Avidya. the Samsaara which is related to that illusion is
also Aavidyaka. It means that Samsaara is a delusory (illusory) misconception: it does not at all taint or touch Parameshwara, who is of the
essential nature of the Witnessing Consciousness. To such spiritual
teachings of Ad va ita Vedantins there cannot possibly be any objections
whatsoever.
1. Up. Sa. Pro 3-1. p. 84.
2. Sve. Up. 6-11. p. 746.

3. Suo Bh. 2-3-46. p. 511.
4. Mu. Bh. 3-1-1. pp. 144. 145.

141. Yet, there is every scope for a doubt of the following type to raise
its head in the minds of some people: "Because Saakshi is seeing
(or objectifying) the Pramaatru (the 'I' notion), Just as the Pramaatru. is
separate fronl the Prameya, Saakshi can be reckoned to be separate
from all objectified phenomena, like the Pramaalru.. the Pramaana and
the Prameya. But there is no necessity or rule of law to assume that
Just because Pramaatru is distinct from the body, the senses, the mind
and the intellect. both the Pranlaatru (the subject). on the one hand.
and the body. the senses, and mind etc. (the objects), on the other, are
false or unreal. For. the body. the senses etc. are established to exist on
the strength of the valid means of Pratyaksha. Anumaana etc.
1"herefore, it is quite reasonable to assunle that Pramaatru and his
acljllncts (Upaadhis) like the body, the senses etc. are really existing,
just as till the pots, pitchers etc. are there the pot-space, the pitcherspace etc. also are real: or till the adjuncts like the water in the various
buckets or vessels are there the reflections in the water contained in
those vessels are real only. It will also be reasonable in keeping with
every one's experience that because of the reason that apart from, and
external to, our body, senses, mind and intellect, the elements like the
earth, the air, the fire etc. are also existing, they too are really existing.
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If all these are real, then it will never be possible to assert that Saaksht
is in truth the non-dual Paramaatman at all?"
But we have previously mentioned in section 28 that unless and until
the nature or characteristics of Upaadhis (adjuncts) like the, body, the
senses, the mind and the intellect are misconceived to be one's own,
Alman cannot be assumed to be a Pramaatru (the cognizer of the
waking). Therefore, by Virtue of His own innate essential and real
nature, Atman is not at all a Pramaatru., nor is He a Kartru or a Bhoktru.
Had it been true that the Pramaatru were really of the essential nature
of (an independent) cognizer alone, then the Shrutis would not have
taught or expounded tn the manner - "You are, in truth, Ishwara" and - "One who knows or Intuits Brahman becomes (one with)
Brahman alone" - with all reverence and sanctity. For a being of the
innate, essential nature of Pramaatru to give up that intrinsic real
nature and further to get transformed into the essential, innate and
real nature of Paramaatman it is not at all possible. We have previously
in section 137 stated that the body, the senses, etc. are not really
associated with Atman. Besides, there is no valid proof whatsoever to
establish that the phenomena like the body, the senses etc. really exist.
When questioned - from the standpoint of our workaday world
e.'Xperience - as to what are the Pramaanas for cognizing the existence
of the body. the people generally explain away saying that our senses
alone are Pramaanas; if questioned as to what proof or evidence is there
to say or establish the fact that the senses exist, they will further
explain away saying that the mind knowing or cognizing as such is the
proof. Further. when questioned as to what proof is there to determine
that the mind exists, they will again explain away saying that - UMy
experience alone is the valid means of proof'. Therefore. barring this
uexperience" (Anubhaua) of the Paraagdri.shti (extroverted outlook or
viewpoint) to affirm or prove that the phenomena like the body. the
senses. the mind, the intellect etc. do really exist, there are no valid
means or evidences whatsoever. For, unless and until the organiC conglomeration of the body, the senses. the mind etc. is misconceived to be
°r the Pramaatrutwa (cognizership) does not come into the picture or
into the reckoning: unless and until we aclrnowledge the empirical fact
that Pramaatrutwa is real we cannot reasonably, plausibly explain away
saying that - °lhe body. the senses etc. are perceived merely by our
empirical experiences (consciousness)." In the Shrutis it has been
affirmed that Alman does not at all possess (the adjuncts 00 the body.
the senses etc. In Vedantic parlance the Saakshidrishti (the Absolute,
1'ranscendental viewpoint of the Witnessing Consciousness) is called
uPraLyagdrish!i" (the introverted, in tros pective viewpoint) and the
empirical viewpoint of the cognizer 'I' is called "Paraagdrishti"
(lhe extroverted, mundane viewpoint). The fact that - ''1'his latter
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Paraagdrishtt Is 'Aauidyaka' (a projection caused by Auidya)" been nlen tioned by us previously in section 83.
5. Ka. Bh. 1-3-4. pp. 155, 156.
6. Up. Sa. 15-1.p.143.
7. Up. Sa. 18-4. p. 206.

has

8. Up. Sa. Pro 2-59. p. 39.
9. Up. Sa. 13-12.p.124.
10. Ka. Bh. 2-1-2. p. 172.

142. ''he

UAdhyaaroapa Apauaada Nyaaya" utilized in the
uTaitlireeya Upanishad" with the prime purport of enabling the seeker
to get rid of or rescind, stage by stage, the UAalma Buddhi" (the innate

deep-seated Identification) with the body, the senses, the mind etc. is
called uPanchakoasha Viueka" (Intuitive deliberation of the five
sheaths). Man, by dint of his natural Auidy~ is cognizing his body.
which is composed entirely of the essence of the food that he takes in
(Annarasamaya). itself to be '~lman" Indeed. But. in order to teach that
this body is nothing but Anaalman (not-seIO, the scriptural text
expounds by a deliberate superimposition of assuming the Praana
(the vital breath) alone which is inner Dr subtler than the physical body
and Is of the fonn of five Vriltis (functions) as Alman: the scripture then
'rescinds' the earlier superimposition of the Annanlayakoasha
(the physical body) by preaching that it is Alman's mere body alone. The
body really does not exist apart or different from Praana, which is
predonlinantly ofa dynamic, sentient nature: for, just as an earthen pot
Is pelvaded everywhere by clay alone, the physical sheath, which i~ full
of the essence of the food one consumes (Annamayakoasha), is thus full
of or pelvaded by Praana alone. ,"herefore, just as the earthen pot is
really nothing but clay and clay alone In and through, the whole of the
physical body (or sheath) is nothing but Praana (Praanamaya). In the
sanle manner, apart froIn the various nlental concepts or thought forms
Praana too does not exist: hence the Praanamayakoasha (the vital force
sheath) is really the Alman alone called uManoamaya" (which is full of
or peJVaded by Manas. the mind). But if exarnined more incisively with
the help of Intuitive experience, even in this subtler sheath called
l\1anoanlclyakoasha, the apparent identification as one's own being
(Aalmalwa) is '~clhyaaroapila" (superimposed or misconceived) indeed
and it is not really Alman at all: in fact, it is full of or pervaded by an
Aalmalwa called "Vynaanamaya" (of the essence of intelligence or
cognitive. reasoning faculty) alone. That "Vynaanamaya" also is a
sheath alone: for. it is not apart or separate from the Alman of the
essential nature of Aananda (the happiness), which has enveloped or
pervaded It. '''his '~anandamaya" too is not Alnlan (of the essential
nature of Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss) in its distinctively
{Visheshal forlll (Roopa) with its special characteristics: because in and
through that sheath, all over, Aanandasaamaanya (the genus of Bliss
or happiness par excellence) alone Is pervading, that Bliss Absolute or
1"ranscendental alone is the really real Alman indeed.
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Here although the seeker (Jljnaasu) goes on conceiving the
Annama!Ja. the Praanamay~ the Manoamaya, the Vijnaanamaya and
the Aanandanlaya Koashas (sheaths). stage by stage. to be Atman. in
tnlth they are not the real Atman. of the essential nature of Pure BeingConsciotlsness-Bliss at all; they are indeed the sheaths of Atman which
have petvuded one another in that order. Just as the hard leather
sheath of a sword cover it up, these sheaths cover up the Self, as it
were, and create the delusion that they themselves are Alman. Our
physical body which is Annamaya is in fact a part of the external gross
materialistic world. Praanamayakoasha is a part of the Samasti
(the macrocosmic) Vaayu (air or atmosphere), which is of the nature of
dynamism (Kriyaatmaka); because of this adjunct of this sheath, we are
called Praani (a living creature). Manoamaya is a part of the macrocosmic (Samasti) Mind (Manas), which is of the essence of thought
constructs or concepts as taught or expounded in the Vedas (scriptural
texts); because of this adjunct we are called UManlru" (one who
ratiocinates or Intuitively reasons out). Vijnaanamaya is a part of the
macrocosmic Intellect (Buddhi) which has the essential nature of
deterInining the purport of the scriptural teachings and getting
cOInplete certitude or sense of conviction and performing Karnla
stipulated in the Vedic texts: because of our association with this
a(ljunct of Vijnaana (the intellect) alone we are called "Jnaal1ll"
(a knower), Karim (an agent of action). In the same manner,
Aananclanlaya is the acljunct (Upaadhi) for our Bhoki111lwa
(enjoyership). This is a part of the macrocosmic adjunct of the enjoyer
who enjoys the fruits of Karmas and Upaasanas. 'rhus without reckoning that all the five sheaths from Annamaya to Aanandama!Ja are the
a(ljuncts of Alman we invariably mLx up or blend them with Atman, of
the essential nature of Saakshi Chailanya and are totally deluded by
the misconception (Bhraanti) that those adjuncts themselves are the
real Alman. Because our real Alman. who is the substrate for
everything. is devoid of all special characteristics like Sukha (happiness)
and Duhkha (nlisery), He is verily of the essential nature of Aananda
(Bliss par excellence), without any special characteristics whatsoever.
Because of the final goal or purport of this Aananda alone all the
empirical transactions or functions of the I{arana (instruments of
action like the senses, the mind. memory and intellect) of all creatures
(Praanis) are being carried out; as a consequence of that action alone
happiness is accruing. It is explained in the TaiUireeya Upanishad
that if we discern (Intuitively cognize) Alman. who is all-petvasive
(Saruaantara)
and Witnessing Consciousness of everything
(Saruasaakshi). as also devoid of any special characteristics whatsoever
and of the very essence of Bliss Absolute (Aanandaswaroopa) in the
orderly manner as stated above. then we Intuit that - "Alman does not
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have any body, senses, etc. whatsoever, nor any relationship with the
five primordial elements (Panchabhootas)" - and then ridding ourselves
of any fear whatsoever of Samsaara we will get fully established in our
essential nature of Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss per se indeed and
that is, in truth, the goal, the swnmum bonum of all human effort or
endeavour.
11. Tai. Bh. 2-2. pp. 308, 309.
12. Tai. Sh. 2-3. p. 312.

13. Tai. Sh. 2-7. p. 344.
14. Tai. Sh. 2-7. p. 345.

143. It has been stated in the Taittireeya Upanishad that for the
Annamaya the Praanamaya sheath is the Atman; for the Praanamaya
the Manoamaya is the Atman; for the Manoamaya the Vynaanamaya is
the Atman; and for the Vynaanamaya the Aanandamaya is the Atman.
Further, for each one of these Atmans - just as in the case of
Annamaya it has been stated that they have left and right sides, a
central part and a hind part or tail which is said to be 'Pratishtha Roopa'
(of the nature of a substrate) - in that same manner it has been stated
that each of the five Atmans has limbs. Therefore, when seen
perfunctorily it strikes to our minds that these sheaths really are
existing, one within another.
But this conception is not proper. For, when one among these five
sheaths is cognized or Intuited as Atman, one does not have any
Aatmabuddhi (the innate identification) with the rest of the sheaths. To
say that one person has many Atmans (selves), each of which is of the
essence of hIs Pure Being-ConscIousness-Bliss is a statement without
any meaning at all. Therefore, the Upanishad begins with the
Annamaya sheath which is quite familiar and well-known to all of us,
and just as one paints out the moon as being above the branch of a
nearby tree, the scripture points out the other sheaths like
Praanamaya. Manoamaya sheaths. Because we have an innate
identification (Aatmabuddhi) with each one of these five sheaths at
different states or conditions, just as people, who wish to point out a
very small or minute star called '~rundhatC', first of all point out a
grossly visible star nearby calling it by that very name of "Arundhati"
and later on (i.e. when that gross star is easily perceived by the other
person) they clarify in the manner - "Near that first gross star alone
you can perceive that 'ArundhatC star existing" - in the same manner
the scripture keeps on pointing out the five sheaths up to
Aanandamaya. saying that each one of them is our Atman, one after
another, in the beginning, but finally it teaches that the really real
Saakshi (the Witnessing Consciousness) for all the five sheaths is
Paramaatman alone. For that reason alone, it has been stated
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negatively that - "In Paramaatman there does not exist any kind of
special features or characteristics whatsoever."
15. Suo Bh. 1-2-20. p. 137.
16. Br. Bh. 3-5-1. p. 476.
17. Tai. Bh. 2-1. pp. 304. 305.

18. Tai. Bh. 2-2. p. 309.
19. G. Bh. 13-22. p. 547.
20. Ma. Ka. Bh. 3-11. p. 282.

144. In the methodology of Pancha Koasha Viueka enunciated in the
Taiitireeya Upanishad with regard to the teaching - 'l'hat Entity which
Is innermost to all other things is Alman' - the topic - 'whether that
Atnlan is Sauishesha (endowed with special characteristics) or
Niruishesha (devoid of any special characteristics), - is one which
deseIVes a good deal of consideration. While teaching that from
A1anoamaya to Aanandamaya sheaths the latter sheath is the inner
Atman to the fonner sheath. it should be discerned that after preaching
about the Aanandamaya sheath another inner Atman has not been
taught. (At this stage further such teaching of the existence of yet
another inner Alman is stopped). In the Phala Shru.ti (the sCriptural
statement pertaining to the fruit or benefit accruing from such
deliberation) it is stated that the seeker begins his deliberation of the
Aanandcimaya sheath and this teaching is abruptly rounded up with
the statement - "With that alone he attains Brahma PraapU (SelfRealization)." Therefore, here in this context Aanandamaya itself is
taught to be Brahman; the sCriptural statement that - "Satyam
Jnaanam Anantam Brahmaa" - meaning. "Brahman is the Reality: It is
Consciousness; It is Eetemity" - which is mentioned at the beginning,
is nothing but this '~anandamaya" - Thus one particular Vri.ttikaara
(a commentator) had expressed his opinion while interpreting the
scriptural statement.
However. this opinion or interpretation is not correct or proper. For. it
has been taught that for Aanandamaya Atman the Ultimate Reality of
Brahman (Saakshi Chailanya) alone is the "Putchha" (the tail) nleaning. the essence of Being or the substrate; and in a specific
nlanner and quite separately too it has been taught {hat beyond the
Aanandamaya sheath Brahman exists (as the Ultimate Reality); further,
it has been taught that it is Alman of the essence of Bliss {Aananda
RoopaJ also in Tatllireeya Upanishad 2-5. Because of the reason that
after the deliberation on Aanandamaya Alman. without concluding the
topic of the description of the Aanandamaya sheath the scripture states
that - &alf one believes or thinks that Brahman is Asat (unreal or false).
then he (the thinker) himself will become unreal or false" - and it
becomes quite evident that this sCriptural statement is made keeping in
mind the prime purport that the conlmon run of people who are
i~norant (of the Ultimate Reality of Alman or Brahman) may have a
doubt that because Brahman is Niruishesha. it must be a non-existing
145
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thing. Because Aanandamaya sheath Is universally known and is quite
familiar to all the people to be associated with parts full of Priya, Moada,
Pramoada etc. (Section 127), there cannot be possibly any room or
scope for any doubt of the type - "Is there a thing like that
(an Aanandamaya sheath) or not?" - to raise its head at all. It is also
stated in the scriptures that Brahman. after creating the effects from
Aakaasha, Vaayu etc. up to Annamaya, It entered into all these, and
further the scriptures state that if that Brahman. which is lodged in the
cave of the heart (Hrldaya Guha), is Intuited or cognized, then one
attains the Parama Purushaartha (the prime purport or goal of human
existence). Because it has been stated In the scriptures that "Beginning with Annamaya, Praanamaya etc. up to Aanandamaya
these Atmans (both the physical and the psychic) are sublated and in
the process the seeker attains a highly sublimated state; in other
words, he destroys (or gets rid 00 his Auidya and Intuits the essential
nature of the Ultimate Reality as Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss" - it
becomes established without giving room for any doubt that these five
sheaths have been exemplified in order to help attain Self-Knowledge
(Brahnla Jnaana) alone. Shri Shankara has determined that because
(Lnlnlediately after the instnlction about these five sheaths) in the Phala
Shruli that follows it is taught about the Ultinlate, Absolute Reality of
Brahnlan alone as being beyond the ken of words (speech) and the
mind, only Brahman devoid of any special features or characteristics is
propounded.
21. Suo Sh. 1-1-19. p. 72.
22. Suo Bh. 1-1-19. p. 73.
23. Tai. Bh. 2-8. p. 365.

24. Suo Bh. 1-1-19. p. 75.
25. Suo Sh. 1··1-9. p. 74.

xx. DELIBERATION ON THE THREE STATES
OF CONSCIOUSNESS (AVASTHAATRAVA VIVEKA)
145. In the previous Chapter we have indicated that by means of
logical dissertation of the type - "Because the Saa1cshi is beyond the
ken of Hnle and space, there cannot possibly be any categories or
phenomena like plurality or nunlbers, special features, relationships
etc. in Brahman or Alman and hence the five sheaths which are the
witnessed phenomena are not separate or different from the Saakshi;
because the extroverted outlook or vie\vpoint (Paraagci1ishlt) is the root
cause for conceivIng or perceiving the body, the senses, the nlind etc. in
that BrClhnlan or Alnlan who is the Witnessing Consciousness, if one
Intuits with the help of p,.atyagd,ishti (Absolute or Transcendental
viewpoint of the Intuitive experience), then these adjuncts of the body,
the senses, the mind etc. do not exist at all." And for the predominance
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of the Paraagdrishti in all the people the innate identification with the
waking state alone is the birth place; hence, in Vedantic philosophy the
deliberation on the three states of Consciousness called
"AuQsthaatraya Viveka" is taught in order to inculcate in the seekers
the Pratyagdristhi {Saakshi Anubhava Drishti}. This Avasthaatraya
Vichaara or Viveka is useful in first (deliberately) superimposing
(I.e. Adhyaaroapa) on Atman the Saa1cshitwa (Witnesshood of the three
states of Consciousness) and then rescinding (Apavaada) from Him the
innate association with the world of duality (Saprapanchatwa).
In this methodology based on Intuitive deliberation the first and
foremost step is that the aspirant for the attainment of Self-Knowledge
(Aatma Jnaana. Moa1csha Swaroopa Praapti) should fully cognize or
Intuit the truth (or veracity of the teaching) that each one of the three
states of Consciousness, viz. the waking, the dream and the deep sleep.
are witnessed by him and him alone. To wit. by means of the
p,.alyabhljna (Intuitive recognition), that the 'I' that witnessed the
dream state Is Itself 'awake' (as real as the waking '1'); the seeker should
Go~nize that his Swaroopa (essential nature of Atman) is, in truth, quite
di11erent and of a queer nature or essence; he should Intuit that his
Swaroopa is more petvasive or comprehensive than both the waking
and the dream states of Consciousness and is Shuddha (pure or devoid
of any encrustations of duality) and is Adviteeya (non-dual, Absolute,
Transcendental).
1. Ka. Bh. 2-1-4. p. 175.

2. Ma. Ka. Bh. 1-1-. p. 191.

146. In order to cognize that the innate identification with the
waking state consciousness alone is the root cause for Paraagdrishti, it

Is quite necessary for us to reckon as to how, with the innate natural
Identification with the waking state consciousness, the essential nature
of Alman appears to us naturally (empirically). To reckon that Jeevas,
being or ex.isting in the world, keep on experienCing the waking, the
dream and the deep sleep states one after another is in itself the essential nature of the innate identification with the waking state consciousness.
On the other hand, to cognize that - "My body, senses, mind etc.
which appear in the waking, the entire universe which is seen or
perceived by the valid means of Pratyaksha (perception), Anumaana
(inference) etc. and all the Jeevas who are of the nature of Kartrus
(a~ents of action) and Bhoktrus (enjoyers) and who are existing in that
universe - are all bound up with or confined to the waking state alone.
I am not really an embodied soul; I am indeed of the essential nature of
Pure Being-Consciousness (Shuddha ChaitClnya) which illumines the
,,·hole world and I am of the form of both the external (Baahya) and
internal (AadhyaatmUca) experiences that appear in the waking state"
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- Is the viewpoint which Is beyond the waking state. The essential
nature of Atman which is innately identified with the body, the senses,
the mind etc. which appear in the waking state is called Shaareera,
Pindaatman. Jeeva, Vljnaanaatman, Kartru-Bhoktru. Examining
(Intuitively) with the Shaastradrtshtl (the viewpoint recommended or
suggested by the scriptures) our waking state, that nature or form
which is described above (in other words) the essential nature of Pure
Being-Consciousness of Atman which is eternally illumining the entire
universe (Samasti Prapancha) within the waking state is called Viraat or
Vaishwaanara.

In order to signify or expound this truth. in the Maandookya
Upanishad this Vatshwaanara has been described as follows: ''1his
Atman has extroverted cognition, seven Ang':1s (organic parts) like
DyuZooka (the stellar region) etc.. 19 doorNays of knowledge or
cognition of the form of ten senses, five vital forces. four aspects
(functions) of AntahJearana (the inner instrurr.ent), enjoyment of gross
objects." However, this Is one Paada (footprint) alone of Atman and this
is not the description of the essential or real nature of Alman as He is.
tnesse.
3. Ma. Up. 3. p. 182.

4. Ma. Bh. 3. pp. 183, 184.

147. The common people quite naturally assume that in the dream

state by virtue of the latent hnpressions of the waking state (Vaasanas)
an imaginary world appears to the mind alone: and that world appears
only to, or exclusively to, the dreamer alone (I.e. the individual who sees
the dream), but In the waking state everyone sees or perceives a real
world through his senses and in that real world there appear many
1{artrus and Bho1ctrus. For this presumption the root cause Is one's
innate or deep-seated identification with the waking consciousness
alone. If we examine (Intuitively) from the viewpoint of the Shaastra or
Vedantic scriptures, there is not an iota of difference whatsoever
between the waking experience and the dream experience. 1b wit, in the
dream too. just like the waking, the external (Baahya) and the internal
(Aadhyaatmi1ca) worlds appear; that entire world, just like the enUre
waking world. Is being illunlined by Atman alone. '111erefore. the
assumption that the waking world alone, exclusively, is real is a
deduction or judgnlent of the empirical, workaday viewpoint
Vyaavahaarika D,ishti backed up by (or based upon) the innate, deepseated identification with the waking experience: but this judgment
alone Is not the final one. Even if we accept the contention that the
dream appears because of the latent impressions (Vaasanas) of the
waking experiences. since these two states are not existing apart from
Atman as well as one state is experienced to have left oIT the other, both
are rendered unreal. false. To assume. that the dream world appears
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Individually to the respective dreamer alone while the waking world
especially Is real and natural to many people, there Is no sustaining
valid means or proof whatsoever. Just as the world of the dream
appears only or exclusively to the person who sees the dream, the world
of the waking state also Is seen by one who Is awake alone. In the deep
sleep state both these worlds equally (and completely) become nonexistent. The Atman who witnesses (in other words, who peIVades and
Ulumines) the dream world Is called Taljasa or Hiranyagarbha. The
manner In which this Taljasa is described in the Maandookya
Upanishad Is: "This Atman has (is endowed with) the internal cognition;
He has seven Angas (limbs) like the Dyuloaka. i.e. the stellar region, as
the head, sun and moon as the eyes etc. and 19 cognitive or perceptual
doolWays of the forms of the ten senses, five vital forces (Praanas) and
four aspects or functions of the inner instrument of the Mind
(Antahkarana); He enjoys the subtle objects of the dream world." He is
the second Paada (footprint) of Atma~ but this is not the real, selfestablished, non-dual and essential nature of Atman.
5. Ma. Up. 4. p. 186.
6. Ma. Ka. 4~87. pp. 391, 392.
7. Br. Bh. 2-4-7. p. 359.
8. Up. Sa. Pro 89. p. 50.

Sa. Ma. Ka. 2-5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10; 4-37,
38,39. pp. 236,237,239,240,
241, 355, 356, 357.
9. Ma. Ka. Bh. 4-37. p. 356.

148. For the Vedantins to affirm that there does not exist any

difference whatsoever between the waking and the dream, there are, in
the main, two reasons. First, the objects or phenomena that appear in
the waking are akin to the dream objects or phenomena: secondly, the
Acluaila Jnaana (the non-dual Intuitive e.xperience, Pure and Absolute)
does not exist in both these states. Because when the non-dual,
1'ranscendental Intuitive experience is attained one gets convinced that
both these waking and dream experiences are Mithyaa (false, unreal),
Vedantins call both these experiences "dream" alone: at the time or
moment of its occurrence appearing to be as real as the waking and
(when the individual self wakes up really) it appearing to be a false
appearance - alone is the nature of a dream and hence to say that both
these states are "dreams" is quite reasonable or justifiable indeed.
10. Ail. Bh. 1-12. p. 41.
11. Ma. Bh. 4. p. 186.
12. Ma. Ka. 4-61. 62, 63, 64, 65

and 66. pp. 374, 375, 376.
13. Ma. Ka. Sh. 4-66. p. 376.

149. The Buddhists too propound that the waking and the dream

states are equal to each other. For that reason, they imagine on the
basis of Anumaana (inference) that - "Just as for the percepts
(Pratyaya) of the dream state there do not exist any external objects
whatsoever, for the percepts of the waking state too there do not exist
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any external objects at all." Anyhow, it is their conclusion that because
the object for the Vynaana (intellect) does not exist apart from or
external to it, Vljnaana itself is the Tattwa (the Reality). But in their
doctrines because no "Kootastha Chaitanya" (immutable, steadfast
Absolute Consciousness) whatsoever - which is the common denominator for both the states and which witnesses both the waking and the
dream states - Is accepted, their doctrine mentioned above (merely
based on equality of the two states) does not hold water (i.e. it cannot be
sllstalned). Apart from this, when the waking state comes, the dream
state becomes falsified or sublated (Baadhita) and in the same way, the
objection arises to the effect - "In which state does the waking state
also gets falsified or sublated?" - but to this objection there is no
satisfactory or convincing answer in their philosophy. Neither is there
any satisfactory solution to the question - 'We remember the dream
experience in the waking state and then we say that dream experience
is false or unreal; in the same manner, assuming that the waking
experience too is a state which has occurred in a previous state in
which particular state do we ·detennine or ascertain its Mithyaatwa
(unreality or falsity)?" On the basis of the solitary reason that the
comparison of the dream experience with the waking experience can be
adduced in this context, the inference that is deduced or drawn to the
effect - '''Ine waking objects do not really exist" - is also not proper
and Justifiable. (In fact, it looks to be far-fetched). For the same reason,
the contention forwarded or the deduction arrived at merely on the
strength of the reason or inference that - "Bet ween the percepts like
Maayaa (magic), the mirage water, the celestial citadel (Gandharua
Nagar) etc. and the percepts of the waking state there exists an exact
comparison or analogy and hence there are no real external objects for
the waking percepts" - is not proper at all. Can anyone say that "Just like fire. nlist or dew also is an object of perception and hence
mist also is hot"? But in the case ofVedantins because they Intuit, from
the viewpoint of Self-Knowledge, that both these states are "dream"
alone. in their spiritual teachings it can well be asserted that - 'l'he
SClllyalwcL (the so-called or apparent reality) of the waking experience is
falSified or sublated (Baadhila)" - and that is fully justifiable; for, in
Atnlan alone both the waking and the dream states are misconceived
(i.e. both of them are superimposed on Alnlan).
17. Ma. Ka. 2-5. p. 236.,
Ma. Ka. 2-11,12. pp. 241,242.

14. Suo Bh. 2-2-29. pp. 423,424.
15.
-do16.
-do-

150. 1'here is no rule of law whatsoever that Alnlan should always be
appearing to be associated with or related to the world of duality either
of the waking or of the dream. For, in the deep sleep state the entire
world of duality is nlerged in Alman alone; the distinct knowledges of
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the various objects which appear in the world have also become one
with Alman: besides. none of the pleasures born out of the extenlal
objects exists whatsoever therein and they are all one with Aananda
(Absolute Bliss) of the essence of Atman. In that state Atman is devoid of
any taint of Samsaara. For this reason alone, it has been affirmed in the
Chhaandogya Upanishad that Jeeva in that state has become one with
Brahman. which is of the essential nature of Sat (Absolute Being or
Existence); in the Brihadaaranyaka Upanishad it has been propounded
that Jeeva has embraced Praajna (the Self of the essence of Absolute
Being-Consciousness); in Maandookya Upanishad it has been vividly
described that therein Jeevaatman has become Ekeebhoota (non-dual,
unitary, one and one absolutely); Prajnaanaghana (the very embodiment or essence of Absolute Consciousness): Aanandamaya (full of.
abounding in Bliss). Such a nature of Absolute, Transcendental
(i.e. beyond the ken of time-space-causation concepts or categories)
Consciousness is called Praajna. The essential nature of the
Sushuptaatman (the Atman of the deep sleep state) is the third Paada of
Alman: but it is not the really real essential nature of Alman.
18. Ch. Bh. 6-8-1. pp. 453.454.
19. Br. Bh. 4-3-21. pp. 660. 661.

20. Ma. Up. 5. p. 187.

151. There Is a possibility on our part of having (or entertaining) two
kinds of misconceptions with regard to the deep sleep experience:
(a) 'That while in deep sleep there being (existing) nothing therein. as
soon as we are awake there appears a variegated world and hence in the
deep sleep state the entire world of duality remains in a seed fornl' is
one misconception: (b) that 'because in deep sleep both the experiences
of ~I' and 'the others' do not exist therein at that moment even the
essen Hal nature of Atman too should be accepted as not to exist' is the
other Inisconception. lbe first opinion is proper or reasonable only from
the waking viewpoint or standpoint: for that reason alone it is described
in the script ural texts that both the Sushuplaatman and the Alman \vho
is of the nature of unmanifested seed form of the world (Avyaak,ila
Jagaclaalnla) are one and the same, as also that Sushuptaalman is
verily Paranle~hwara (the Supreme Lord) who is the creator of the world
alone. But we have previously explained in section 105 that even
conceiving or imagining this state of seed fonn is by virtue of misconception alone. l"hat in deep sleep there does not exist any particular
or distinctive knowledge or cognition is tnle indeed: but it is not proper
or justifiable to say that the Chaitanya, which is the essential nature of
Atnla~ also does not exist in deep sleep. For, therein the Intuitive
experience of the type - "I did not cognize or know a second thing or
object .. - alone exists but not the experience of the type - "I too am
not existing" - at all. It is true that therein the particular or distinctive
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cognition of the type - II'. Ithis'. Ithey' etc. - does not exist; but the
reason for that is: the entire world of duality which has divided itself
into its various categories - like the Antahkarana (the inner instrument of the mind), the senses and the objects - has become one with
(or merged into) Paramaatman' - alone and not that there was no
existence of Atman at all.
24. Suo Bh. 1-3-19. p. 194.
25. Br. Bh. 4-3-23. pp. 675, 676.

21. Ma. Up. S. p. 190.
22. Ma. Bh. 3. p. 185.
23. Ch. Bh.S-2-1. pp.413.414.

152. The deep sleep state (or experience) can be viewed from two
standpoints. If It is compared with the waking experience and the
dream experience, what exists (or what Is experienced by us) in deep
sleep becomes "BeeJaatman" (the Self of the seed form which is the root
cause for the world). From this standpoint alone it has been stated in
the Upanishadic lore, that - "Jeeva (the transmigratory soul) becomes
one with Brahman, the Ultimate Reality, in the deep sleep state"; as
also, that - "From that Brahman the entire universe of duality
comprising Praana etc. is born in the waking state." But, when viewed
from the Paramaartha Drishti (the standpoint of the Intuitive experience
of Absolute Being-Consciousness of Atman) it becomes evident that "Jeeva is not a Jeeva at all; there is no moment of time whatsoever
when he has not merged in and become one with Brahman (meaning,
there are no distinctions of duality whatsoever and his essential nature
is eternally unitary, non-dual Being-Consciousness-Bliss of Brahman
or Alman indeed)." Because of the reason that in the waking and the
dream states, associated with adjuncts, Atman appears as though
having a different Jeeva Roopa (the fonn of a soul), it has been preached
in the scriptures that in the deep sleep state Jeeva has merged in and
become one with Sadroopa Brahman. When IntUitively viewed or cognized from this Absolute standpoint, Sushupti is not Sushupti (i.e. a
state) at all; besides. Avasthaalraya (the three states of Consciousness)
are merely Adhyaaroapita (superimposed upon. or misconceived in.
Alnlan alone) and not that these three phenomena are Paramaartha
(absolutely. really real). For that reason alone. the scripture states: "All
these three states of Consciousness are dreams". When Avasthaatraya
are assumed to be Irear from the Adhyaaroapa Drisht~ we (Vedantins)
say that in the deep sleep state there is an absence of the world of
duality (Ntshprapanchatwa) and in the waking and the dream states
there is association with the world of duality (Saprapanchatwa): further.
our statement that - "In Sushupli Je(>ua does not cognize anything
(any object or phenomenon) whatsoe\'t' ... while in the waking and the
dreanl states he cognizes 'duality" - is made from this Aclhyaaroapa
Drishlt alone. But when SushupU experience is Intuitively cognized
purely from the Sushuptt Drishti (IntUitive experience of deep sleep
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meaning, unrelated to the waking or the dream experience
but Intuitively), then Atman, devoid of the world of duality
(Ntshprapancha), alone exists. Because that Atman does not have, or is
associated whatsoever with, any of these three Avasthas (states of
Consciousness), He is totally different (Vilakshana) from the above
mentioned "superimposed" or "misconceived" forms of Vatshwaanara,
Taljasa and Praajna and is said to be TIlreeya (meaning, the fourth one).
When compared to or related to those three s~ates, Atman is the fourth.
Because in this Paramaartha Roopa which is said to be the fourth
comparatively, there does not exist any distinctive, special
characteristics whatsoever, It has been described in the scriptures
(Upanishads) negatively by the exclusive and extra-ordinary methodology of sublating or negating all fonns or phenomena which can
possibly be imagined or conceived in the three states of Consciousness.
fn esse -

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Suo Bh. 1-4-18. p. 281.
Suo Bh. 3-2-7. pp. 601, 602.

31.
32.
33.
34.

Ma. Ka. Bh. 2, 3. pp. 196, 197.
Suo Bh. 3-2-34. p. 637.
Suo Bh. 3-2-35. p. 638.

Ait. Bh. 1-3. p. 40.
Ma. Ka. 1-13. p. 214.
Ma. Up. 7. pp. 205, 206.
Ma. Bh. 7. p. 211.

153. In order to help Intuit that the distinctive or special
characteris tics of the forms of the three states of Consciousness do not
exist whatsoever in Atman, the determination of the meaning and
purport of Aumkaara has been made in the Maandookya Upanishad.
Aumkaara, Brahman, Atman - all these three are the names of
one and the same Tattwa (Reality). In that Upanishad it has been
propounded that - uln the waking and in the dream the world of
duality is appearing: in the deep sleep state the world of duality exists in
a seed form: this world of duality appears to exist in Atman as a result of
misconception due to Avidya (Avidyaakalpita): further. when viewed
from the Intuitive Absolute standpoint (Paramaartha Drishti) Atman is
Prapancha Upashanla (the substrate in which the world of duality has
lapsed, merged or become extinct. In other words, Alman is devoid of
the world of duality). Alman has become Shiva (an embodiment of auspiciousness. prosperity and Beatitude), as also AdvaiLa (non-dual, the
one Ultimate Reality without a second}". Although the world of duality
is appearing to be full of or abounding in both names (NaamaatmaJea)
and forms (Roopaatmaka), in the Ultimate Reality (Paramaartha Tattwa)
neither names nor forms exist whatsoever. In order to teach this subUe
truth. the Tattwa (the Reality), in which all names are totally merged or
have become extinct (Pralaya), is called sYInbolically (Lakshana)
UAumkaara and the Tattwa, in which all forms or phenomena are
totally merged or have become extinct, is symbolically called
"Brahman" and then it Is indicated that - "Aunueaarn alone is
Brahman, and Brahman means this our innermo~t. innate nature of
tt
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in that Upanishad. 'J!\umkaara" is a "name"
signifying everything phenomenal (Sarvavaachaka), while "Brahman"
is the "named" - entire phenomena signified by that Aumkaara.
B,.ahma~ which is the "Lo.kshya" (implicitly or indirectly signified
entity) for Aumkaara or in other words, Aumkaara Itself. being our
ALnlan is Paadatraya Vilakshana (completely different from the three
footprints) as also Maatraatraya Ateeta (an entity beyond the three
conlponent metres of uAumkaara". Atman who is - from the Roopa
Drishti or viewpoint of the "named" or form - the footprint (paada)
called "Vaishwaanara" Is - from the Naama Drishti (viewpoint of the
"Name") - the component metre called "A"; in the same manner,
Taljasa is the component metre called "U" and Praajna is the component metre of "M". Just as the '~" kaara is the primaty or beginning
source of all letters or alphabets as also the pelVading sound in all
syllables. "Vaishwaanara" is the primary or beginning Paada or
foot print for the other footprints and by virtue of His Viraadroopa or
colossal form is all-pelVading. Just as the syllable "u" kaara is
UL1crishta (raised upwards from '~ .. kaara while pronouncing) and is
the middle component metre or syllable, between '~" kaara and "M"
1cclara, of "Aunlkaara" - Taljasa is a middle Paada which rises
upwards fronl Vaishwaanara Paada and is endowed with an Upaadhi
(adjunct). full of latent impressions (Vaasanaanlaya), between the other
two Paaclas. viz. Vaishwaanara and Praajna; to wit. because of the
reason that the Vaasanaamaya Prapancha (the world of duality full of
the latent impressions), which is his adjunct (Upaacihi), is invariably
and indlsputably appearing akin to the world of duality of the waking
state, on the one hand, and it is Asat (unreal), just as the world of
SushupLi.. on the other hand, that Upaadhi of Tayasaatman is
conlparable to both the Upaadhis of Vaishwaanara, in one aspect. and
of PraaJnaatman, in another aspect (thereby he is seen as the via media
between the waking and the deep sleep states). Just as "M" kaara
(the third syllable or metre of Aumkaara) is appearing to measure out
the other two syllables or metres as also is appearing to be the merging
ground or place, in the same manner Praajna is appearing to measure
out the other two Paadas or footprints as also to be their merging state
or place. For this reason, "Tureeyaatman. who is comparatively the
fourth and who is Paadatraya Vilakshana (quite queer or distinct
from the three footprints) is the Lakshyaartha (the subtly implied
or implicit meaning) of Brahmapada (the Blissful state, Beatitude
of Brahman) as also because He is Maatraatraya Ateeta (beyond
the three syllables or metres), He is the Lakshyaartha of
Aumkaara. In this Brahman or Aumkaara no names whatsoever
exist, nor any forms whatsoever exist." Thus it has been
propounded in that Upanishad (Maandookya Upanishad), as also
in Shri Goudapaada's UAagama Prakarana" (the fist Chapter of his

Allnan (Pratyagaatman)" -
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book of four Chapters called "Maandookya Kaarika'1, which is of
the form or nature of a Vyaakhyaana (explanatory or expository
commentary). 1'he reader or seeker should recall to his memory what
we have expounded previously in section 66 that - uParamaartha
Tattwa or Alman cannot possibly be signified by any word whatsoever."
35. Ma. Up. 1. pp. 180, 181.
36. Ma. Up.lntr. pp. 178, 179.

37. Ma. Up. 12. pp. 226, 227.
38. Ma. Ka. 3-36, 37. pp. 311, 313.

XXI. DEALINGS OF BANDHA (BONDAGE)
AND MOAKSHA (LIBERATION)
154. Although Atman exists in the same form or essence even when
He is either 'experiencing' the three states of Consciousness or existing
in the 'Tureeyaavastha' (the state of the fourth), in the waking state He
appears - by virtue of Avidya - to be obtaining changes or mutations,
like a blind person, a lame person etc.: He appears in the dream state to
be associated with undesirable hardships, which are 'Vaasanaamaya'
(full of latent hnpressions), like weeping, grleving etc.; in the deep sleep
state He appears to be devoid of any power or capacity of cognizing
anything whatsoever and to have been totally destroyed. To be liberated
froIll or to be rid of all these defects and blenlishes is itself nothing but
to Intuit and get established in our essential nature of Alman
(AaLnlQSWaroopa) - and this alone is the real, genuine A1oa1csha
(Liberation or Enlancipation). In this manner, even in the doctrine or
teaching of uE1caaLmavaada" (that the Self is non-dual Reality) also
both Bondage and Liberation are reconcilable. In fact, Moa1csha is the
total or consummate renl0val of Bondage (Bandha Nivrulli) alone and
not any kind of attainment of anything anew or afresh whatsoever.
1. Suo Bh. 4-4-2. p. 896.

2. Suo Bh. 4-4-2. p. 897.

155. 1bere is a probability of some people conceiving the teachings
ofVedantins, viz. flMoaksha is nothing that is to be attained afresh; it is
a state which is Nityapraapla (eternally attained or existing). meaning
that it is one's core of Being beyond the time-space-causation concepts
or categories" - to be contradictory to the scriptural statements and
Yukli (reason). For, the Chhaandogya Upanishad 8-12-3 states: 6'111is
enligh tened being (Samprasaada) rises up giving up this mortal coil and
gets established in his essential nature. He alone is the Ultamapurnsha
(the supelior. Supreme SeIO. On the strength of this scriptural
statement it becomes clear that the scripture purports to say: "Apart
from the SushupLaavasLha (the state of deep sleep), there exists a
MuJdaavasLha (the state of Liberation); further, after giving up or
leaving off our mortal coil (after death) the Muktaavaslha is obtained
to
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afresh." Because every one has per force to agree that a state which Is
quite dUTerent or distinct from Avasthaatraya alone Is Muktt
(Liberation), to say that while the Jeeva is endowed with the three
Avasthas (i.e. when he Is embodied and alive), at that moment alone,
there exists Muktt - Is opposed to Yukti. Thus the protagonists of the
doctrine of Mulctt beIng attaIned afresh (Praapya Muktivaadins) may
argue out.
But we can also argue out reconciling tn a manner which is tn full
agreement with Siddhaanta (the Vedantic teachings), as also with the
meaning or purport of the scriptural statements. 1"0 wit. we have
already clanfied that by virtue of Avidya alone the three states of
Consciousness appear to exist In the (substrate on Atman but they do
not really exist. Aatmaswaroopa, which appeared to exist as if
unmanifested with the adjuncts of the body, the senses, the mind etc.
before the dawn or advent of Vivekajnaana (IntUitive Knowledge of the
fonn of Vidya), appears to the Jnaani (Realized soul) who has by virtue
of Viveka (IntUitive reasoning) given up his innate identification with
the acljuncts of the body, the senses. the mind etc. as if his own
Absolute essential nature of Atman is attained anew. Thus the purport
of the scriptural texts can be interpreted to mean that - "What was not
attained because of Avidya is attained by virtue of Vidya." Just because
a crystal appears to be red or black as a result of beIng placed in the
vicinity of a coloured adjunct (which is, in truth, red or black) no one
believes that the crystal's white colour or clear nature has vanished, Is
it not? Because it is stated in the scnpture that - "He attains his
essential nature of Pure Being (Swaroopa)" - it amounts to saying that
earlier too, 1.e. even before a person attained by virtue of Vidya or
Vivekajnaana (IntUitive experience or Self-Knowledge), that essential
nature of Pure Being exists as his very core. 1bere fore , it should be
reckoned that apart from the UAavidya1ca Bandha-Moa1csha" (BondageLiberation projected as misconceptions by Avidya), there do not exist
any real phenomena or entities like Bondage and Liberation
whatsoever. For, as Advaita (non-duality) alone is the Absolute.
Ultin1ate Reality, all mundane, empirical transactions - whether they
are LouJd1ca (secular or temporal) or Vaidi1ca (sacred, eccelesiastical or
religious based on the Vedic texts) - are. in truth. Aavidyaka (projected
as n1isconceptions by Avidya). What is non-existent cannot be born or
created afresh or anew; what is existent cannot be destroyed;
therefore, the statement that Bondage and Liberation are not
Paramaartha (real in the ultimate analysis) is quite in consonance
with logical reasoning indeed.
3. Suo Bh. 1-3-19. p. 193.
4. Suo Bh. 4-4-1. pp. 895, 896.
S. Suo Bh. 4-4-2. p. 897.

6. Ma. Ka. 2-32. p. 256.
7. Ma. Ka. Bh. 2-32. p. 256.
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156. One cannot raise an objection of the type - "If no new result or
fntlt accrues from Moaksha why should one make any effort to attain
Moa1csha?" For, we are bound as a result of Avidya: and so, in order to
get rid of or des troy this Avidya we have necessarily to gain or attain
Vidya. Similarly. one cannot raise an objection of the type - "If Atman
Is perennially of one and the same form or nature, then don't the
Vedantins affinn that by virtue of Auidya and Vidya alone Bondage and
Liberation take place, respectively? In that case, it amounts to saying
that by virtue of Vidya and Avidya some kind of a change has occurred
In Atman! At least distinctions like - 'Avidya exists' or 'Auidya
disappears'; Vidya is being acquired or attained' - have to be accepted,
is it not? .. Just as, even when one misconceives a rope to be a snake out
of Avidya and later recognizes it to be really a rope alone, one gets
anxious and timid as well as fearful, and these disappear later: though
this is true, there is no change whatsoever in the thing (the rope in this
instance), in the same manner, there is no change or mutation
whatsoever occurring in Atman because of, or by virtue of, either Vidya
or Auidya. The phenomenon of Avidya is nothing but the delusion that
occurs as a result of the empirical dealings or transactions of
(the adjuncts 00 the body, the senses, the mind etc. It is quite reasonable to accept that one who objectifies Avidya as an appearance
(I.e. external to his essential nature of Atnlan) is not deluded by Avidya
at all: the scripture too is affirming that in Atman there does not exist
any Kartrutwa whatsoever projected by Avidya.
8. Br. Bh. 4-4-6. pp. 723. 724.
9. Suo Bh. 1-4-6. p. 257.

10. Br. Bh. 4-4-6. pp. 724. 725.

157. If Bandha and Mukti are reckoned or believed to be really
occurring, then it amounts to saying that the Mulcti that is mentioned in
the ShruHs is taken (assumed) to be in a predo~inant, primary sense
(A1ukhyaarlha). 1be possibility of the common run of people misunderstanding that they are just now liberated and thereby becoming idle will
also be prevented. 1"he refore , some people argue out that better than
the teachings of those ""ho say that - 'Bondage and Liberation are
Aavidyaka' - are the teachings of those who say that they are real.
1bis argument is not proper. For, those who say or affirm that
Bonda~e and Liberation are real cannot accept that both of them coexist. because these two states are mutually opposite; if it is contended
that they occur one after the other, then also without any cause
Liberation cannot occur. Besides, because of the reason - '1'hat which
occurs or happens by virtue of a Nimitta (cause) is not natural or of its
essential nature· - it amounts to saying that it is unreal alone. In
addition to this, the protagonists of Moa1csha as a reality will have to per
force accept that - "Bandha which is Anaadi (beginningless) has
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an end, as also Moaksha which has beginning is Ananta (endless)." This
is opposed to what is seen in our workaday world. The logical device
O'ukt;) that - ·That entity which is Anaadi has an end, just like the
'BeejaAnJrura Santati' (the continuum of the seed and the sprout)" - is
not proper or sustainable: for. both the seed and the sprout are 'Saadi'
(with a beginning - meaning. they are born or created). 'Santati'
(contlnuuln) is not another separate thing or entity existing by itself. It
is not possible to say that a person, who has gone from a state called
·Bondage' to a state called 'Liberation', is NiLya or eternal. If it is
asserted that Moaksha occurs as a result of Saadhana (spiritual
practices or disciplines), it amounts to saying that Moaksha Is Anitya
(non-eternal) and that it is not the real essential nature of Atman also.
1'his too is an undesirable. or an unwanted, predicament. Therefore. the
statenlent that - "Bondage and Liberation are Satya (real)" - is
opposed to both Yuktt and Vedanta Siddhaanta (philosophical teaching
of Vedanta). If it is contended - 'that thing which has a beginning can
be, Just like Pradhwamsaabhaava (non-existence subsisting after a
thing is destroyed), Nitya (etemal)' - then it amounts to saying that
IvIoa1csha is 'Abhaava' (a non-existent thing). Because we have previously clarified in section 99 that t he special characteristics or
categories like Praclhwamsaabhaava, Praagabhaava etc. do not exist in
'Abhaava' at all. this argunlent or contention is not proper and
Justifiable.
13. Ma. Ka. Bh. 4-20. pp. 339, 340.
14. Tai. Bh. Intr. p. 227.

11. G. Bh. 13-2. pp. 504, 505.
12. Ma. Ka. Bh. 4-30. pp. 351,352.

158. Now it will be quite clear to the seeker that all the various types

of argunlents or objections mentioned below are verily without any
essence or purport at all. For instance: ·'Although for Atman,
Brahmatwa (all-pervasiveness) is indeed His very essence. that
essential nat ure becomes concealed or obliVious in the state of Bondage
(Banclhaavaslha) owing to any particular cause and then as a result of
SOflle spiritual practices or disciplines (Saadhanas) when that cause is
l11itigated that essential nature nlanifests itself in the state of Liberation
(lHu1cLaavastha); or in Alman. as a result of a particular action, Bondage
gets changed into Liberation: or that Liberation gets manifested as a
result of some purification or refinement or cultivation (Samskaara}."
For, in the case of precious nletals like gold, silver etc. when in contact
with an extraneous mat ter or object they have lost their brilliance
(and thereby have become dull in appearance) after they are cleaned by
\vashing with acid or washing socIa etc. (j.e. any cleansing agent) they
nlay regain their ori!!inal brilliance. Stars and such other shining
objects in the stellar region may beconle dull or invisible because of the
brilliance of the Sun or such other extrelnely brilliant objects, but when
those latter brilliant objects do not exist the stars and such other
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objects may shine with their own brilliance in the sky as before: but, in
that manner the Chaitanya Swaroopa (the essential nature of Atman)
cannot get concealed or covered up by contact with any other object
whatsoever: nor It can become dull because of the brilliance of another
(second) object whatsoever. For, Atman is Asanga (unattached),
Adviteeya (non-dual, one without anything second to It). If Moaksha,
were Utpaadya (a thing which is to be produced or created afresh) or
Vikaarya (a thing which can be transformed or changed), then some
kind of Saadhana (spiritual practice or discipline) becomes necessary.
But we have already explained that a thing which is produced or born
as a result of another external cause becomes Kritaka (artificIal, false or
sham), as also Anitya (non-etemal). Therefore, it is not possible to say
or affirm that Moaksha is either Utpaadya or Vikaarya. Nor there is any
necessity of creating or producing any new Guna (quality) in Atman or
Brahman, or of removing, mitigating any defect or blemish in It by
nleans of any Samskaara because the eternally Pure, Absolute
Brahman alone is verily the state of Liberation (Muktaavastha). Thus,
!he doctrine that - "MuJeti is a resultant fruit or effect which really
occurs in the Absolute sense or is obtained, attained" - is not at all in
agreement or consonance with any Yukti whatsoever.
17. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 32.
18. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 32.

15. Suo Bh. 1-3-19. p. 192.
16. Br. Bh. 4-4-6. pp. 720. 721.

159. SOlne people argue out in the manner - "If Atman were
eternally Liberated only, then listening (Shravana) to the scriptural
texts for the sake of attaining Liberation will be futile: even the
Shaaslras delineating devices or methods of attaining Liberation also
will become futile. l'herefore, one should reckon that Liberation (Moaksha) is a special kind of Phala (resultant fruit) to be really
attained afresh."
We have already in section 156 given a fitting answer to this
argument. Because the ignorant comnlon run of people do not know the
truth that - "We are perennially of the essential nature of 'Nilya
Shuddha Buddha Mukta Swaroopa"' - despite the fact that they are
eternally liberated or free from Bondage, they are 'bound' indeed. In
order to remove or sublate that Avidya which is of the nature of delusion or misconception, the spiritual instruction by the Shaaslras
becomes necessary. But to those who are fully aware of this SelfKnowledge the teaching by the Shaastras is not necessary at all. 111is
fact too we have already mentioned in section 39. 1ne Duailins (dualists)
too have accepted that alnong the liberated souls there do not exist the
distinctions of Samsaara (transmigratory existence) and Samsaaritwa
(transmigratoriness): in their doctrines the futility of the Shaastrus does
not arise at all. In fact, in their doctrines too in the state of Bondage
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alone the Shaastras become meaningful, purposeful. In the same
manner, In the teachings of Vedanta philosophy also let it be assumed
that for those who have cognized or Intuited the Aatmaikatwa (the nonduality or Absolute oneness of Atman) the Shaastras are futile only: if in
the matter of, or region of, Avidya the scriptures are Saarthaka
(purposeful, meaningful). then that Is enough.
19. G. Bh. 2-68. p. 115.

20. G. Bh. 13-2. p. 505.

160. Some others argue out In the manner - AlIf Samsaaritwa is
real, then by means of Knowledge of the type - 'I am Asamsaaree; I am
not a Kariru or a Bhoktru' - alone that Samsaaritwa should be
sublated, is it not? But till death no one ever gets rid of this
Samsaariswaroopa (this innate nature of transmigratoriness). It being
so, how at all can the Asamsaaritwa Jnaana (the Knowledge of one
being non-transmigratory) accrue? Therefore, till the, body exists
Bondage really exists and after the body falls off alone Liberation can
really be attained."
11115 argument is not proper. For, there is no objection or hindrance
to accept the fact that just as the knowledge of scriptural rituals like
Agnihoatra etc. which are said to yield the fruit of Swarga (heaven), the
Knowledge of Brahman. which is of the essential nature of Atnlan
(the Sell) who Is Akartru (non-doer), can also be acquired from the
valid means of the S haas tras. 1bis fact we have already explained in
section 72. In truth, Avidya (metaphysical ignorance), Kaama (desires)
and Karma (action) these alone comprise the Bondage of
Samsaaritw~
although this transmigratoriness appears to be
absolu tely true In the waking state, it is evident and is established on
the strength of everyone's experience that in the deep sleep state these
Avidya-I{aama-l{arma categories do not exist whatsoever. 1'his truth
has been pointed out in the topic dealing with the deliberation on the
three states of Consciousness (Avaslhaatraya Vichaal-a). The scriptures
too are expounding that in the deep sleep state the Asamsaari
Swaroopa devoid of Avldya-I{aama-Karma (categories) alone exists.
"'herefore. there Is every scope for Intuitively cognizing our essential
nature of Asamsaaritwa while we are embodied itself.
21. Br. Bh. 4-3-19. p. 654.
22. Br. Bh. 4-3-21. p. 661.
23. Sr. Bh. 4-3-22. p. 666.

24. Br. Bh. 2-1-19. p. 285.
25. Br. Bh. 2-1-19. p. 289.

161. In the scriptures there are sentences of the type - "He gets
established in His real essential form" - (Chhaandogya Upanishad
8-3-4); "Being Brahman. He nlerges in Brahnlan" - (B,ihadaaranyaka
Upanishad 4-4-6); "Having been Liberated, He becomes or gets
Liberated" - (I{alha Upanishad 2-2-2); "He who is not eInbodied is not
touched or tainted by deSirable or undesirable things" - (Chhaandogya
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Upanishad 8-12-1). On the strength of these scriptural statements,
some people argue out that there are two kinds of Afulcti viz. Liberation
after death called 'VidehamukU", and while alive getting Liberated
called ··Jeeuanmukti".

This argument Is opposed to both the scriptures and Vedanta
Slddhaanta. For, the scriptural statements like 'Tattwamasi"
- meaning, "1'hou art that Sadbrahman (the Ultimate Reality of the
essence of Absolute Being or Existence) alone"; "Aham Brahmaasmi"
- meaning, IAI am verily that Brahman" etc. - which state that here
and now alone Atman is Brahman. It is not possible to interpret the
scriptural statement - "You are verily that Brahman" - to mean that
- ''You will become Brahman after death." The scriptural statement
-

"Brahmaiua Sun BrahmaapyeU" -

(Brihadaaranyaka lJpanishad

4-4-6) is clearly affirming that Jeeva here and now itsel( (i.e. while living
In this mortal body) is verily Brahman; the scriptural statement does
not at all state that in future he becomes Brahman and merges in
Brahman. We have also previously in section 155 mentioned that the
scriptures emphatically state that "Suena Roopena Abhinishpadyate" - meaning, He becomes established in His essential form or
nature, and this sentence purports to state that - "By means of
Jnaana (Self-Knowledge or Intuitive experience) the Jeeua Intuits his
ever-existing (Nitya Siddha) essential nature of Pure BeingConsciousness-Bliss" - indeed. Further, the Kathoapanishad sentence
- 'Vimuktascha Vimuchyate" - meaning; being ever-Liberated he
becomes or gets Liberated - (2-2-1) also clearly affirms that Atnlan is
uNityamuleta" (eternally Liberated) alone. The antagonists may ask in
the manner - "Why then it is once again stated in the scriptures
like - 'Brahmaapyeti' - meaning, he attains Brahman, the
Ultimate Reality: 'Vimuchyate' - meaning, he gets "Liberated,
freed"? But these statements have been made with the prime
purport of teaching that - "Here and now alone (i.e. while alive in
the present physical body) the Jeeva is Liberated from AvidyaKaama-Kanna categories: he dos not get embodied or reborn after
death as in the case of Ajnas, i.e. the ignorant people" - alone.
1berefore, as soon as Jnaana (Intuitive Self-lillowledge) is attained the
Sadyoanlukti (being Liberated while in the embodied condition), which
is attained, is one and one alone: Mukti cannot be of two kinds and so
the statement or argument that it is of two kinds is not a proper propoSition. In fact, Mukti means Brahman, the Absolute, 1ranscendental
Reality, Itself; there are not, and can never be, many forms of Brahman
(for, Reality cannot be manifold and varied). For that reason too the
statement that - "MukH is of two kinds" - is not proper or reasonable.
28. Ka. Bh. 2-2-1. p. 185.
29. Suo Bh. 3-4-52. p. 810.

26. Suo Bh. 3-3-32. p. 705.
27. Br. Bh. 4-4-6. p. 720.
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162. Some Vedanttns are arguing out in the manner - '!be Muktt
that is attained while embodied is Gouna (of secondary importance): for,
then there exist the body, Praarabdha Karma (the fruit of actions which
have become ripe enough to fructity) and also sufficient Avtdya-Kaama.
Hence, Videhamuktt (Liberation without the body, accruing after giving
up the mortal coil), devoid of this Avidyalesha (remainder or remnant
of A vidya) , alone is the main Mukti in the predominant sense
or importance."
This especially is not proper at all. For the belief or concept that
Atman has a body is caused by Mithyaabhimaana (the misconceived,
wrong identification), which means that misconceiVing Chaitanya

(Pure Consciousness) to be the body and thereby identifying with the
Adhyaasaroopa (superimposed or misconceived form or nature of 'I'
notion or Pramdatrutwa): and so. it is not Paramaartha (really real). This
truth we have previously mentioned in sectlon 137. In the present
context, the statement that - "Because at present the body is
appearing or Is seen to exist, only after death the real, genuine
Ashareeratwa or unembodiedness accrues" - is not correct: for, in the
dream this body of the waking does not exist and in deep sleep there
does not exist any relationship with any kind of a body whatsoever.
Therefore, Ashareeratwa is natural, meaning, it is our essential nature
of Being. To a Jnaani (Realized soul endowed with Self-Knowledge) there
is no scope or possibility of having any Kaama, Karma whatsoever: for,
he has completely got rid of Avidya, which really means misconception
or wrong identification. To one who does not have the Vishesha Jnaana
(knowledge of the nature of distinctive cognition or Intuition) of any real
entity (Vastu) as - 'such and such a thing' - to such a person alone
misconception or wrong knowledge exists. There is no cause or scope
for a Jnaani, who has attained the certitude or conviction of the type"Atman is Brahman alone" - to have any more misconception or wrong
knowledge at all. Of course. by virtue of the latent impressions
(Samskaaras) of the old or previously existing Avidya memories or
mental concepts (Smritis) which appear to be akin to Mithyaapratyaya
(false perceptions) may arise. Just as in the case of people who know the
four cardinal directions of east. west, north and south, also sometimes
get deluded about the cardinal directions, in the same way this
Mithyaqjnaana-abhaasa (the temporary) delusion of the nature of
wrong knowledge or misconception) is sublated or destroyed by
Samyag.Jnaana (correct, Intuitive Knowledge) alone and not that it can
ever pose any threat or harm whatsoever to the Intuitive Knowledge. We
have also previously stated that there is no room whatsoever for a
Jnaani to have Avidya. Therefore, while alive or embodied in the present
life alone one can attain Muktt and not after death (or after ~i\'ing up
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one's mortal coil), and this truth Shri Shankara has repeatedly
proclaimed in and through his Bhaashyas.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 40.
Br. Bh. 1-4-10. p. 169.
Mu. Bh.3-2-2. pp.160, 161,162.
Ka. Bh. 2-3-14. p. 213.

34:
35.
36.
37.

Mu. Bh. 3-2-6. p. 166.
Br. Bh. 4-4-6. p. 720.
Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 42.
Suo Bh. 2-1-14. p. 329.

XXII. APARA BRAHMAN
163. Moaksha Is not Utpaadya, is not Vikaarya and Is not
Samskaarya. Therefore. it is stated previously in section 158 that It

cannot be obtained or attained afresh as a result of, or by means of, any
Saadhanas. Although this teaching is true, there remains a doubt that
Moaksha can be Praapya (that which can be attained afresh)! In
Chhaandogya Upanishad 8-12-3 the statement that - "Svena Roopena
Abhintshpadyate" - It has been propounded there that Moaksha is not
Ii separate state (A'vasthaantara) which is attained afresh and that
Moaksha, which appeared as if it was not attained because of Avidya,
was attained by means of Vidya (Self-Knowledge). Although this truth
we had mentioned in section 155 by way of a Samaadhaana (tentatively
satisfactory answer), there are a few people who may raise a doubt that
- "Moaksha Is a thing which is Praapya" - saying that this fact is
known directly from some scriptural statements. For. it has been
described in detail that - "'Brahma Jnaani goes (after death) via a
particular path and obtains Brahma~ and that he therein (in that
Loaka called Brahma lDaka) by mere SankaZpa (volition) can acquire
Siddhts (mystic powers), by means of which he can have whatever he
desires. Therefore, Mukti is a thing which can be attained afresh only."
But this doubt Is not proper at all. For Moakshaavastha (the state of
Liberation) means Brahman alone and not anything else whatsoever.
Because Brahman means our Atman alone, one cannot at all possibly
say that It is something which is Aapya or Praapya. Even in the
philosophical teachings of those who affirm that Brahman is different or
separate from Atman. because Brahman is accepted to be Sarvagata
(all-peIVading, all-consuming), It is verily Nityap raap ta (eternally
attained): space which is Sarvagata need not be touched or reached by
anyone after going or traversing a distance. is it not? In the same way,.
here also in the present context we must reckon. Besides. in the
scriptural texts phenomena like Gati (going from ""one life. birth or
Janma. or one world or Loaka), Aishwarya (the material wealth.
assets etc.) have been mentioned as topics pertaining to Apara
Brahman which is a Kaarya (effect). In reality. such phenomena are
not related to Para Bralunan at all. For, as Para Brahman is every one's
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Alman alone and also is Sarvagata there is no possibility whatsoever for
any Gantrutwa (going, traversing) or Gantavyatwa (being reached as the
destination) to exist at all. Because Apara Brahman does not exist in

any known particular space, spot or region too, It is not having any
Gantavyatwa at all.
3. Tai. Bh. 1-10-4. p. 276.
4. Suo Bh. 4-3-7. p. 879.

1. Suo Bh. 3-4-52. p. 810.
2. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 32.

164. The statement that Brahman is two-fold is not merely a vain
concept. It has been clearly stated in the scriptures that one should
meditate upon Brahman, the Ultimate Reality, of the two types of Para
and Apara as Aumkaara alone. Para Brahman is described in the
scriptures in the manner - "It is not gross: It is not small like an atom:
It is not that. It is not this" - etc. by refuting or sublating all the special
characteristics superimposed or projected by Avidya upon Atman.
When the scriptures describe Brahman with names and forms and such
other special features or characteristics for the purpose of Upaasana
(Ineditation), that very Brahman alone is called "Apara Brahman". In
Vedantic parlance Para Bra/mlan which is to be Intuitively cognized
(Jneya) is called by the various synonymous tenns of Aviloita, Mukhya,
I{aarana Brahman, Nirupaadhika Brahman, Nishprapancha Brarunan,
Nirguna Brahman etc., while the Para Brahman, which is to be
nleditated upon (Upaasya), Is called by the various synonyms of Apara Brahman,
Kaarya
Brahman,
Soapaadhika
Brahman,
Saprapancha Brahman, Amukhya Brahman, Savishesha Brahman,
SClguna Brahnlan, Saakaara Brahman, Soappakhya Brahman etc. In
fact. even this difference or distinction of Para Brahman and Apara
Brahnlan is superimposed or misconceived because of Auidya
(Aauidyaka) and hence this distinction is not harmful or detrimental to
the scriptural statenlents expounding Advaita (non-duality).
5. Suo Bh. 4-3-14. pp. 891,892.
6. Suo Bh. 1-1-12. p. 62.

7. Suo Bh. 1-1-12. p. 64.

165. It is mentioned in the scriptures that if one has attained
Brclhnlan in the manner of GaUpooruaka (by the via media of
lucditaUon), he goes to the re~ion of Brahnla Loaka and does not return
to this world. If Brahrnan is the cause (Kaarana) for that world, to call
\vhat is an effect U{aa7ya) as Brahman (the cause) will not be reasonable
and proper; but, it has been stated in that nlanner, in the scriptures. It
has also been very clearly described in the scriptural texts that those
who have departed from a particular region attain Amritatwa
(inullortality). For all these reasons, to some people it may appear that
B,.c~hnlan is Praapya alone, and that this teaching is in consonance with
the scriptural statenlents. SOlne others also nlay doubt in the manner
- "AlUl0ugh Brahnlan is Nityapraapya (etelnally attained or obtained),
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Just as on the earth which Is ever obtained (ever existing and available)
from one place or region one can go or traverse to another place or
re~ion: or one person passing from his own Baalyaavastha (childhood),
to his own Vaardhakaavastha (state of old age), why cannot Brahman
be Praapya?"
1"0 all such doubts the solution is: "In the sCriptural statements like 7his person does not return to this region'; To those people there is
nothing like coming back or returning to this world' - the purport
in1 plied in them is their returning to the life of mortality or transn1igration during another '[{alpa' (creation of the world). We have per
force to interpret those sentences In the above manner, because the
scriptures can never preach anything contrary to a logical argument or
device which has necessarily to be in consonance with Anubhava
(universal Intuitive experience) of the type - What is ever Sarvagata
(all- pelVading) cannot ever be got afresh by going or traversing
an)'\\'here.· (Naastyakritaha KTitena - meaning. Moaksha, which is not
the resultant fruit of any Karma, can never be attained by Karma of any
ltind whatsoever). The scriptures may well propound 'Krama Mukti'
(gradual. graded Liberation), in the sense that - 'In the Kaarya Brahma
LOCl1ca (the world of the four- headed Brahma, the Creator God), which is
attained as a fruit of Upaasanas stipulated in the scriptures, those who
attain the Intuitive Self-Knowledge (Jnaana) may become Liberated
ii-om that world (Loaka) itself and they will not return to this
transInigratory life (Samsaara):' In support of this interpretation there
are SnlTitis (statements made by Rishis or sages from their memory).
lbere is a SmTiH statement that - "The Sthaana (place or state of
existence, till the final dissolution of the world) is called 'AmritaLwa' or
il1Ullortality." Besides, it is not wrong to call "Brahma Loa1ca" as
'~nuila" (immortal) relatively when it is compared to other lesser,
inferior Loakas (worlds, regions) because the former does not get
destroyed or dissolved throughout a 'Kalpa' (the entire duration of the
created world). Because of the reasons that - (1) Kaarya Brahma is
velY near Para Brahman in many respects or aspects; (2) while Para
Rrc.hnlan Itself is being nleditated upon (as the Upaasya Devata) as if
associated with some [{aarya Dhamlas (special features or qualities
seen in the created elnpirical world of duality), that Para BrahInan Itself
gets the nomenclature of ''Apara Brahnlan" or "1{aarya Brahman", the
Apara Brahman may, in a secondary sense, be called "Brahman".
111erefore, it must be reckoned (discerned) properly that all the terms
like - uAnaaurilti" (non-return to the transmigratory existence or
Sanlsaara) , ''Anuilatwa'' (immortality), "Brahnla" (the four-headed
Creator God called by this name) - are used in a secondary sense with
a secondary meaning or purport (Gounaartha). Because the scriptures
propound that in Brahman. the Ultimate Reality, there are no special
characteristics or categories whatsoever like time, space, causation etc.
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this Brahman is not a thing to be reached or attained afresh or anew
Just as any spatial region to be reached by travelling or any state like
Vaardhakaavastha. Therefore. the genuine Siddhaanta Is: "Para
Brahman, the Ultimate. Absolute Reality. is not something to be
attained. acquired or reached afresh (Praapya)."
8. Ch. Bh. 5-10-2. p. 357.
9. Suo Bh. 4-3-10. p. 881.
10. Ch. Bh. 5-10-2. pp. 356,357.

11 Suo Bh. 4-3-9. p. 880.
12. Ch. Bh. 5-10-2. pp. 358, 359.
13. Suo Bh. 4-3-14. pp. 884. 885.

166. Some people may think in the manner: "In the scriptural texts
even In Chapters devoted to. or exclusively pertaining to. 'Para Brahma
Vidya'. which the Vedantins have accepted to be so, at many places or
In many contexts it has been stated that there are 'UtkraanU' (departure
or exit) through 'Naadi' (subtle kind of neIVes) 'Catt' (travel. acquiring
another state), ~mrttatwa Praapti' (attainmt 'Ilt of immortality). For
example. in the Kathoapanishad (2-3-1) through a Naadi a particular
kind of 'CaU' as also ~mritatwa' has been mentioned. In the
Chhaandogya Upanishad, after mentioning Naama Roopa Nirvahana
Kartm (one who destroys or annihilates the names and forms) as Para
Brahm~ it has been further stated that - 'I will attain the position of
Prajaapati's assemblage' - i.e. a Praapya Phala (a fruit to be obtained
afresh). In the Taittireeya Upanishad it has been described that one who
cognizes Brahman departs from this world and in the sequential or
progressive order of ~nnamaya', 'Praanamaya', 'Manoamaya',
Vynaanamaya' Atmans and finally he attains the ~anandamaya
Atman'. In addition to this, in the very Chapter devoted to preaching
that - "By means of the Knowledge of Para Brahman the seeker obtains
or attains ~atmaswaroopa' (the essential nature of the SeIO" - in the
Chhaandogya Upanishad, ~ishwarya' (rich mystic powers of - eating
or enjoying, whatever one wants or Wishes; of playing, sporting or
revelling in whatever manner one Wishes and finally of enjoying
copulation with women and such other objects of enjoyment which
become materialized by mere volition or willing etc.) is mentioned.
1'herefore, it is not possible to argue out that all that has been stated
about Gati, Utkraanti and Aishwarya is exclusively pertaining to the
topic of 'Saguna Brahman' (the Ultimate Reality with adjuncts or
qualities or special characteristics alone), is it not?"
But in all such contexts too we can interpret them to suit 'Nirguna
Vidya' (the Knowledge of the Ultimate Reality without qualities or
special characteristics). To wit, what is mentioned in the
Kathoapanishad is the 'Gatt' (transforlned state) that is attained or
obtained by Upaasakas (meditators) on ~para Brahman'; that has been
preached there in that context in order to or for the ultimate purport of
praising, eulogising the 'Brahma Vidya' (Self-Knowledge), which is the
relevant topic. 1ben it will not be wrong or improper to mention
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(a relative or comparative lmmortality) that is
attained by means of 'Apara Vtdya' in order to, or for the purport of,
praising 'Para Vidya' in the same manner as - 'In order to eulogize or
praise Apara Vtdya comparatively It Is stated that by means of Apara
Viclya one departs through the Sushumnaa Naadi and attains spiritual
progress and Amrttatwa and, at the same time, it is disparagingly stated
or preached that those who depart from or through other Naadis return
to 'Samsaaragati', which is verily Duhkhamaya or full of untold and
innumerable miseries without let. Or, it may be interpreted that what
is mentioned in the Kathoapanishad is the concluding teachings about
the fruits or results of Agni Vidy~ which is again an 'Apara Vidya'
(inferior knowledge pertaining to some rituals). Because what is stated
in the Chhaandogya Upanishad is the conclusion drawn about Apara
Vidya alone, therein the propriety of mentioning a Galt is not defective
or wrong. There in that Upanishad either in conceiving or interpreting
the statement which describes or delineates the essential nature of
Para Brahman as a separate Prakarana (topic or Chapter devoted
exclusively for a particular purpose) there is no contradiction
whatsoever. The scriptural statement there, viz. "I will become the
Yashas (fame, reputation) of Brahmins" - meaning, 'Sarvaatmatwa'
(essential nature of Atman in everyone or everything) which is inferred
therein also may amount to mean 'Sarva ]{amla' (all actions or rituals),
'Sarva Kaama' (all desires). In the sentence found in the Taittireeya
Upanishad, the meaning of the statement - "After giving up this Loaka
(worldf - Is: "When the seeker becomes Virakta (disinterested) in
Drishta (Visible) and Adrishta (invisible) Vishaya (objects)'; for that
reason alone, in this scripture the attainment of Brahmanhood or
Brahma Praapti is described with qualities like Adrishyatwa etc.
Therefore, here in this scripture too Utkraanti and Gatt have not been
mentioned or taught. Further, if there is an objection of the type "'How is it proper to have described in detail Aishwarya to be acquired
afresh in a Chapter devoted to the Knowledge (Intuition) of Para
Brahman?" - raised, it can be conceived, by way of explanation, that ~"1'his description is given in order to eulogize the state of the Jnaani
(the Realized soul), who has no misety whatsoever; or, it can also be
explained that this Aishwarya is delineated in a Chapter devoted to
Para Vidya for the purposes of praising the Sarvaatma BhaalJa
(the comprehensive outlook of Intuiting everything to be nothing but
Alman) by preaching that, because a Mukta (a Liberated soul) has in
reality become 'Sarvaatman', the mystical powers or capacities of
Devatas (various deities) and Yogis (mystics) are truly those of a
Liberated soul alone...
14. Suo Bh. 4-3-14. p. 884.
15. Ka. Bh.2~16.p.214.
16. Su. Bh. 4-3-14. p.884.

17. Tai. Bh. 2-8. p. 357.
18. Suo Bh. 4-4-6. p. 900.
19. Br. Bh. 3-9-28. pp. 567, 568.
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167. In order to justify or substantiate specifically the truth that
- "Phenomena, like ULkraanti. Gati., Aishwarya etc. have not been
mentioned exclusively in the scriptural texts in the sense of or with the
Jneaning that Para Brahman is Praapya (something that is to be
attained afresh)" - we have delineated Yuktis (logical devices), in
consonance with universal Intuitive experiences like - 1'he dialectic
method of expounding that - The Moakshaavastha means really
Brahman alone which is nothing but our Atman' - (sections 161,163);
the dialectic method of propounding that - 'Brahman is Niruishesha'
- (section 164); the dialectic method of saying that - 'Because of the
reason that what Is attained or acquired as the resultant fruit of any
Saadhanas becomes Kritaka and hence it becomes Anitya alone'
- (section 165) and such other dialectic methods. In addition to these,
the scriptures themselves are clearly stating that - "His Praanas
(vital forces) do not depart from here" - to refute the beliefs of Praana
ULkramana, as also the scriptures clearly affirm that - "Having been
Brahnlan (in essence) alone, he becomes one with, or merges in,
Brahmanu ; "He attains Brahman, here and now (in this very life) itself'
- and in such other clear statements that Sadyoamukli (also called
JeevanmuJctO - meaning. Liberation while living in this very body, is
possible to attain here and now only. For such reasons too topics
regarding Utkraantt, Gatt and Aishwarya etc. are related to Apara
Brahman alone.
22~

20. Ka. Bh. 2-3-16. p. 214.
21. Suo Bh. 4-2-13. p. 861.

Mu. Bh. 2-2-7. p. 137.

168. One cannot doubt in the manner - "If it Is contended that in
order to eulogise the Saruaatma Bhaaua (Intuitive ~~perience of seeing
everything to be full of Pure Consciousness) of a MuJeta (a Liberated
soul), the Aishwarya (abundance of mystic powers) that are found in
l'ogis etc. are described, then does it not amount to saying that the
miseries that are seen to exist in Sthaavara (immobile objects) and
Jal1gama (mobile or moving creatures) also will have to be found in a
Mukta who is Sarvaatma (the essential nature of Being of everything}?"
For, since a Mukta is the Self of everything he is also the Self of Duhkha
(misery) too. In fact, all the SuJeha and Duhkha that are seen to be
e,.'Cpelienced by Jeeuas are Adhyaaroapita but Jnaani., by virtue of the
Jnaana (the Intuitive Knowledge of Aatmaswaroopa) has got this
Adhyaaroapa sublated or falsified (Apavaada; Baadhita). 1'herefore,
there is no possibility of any Duhkha. Even so, because of the reason
that in our workaday world all the happiness that accrues fronl various
objects to the people is. in reality, belonging to Atnlan. of the essence of
Pure Bliss, alone - (Tailtireeya Bhaashya-2-5) - it will not be wrong
or inlproper to state that - "'rhe happiness that is enjoyed by Yogis,
deities etc., who are Siddhasan1calpas (people or beings endo\ved with
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the mystic powers of readily or instantaneously getting any desires
fulfilled or pleasures obtained) are those of a Jnaani alone who is
established in Aatmaswaroopa" - In order to eulogise, praise the
merits of Moaksha alone.
23. Sr. Sh. 3-9-28. p. 568.

24. Ch. Bh. 8-12-1. pp. 649, 650.

169. Now, another doubt may arise and that is: "Howat all can the
special characteristics, like Utkraanti, Gati, Desha Videsha Gamana,
Aishwarya Praapti, which do not adhere to or which are not applicable
to one who has cognized (realized) 'Para Brahman', be made applicable
to 'Apara Brahman'? Is it not true that Siddhaantins (the proponents of
Vedantic teachings) affirm that - 'Para Brahman Itself, by virtue of Its
association with certain adjuncts, is called Apara Brahman'? It being
so. where is the scope for these Vedantins to conceive of differences of
the type - 'For one the special features like Ulkraanti, Gati etc. are
applicable. whereas for another these special features are not applicable
. or s uitable?U'
For such a doubt there is one and only solution, and that is: "If it is
said that - What is not applicable or suitable in the absolute sense
(or in the Pranlaartha DrishtO. even that is applicable from the viewpoint
of Avidya' - one need not be surprised at all. In fact, even though Jeeva
Is. In his essence of Being, lshwara alone. his Jnaana and Aishwarya
have become hidden owing to Auidya, Kaama, Karma categories. By
virtue of Vidya (Self-Knowledge) that essential nature endowed with
those excellences becomes manifest or explicit. We have previously
stated in section 134 that in the realm of Avidya alone the divisions or
distinctions of Jeeva and lshwara are appearing because of the
association with the adjuncts. Besides, Jeeva means 'one who has put
on. or who is sustained. supported by. Praana (the vital force),. But to
one who has Intuited that - 'I am that Paramaatman alone devoid of
any kind of special characteristics or distinctions whatsoever' - to
such a person neither the Praanas (the five types of vital forces
functioning in the body) nor his transmigration to any other birth.
along with his Praanas for the purpose of enjoying the fruits of his
actions (Karmas), become applicable or suitable. In fact, one who does
not have or who is not sustained or supported by Praanas is not a
Vee va , at all: a Jeeva's 'Jeevatwa' (being associated with
transmigratoriness) is nothing but his misconceiving his essential
nature of the Self (Alman) - because of, or by virtue of, Avidya - to be
having some relationship with Praana. But from the standpoint of the
Intuitive experience of the Self. because of the reason that Brahman is
Sarvagata (all-peIVasive), neither the condition of attaining Para
BrahTnan nor the condition of any transmigration for the purpose of
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attaining Para Brahman becomes valid or suitable; but ~para
Brahman' is the name given to 'Hiranyagarbha' (the primordial Being),
the first born who exists in a particular Loaka (world), and hence in that
context there can be a possibility of transmigration or GatL Because
Para Brahman Is really a Jeeua's Atman it does not become valid or
suitable to say, in the predominant sense, that one obtains the
Aishwarya of Paramaatman; but because the attainment of the Loaka
or world of Kaarya Brahman associated with special qualities or
features, the condition of Aishwarya Praapti also becomes valid or
suitable in that case or context. Thus although Brahman is one and one
only (non-dual Absolute Reality without a second entity to It), when we
accept the divisions or distinctions of Jeeua and Ishwara in the realm of
Auidya or from the standpoint of Auidya - then that very Brahman
alone may be conceived as 'Apara Brahman' indeed: in that context or
from that standpoint a Jeeua may attain Gati, Utkraanti, Aishwarya
Praapti etc. also.
25. Suo Bh. 2-2-6. p. 596.
26. Br. Bh. 4-4-6. p. 720.
27. Ch. Bh. 5-10-2. p. 358.

28. Suo Bh. 4-3-7. p. 879.
29. Suo Bh. 4-4-16. p. 907.

170. There is a customary practice of calling both those who have
obtained the 'Aapekshika MukH' (relative Liberation) by means of
Upaasana and those who have attained the 'Brahma Swaroopa'
(the essential nature of Brahman) by means of 'Taltwajnaana' (Intuitive
expertence of the SelO by the same name of 'Muktas' alone in the
spiritual texts. But because the Mukti that is obtained by means of
'Saguna Vidya' exists in the realm of Auidya alone, therein the Muktas
do have the body, the senses as also the mind: they enjoy the
Aishwarya of getting many physical bodies and enjoying through them:
they have enjoyment equal to that of Parameshwara and they also have
the capability or qualification to gain the Jnaana in the 'Bra11ma LDalca'
and the resultant fruit of 'ApunaraauritU' (not returning to this
mundane life). But they do not have the 'Jagat Shrishti Kartrutwa'
(the ability to create the world). In only the case of those who have
attained A1uJcLi through 'Nirguna Vidya', on the other hand, the
attainment of oneness with the non-dual Brahmanhocx:L which is
devoid of all categories or special features, is fulfilled (it has become
consummate). Thus though the same word or nomenclature of 'Mukti'
is used in both the cases, there exis ts a difference be tween the two.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Suo
Suo
Suo
Suo

Bh.
Bh.
Bh.
Bh.

4-4-11.
4-4-15.
4-4-18.
4-4-21.

p. 903.
p. 906.
p. 909.
p. 911.

34. Suo Bh. 4-4-22. pp. 911,912.
35. Suo Bh. 4-4-17. p. 908.
36. Suo Bh. 4-4-16. pp. 906, 907.
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XXIII. UPAASANA OR MEDITATION
171. We have delineated that Brahman is of two types, viz.
Nlrupaadhika Brahman (Brahman devoid of any adjuncts and which is
Jneya - that which is to be Intuited or cognized) and Soapaadhika
Brahman (Brahman associated with adjuncts and which is Upaasya

- that which is to be meditated upon). Now, it becomes necessary to
find out the answer to the question - "Why is it that Upaasanas, i.e.
mental meditations, are stipulated as injunctions (Vidhi) in Jnaana
Kaanda?" For, Upaasana means, as per the scriptural statements, 'to
meditate or contemplate' upon an object mentioned in the scriptures in
a manner so as to formulate one singular concept about that particular
object without allowing any other concept of any other object to intrude
upon or intelVene in this continuity of that singular concept. Because
this too is a Kriya (action) alone (section 76) it is quite proper to
stipulate this by way of an injunction in the Kanna Kaanda. Besides,
because the Upaasanas are stipulated as injunctions in the Jnaana
Kaanda, one may doubt that Upaasanas are not 'Aauidyaka' (things
projected by ignoran'ce). Therefore, it is quite but natural for a doubt of
the type - 'Why is it that Upaasanas are not mentioned in the Karma
Kaanda itself?" - to arise in our mind.
Because Upaasanas are not possible to be carried out without there
being the duality of the nature of - 'Upaasaka' (the meditator) and
'Upaasya' (the thing or object meditated upon) - and secondly.
because in the non-dual Absolute Brahman, devoid of any special
features or categories (Niruishesha), this duality is appealing as a result
of Auidya alone, it becomes self-evident that the empirical dealings of
Upaasana are 'Aavidyaka' (phenomena within the realm or ambit
of ignorance). Even so, for the most valid or profound reasons like
- (1) Upaasanas too, like Jnaana. are mental concepts alone; (2) they
give rise to a fruit or result called 'Aapekshika Amritatwa' (a relative
immortality) which is very near or akin to 'Mukhya Kaiualya' (the
genuine, predominant immortality) of Self-Knowledge; (3) the 'Upaasya
Brahman' is a result or effect which is very close to or akin to 'Jneya
Brahman' - these Upaasanas have been mentioned in the Jnaana
l{aanda alone. 1bis, then, is a satisfactory, nay convincing, answer to
the above query.
1. Tai. Sh. 1-3. p. 237.
2. Suo Bh. 1-1-12. p. 62.

3. Ch. Bh. Intr. p. 5.

172. Among the

Upaasanas there are several varieties like
Karmaanga Upaasanas, Pra teekoapaasanas, Praanaadyupaasanas,
Brahmoapaasanas etc. All these are of the form or nature of

contemplating continuously with one singular concept which is
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pertaining to one particular object mentioned or stipulated in the
scriptures and in the same manner as instructed therein (meaning, the
meditator cannot opt to meditate upon that particular object as and
how he likes or fancies). However, they do not enable us to get rid of the
distinctions of Kriya (action), Kaaraka (the means of actions) - which
are superimposed upon, or misconceived in, Atman because of an
innate Auidya, unlike the Aduaita Jnaana (Intuitive experience of nonduality). Even so, because they are quite helpful aids for Advaita
Jnaana via Chittaaikraagyata (one-pointed concentration of the mind
which is purificatory in its effect), these Upaasanas have been
expounded in the Jnaana Prakarana (a Chapter devoted for Jnaana)
alone. Further, because of the valid reason that a mind that is thriving,
having been completely immersed in the habit of empirical actions
directed extrovertedly towards the materialistic world, cannot all of a
sudden enter into, or adapt itself to, any Upaasana, the scriptures first
of all stipulate 'Kannaanga Upaasanas' hneditations closer to physical
actions); thereafter the scriptures stipulate 'Prateeka Upaasanas'
(meditations spun round a particular object), which are 'Saalambana'
(solely dependent upon an external object); thereafter, the scriptures
have recomnlended 'Saguna Brahnloapaasanas' (meditations on
Brahman associated with certain special qualities or features). Only
after all these nlental meditations are gone through (and the mind is
purified or cleansed of its impurities or dross in the form of Kaamanas
or desires for nlundane or materialistic pleasures and possessive or
acquisitive egoism) the scriptures deal with Jnaana (the Intuitive
Knowledge of the SeIO.
4. Ch. Bh. Intr. pp. 5, 6.

173. Because Upaasanas are associated with nlental concepts or
thoughts (Vriltis) which are to be practised continuously and also
because they are, like physical actions, 'Purusha Tantra' (mental
actions well within the control or purview of the person concerned). as
also are 'Choadana Tanh-a' (actions pronlpted by a sCriptural injunction) - (section 76). they are not only extremely diflerent from Jnaana
but also are having fruits quite different from those of Jnaana. In this
respect too, it becoInes evident that Upaasanas are distinct from
Jnaana. 'fo wit. to those persons who practise Karmaanga
Upaasanas the complete progress or growth of the respective
Kanna accrues, while for those persons who are desirous of
Moaksha {Mumukshus} Jnaana Utpatti (the attainment of SelfKnowledge) is the fruit. For the Prateeka Upaasakas. according to
their respective objects kept before them as Prateeka, Drishta
(visible) or Adrish ta (invisible) fruits will accrue. For the Saguna
Brahma Upaasakas the fruits are Brahma Praapti (the attainment
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of Brahma Loaka) and Krama Mukti (phased Liberation); but for
Jnaana there accrues always and exclusively only one kind of fruit
at the very instant of Intuition (Jnaana Samakaala) itself which is

called the genuine Mukti. Sadyoamukti or Jeevanmukti
(Liberation. Beatitude here and now in this very life). Although for
all kinds of Upaasanas Paramaatman who is the Upaasya Devata
(the deity or God to be meditated upon), is one and the same, in accordance with the qualities or special features that are associated with
(i.e. superimposed upon) this Paramaatman for the purposes of their
meditations, the Upaasakas will attain those relevant and repective
fruits proportionate to those particular qualities or special features
(s uperim posed).
5. Suo Bh. 1-1-12. pp. 62, 63.

7. Suo Bh. 3-3-1. p. 645.

6. Suo Bh. 4-3-16. p. 894.

174. We have stated above that because of the following reasons
- (1) In Upaasanas there are the distinctions of Upaasya (the object on
~hich one has to meditate) and Upaasaka (the meditator): (2) Upaasya
Brahnlan (Brahman that is to be meditated upon) is an external object
to oneself: (3) it is Choadana Tantra (a thing to be performed as per
scriptural injunctions); (4) the fruits or results accrue in due course of
time: and (5) these fruits are different for different meditations
- Upaasanas are, as a rule, quite different (Vilakshanal from Jnaana.
For this reason alone. it becomes evident that Upaasanas are within the
purview or ambit of Avidya alone. Because of reasons like - --It is
propounded in the scriptural texts that the object of meditations is not
the Ultimate Reality of Brahman: it is criticized or deprecated clearly in
the scriptural texts that Upaasanas are practices within the ambit of
Avidya (Aavidyaka)" - it becomes established that - (1) Apart from
mental Upaasanas there exists exclusively Jnaana which is quite
different from Upaasanas: (2) By means of that Jnaana alone the
'Mulchya A1u1cti' (the predomInant, Absolute Liberation) is attained. 1his
truth we have previously substantiated also in section 65.
Br. Bh. 1-4-10. p. 171

8. Ke. Up. 1-5. p. 49.;
Ke. Up. Bh. 1-5. p. 51.
9. Br. Up. 1-4-10. p. 145.;

10. G. Bh. 12-13. p. 486.

175. On the strength of scriptural statements like - "'Ihat which is
meditated upon as "this' is not Brahman, the Ultimate Reality"
- (Kena Upanishad 1-5 to 9) - it should not be taken to mean that
- uSaguna Brahman is not the really real or genuine Brahman." For
that sCriptural statement the real interpretation is that - .. (lpaasana
Vishayatwa (the objectivity or extroverted ness prompted or 1I1duced by
the means of spiritual practices) of Upaasanas is not the essential
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nature of Pure, Absolute Being-Consciousness-Bliss of Brahman, the
Ultimate Reality", that Is all. We have previously in section 164 mentioned that in the scriptural texts Brahman Itself has been preached as
associated with some Kaarya Dharmas (special characteristics or
qualities suitable for, or which can be addressed to, an object or thing
in the external world of duality) so as to enable the seeker to meditate
upon as an object for mental meditation. By the usage of adjectives or
qualifying words like 'Aatmatwa', 'Paaparahitatwa', 'Saruakaaranatwa'
etc. it becomes evident that in the Upaasana Vaakyas (sentences
pertaining to mental meditations) alone the Supreme RealIty of Para
Brahman is Itself taught. But the special symbols, characteristics
mentioned therein in the Upaasana Vaakyas are related only to the
Upaadhis (adjuncts) and not to the essential nature of Brahman at all. A
clear crystal of alum or marble Is not really associated or blended with
the special features like the red colour of a flower placed in its vicinity,
is it not? Those Upaadhis too are 'Auidya Kalpita' (projected by
ignorance) alone; we have already in section 171 delineated that by
virtue of Avidya alone the empirical dealings of Upaasya - Upaasaka
are being carried out. Nirguna Vaakyas (scriptural sentences which
mention Brahman devoid of any special qualities or characteristics
whatsoever) especially, are teaching as theIr fmal goal or purport
(faatparya) the Brahma Swaroopa (the essential nature of Pure BeingConsciousness-Bliss of Brahman) alone. Therefore, there is no scope
whatsoever to reckon that Brahman that is taught or preached by the
Shrulis Is of two kinds or are two in number. lbe prime purport of the
Shrutis (Upanishads) is to teach (propound) in the ultimate analysis the
one and only Nirvishesha Brahman (the Pure, Absolute Reality, devoid
of all special characteristics or features) alone.
11. Suo Bh. 3-2-11. pp. 609.610.

12. Suo Bh. 3-2-14. p. 612.

176. Although the dIfferentiation as 'Upaasya' and 'Upaasaka' Is

itself a projection of Auidya. in general the seeker (Saadhaka) should
necessartly believe or conceive that In whatever manner the scriptures have described the essential nature of the 'Upaasya'in that very
manner that object really exists. If it Is not conceived in that manner,
then the defect or demerit of reckoning Vedas (the scriptural texts) as
~pramaana' (invalid, unauthentic means of knowledge) without the
proper cause for doing so (Nishkaarana) will attach itself. Therefore. the
seekers should per force presume (or ardently believe) with full faith
- especially when. among the scriptural sentences pertaining to
Upaasanas. there are sentences which. while describing the essence of
Brahman, are not opposed to or contradictory to the sentences which
propound the essential nature of Brahman as Pure BeingConsciousness-Bliss (fattwa Boadhaka VaakyasJ - that they describe
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the nature of Brahman which really exists in that manner. Not only
this. but also the seeker should presume. even with regard to sentences
which teach Upaasanas of objects which are not Brahman. that
- "When there does not exist any contradiction to Pramaanaantara
(other, alternative valid means of Knowledge), they are verIly sentences
teaching or Instructing the Reality as It Is (Yathaartha Boadhaka
VaakyasJ." Only when the special qualities or characteristics men ..
tloned In the Upaasana Vaakyas appear to be opposed to the Brahma
Swaroopa Prattpaadaka Vaakyas (sentences which preach the essential
nature of Absolute Being-Consciousness-Bliss of Brahman), then the
seeker should discern that they are taught in that manner for the
purpose of meditation alone. and not that they too are really the
qualities or features belonging to the essence of Brahman. For, the
Tatpara Vaakyas' (sentences pertaining to the essential nature of
Brahman) are stronger and predominant in their nature and purport
than the 'Atatpara Vaakyas' (sentences meant for an inferior purport
other than preaching the Reality in Its essence): because the Brahma
Vaakyas are found invariably to signify or teach the essential nature of
'the Ultimate Reality of Brahman. they have a consummation
(culmination) of their purport in that Brahma Swaroopa alone: whereas.
because the Up aas ana Vaakyas are 'Upaasana Pradhaana'
(predominantly meditation-oriented), they do not always have the prime
purport of the various descriptions of 'Brahma Swaroopa' mentioned In
them. For this reason alone. If In 'Ntrguna Vaakyas' (scriptural
sentences teaching Upaasanas devoid of any special characteristics),
which agree with or suit the 'Saguna Roopa' (the Reality associated with
adjuncts with special qualities or characteristics), then the seeker
should discern that these are meant to signify the 'Vibhootis', profound
and extra-ordinary excellences of the Supreme Lord (i.e. Ishwara or
Brahman) and thereby to praise or eulogise that Reality. For. it cannot
be accepted that really, or In the ultimate analysis. Brahman. the
Absolute. Transcendental Reality. exists both as 'Sag una , and
·Nirguna'. For this reason alone, although the Sootrakaara
(Shri Baadaraayanaachaarya) has taught that the 'Dahara Vaakya'
(Upaasana Vaakya) pertaining to Dahara Vidya, which propounds
'Brahma Swaroopa' In the Chhaandogya Upanishad 8-1-1 and In the
Brihadaaranyaka Upanishad 4-4-22. the sentence which teaches the
unity of purpose or Identity between Vljnaanaatman' and 'Nirguna
Brahman'
are one and the same.
the Bhaashyakaara
(Shri Shankaraachaarya) has described (or expounded) that the seeker
should discern that - "One should add up the special characterIstics
found in the Nirguna Vaakya to the Saguna Vaakyas of the
Chhaandogya Upanishad and then carty on the meditation, as also
conceive that the Saguna Visheshanas (the special characteristics)
found in the Saguna Vaakyas of the Brihadaaranyaka Upanishad do
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signify the 'Vibhootis' (profound excellences or manifestations) of
Nirguna Brahman alone. Although the Brahman which is referred to or
taught in both these contexts (in Chhaandogya and Brihadaaranyaka
Upanishads) is one and the same, in Chhaandogya Its 'Upaasya Roopa'
(form that is to be meditated upon) is taught: whereas, in
Brihadaaranyaka Its 'Jneya Roopa' (the essential nature of Pure BeingConsciousness-Bliss which is to be cognized or Intuited as the Ultimate
Reality) is taught.
tt

15. Suo Bh. 3-3-39. p. 717.

13. Br. Bh. 1-3-1. p. 45.
14. Suo Bh. 3-2-14. p. 612.

XXIV. SPIRITUAL PRACTICES (SAADHANAS)
FOR AATMA VIJNAANA (INTUITION OF SELF)
177. Although Atman is our very core of Being, the common run of
people are not Intuiting or cognizing Him as a result of Ajnaana (a lack
of absence of Self-Knowledge). 1"herefore. there is an indispensable need
of cognizing Him. This Self-Knowledge (IntUition) is called in the
scriptural texts by words or terms like - 'Darshana', 'Vljnaana',
'Laabha' etc. Although In the scriptures both (i) the special
Knowledge rvljnaana) that is to be obtained from Upaasanas which are
of the fonn of purely conceptual knowledge and endowed with faith or
belief and (ii) the Self-Knowledge attained through Jnaana (Intuition),
which Is of the essential nature of the cognition of the Reality (Vastu) as
It Is - are called by the same word or term, there exists a difference
between the two. Though in the scriptural texts all the technical terms
like Jnaana, Vedana, Upaasana, Vidya etc. are used as synonyms
(PanJaaya Shabda). these words do have the two meanings or connotations of - (I) BhaalJana (faith, belief, conceptual knowledge): (ii) Vastu
Tantra Jnaana (the Intuitive, cognitive Knowledge or experience) of the
VastUt i.e. the Entity or Reality as 'It really is' or 'It really exists'.
Following the conventions formulated by the present-day authors
of Vedantic texts we will call the 'Vastu Tantra Jnaana' of the
Ultimate Reality as It really exists (in Its essential nature of Pure
Being-Consciousness..Bliss) by the term 'Jnaana', and the
'Dhyaana' (mental meditation or contemplation which is of the
form of 'Bhaavana Roopa' i.e. concepts, beliefs, emotions, feelings)
by the term 'Upaasana'.
1. Suo Bh. 1-1-17. pp. 69, 70.
2. Suo Bh. 4-1-1. p. 813.
3. Ch. Bh. 1-1-1. pp. 7,8.
4. Br. Up. 1-4-7. pp. 109, 110., Br.
Bh. 1-4-7. pp. 124, 125.

5. Ch. Up. 8-1-1. p. 572., Ch. Up.
Bh. 8-1-1. pp. 573,574.
6. Ch. Up. 8-7-1. pp. 616, 617.•
Ch. Up. 8-7-1. p. 618.
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178. Shrauana Oistening Intuitively to the scriptural teachings),
Manana (reasoning or deliberating Intuitively upon those teachings) and Nididhyaasana (contemplating Intuitively the Ultimate
Reality of Atman) - all these three are the direct, Saadhanas which
help cognize or Intuit Atman as He is or really exists in His essence per
se and attain 'Vynaana' which is 'Vastu Tantra', 1.e. unlike objective
intellectual knowledge it is the Intuition or cognitive Knowledge entirely
dependent upon the Reality in esse. But in order to attain 'Vljnaana'.
which is of the form or nature of identification (Abhimaana) with a
particular 'Devata' (deity), as oneself as a result of practising certain
Upaasanas, It is necessary for the ardent seeker to carty on continuously. to conceive of or to contemplate upon the form of the Upaasya
Vishaya (the object of meditation), without allowing any alien concept.

thought, feeling, emotion etc. to intervene or intrude in between.
9. Sr. Sh. 1-3-9. p. 65.

7. Sr. Up. 4-5-6. p. 776.
8. TaL Sh. 1. p. 282.

179. ~atma Darshana' does not mean 'to objectify Atman or perceive
Him by the valid means of one's sight' at all; it means 'to get established
steadfast in the Intuitive Knowledge that - 'I am that Self alone'. l"hen
In that event there does not remain any residual 'Aakaankshaa.'
(aspiration, innate desire) of the nature of- "I wish to cognize or Intuit
Atnlan" - at all. Shravana means listening intently (Intuitively) to the
scriptural sentences as also the Guru's (the spiritual preceptor's)
explanatory sentences and cognize their meaning or purport; Manana
nleans to reason out, ratiocinate, discern or deliberate upon
(cognitively) what is being heard so as to be in consonance with Yulcti
(logical or dialectical devices or arguments); Nididhyaasana means to
contemplate (Chintana) upon the Vaslu (the Ultimate Reality of Atman)
with all awareness, alertness and attention (Lakshya) so as to inculcate
upon the mind the Intuitive experience of Atman and get fully
established in that Reality (Intuition). Only if all these three aspects of
direct spiritual practices are reconciled (all of them become onepOinted, fully in agreement), the Samyag-Darshana (the final, consummate Intuition) of the essence of the Absolute, non-dual BrahmanAlman Consciousness will accrue, but the 'Darshana' will not accrue to
anybody and everybody by mere listening (Shravana) to the scriptural or
preceptors's statements at all. (In the 'Bhaamati Vyaakhyaana', i.e. a
commentary on Brahma Soolra Bhaashyas of Adi Shankara, ShravanaAJanana-Nididhyaasana have been described, quite contrary to the
original Bhaashyas of Adi Shankara, to be of the form or nature of
Dhyaana-Dhaarana -and 'Darshana' as 'Samaadhi1.
10. Sr. Sh. 2-4-5. p. 357.
11. Br. Bh. 4-5-6. p. ns.

13

12. Sr. Sh. 1-4-10. p. 159.
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180. Some people may think that because Shravana, Manana and
Nididhyaasana are Saadhanas to attain the 'Darshana' of Atman. they
must be stipulations of the nature of scrtptural injunctions. Although
in words like 'Drishtauyaha', 'Shroatauyaha', 'Mantavyaha' and
'Nidtdhyaasitauyaha' the suffix 7avya' indicating or implying an
injunction (Vidhi) is seen (on the face of them), there is no cause to
reckon invariably that these are Injunctions. For, the fact that - ITo
the extent these words beckon the seeker to pay attention towards the
subtle subjective aspect of Atman (his own Sell), after prompting him to
turn back from or recede unto himselfintrovertedly and introspectively
away from Anaatman, these words are 'Pravartaka Vaakyas' (inducing
or prompting sentences) of the nature of injunctions" - we have
already mentioned in section 65. In the absolute sense even in the
workaday world too the knowledges that readily accrue from Shrauana,
Manana etc. (Shrauanaadt Jnaana) can never be stipulated as
injunctions (Vidhaana) by anyone; if anyone says - "Look at this" or
"Listen to this" - they mean thereby only that - "Pay your attention
towards this" - and not as a command that - "You shall, do (attain)
Darshana Jnaana" or "You shall, do attain Shravana Jnaana" - at all:
for, Jnaana (Knowledge) accrues invariably in full consonance or
agreement with Pramaana (the valid means of knowledge) and the Vastu
(the object to be known), but not by means of Manushya Prayatna
(human effortl. This fact indeed we have previously mentioned in
section 76. From this it becomes evident too that it is not necessary to
learn from the scriptural texts the answer to the question - "How
many times or how long human efforts like Shravana, Manana etc.
should be repeated or continued?"; just as in the instance of - if it is
said - 'Pound the paddy' - it is quite an evident and unequivocal
statement which connotes or implies - 'Till such time the rtce (grain) Is
separated from the husk' - alone, Similarly it becomes self-evident that
if it is asked as to how long or how many times the human efforts of
'Shravana', 'Manana', 'Nididhyaasana' should be performed or carried
out. the answer would be - '1111 one attains the Darshana of the
intrinsic nature of ~atmaswaroopa Vynaana' (Intuition of the essential
nature of Pure Absolute Being-Consciousness-Bliss of Atman)."
Shravana, Manana etc. are not, like the Karmas which are rites or
rituals stipUlated in the scriptural texts, Saadhanas stipulated by way
of injunctions to be performed for the sake of attaining Adrishta Phala
(InVisible fruits, in other births or worlds); but they are verily
'Upadesha' (spiritual teachings), meant for Drtshta Prayoojana (visible
benefits accruing here and now while living in this body). 1berefore. the
Vidhi Shabdas (words appearing to be injunctions). are used In the
scriptural texts only to systematise by way of guidance in the manner
- ·'You carty out Shravana, Manana etc. in such and such a manner."
13. Suo Bh. 3-2-22. p. 622.
14. Suo Bh. 3-2-21. p. 622.

15. Suo Bh. 4-1-1. p. 813.
16. Ch. Bh. 8.. 7-1. pp. 618. 619.
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181. By the repetition of the statement of the type - 'You must
listen to the scriptural texts, deliberate upon or reason out those
statements, contemplate upon the Entity or Reality Signified by those
scriptural statements" - many times In the scriptures it becomes
evident that these spiritual practices (Saadhanas) should be repeated
over and over again (Aavrl.ttQ; besides, the llterruy meaning or connotation of the words - 'Upaasana' and 'Nididhyaasana' - are 'seIVing
another without a break, continuously', 'meditating upon something
without a break' alone. In statements used in our workaday world like
- "He is performing Upaasana of the Guru"; "He is doing Upaasana of
the Raaja (the King)"; "She is doing Dhyaana of her husband who has
gone to another place" - by import, it is meant by these words of
'Upaasana' that the persons concerned are doing service as also
remembrance continuously without a break. Because of the reason that
Upaasanas, which are performed for the purpose of obtaining a result
or fruit In due course of time, become stronger and stronger in
accordance with the increase in the number of times they are repeated,
those Upaasanas invariably need to be repeated. But in the case of
'Shravana', 'Manana' and 'Nididhyaasana', which are to be performed
or practised in order to attain 'Brahmaatmatwa Darshana' (the Intuitive
experience of the identity of Brahman and Atman) , why should the
seeker perform 'Aavritti' or repetition at all? - Such a doubt may arise
in the minds of some people.
The solution for this doubt is: Because 'Shravana', 'Manana' and
'Nidtdhyaasana' are spiritual practices which yield 'Drishta Phala' they
have to be practised per force till such time the 'Darshana' (Intuitive
experience of the SelO is attained. If by performing mere Shravana alone
one gets 'Darshana', then that 'ULtamaadhikaari' (supremely qualified
person) does not have to practise any more Saadhana at all; but in the
case of those who by means of one such mere (singular) 'Shravana' do
not attain Darshana, they will have to do 'Aavritti' (repetition of those
practices). It is in every one's experience that the meaning or purport of
a sentence that is known to a little extent from listening to it once
becomes completely and clearly known or understood by repetition of
the Shravana of it. Because of the reason that through the 'Padaartha
Jnaana' (knowledge or cognition of the purport or meaning of the words)
alone the 'VaakyaarLha Jnaana' (the knowledge of the purport or
meaning of the entire sentence) accrues - naturally for the sake of
'Padaartha Viueka', i.e. deliberative thinking on the purport or meaning
of the words, Shravana and Manana have to be repeated. Further,
because of the reason that several phenomena like the body, the
senses, the mind, the intellect, Vishaya Vedana (conceptual knowledge
of the external or internal objects) etc. are misconceived in, or superimposed upon, Atman. the possibility of rescinding or sublating one
each such superimposition by means of one each Avadhaana (attention
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paid or directed towards each one of them} progressively might be
availed of also. Therefore, in the case of those who attain the Intuitive
experience of the Reality (Jnaana) by merely listening to the sCriptural
sentences (Vaakya Shravana) once only - because they get rid of
Avidya, there is nothing to be done or practised by them at all. But in
the case of such people who do not attain Jnaana. they will have per
force to do or practise repeatedly Shrauana. Intuitive listening etc. prior
to their attainment of Intuitive experience of the Self. We have
previously in section 74 refuted the theory of Prasankhyaana and such
other theories which propound that such practices have to be continued even after the attainment of Jnaana (Self-Knowledge).
17. Suo Bh. 4-1-1. pp. 813, 814.
18. Suo Bh. 4-1-2. p. 815.

19. Suo Bh. 4-1-2. p. 816.
20. Suo Bh. 4-1-2. pp. 816, 817.

182. Some protagonists used to argue out fn the manner - "Even
after the Vedaanta Vaakya has signified BrarJnan. in order to enable
the Saadhaka to attain the Vljnaana as alse help sublate or nullify
(Prauilaya) the world of duality, the scriptures may restrain or bind, by
way of a command, the seeker." But this doctrinaire theory is shown to
be not in consonance with reason by Shri Shankara. For, if it is
contended that the world of duality (Prapancha) exists in reality and
that the scriptures command or bind the seeker to sublate or nullify it,
then because of the reason that no one can ever destroy or sublate what
really exists, the scriptures will become invalid (Apramaana). Further,
because of the reason that there will not, or cannot, be any scope or
possibility for the world of duality to remain or survive even after it is
sublated or nullified by one \vho is a Realized soul (Jnaani), even before
this act of sublation now, at the present juncture, none of the external
phenoInenon of the world as also the physical body, the senses, the
mind, the intellect etc. can possibly exist. On the other hand, if it is
accepted that the world of duality is 'Auidya Krita' (projected as a result
of ignorance; to wit, of the nature of misconception), then because of
the reason that by 'Brahmoapadesha' (spiritual teaching or instruction
about the Reality) alone both the 'Brahma Vljnaana' and the
destruction (sublation) of the world of duality which is projected as a
result of ignorance (Auidyakalpila) is made possible, there does not
renlain anything whatsoever to be done or perfornled after the spiritual
instruction or teaching by the scriptures. Besides, in the argument
propounding that the 'Ni!Joqjya Jeeva' (the soul who is charged or
enjoined with a duty by the scriptures) is belonging to the world of
duality, because of the reason that he too gets destroyed or sublated
along with the world of duality, the defect or predicanlent that - "Mukti
does not accrue to anyone at all" - will have to be faced. But in the
case of the spiritual teaching that - "Brahnlan Itself is misconceived as
Jeeua because of Auidya" - because of the reason that by virtue of
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the spiritual teaching or instruction (UpadeshaJ itself of the .type
- "Brahman alone thou art" - the Jeevatwa which is projected by
Avidya gets sublated or rescinded (to wit, the basic misconception or
delusion itself is rooted out), once again there is no scope for the
'Ni!Jooga' (enjoined duty) of 'Prapancha Pravilaya' (sublation of the
world of duality) to arise at all. Because of the reason that Jnaana
(Intuition) 1s 'Pramaanajanya' (a resultant product of valid means of
Knowledge) as also 'Vastu Tantra' (invariably and inviolably dependent
upon the reality of the object or the entity as it is or exists), neither that
Jnaana can be attained by hundreds of empirical efforts or assertions
nor by hundreds of sublaUons or refutations (Nishedha) to the effect
that - "Jnaana can be destroyed or got rid of." Therefore, in this
context there is no room or scope for a command (Niyoaga) for
'Prapancha Pravilaya '. Not only that but also if the scriptural lore is
entirely 'Niyoaganishtha' (devoted exclusively in stipulating actions or
rituals by way of injunctions), then the spiritual teaching that - "Jeeva
is verily Aniyoajya Brahman (Metaphysical Reality beyond any
stipultions)" - will be flouted. Further, if the scriptures themselves
preach on the one hand that - &l'hou art verily Aniyoqjya Brahman" and advise as a stipulation (Niyoaga) in the manner - UYou make an
errort to attain Brahma Vynaana (IntUition)" - on the other hand, then
it becomes tantamount to saying that the scriptural sentences have a
purport of signifying or teaching two meanings mutually contradictory,
and thereby the scriptures lose their validity or authenticity. Not only
that, but again the defects of - (i) giving up or discarding the spiritual
teachings regarding the Ultimate Reality which are clearly seen to have
been enunciated in the Upanishadic lore or Shrulis; (li) imagining or
misconceiving 'Niyoaga' (mandatory stipulation of effort), as also (iii) the
defect of imagining or misconceiving Liberation (Moaksha) to be
Adrishta Phala and, in addition, to consider it to be Anitya (non-eternal)
also will attach itself to the protagonists of 'Prapancha Pravtlaya
Vaada'. Therefore, it can never reasonably be accepted that - "Jeeva is
bound by mandatory stipulations or injunctions (Niyukta) by the
scriptures so as to be able to achieve 'Prapancha Pravilaya'." Hence,
just like the doctrinaire teaching that - 'The job or duty of the
Shaastras is to stipulate by way of injunctions particular Kriya to be
perfonned invariably" - the doctrinaire teachings of 'Niyoaga Vaadins'
(protagonists of the theory of mandatory stipulation of injunctions of
the type) - '-rhe scriptural responsibility is only either to stipulate a
particular action or ritual (Karma) for the sake of Pravritti (continued
progress in active worldly life) or to stipulate a particular action or ritual
for the sake of Nivritti (retiring from the world)" - are also Avaidilea
(contrary to the Vedic teaching). Besides, it is seen in our workaday
world by mere 'Vastu Nirdeshana' (pointing out towards an object of
Knowledge) in the manner - '1"his is a rope, not a snake" - one gets
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fulfilled too.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Suo
Suo
Suo
Suo

Bh.
Bh.
Bh.
Bh.

3-2-21.
3-2-21.
3-2-21.
3-2-21.

25. Suo Bh. 3-2-21. pp. 622,623.
26. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 35.
27. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. pp. 39,40.

pp. 620,621.
p. 621.
pp. 621, 622.
p. 622.

183. Now it becomes quite evident that there is no content or
strength in the argument - "Because of the fact that even after
'Shravana', 'Manana' and 'Nididhyaasana' are stipulated as injunctions
- (I) the 'Brahma Jnaana' (Intuition) is necessarily Vihita' (that which
is stipulated by mandatory injunction ~one); (Ii) Jeeva is invariably
'Niyukta' (one who Is directed to be engaged) in attaining 'Brahma
Jnaana' as per the scriptural injunctions alone; and not that merely by
the Vedas mentioning or stating the 'Brahma Swaroopa' they become
']{riia Kritya' (the valid means or authentic sources which have fulfilled
their purport or goal)." For, we have already stated in section 180 that"In the direct. Intuitive spiritual practices {Saadhanas} of
Shravana, Manana and Nididhyaasana it is taught that the seeker
should re-direct or concentrate his full attention {Lakshya} towards
his own Self (Atman or Brahman) alone and not that in the Vedas
(i.e. Upanishads) Jnaana (Intuition) Itself is stipulated by way of
injunctions." We have also elucidated in the previous sections 181"Just like Shravan~ both Manana and
182 above that Nididhyaasana too are meant for attaining Brahma Vljnaana (Intuition
of Brahman) alone and not to teach or preach that even after the attainment of Self-Knowledge there remains any Kartavyaantara (other duty,
action or responsibility remaining to be performed or discharged)."
Therefore, for a true seeker (Saadhaka) after the attainment of 'Brahma
Vynaana' there does not remain or subsist any duty or responsibility
whatsoever, nor any Kritya (actions, obligations) for the Shaastras.
28. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 43.

29. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 44

184. Although 'Nididhyaasana' (Intuitive contemplation) taught
by the scriptures for the ultimate purport of attaining 'Samyaga
Jnaana' (Intuitive experience. in other words. Self-Knowledge) is
also 'Dhyaana' (a mental meditation) indeed, there is a great
difference between this Intuition and Upaasana. of the nature or
form of a conceptual belief, faith or feeling (Bhaavana Roopa). If
exanlined in their fundamental essence 'Nididhyaasana' is an effort to
contemplate Intuitively in accordance with the very essence of Being of
the object of contemplation, i.e. the Self or Pure Consciousness, culminating in the consummate Intuitive experience of this Pure Consciousness per se; but, on the other hand, Upaasana Is a mental process
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or action based on, or backed up by, belief or faith as stipulated or
directed by the Shaastras. Further, by Nididhyaasana here and now
while living in this body Self-Knowledge is attained (Jnaana Praapti) as
also Kaiualya (the consummate non-dual experience of getting
established, rooted in or Brahma Swaroopa) is attained. (In fact, this is
the summum bonum of all human existence). This alone is called
'Dhyaana Yoga' in the Bhagauad Geeta. In the Kathoapanishad what Is
called 'Adhyaatma Yoga' Is this 'Nididhyaasana' alone. For Upaasana
the posthumous fruit of the form of attaining 'Apara Brahman' or
'Brahma Loaka Praapti', also called 'Krama Mukti', along with the
resultant fruit of getting or obtaining 'Jagadaishwarya' (all the worldly
riches, pleasures) etc. accrues: all that too is invariably acquired in the
'Samsaara Kshetra' (the region of transmigratory existence) alone. But
the Aishwarya (riches or excellences) that is acquired by the 'Mukta', by
virtue of his attaIning 'Jnaana' (Intuition), is - from the Vyaauahaarika
Drishti (empirical viewpoint) - unbridled and infinite; for, 'Brahma
Jnaani' has verily become one with Brahman alone. But the 'Aishwarya'
(worldly riches, powers) etc., that is acquired by Upaasakas is
Invariably linli ted and finite. In fact, all of them obtain or acquire their
Aishwarya as the Supreme Lord's dispensation, having been under His
control: however, they will not gain the Aishwarya (power) of creating,
sustaining and destroying the world of duality: that supreme power ever
rests exclusively with the Supreme Lord, the Creator. One who has
attained Liberation through the doorway of (or by virtue 01) Jnaana is
devoid of a body (Ashareeri); for, 'Sashareeratwa' (embodiedness) is
'Mtthyaa Jnaana Krita' (a resultant projection of misconception or a
delUSion). But for the Jnaani the mind does not exist as a separate
entity or phenomenon at all; he has attained by virtue of Jnaana a
supra-state of 'Amanastha' (no-mind-ness: in other words, his mind
has lost all its content and substance to merge or become one with its
very source, Atman). But one who has gained 'Mukli' (Liberation of the
inferior kind. one that is stipulated in the sCriptures. in a secondary
sense) has a body caused by his Itchha (desire) as well as a mind alone.
All these are differences in respect of the results or fruits accruing
afresh. Ntdidhyaasana is a spiritual pursuit culminating or having its
fruition. consunlmation in 'Swaanubhaua' (one's own innate Intuitive
experience of Atman or the SeI1).
G. Bh. 6-29. p. 300.
Ka. Bh. 1-2-12. p. 138.
Suo Bh. 4-3-14. p. 892.
Suo Bh. 1-1-4. p. 40.
Br. Up. 4-4-7. p. 728.
35. Ma. Ka. Bh. 3-32. p. 307.
36. Suo Bh. 4-4-10. p. 903.
37. Su. Bh. 4-4-12. p. 904.

38. a) Suo Bh. 4-4-5. p. 899.
b) Suo Bh. 4-4-6. p. 900.
c) Suo Bh. 4-4-7. p. 901.
39. Suo Bh. 4-4-11. p. 903.
40. Suo Bh. 4-4-17. p. 908.
41. Suo Bh. 4-4-18. p. 909.
42. Suo Bh. 4-4-19. p. 910.

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
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185. Brahnlan is one and one only, Its Knowledge or Intuition too is

one and one only: for, if there are many Knowledges or Intuitions, then
barring one of them all the rest become delusions alone. 1berefore, till
one attains 'Vljnaana' (Intuitive experience of the SelO the seeker
should keep on deliberating upon the 'Brahma Swaroopa'as propounded in the various sentences of the Upanishads. Whether the
sentences are of the apparent form of 'Vidhi' (injunctions) indicating
special features of the type of - ~anandatwa', 'Vynaana Ghanatwa',
'Sarvagatatwa', 'Sarvaatmatwa' etc. or sentences indicating by way of
'Ntshedha' (refutation of the various qualities or special features) of the
type of - ~sthoolatwa', ~nanutwa', 'Ahriswatwa', 'Adheergatwa' etc.
- all of them the seeker should reconcile with Brahman. the Ultimate
Reality. which is non-dual and Absolute in Its essence. Thus all the
'Shravana', 'Manana' and 'Nididhyaasana' collectively or collaterally
understood will help cognize or Intuit the Self as the Ultimate Reality. In
the case of Upaasana, the seeker should collect together all statements
or details pertaining to a particular kind of Upaasana from all the
Upanishads and meditate upon it.
43. Suo Bh. 3-3-1. p. 644.
44. Suo Bh. 3-3-1. p. 663.

45. Suo Bh. 3-3-33. p. 706.
46. Suo Bh. 3-3-5. pp. 651, 652.

186. Because it is propounded that the Upaasya Brahman is one and
the same, it is not possible to nleditate upon Brahman by blending all
the 'Brahnloopaasanas' (meditations stipulated in the scriptures about
Brahman). For, as in different Upaasanas different Dharmas (special
qualities or features) have been stipulated and by virtue of those
various features, the Brahman which is to be meditated upon or
objectified also is different (for each one of such Upaasanas). In addition
to this, to meditate by conlbining or blending all these Upaasanas also
is futile. For each one of these Upaasanas the fruit that accrues is
'Brahma Saakshaatkaara' (materialisation of Brahman in the
form in which It is meditated); so, when by means of one meditation
or Upaasana, the fruit of 'Saakshaatkaara' is attained. where is the
need for another? Further. it is not possible to blend or combine in this
manner and then meditate. For, to achieve Saakshaatkaara it is
necessary for attaining concentration of the mind (Aikaagrya) by
means of a singular type of Pratyaya (steadfast concept), but if all
the Upaasanas are combined or blended. then 'Chitta Vikshepa'
(dispersal. scattering of the mental attention) takes place. rrhereby,
the practice will defeat the very purpose for which meditations are
prescribed as spiritual practices or disciplines to be carried out for a
lon~ tiIne). Hence. by choosing any particular Upaasana and adding up
all the special features or details of that particular Upaasana which are
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stipulated tn the various scriptures (Upanishads), the seeker should
keep on meditating till 'Saakshaatkaara' is attained.
47. Suo Bh. 3-3-58. p. 750.

48. Suo Bh. 3-3-59. p. 753.

187. There Is no rule of law as regards the question -

'When, at
which time, where, at which place and in which direction when the
seeker sits with his face towards that particular direction, does the
Kno\vledge (Jnaana) of that 'Brahma Vastu' (the Ultimate Reality of
Brahman) accrue?" For, that Intuitive Knowledge is Vastu Tantra'
dependent upon the Vastu (the Ultimate Reality) as It really is. In the
case of 'Karmaanga Upaasanas' (meditations subselVient to the scriptural Karmas or rituals), because they have to be necessarily carried
out subject to Karma Vidhi (stipulations as injunctions in the form of
certain rites or rituals), in order to practise or carry out those
meditations there is no need to consider separately details like Aasana
(postures), Sthaana (place), Dik (direction) etc. But in the case of the
other remaining Upaasanas - whether it is Nididhyaasana for
,attaining Jnaana or whether it is Upaasana. which is 'Purusha
Tantra' (within the purview and control of the seeker or person so
practising) for the sake of Saakshaatkaara - both Saadhanas
will have to be per force done or performed in a squatting position
or posture alone. For, the mind of one who keeps moving gets
distracted or dispersed or scat tered: if one does it standing, it will not be
possible for the nlind to concentrate and deliberate upon a subtle
matter or phenomenon; if the seeker does it in a sleeping posture, he
may get into sleep. For that reason alone. in the Snlritls it has been
advised that for performing Upaasanas a steadfast or steady posture
(SthiraAasana) should be practised for a long time. However. there are
no rules or regulations whatsoever with regard to Dik (the cardinal
directions). Desha (place) and Kaala (time of performance); it is
sufficient if the mental state and temperament are congenial or helpful
for the mind to be one-pointed or with full concentration. For, in order
to carry out Upaasana successfully concentration or onepointedness of the mind alone is necessary.
51. Suo Bh. 4-1-11. p. 832.

49. Suo Bh. 4-1-7. pp. 830, 831.
SO. Suo Bh. 4-1-10. p. 832.

188. We have stated in section 181 that the technical terms of
'Nididhyaasana' and 'Upaasana' themselves suggest or signify that
they are 'repetitions of the mental concepts (Manoavritti Aavrilti), is it
not? Because 'Nididllyaasana' is to be practised over and over again for
attaining 'Samyag Darshana' (Self-Knowledge or Intuition). as soon as
'Darshana' (Intuitive experience) is attained the seeker may stop it or
discontinue it. On the other hand, Upaasanas - especially which yield
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results or fruits of the form or nature of 'Abhyudaya' (material progress
and prosperity), occurring in due course of time and bearing fruits of
'Apara Brahma Praapti' etc. and which are of the nature of 'Bhaavanaa'
(emotional feelings or beliefs) - have to be practised continuously till
death. For, by virtue of, or based on, the 'Antya Pratyaya'
(the singular concept or steadfast emotional feeling that the seeker
had practised ardently prior to death) alone the 'Adrishta Phala'
(the invisible, unknown future result or fruit) has to accrue posthumously. Even for 'Karmas' if they have to yield their respective fruits
in future lives or births, they desiderate 'Bhaauanaa Vynaana'
(conceptual knowledge) which is held on to steadfastly, continuously till
the time of death; therefore, for Upaasanas too 'Bhaauanaas' (beliefs,
emotional feelings etc.) are invariably needed in the form of 'Aauritti'
(repetitions) indeed.
53. Suo Bh. 4-1-12. p. 834.

52. Suo Bh. 4-1-12. p. 833.

189. Just as by practising Upaasanas till death an 'Adnshta Phala'
in another birth accrues by virtue of 'Bhaauanaa Vynaana'
(the conceptual knowledge), which in turn is of the form or nature of the
last steadfast 'Pratyaya' (conviction or settled belief) alone, it is not
possible to stipUlate by way of an injunction that the seeker has per
force to practise repeatedly 'Aatma Pratyaya Santaana' (continuous
cognitive or Intuitive Knowledge of the SeIO. For, when the Mithyaa
Jnaana (false, delusive knowledge pertaining to Alman) is sublated by
means of Aatma Pratyaya (IntUition of the SelO as neither the conceptual, cognitive knowledge of Anaalman (not -selO nor their memories can
possibly subsist or continue; further, because the Intuitive (cognitive)
experience of the type - "All this Anaatman is non -eternal, full of
Duhkha and impurity, but, on the other hand, Atman is of the essential
nature totally different from that Anaatman" - then, there is no scope
or cause for the occurrence of 'Anaatma Smriti' (the memory of the notselO. Therefore, to
a Jnaani the memory of 'Aatmaikatwa
Vijnaana' (Intuition of the non-dual essence of the Self) keeps on
occurring or gushing forth continuously. Hence, there is no need
for the scriptures to stipulate by way of injunctions (Vidhi) for
the Jnaani.
Some people are of the opinion that - '70 one who has attained
~alma Pratyaya Santaana' (continuous cognitive knowledge of the SelO
alone by virtue of the ~nt!Ja Pratya!Ja' it is possible to get rid of Auldya
or destroy it, and for this reason the seeker should practise repeatedly
and continuously 'Aalma Jnaana' or Self-Knowledge (Intuition)." But
this opinion is not correct; for. if by means of the first Jnaana (IntUitive
Knowledge) I\Inaana (ignorance) is not sublated or removed, then that
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Intuitive Knowledge is not the true Jnaana at all; jf, on the other hand,
Ignorance Is removed, there is no purpose whatsoever to be seIVed by
the second Jnaana. Therefore, that Aatma Pratyaya - whether it is the
first Jnaana or the final Jnaana; whether it is continuous or discontinuous - that which sublates, falsifies or removes Avidya alone is the
true, genuine Jnaana (Intuition). After the attainment of that Jnaana,
there does not remain anything whatsoever to be done or performed for
a Jnaani (a Realized soul). But in the case of Upaasanas the scriptures
themselves affirm that the Antya Pratyaya, at the time of death, is
necessaty for the fruit of the Upaasana to accrue. Because of the reason
that at the time of death the final belief or conceptual knowledge
(Bhaavanaa) that is uppermost or prevalent in the mind of the dying
Upaasaka is necessary for attaining the invisible fruit in that case, it is
not possible to imagine or conceive that after performing or practising
Upaasana for a particular period of time the Upaasaka may give up or
stop that practice.
54. Sr. Sh. 1-4-7. p. 131.
55. Br. Bh. 1-4-10. pp. 166,167.

56. Suo Sh. 4-1-12. p. 834.
57. Suo Bh. 4-1-12. p. 834.

190. We have previously stated -in section 167 that -

"Because to a
Brahma Jnaani at the very moment of attaining Jnaana itself 'Jnaana
Praapti' accrues, once again for its sake there is no Gati, Utkraanti etc."
But in the case of an Upaasaka, because of the reason that for the
meditations the end fruit or result to be acquired is 'Kaarya Brahman'
which is to be found in a specified place (like Svarga Loaka, Brahma
Loaka), for the Upaasaka there is every possibility of Gati, Utkraanti etc.
At the time of death he leaves the body through the Sushumnaa Naadi
alone which is situated in the cerebral region. Besides, it is stipulated
by way of an injunction in the scriptures as part of certain Upaasanas
the Upaasaka should constantly be contemplating upon the path by
which he has to traverse or transmigrate via the doorway of the Naadi.
Hence constantly practising the contemplation on that particular Gatt
(path of transmigration), in accordance with the directives or instructions stipulated in the scriptures, the Upaasaka traverses via the
doorway of the subtle neIVe (Naadi) alone - called 'Deuayaana Maarga'
- and attains Brahman.
58. Su. Sh. 4-2-17. p. 865.

xxv. MUKTI SAADHANAS
191. There are scriptural sentences stipulating in the manner -

"One should perfonn Karma till one is alive." There are Smriti statements to the effect - "One should never give up Karma." 1herefore, if
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in case Alon7csha is not gained by means of [{anna, the purpose for
"'hich ]((l1111nS are stipulated by \vay of injunctions will be futile. For
these reasons, sonle people were believing that ]{a1mas alone are the
valid ll1callS for A1on7csha. 'rhls doctrinaire theory is opposed to Shn.tlis
and )'ukti. 'The scriptures affirm that Liberation \vhich is eternal cannot
be attained by llleans of ]{n 1711 a by statements like - "Because A1ocl1csha
is Akritnkn (not a resultant fruit of action), it is not the effect of Karrna"
- (Al11llcinka (lpnnfshnd 1-2-12); "'rhe world that is \von or gained by
lllcans o[ PllllUa (religious nlerits) gets destroyed" - (Chhaandogya
(~Janisll(ul 8-1-6); "'\'h('n the fruits of ](a17lla get exhausted. the person
returns to this \vorlel to do or per[orrl1 actions" - (lHllndaka Upanishad
1-2-7, BriIlClcZ(lClrnnya1ca Upanishad 4-4-6). The effect or resultant
fruit of Karma is one of the four types, viz. Utpaadya (produced),
Vikaarya (transformed or changed), Samskaarya (refined,
cleansed) and AalJya (acquired); but Moaksha is not one among
these four at all. \Ve have 111entioned previously in section 158 that,
for t hat reason too, l\loCl1csha cannot accrue fro In ]{anna. The scriptures
reiterate that - "By Ineans of Brnhn1a Jnaana (Self-I(no\vled~e)
AnllitClitvCI
(iIlllllortalily). \\'hich is 1he Paranla Pllrushaarlha
(( he SI I1llllH 1111 /JOllll.T11, destination of all hlullan eJlort and e.xistence) in
attained or COIlles to fruition" -(TaHlirce~J(l Upanishnd 2-1). l'herefore,
the Vnicii1c(l Siddlulnnla (the nnal spiritual teaching of all the Vedic lore)
is that - "By lneans of JIlCICUlCl (Intuition) alone l\loalcsha is attained."
Sr. Sh. 4-4-6. pp. 717, 718.
4. Tai. Bh. Shik. Concl. p. 273.
5. Tai. Bh. Shik. Concl. p. 275.

1. Mu. Up. 1-2-12. pp. 109,110.
Mu. Bh. 1-2-12. pp. 109. 110.
2. Suo Bh. 1-1-1. p. 9.
3. Sr. Up. 4-4-6. p. 717.

192. SaIne people 111ay ask the question: "If l\loa1cslla does not accrue
frolH ]{nnlla. then \vhy at all ]{(WTna has been stipulated in so Inany
\\'(.\)':-> in the scriptures'?" 'fhe fruits or bcnents alone are the goal kept in
\'i('\v for ]{arrlla; those \\'ho do not have any ]{aanla (desire) \vill
invariably not need any fruit or benefit. l'herelore, in order to instruct
(stipulate) yarious Sand/Ulnas (spiritual practices or disciplines) to gain
or acquire 1heir o\\'n respective fruits needed or desired by the '](aaTnis'
(desirous people) ]{a11llCIS have been st ipulated in the Vedas.ln our
\vorkaday \\'orld l(cul1nis are in ~reat nUll1bers, \\'hereas l\lunu.ilcshus
(those people desirous of Liberation) are sIl1all in nlunbers. We should
not doubt in the Illanncr - "Because in the scriptures no fruits or
beneHls have been Inentioned for "Nil!Ja ]{CUTI1ClS' (the daily routine
rit llals or dut ies). [rolll those Nitya ](a1711as, AJoa1csha Illay accrue." But.
i[ no fruits or benefits have been Inentioned for any particular kind of
](Cl1TllCIS (in the scriptures), there is no authoritative or valid support to
conclude that for such ](n17llQS only l\iocl7csha is the fruit. Of course,
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both the Shrl1tis and the Snuilis mention that for Nitya I{a7mas too
'Puuya Loalca' (worlds of merit) are the fruits that accrue; because
Aloa1csha is 'Nilyasidciha' (eternally or ever existent), it is not a fruit or
benefit to be acquired afresh by lueans of ]{annas, and this truth we
have mentioned previously in section 158.
6. Tai. 1 Concl. pp. 281, 282.
7. Br. Bh. 3-3-1. pp. 452, 453.

8. G. Bh. 18-66. p. 745.
9. G. Bh. 18-45. pp. 706, 707.

193. 'Vithout properly understanding the purport of the Vedantins'
slalelnent that - "l\loCl1csha nleans being established in, or becollling
one \\'ith. the Aal7na SlvClroopa" - SOBle l\'1eenlCl(lnlSCl1cClS hvho used to
t1 phold that I(arnlQ [(aanda portion of the Vedas is to be given
predonlinance over the Jnaana [(aancia, \vhich, they used to say, is
secondary or subservient to [{an7la [(Qanda, i.e. Arlhavaada) llsed to
ar!-!uc out that this Phala (fruit of Liberation) aCCfues frolll Nilya [{arnlCl
alone. l"heir argument was as fo11o\vs: "If I{aanlya I{0717la (actions or
rit uals done Of perforlued for achieving the fruit of a particular desire)
and 'Nishiddhn I(Clr7na' (actions or deeds forbidden by the script ures)
'are or avoided, then both the good and the bad fruits of actions are
prev~nted or elinlinated; if one keeps on doing or perfonning Nilya
1{(l111}as. then the resultant 'PralyavClCl!1a' (bad effect of not perfornling
one·s duties or discharging responsibilities stipulated by the DharnlCl
Shaaslras. i.e. 1{amlQ I{a(lncia of the Vedas) will be necessarily avoided.
If 'Praaralxlha ]{arnla' (the duties or responsibilities that the present
birth is intrinsical1y tied tip or associated with) is once experienced and
exhausted, then there \\rill renlain no other cause for getting a body
once a!!ain or for rebirth. at all." Those /\Ieenlaanlsnkns \vere event ual1y
('on('lll(Hn~ that .. Afoaksha of the form or nature of remaining
established in the essential nature of Atman Himself will be
effortlessly (Ayatna) attained by means of or through the performance of the Kannas stipulated in the scriptures alone."
~rhis argl1lnent is not proper or reasonable. '1'0 \\·it. first of all it is not
possihle at all Jor anyone to !-!ive up or avoid ]{aamyCl or Nishicldlla
l{ol1nas; for. it is seen in our \\·orkaclay \\'orId that even extreInely wise
or intelligent people repeatedly cOllunitting or pcrforlning sInall, trivial
actions of clenlcrit or lnistakes; the I(CUTIlClS done or perfonned in Inany
previous births (,lonmas) \vill reIllain (and they \\'ill per force have to be
taken into the reckoning); at least. their resultant fruits nlust
nt.~('essari1y accrue. Apart fro 111 this. !\'Ioa1csha. \vhich is get tin#-! establi:-,hed in (or becoInin#-! one with) the essential nature of Alnlan \vithout
~('llin~ another body and eternally Liberated fronl SamsClClra
(transluigratolY existence). is not a thing or nlatter to be achieved by
Ineans of I{amla; AJoaksha is quite naturally and invariably the very
Being or existence of eV'elY hllll1an being as his essential nature in esse.
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By virtue of Ajnaana (the innate ignorance) alone we all human beings
have believed in the manner - "We are embodied beings (Shareeri), who
have to perform or discharge certain duties (Ka1711as)" - that is all.
Because of the reason that Ka1711a is the resultant effect of Kaama
which in turn is caused by Avidya, Ka1711a can never remove or help
sublate Avidya or Ajnaana at all (to wit, since Ajnaana in accordance
with this sequence is the prime cause for all Karmas or actions,
whether they are physical or mental, the effects cannot possibly sublate
their respective cause). The scriptures are proclaiming that - 'Withput
attaining Aatma Jnaana (Self-Knowledge or Intuition), the destruction
or sublation of Samsaara, which is 'I{a1711akrita' (a product or effect of
action), can never possibly be attained at all." For all these reasons, the
argument or contention (of the opponents) that - "By means of Nitya
]{alTIlaS one can attain Moaksha" - is a nlere figment of imagination
alone; besides, by dint of the fact that - "l"here is no scriptural support
\vhatsoever for this doctrine' - Shri Shankara, in his Bhaashyas on
Tailtirec!}a Upanishad, the Geeta and the Brahma Soolras, has refuted
this doctrine of the Meemaanlscdcas.
13. Sr. Sh. 3-3-1. p. 451.
14. G. Sh. 18-66. pp. 744. 745.
15. Suo Sh. 4-3-14. p. 888.

10. SUo Sh. 4-3-14. p. 889.
11. TaL Sh. Intr. pp. 224. 225.
12. Suo Sh. 1-1-4. p. 27.

194. 1"here is no roonl for a doubt of the type - "Even a Jnaani
(a Realized soul) is not exempt from 'Pratyavaaya' (the ill effect of not
perfomling or discharging one's stipulated duties or responsibilities) if
he does not perforIn the Nitya Kamlas. If ]{amlas are not the cause for
l\1oaksha sOInehow or other, then the purpose of stipulating those
](CI1TIlaS by way of injunctions in a Jnaana Shaastra (scriptural text
devoted to or pertaining exclusively to Jnaana or Self-IU1o\vledge) will
beC0111e fut ile. It becoInes quite reasonable to believe or conceive that
](a1TIlaS are stipulated by \vay of injunctions in order to renlove or
lnltigate the Dll1ila (sin, evil propensities) \vhich are a hurdle or
obstnlction on the path to 'Jnaana UtpcdH' (the attainlnent of SelfKnowled~e). In truth, by means of Karmas performed with a deep
devotion as an offering to Ishwara (the Lord) via Chitta Shuddhi
(cleansing or purification of the mind) the right qualification or
capability for Jnaana Nishtha (steadfast establishment in SelfKnowledge) as also the final culmination in Jnaana (Self-Knowledge, or, in other words, Intuitive experience par excellence) per
se, will accrue. Blending the Karmas with Upaasanas (mental
meditations) if the Saadhaka performs such Kannas invariably,
those Kannas will become more effective and stronger. Therefore,
the purport of stipulating by way of injunctions I{almas and Upaasanas
in the Jnaana Pra1carana (Chapter devoted to Self-Knowledge) is to
tt
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teach significantly that not only do those Upaasanas and I{almas yield
their respective fruits (as stipulated in the scriptures) but also to
Indicate that they indirectly or sequentially (Paranlpara) give rise to
Jnaana. 1'he doctrinaire teaching that - "If one does not perform
Karmas he suffers the ill effects like Pratyavaaya"- cannot reasonably
be accepted because of it being opposed to the axiomatic truth that "From an Abhaava (non-entity. non-existent thing) Bhaava Utpatti
(the birth or creation of an entity or existent thing) can never occur:'
1be Smriti statement - UO ne who does not discharge or perfonn his
duties or responsibilities U{armas} becomes a Palita (a sinner or
reprobate)" - (Manu 11-14) - is only or merely indicating that to one
who does not perfonn Karmas the Dwita I{shaya (removal or cleansing
of sins. evil propensities) does not accrue. Besides, it is also mentioned
In the Sh111tis and the Smritis that for Jnaana Utpattt (the attainment of
Self-Knowledge or IntUition) Karma as stipulated in the scriptures
become the cause (in a sequential, indirect nlanner, Parampara).
19. Suo Sh. 3-4-26. p. 783.
20. Suo Sh. 4-1-18. p. 844.
21. Tal. Sh. lntr. pp. 225, 226.

16. Tai. Bh. 1. Concl. p. 279.
17. G. Sh. Inter. pp 6, 7.
18. Suo Bh. 3-4-26. p. 783.

195. Some other people were arguing out in the manner - "If I{arma

Is not exclusively a means (Saadhanaj for Mukti, then ](amla associated
\\ith Jnaana can be the valid means. Even though curds is an enemy
(to wit, it is not congenial or helpful food) for illness with high
temperature, when it is mixed with sugar it serves as a Pathya
(pernlissible diet). Poison too, when associated with Mantra (a Vedic
verse addressed to a deity), does not cause death: in the same way,
Kanna blended with Jnaana may help attain. or give rise to,eternal Moaksha."
1bis doctrine too is not proper. And Shri Shankara has established
and elucidated this fact. l'he Y'uJcli or lo~ical device that - 'A thing,
\vhich is a ](aanJa (an ellect). is Anilua (non-eternal)t - is applicable to
this doctrinaire theory mentioned above. 'fhe SClnluchhClYCllJaClclins
(protagonists of the theory of blending of ](amla with Jnaana) have not
clarified as to what is meant by 'Jnaana'. If it is contended that
Upaasana (mental Ineditation) alone is Jnaana then, in that event,
Kanna will only, at best, get the power or strength to yield another
fruit or benefit by the association with Upaasana, but to affirm
that Kanno will get the strength or capability of yielding another
(superior) eternal fruit or benefit, there is no valid means or
evidence (Pramaana) at all. Because we have previously shown and
exemplified in section 165 that the effect (or end product) of Upaasana
too is a relative immortality (AapeJcshiJca Amrilatwa), Upaasana which
is blended with KamIa will yield the AmIitatwa (inlnlortality), which is
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its o\vn fruit or effect alone, faster or earlier, but it cannot at all falsify or
refute the Nyelaya, i.e. a"Xionlatic (or logical) truth, that - '"'That thing
which is an effect is ahvays non-eternal." It is never possible to
establish or prove that - ']{anna \vill produce or yield a thing which is
eternal (Le. real or imnlortal), - quite contrary to this above axiomatic
truth or teaching nlerely by means of the support or on the strength of
any (scriptural) sentence or statement whatsoever. On the other hand,
if it is contended that Vastu Tantra Jnaana (the Intuitive
Knowledge of Reality as It is) is Itself Jnaana (Self-Knowledge),
then because of the reason that co-existent with such SelfKnowledge there is no possibility or scope for the existence of any
conceptual knowledge of Kriya (action), Kaaraka (the valid means
of action), and Phala (the fruit of action), the theory of Jnaana
Kanna Samuchhaya (a blending of Self-Knowledge with physical or
mental action itselO will not be proper, reasonable; besides it
cannot be sustained by any logical argument whatsoever. 'l'he
scriptures too aJ11rnl that by virtue of Jnaana the ']{li!Ja-]{aara1ca-Phala'
h;ad is destroyed or sublated. Even after one gets the Intuitive
Kno\vledge or convict ion based on, or cuhninating in, one's o\vn
Intuitive experience of the type - "'This is surely unreal" - to insist or
assert that a conceptual lmo\vledge \\'il1 be bOln in the nlanner - "'Ibis
is real, I should now perfonn an action" - is opposed to Prat!Jaksha
(percept ual knowledge or experience) as also to the Shruli Vaa1c!Ja
(the scriptural texts or statelnents). Anyone nlay here in this context
ar~ue out in the nlanner "We can say that though Aloaksha is
eternal, Jnaana I{anna SanllLChhaya will remove or destroy the
PralilJal1clha (the obstructions, hurdles) in the path of !VIoaksha": but
that argunlent too \vill not be proper or reasonable. For, the fact that'l(arnlCI and Vid!JCl (In(lalla) have their respective but different fruits or
benefits' - is stated in the scriptures: but no\vhere in the sCriptural
lore it is stated that their fruit is A1oa1csha PrClliIJanclha NivliLLi (removal
of the hurdles or obstructions for Liberation), 'rherefore,
SClTlll.IChhCl!}ClVClClcia (the doctrinaire theoly of blending JnaClna and
l(all11(1) itself is not proper or i liS Unable.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Tai. 1 Concl. pp. 274, 275.
Br. Bh. 3-3-1. p. 449.
Su.Bh.4-1-16.p.841.
Suo Bh. 4-1-18. p. 844.
Tai. Bh. Shik. Concl. pp. 276,277.

27.
28.
29.
30.

Su. Bh 3-4-16. p. 769.
Ch. Bh. 2-23-1. p. 150.
Tai. Bh. 1 Concl. p. 275.
a) Isa Bh. 10. p. 19.
b) Isa Bh. 11. pp. 19,20.

XXVI. UTILIZATION OF JNAANA SAADHANAS
196. In the Shrulis not only has it been stated that by ~atma
JnClClIla' alone the seeker attains A1uktt but also it has been alllimed
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clearly that without Self-Knowledge (Intuition) 'Brahma Praapti' is not
possible at all by any other means or spiritual practices (Saadhanas).
But it appears as though at several places or in several contexts there
are statements in the scriptural texts which imply that [(anna,
Upaasan~ Yoga etc. are MulcH Saadhanas (spiritual practices for the
attainment of Liberation or Beatitude). Therefore, it becomes quite
necessary to know clearly without mixing up one spiritual practlce with
another as to what exactly Is the proper place and status of each of
these Saadhanas. If we at the outset understand or discern that "Because of the reason that all the rest of the Saadhanas are either
pragmatically helpful as aids or accessories (Sahakaari Saadhanas) or
indirectly helpful in a sequential order (Parampara Saadhanas) in our
efforts to attain Jnaana (Self-Knowledge), which is the summum bonum
of all human existence and endeavour, and because Jnaana (Intuition)
Is the direct and immediate Saadhana which helps attain Moaksha here
and now while alive in this body - these other Saadhanas
(i.e. Sahakaari'and Parampara Saadhanas) are treated in a secondary
sense (Gouna) by way of Vyauahaara (purely from an empirical viewpoint), In a general scheme of Moaksha Saadhanas" - then the mutual
contradictions among these scriptural sentences will disappear to a
great extent as also many misconceptions in this regard will be totally
removed.
3. SUe Sh. 4-1-16. p. 841.

1. SUe Sh. 3-4-1. pp. 758, 759.
2. SUe Sh. 2-1-3. p. 306.

197. Kannas are stipulated by way of injunctions in the Karma
Kaanda for the sake of directing a seeker that he should necessarily
perfonn those Karmas which pertain to ~ashrama Karmas' (duties or

responsibilities related to or enjoined upon persons belonging to the
respective four Aashramas, viz. Brahmacharya, Gaarhastya,
VaanaprasLha and Sannyaasa): those stipulations mentioned in the
Upaasana PraJearana (a Chapter devoted to mental meditations) are
Karmas performed in association with Upaasanas meant as aids helpful
for the achievement of 'Brahnla Praapli' (going, after death, to the other
world of tile Creator Brahma), which is the resultant fruit of Upaasanas;
the Karmas which are stipulated in the beginning of the Jnaana
Prakarana (the Chapter devoted to teaching Jnaana) are meant for the
sake of 'Jnaana Utpatti' (attainment of Self-Knowledge or Intuition). One
and the same [(amla being stipulated in the scriptures as an 'Aashrama
l(anna' as well as for Jnaana Utpalti is not contradictory; for, in general
the Aashrama Kanna is stipulated in the manner - "'lbe seeker should
perfonn the Karma till death" - but in the case of 'Mumukshus', there
is a scriptural stipulation that those very Karmas like Yajna (sacrifice),
Daana (charities), Tapas (penance) etc. become the cause
(instrumental) for Jnaana UtpallL If the scriptural teaching which we
14
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have previously mentioned in section 194 is kept in mind by the readers
and that is - "Karma is thus instrumental for Jnaana UtpatU only via
or by virtue of their efficacy in destroying the demerits (Dunta Kshaya)
which one has acquired by previous acts but not directly (Saakshaat)
i.e. not Intuitively and instantaneously (here and now)" - then the fact
as to what exactly is the place or status of Karmas among the Moaksha
Saadhanas becomes very clear.
7. TaL Bh. 1-11. pp. 264,265.
8. Suo Bh. 3-4-33. p. 791.
9. G. Bh. 18-45. p. 707.

4. Suo Bh. 3-4-32. pp. 789, 790.
5. TaL bh. 1-9. p. 259.
6. Suo Bh. 4-1-16. p. 842.

198. Because of the reasons that by means of Karma alone the Dunta
Pratibandha (the inlpediments or obstructions of demerits like psychic

bad propensities) have necessarily to be got rid of, and further, because
of the reason that without those Pratibandhas being destroyed there is
no scope or possibility whatsoever for anyone - whosoever he may be
- to achieve Chitta Shuddhi (psychic or mental purification or
refinement in the form of introvertedness capable of introspection), and
therefrom attain Jnaana Utpatti, the true seekers should not get
deluded to believe that Karma alone exclusively is the Moaksha
Saadhana. For, there is no rule of law that through the means or path
of Pratibandha Kshaya (the destruction of the impediments) alone
Jnaana accrues: Ishwara Prasaadah (the Supreme Lord's grace), Tapas
(penance, austerity), Dhuaana (meditation) etc. are also suitable
spiritual practices or Saadhanas for Jnaana. Apart from this fact. by
virtue of Karmas performed in previous births themselves Chitta
Shuddhi might have been acquired culminating in Pratibandha Kshaya
and thereafter leading the seeker further on in the path of spiritual
progress. For that reason alone, we have previously pointed out in
section 13 tha~ - "Even those people who have not performed
~ashranla Karmas' may also be Adhikaaris (the qualified people) for
Vedanta Jnaana (Self-Knowledge taught by Vedanta philosophy).
Besides, because of the reason that the scriptures have stipulated
Jnaana for people like Sannyaasins etc. also, it has to be deduced that
- "]{armas are not. in the ultimate analysis or in the absolute sense,
necessary for Jnaana (Intuition)." 1'he human virtues or excellences like
Ahimsa (non-inJury), Brahmacharya (celibacy with consummate
dedication for Self-Knowledge), Satya (speaking the truth always) etc.
found in people in such Aashramas are very helpful aids for Jnaana.
Especially with regard to Shrauana, Manana and Nididhyaasana we
have previously stated in section 178 that they are the direct and
immediate spiritual practices for the attainment of Jnaana.
p. 282.
11. Suo Bh. 4-1-18. p. 845.

12. Suo Bh. 3-4-17. p. 770.

10. Tai. 1 Conel.
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199. It should not be reckoned that because there are many
Saadhanas for Jnaana, any person, whosoever he may be, may
undertake or practise anyone of those Saadhanas. For, by virtue of
Adhi1caara Bheda (differences in qualifications: to wit, people have
different innate propenSities or capabilities and in accordance with
them suitable Saadhanas are prescribed or recommended in the scriptures) the Saadhanas to be undertaken or practised may vary from person to person. In other words, one who is Bahinnukhi (an extrovert)
has necessarily to practise Kanna Yoga. One who has achieved
Chitta Shuddhi but aspires to get rid of Chitta Chaanchalya
(fickle-mindedness or psychic capriciousness, waywardness) should
necessarily perform Kanna associated with Upaasana (mental
meditations) or practise Kanna Sannyaasa (total renunciation of
Kannas born out of discrimination on spiritual truths or teachings)
and then undertake spiritual devices or disciplines like Shama
(control over the mind), Dama (control over senses), Uparati
(introvertedness), Titeeksha (psychic equipoise or equanimity in
the face of either adverse or favourable environmental conditions)
etc. One who has attained Chitta Shuddhi as well as Chitta
Ekaagrata (mental concentration) should listen to Vedantic
teachings (Shravana) as propounded by the Shrutis (Upanishads).
If by mere Shravana the seeker does not become Krita Kritya
(a Realized soul having achieved every thing that is to be achieved
as the Supreme Goal of human existence), then he should undertake or practise Manana and Nididhyaasana.
13. G. Bh. 5-27. p. 267.
14. Suo Sh. 3-4-27. p. 785.

15. Br. Bh. 3-3-1. pp. 455, 456.
16. Suo "Sh. 4.. 1-2. p. 815.

200. Anyone may get a doubt of the type - 'Why should not any
person (whosoever he or she may be) without having had practised
Shravana, Manana and Nididhyaasana, as taught in the Shaastras,
acquire independently by himself (to wit, depending upon his own
capabilities or excellences physical as also intellectual or psychic) the
qualification or capacity to know or Intuit the Tattwa' (the Ultimate
Reality of Brahman or Atman)?" He may also further ask the question U]f he can do so, then the Jnaana Saadhanas which are stipulated in
the scriptures are rendered futile, is it not?" But for these questions or
doubts also the answer is provided very clearly by the explanations or
elucidations given above. One who is extrenlely meritorious, pious or
virtuous may on the strength of the spiritual practices of Jnaana or
Kanna performed in his previous births without the help of any
Saadhanas now (Le. in the present birth) attain Jnaana (Self-Knowledge). Even so, merely on this count the Jnaana Saadhanas stipulated
or expounded in the scriptures do not become futile. For Naimittika
Kaaryas (e1Tects or results produced by a particular cause like
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Saadhanas). the means may be one or more than one in number for
each effect; to some people common Saaclhanas alone may be sufficient;
to some others Saadhanas which are Saguna (associated with some

virtue or quality) alone may be needed. Although human beings need
the physical eyes. which can only see in sunlight or any light, in order
to perceive a form (RoopaJ for creatures like a cat or an owl etc. mere
eyes alone without the help of light are sufficient for the purpose
(because such creatures have been endowed with eyes which can
inherently see in the dark too): for Yogis (contemplative saints endowed
with magical or mystic powers) merely their nlinds alone are suffiCient.
In the same manner, for a primordial Prajaapati (the first born or
Supreme Person) the Jnaana and the Karmas performed in previous
births (aeons) may be sufficient. But for the rest of the people, one or
more than one Saadhana among, say - Tapas, Guru's Anugraha (grace
of the spiritual preceptor), Shraddha (devotion, dedication), Aachaarya
Seva (service of the preceptor), Shama-Dama-Uparati etc. and Shravana,
Manana etc. - may be required. Among all these Saadhanas,
Shravana, Manana, Nididhyaasana directly and immediately
(here and now), while the rest via or by way of Pratibandha Nivrutti
in the spiritual path or progress become the right means for the
attainment of Jnaana (Self-Knowledge or Intuition).
17. Br. Bh. 1-4-2. pp. 97, 98.

201. There is scope for those who have not discerned or realized the
purport or secrets of the proper utilization of the various Saadhanas as
delineated above to believe that if along with ]{armas the other
Saadhanas are performed conjointly Jnaana nlay accrue quickly in a
shorter period of time. 1bis doctrine is apparently in consonance with
the Sh'llli statement that - "One should perform Karma as long as he
is alive": the Smrill Vaakya that - "Gaarhaslya (householdership)
alone is the genUine Aashrama (stage of life)" - too is seemingly in
consonance with the above teachings; they may further reckon that this
is in agreeillent with the GeeLa statement - "By virtue of ]{amlas alone
Enlperor Janaka and others attained Sanlsiclclhi (Beatitude)."
But this conception Is contradictory to Shruli Vaakyas, Smritis. as
also YukLis (logical argunlents. reasoning). 1'0 wit. ]{arma (either physical or psychic) is perlnissible. valid or suitable till the qualification or
eligibility for 'Dh!Jaana l'oga' (Nidiclh!Jaasana) is acquired only: but
thereafter, the aspirant should practise the spiritual discipline of
'Shanla' (control over the mincl) alone - 111is teaching is vexy clearly
propounded in the Geela. 111e ShruLis teach that - &1'0 a Brahnla
Sanlslha (one who is established in Pure Consciouness or BrahnlClll
here and now in this very life) alone Anlrilalwa (immortality. Beatitude)
accrues. while by the rest of the spiritual seekers stationed in. or
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practising the duties or responsibilities meant for, other Aashramas,
Punya Loaka (meritoriolls worlds) is obtained." Both in the Upanishadic
lore and historical or mythological texts 'Sarva 1{arma Sannyaasa'
(the total, consumm,ate renunciation of all Karmas or all religious as
well as mundane acts) has been stipulated as a 'Jnaanaanga
Saadhana' (a spiritual discipline subselVient, as an aid or accessory to
Jnaana). Therefore, it is not possible at all to perform or practise
the introspective Dhyaana (meditation or contemplation) etc.,
which are internal at the psychic level {Antaranga SaadhanasJ
along with or associated with the Bahiranga Saadhanas (like external, extroverted) Kannas (physical acts, religious rites or rituals)
etc. Because the SmTiH statement pertaining to Ekaashrama (one of the
four Aashramas , viz. Brahmacharya, Gaarhastya, Vaanaprastha and
Sannyaasa) is opposed or contradictory to the Shruiis, the former Smriti
teachings should necessarily be discerned to have been mentioned only
for the purport of eulogising or praising the merits of Gaarhastya. For
the Geeta statement - "By means of !{a17na alone these people attained
SamsiddhC' - it will have to be reckoned to mean either that those
people gained a Siddhi which was of the forIn or nature of qualification
for Jnaana, or although it was associated with Karmas, because the
nlisconception of the form of distinctions like '!{nya', '!{aaraka' and
'Phala' was sublated or falsified by Jnaana (Intuition of the SelO, the
statenlent should be understood to be in praise or to eulogise Jnaana in
the nlanner - '1'hose people were not bound by or affected by Karmas."
We have previously clarified in detail in section 195 that there is no
scope or possibility whatsoever for !{armas to co-exist with Jnaana.
l"herefore, the Sh11.1ti statenlent that - "One should keep on performing
Kannas" - can be alternatively interpreted as praise-oriented in the
manner - "Although he is performing !(armas, because the Jnaani
(RealiZed soul) has the Intuitive Knowledge of the Self, he, not having
identification with his ]{arL11.1Lwa (AkarLraaLma Buddhi), has no taint or
blemish of bein~ affected by those !{armas at all."
Therefore the following creamlike churned-out interpretation or
meaning with regard to Saadhanas become established or
determined: Whether they are mere Karmas or whether they are
'Upaasana Sahita Kannas' (actions associated with meditations),
these Kannas if performed by a Mumukshu (aspirant for immortality) with an ardent desire to attain Moaksha (Liberation), either
in this his present birth or in previous births but before the dawn of
Jnaana Utpatti, become the principal means or root cause for
Brahma Jnaana through the sublation or removal of the demerits
- which are impediments on the spiritual path of Intuiting
Brahman. the Ultimate Reality, and which were acquired in the
past - commensurate with their intensity and strength; thereafter. those Kannas become, by virtue of Parampara (indirectly
9

9
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and in a sequential order), the cause for Mukti, the final goal of
human existence, which is attained actually as a result of Brahma
Vidya, which in turn is attained by practising Antaranga
Saadhanas (internal, introverted mental disciplines) like
Shravana. Manana and Nidhidhyaasana, Shraddha, Taatparya
(having exclusively Self-Knowledge as the imal goal, destination).
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

G. 6-3. p. 278.
G. Bh. 6-1.lntr. p. 271.
G. Bh. 6 (Intr.) p. 271.
Ch. Bh. 2-23-1. pp. 145,146.
Suo Bh. 3-4-20. p. 776.

23.
24.
25.
26.

G. Bh. 3lntr. p. 126.
G. Bh. 2-10. pp. 43, 44.
Suo Bh. 3-4-14. p. 768.
Suo Bh. 4-1-18. p. 845.

202. In ancient times some people were arguing out in the manner
- "If one gives up or renounces (Sannyaas 1) the religious rites or
rituals [{amlas, which he has always to pel-form or observe till his
death, then he gets the sin or demerit called Pratyavaaya; there is a
SmtiH statement that one should not take to Sannyaasa without
discharging, or absolving hiInself from, RunatTaya (three kinds of debts)
towards (0 sages, (ii) deities and (iii) Inanes. 1'he re fore , Sannyaasa is
nleant for people who are not qualified for perfornling [Cannas."
11lis argument is contradictory to Shrutis and l'ulclL For, in the
scriptures Sannyaasa Aashrcuna, viz. is stipulated by way of an
injunction, and it is considered and judged on par with, or on siInilar
grounds of, the other Aashranla (Grihasthaashranla OT Gaarhastya).
Because there is a Shruli statenlent saying that - "One \vho is free from
all attachment (Virakta) may become or take to asceticism (Sannyaasa)
right from the first stage of a celibate (BrahmachanJa), who has
obseIVed continence" - for such a person who has the virtue of
continence or celibacy there is no room or cause for the sin or defect of
giving up any [{anna can attach itself. If such a sin (of Pratyavaaya)
can affect him. then for every one the sin of giving up the Karnlas
(stipulated duties or responsibilities) of others in the other Aashranlas
(stages of life) will per Jorce attach themselves; for, then in that event it
will alnount to saying that for every one every l{amla is stipulated as an
injunction by the scriptures. No one ever raises an objection of the type
- "A BrahnIachaari (celibate youth) attracts the sin or defect of
renouncing the lCarnlas of a Glihaslha." 1"0 a recluse. if he gives up his
Dhamla of practising virt ues like Shama. DanIa etc., the denlerit or sin
of Pralyavaaya Inay accrue; but if he gives up the [Carnlas which are
stipulated for a G,ihastha, there is no cause at all for his getting
Prcdyavaaya. If Pratyal)claya really accrues. then the Dosha (the defect
or sin) stipulated in the script ures nlay well attach itself. It is the srune
case \vUh regard to 'Runalraya Dosha'. nlentioned above. 111ere is no
Runalwa (indebtedness) attaching itself to a Brahnlachaart (a celibate);
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therefore. he may take up Sannyaasa (asceticism) directly from his
present stage of life of a BrahmachaaTi by giving up or renouncing all
scriptural Karmas. Even to a Grihastha. Sannyaasa (the fourth stage or
Aashrama of asceticism) is stipUlated by way of an injunction in the
scriptures and so he too may renounce all Karmas and take to
Sannyaasa. This being the case, it should be discerned that
'l'aavajjeeva Shrutt' (the sCriptural statement stipulating performance
of Karmas as long as one is alive and till death) is meant for
~mumukshus' (people who are not Mumukshus or those who do not
aspire for Liberation or immortality).
In truth, if we seriously deliberate with insight, then there is no
cause or room for Pratyavaaya which is Bhaavaroopa (of the form
or nature of an existing thing or entity) being born or produced
from Abhaavaroopa (of the form of nature of non-existent thing or
phenomenon) of renouncing or giving up a Kanna, attaching itself
to anyone at all. Even in the case of a Gnhaslha we may deduce that
the 'Akarana' (scriptural injunction about non-performance or renunc;iation of a Karma) suggests or signifies only that if he gives up or
renounces NiLya I{amla (his daily routine duties), he will not be able to
get rid of the demerits or sins acquired or accumulated in the past
(Dunla ](sha!Ja). 1"his fact we have mentioned previously in section 194.
Sannyaasa is not a thing or a subject-matter desiderating no
qualifications or capabilities (which are stipulated in the scriptures);
for, in addition to, or apart from, the sCriptural sentences stipulating as
injunctions Sannyaasa of all ](armas for both classes of people, viz.
Jnaanis (Realized souls) and Mumukshus (aspirants for Liberation or
immortality), there exist separately scriptural sentences which describe
the manner or method in which even the 'Anadhikrita' or unqualified
people (to wit. those. who either by virtue of birth or stage of life, are not
qualified for Sannyaasa, Le. the fourth.stage of life or Aashrama, at the
present juncture) can take up or practise Sannyaasa (renunciation). If
we deliberate upon the comparative merits of strength or weakness
of the various Saadhanas stipulated by way of directives or injunctions in the scriptures for Ajnaanis (the ignorant people), then it
will be self-evident and thereby self-established that more than the
Grihastha Kannas (a householder's duties as stipulated in the
scriptures), which are associated with or involving Himsa (injury or
cruelty to other beings) and such other demerits - the meritorious
human excellences or virtues like Amaanitwa (modesty,
humility), Adambhitwa (pridelessness) etc. which are found in a
Sannyaasin (a recluse or an ascetic). who is predominantly (in a
pronounced manner) full of Yama (yamapradhaana) and who does
not give any quarter or scope for the functioning of desires (Kaama
PravrittiJ - are immensely beneficial, helpful. Therefore, for
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Mumukshus, Paarturaajya (a recluse's or monk's style of a wandering
life) alone is Prashasta (excellently or admirably suited).
27.
28.
29.
30.

Br. Bh. 4-4-22. p. 749.
Suo Bh. 3-4-19. pp. 772, 773.
Suo Bh. 3-4-20. pp. 777, 778.
Suo Bh. 3-4-20. pp. 776. 777.

31. G. Bh. 3-1.lntr. pp. 128,129.
32. Ait. Bh. Intr. p. 17.
33. Br. Bh. 4-5-15. pp. 794, 795.

203. In ancient times some people had argued out tn the manner
- "Because it is stipulated in the Smritis that - 'Sannyaasins too
should wear sacred thread and possess 'nidanda (a pole or stick with
three knots) and J{amandalu (begging bowl used by recluses or monks),
which are symbolic accessories significant for the fourth stage of
Sannyaasa' - Sarua Karma Sannyaasa (renunciation of all Ka1TT1as) is
opposed to Shrutis and further that if Sannyaasins (ascetics) give up or
renounce Kalmas meant for them, they too will attract the demerit of
Pratyauaaya." But this 'Smaarta Sannyaasa' (asceticism stipulated
in Smritis) is not 'Jnaana Anga' (a constituent part or essential
requisite for Self-Knowledge) and it has fruits of the type of
Brahma Loaka: but Shri Shankaraachaarya has taught that "Quite different from this there exists one 'Parama Hamsa
Paarivraajya' (an ascetic way of life of a sect of Sannyaasins which
enjoins upon the practitioner to be contemplating continuously on
the Ultimate Reality and be wandering about without any possessive or acquisitive propensities) alone as the 'Vedoakta
Jnaanaanga Sannyaasa' (the genuine ascetic way of life which is
the essential requisite for Jnaana and which is propounded in the
Vedas); further, for a Parama Hamsa (an ascetic or recluse who is
engrossed in the Intuition of the Self) barring human virtues or
excellences like Shama, Dama etc., no other Kannas attach
themselves or are enjoined in the scriptures. A Parama Hamsa who
is a 'lvlunlukshu' (an aspirant for Liberation) should, without perfornling
any other Kal711as, always and daily be inlnlersed in. or occupied with,
the practice of Intuitive contenlplation on the essential nature of the
Self (Dhyaana l'ogapara). 111is is the teaching of the Geeta. 1'he
injunction that - 'Renouncing the 7)·idandi. Kanlandalu etc. the
recluse should becolne a Paranla Hamsa' - is stipulated in. the
tt

Jaabaala Upanishad.
34. Suo Bh. 3-4-20. pp. 776, 777.
35. Ch. Bh. 2-23-1. p. 152.
36. Ch. Bh. 2-23-1. pp. 154, 155.

37. Br. Bh. 3-5-1. p. 487.
38. G. Bh. 18-52. pp. 725, 726.
39. Jab. Up. 6. p. 899.

204. '!'here is every possibility of some people miSinterpreting and
nlisconceiving the purport of the Geeta Bhaashya statement that
- "For a Sannyaasin the spiritual practice or discipline which he has to
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observe is to remain engrossed in 'Dhyaana Yoga' and there is no need
for hirn to perform any other I(amla \vhatsoever. They may get deluded
by nlisconceiving this statenlent to mean either that - (i) Yoga denotes
Chitta V,itti Niroaclha (as taught in PatanjaZi's Yoga Shaastra or
Darshancd, which means suppression or repression of lllental ~oncepts
as a spiritual practice; or (ii) emotionally-motivated Upaasanas of the
type of 'Daharauidya', 'Shaandilya Vidya' etc. We have indeed
nlenUoned previously in section 173 that various Upaasanas have
different fruits or benefits and that indirectly in a sequential order
(Paranlpara) they too may serve as (Paranlpara Saadhanas) spiritual
practices which lead in due course to Jnaana. But whether he is a
U

Munlukshu or whether he is a Sannyaasin, the Dhyaana Yogas
which they have to practise as spiritual disciplines quite necessarily and exclusively are - (i) Aatmachintana (Intuitive contemplation): (ii) Nididhyaasana which is of the form or nature of
Ekaagrata (one-pointed concentration), on the real essence of
Atman to attain Self-Knowledge (Aatma Jnaana) and not
Upaasanas (mental meditations). We have previously refuted in
. St~ct ion 65 the doctrinaire theories of those ,vho were preaching that -

(i) the Jntl(llla Vaakyas are there only to expound the object for the
l.lpaasana Vidhi (scliptural stipulations by way of injunctions for the
sake of Inentai Ineditations) and further that (ii) by means of UpClasanas
alone AUicl!JQ is sublated or falsHed. Here in this context the Yoga of
the form or nature of 'Chitta Vritti Niroadha' especially is not in
the least relevant; for, that 'Yoga is not stipulated or taught in the
Vedas. Without the attainment of Aatma Jnaana (Intuition of Self)
Chitta Vritti Niroadha does not reach its fruition or consummation
in toto at all. Merely by means of Yoga, Mukti does not accrue also.
Mere lT09a philosophy (of Pala'1jaZi) too, like Saanlchya (that school of
philosophy founded by I{apila Rishi) is necessarily a 'Dvaita Siddhaanla'
(sphil lIal teaching cuhninating in duality) alone and hence for such
l·09a SiddhaanLa there is no scope or room given in Vedantic (spiritual)
t

teaching.
43. Suo Bh. 2-1-3. p. 306.
44. Br. Bh. 4-4-9. p. 735.

40. Sr. Bh. 1-4-7. p. 128.
41. Br. Bh. 1-4-7.p. 130.
42. Br. Bh. 1-4-7. pp. 131, 132.

205. We have previously clarified here and there in sections
(i) because of the reason that I(arnlas and
Upaasanas are PravritLi Roopa (of the nat ure of going in pursuit of an
objectl, \vhile Jnaana is Nivlilli Roopa (of the form or nature of receding
a\vay froIn aJl enlpilica} transactions and towards Liberation) there is no
scope for blending or mLxing these t \VO disciplines, viz. I{a17llaS or
Upaasanas and Jnaana. and (ii) because of the reason that, although
l{amlas and Upaasanas are responsible for yielding their respective
171,195,196 and 197 that -
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fruits which are different, they are indirectly in a sequential order
responsible to help attain Jnaana too, ](armas and Upaasanas are
propounded in the Upanishads too, and this is quite reasonable or
justifiable. But showing indifference to this distinction, some people
had begun to unify both these Saadhanas expounding in the manner
- "Jnaana Vaakyas are virtually Upaasana Vaakyas alone" - because
of either a logical inference (Adhyaahaara) or because of treating the
Jnaana Vaakyas as subordinate or secondary to another Upaasana
Vidlli; we have previously in section 65 shown that this is not proper
or reasonable.
In the past some other Advaitins had expounded that - "All Vedas
are Nivrittipara (Liberation-oriented alone) and hence for that reason
alone they stipulate as injunctions all Vaidika Saadhanas instructing
that the seeker having enjoyed the fruits of the preceding Karmas or
Upaasanas should consider that they are all leading to mortality
(repeated births and deaths) and thereby aspire for Liberation." But to
Inake a statelnent nlLxing up everything in this manner in a confused
way is not proper. For, there is no valid evidence to say or assert that
the 1(arnlas or the Upaasanas, which have been stipulated by way of
injunctions in the scriptures to be performed to achieve respective
fruits, are, in truth, stipulated for Moaksha. If it were so, fruits of the
type of Svarga (Heaven, the abode of Gods), Graama (a region), Pashu
(cat tie wealth) etc. should not have been mentioned at all. Besides, in
this standpoint, because of the reason that either by means of Karmas
alone Aloaksha would have been attained or by means of Upaasanas
alone A1oa1csha could be possibly attained, the scriptural sentences
pertaining to Jnaana would have been rendered futile indeed.
'Therefore, it is reasonable or justifiable to reckon that the scriptures
have stipulated various ](aanlya ](amlas (actions, rites with respective
desires in accordance with respective fnlils deSired). We have stated in
section 194 that for Nitya ](arnlas (daily routine duties) a Punya Loaka
(going to a celestial region of great merit) is the corresponding fruit, but
if the saIne ](Cl1-nlClS are perforIned without any desire or hankering after
the fruit, the benefit accruing out of it is 'Chitla Shuddhi' bnental
equipoise, purity. concentration). '1"0 exemplify the truth that - ''1'he
aspirants after Liberation, who have got rid of all desires (Nishkaanla
MunllLkshus) by perfonning their respective Va111aashranla Karmas
(rites or duties attached to their respective caste and sta~e of life) with a
Inental tenlperClluent of ol1ering all of them WiUl their respective fruits
worshipfully to Paranleshwara attain Aarsha Darshana (sacred. holy
and profound IntUition) of the essential nature of Aatma Jnaana" - we
conle across instances or exanlples of sages, seers like nishanlct..t
VaanlCldeva etc. in the Vedas.
On the other hand, in the Upaasana Vaakyas some fonns have been
stipulated for Brahman. the Ultinlate Reality; we have already in section
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182 refuted the doctrinaire theory of "Prapancha Pravilayavaadins"
(protagonists of the theory of dissolving totally the world appearance),
who were arguing out in the manner - 61'hose Upaasana Vaakyas too
are in truth Jnaana Vaakyas alone meant to help know Brahman
devoid of any forms through the means (or doorway) of Prapancha
Pravilaya and they do not have any other purport at all. As regards
those scriptural sentences in which first distinctions or special
characteristics are described as being superimposed upon
Brahman and later on those very distinctions or special characteristics have been sublated or rescinded, then in such contexts it may
be feasible to argue or affirm that by virtue of Adhyaaroapa
Apavaada Nyaaya those sentences are meant for or having the
ultimate purport of teaching or propounding 'Aakaara Pravilaya'
(dissolving completely the various forms or distinctions). But as
regards those scriptural sentences in which special characteristics
have been deliberately superimposed on Brahman exclusively for
the purposes of Upaasana if in such contexts the meaning of
Pravilaya (complete dissolution) is inferred or imagined, there will
be the predicament of contradicting Shrutis because it will amount
to our baving given up the 'Mukhyaartha' (predominant meaning)
and having imagined a 'Laxanaartha' (a symbolic meaning) only.
Especially in contexts where special features of benefits or fruits have
been stipulated or Signified explicitly it is quite evident or clear beyond
any doubt that Upaasana Vaak!Jas are not Aduaita Boadhaka
(sentences purporting to teach non-duality): because of the reason that
the scriptural sentences which preach or propound Moaksha too are
teaching '/{ranla A1ukLi' (phased or graded Liberation), Shri Shankara
has established tilat it is quite reasonable, justifiable to separate the
Upaasana Vaakyas as a different category altogether. By this
e.xposition, it is quite clear indeed that there is no harm rendered to the
spiritual teaching (Siddhaanto) that - "Both Kannas and Upaasanas
are indirectly in a sequential order (parampara) aids or accessorial
complements for Jnaana (Self-Knowledge or Intuition). which is
the main Saadhana for Avidya Nivritti (sublation, falsification of
ignorance, delusion)."
It

47. Suo Bh. 3-2-2. p. 619.

45. Br. Bh. 3-2. Intr. pp. 430 to 432.
46. Tai. Bh. 1-10. pp. 263,264.

XXVII. JNAANI'S SENSE OF FULFILMENT
206. All spiritual practices or disciplines like Karma, Upaasana,
Shanla, DanIa. etc. and Shravana, A1anana, NididluJaasana - are the

valid means alone for Aruma Jnaana indeed, but once the Self-Knowledge (Intuitive experience of the Sell) is attained there does not renlain
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anything to be done or performed whatsoever. To believe that even
after Self-Knowledge (Aatma Jnaana) is attained there exist or
remain certain duties or responsibilities to be discharged is contradictory to the Shrutis and Smritis. Besides. the viewpoint or argument that even after the Intuition (Anubhava) of the type "Atman. who is Nitya Mukta (eternally. perennially Liberated. free)
and who is not either a Kartru (an agent of action) or a Bhoktru (an
enjoyer) - that Atman Himself I am" - there still exists or remains
something to be done or performed - is (a misconception or
delusion) opposed to Yukti Uogical argument. reasoning).
3. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. pp. 39,40.
4. Suo Bh. 4-1-2. pp. 817, 818.

1. Br. Bh. 4-4-12. p. 738.
2. G. 15-20. p. 613.

207. In Blihadaaranyaka Upanishad (3-5-1) it is stated that - a'Even
after acquiring Paandilya (scholarly erudition), which is of the form or
nature of cognizing the essence of the Self (Aalma Jnaana Roopa),
\vithout anything left out of reckoning (Nissesha), the seeker should
pursue spiritual practices like 'Baalya' and ·A1ouna'
Besides in the
Geeta (18-54,55) it is taught that - "One who is established in
Brahnlcln (Brclhnla Bhoota) should attain Parabhakli (Supreme devotion), know or cognize Paranlc(aalman after clearly identifying Him and
then should enter into Him." If one examines all such statements, it will
have to be acknowledged that - "Even after one attains Aatma Jnaana.
there renlains something to be done or practised."
But, as we have clariHed above, because this opinion (or conclusion)
is opposed to Sh".lli and Sm1ili texts, Nyaaya, the ardent student of
Vedanta should inler the nleaning of such sentences (or interpret them)
in a difTerent manner altogether. As stated previously in section 181.
only in the case of those aspirants who do not attain Aatma Vynaana
(Intuition of the SelO nlerely by Shrauana the repetition (or continuation) of spiritual practices (Saadhanas) like Manana, Nididhyaasana
etc. will have to be preached. As regards the statenlent in the
B,ihaclaaranyaka Upanishad, the word 'Paanditya' means - "After
cOIllpleting without any renlainder Aalma Vljnaana from both the
spirit ual preceptor (GU"l) and the AClgama (the traditional methodology
of teaching that is inlplicit in the Upanishaclic texts, handed do\vn in
Paaranlj)cU"ya froIll the GU1U to the Shishya) , eventually one should
practise Sarva I(cHma Sannyaasa (renunciation of all I{annas entirely)";
the word 'BaQl!)a' means - "I-Iaving acquired or being fully equipped
with JnQClna Bella (the spiritual strength gained frol11 Jnaancl), the true
aspirant should be r~jectin~ disdainfully 'Anelatnla Pral!)aya' (any perceptual or concept ual knowled~e of the not-seIO: or in the alternative.
like a Baclla (an innocent child who does not usually exhibit pride.
egoisln, conceit etc.). the ardent seeker should practise Anlaanitwa
It.
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(absence of egoism). Adambhitwa (humility. modesty, without exhibiting his Jnaana), Adhyayana (learning or study of the scriptural texts),
Dhaannikatwa (his being endowed with spiritual virtues or excellences)
etc. tt: the word 'Mouna' means - "Getting fully established or rooted in
Intuition (Anubhaua) of the Self which is the natural fruit of Anaatma
Pratyaya Tiraskarana (total rejection with disdain the perceptual or
conceptual knowledge of the not-sell)." In truth, the purport of the
Shruti statement is - "Only if the seeker attains this Mouna. he can be
said to have become a Brahma Nishlha (the one established or rooted in
Intuitive experience of the Self, a genuine, consummate Jnaani par
excellence). tt For the Geeta sentence too we must have a similar
Interpretation. Para Bhaktt., Jnaana Nishtha - both these philosophical
terms are nothing but Intuitive conviction (A nub ha va) , which is the
natural product or fruit accruing as a result of human excellences or
virtues like Amaanitwa, Adambhitwa etc. which are in tum the
Sahakaari Kaaranas (complementary causes), which are spiritual
practices or disciplines attained through Sarva I{arma Sannyaasa (total
rejection with disdain of all physical and mental actions) needed
-invariably for the ripening or consummation of Jnaana Utpattt
(attainment of Self-Knowledge). 1be true seeker clearly and correctly
Intuits Paramaatman (Brahman), by means of BhaJcti (devotion) alone
which is verily of the essential nature of that Jnaana Nishtha. In order
to significantly teach this Viveka (Intuitive deliberation, discrimination),
the traditional teachers call this Intuitive Knowledge, born out of the
study of the scriptural texts and which is of the form or nature of
Paandilya (scholarly erudition), initially 'Jnaana', but in the ultimate
analysis after the culmination or consumnlation in Jnaana Nishtha
comes to fruition here and now they call that 'Anubhava' (Intuitive
experience) by the name of Vijnaana' (Supreme Knowledge). After the
seeker attains Paanditya and Baalya. although the third discipline of
A-Iouna by itself - and quite naturally accrues, as a result of
Praarabdha (the Kamla which has ripened already and has yielded its
fnlHs) Bheda Darshana (appearance of variegated or distinctive objects
or phenonlena) may beconle quite strong or imperative, the scriptures
in these contexts stipulate, rather alert, the seeker that he should
inlmerse hinlself and stabilise his nlind in Aatmaanubhava (Intuitive
non-dual experience of the SelO alone. As all these spiritual practices
or disciplines are meant exclusively for the Sannyaasin (a recluse,
ascetic), who is necessarily a Vividishaa Sannyaasin (one who
aspires to attain the Intuitive experience of the 'Tattwa' or the
Ultimate Reality of Brahman) alone it need not be gainsaid that
such a Vividishaa Sannyaasin has no duty or responsibility of performing any other mundane Kanna whatsoever (pertaining to the
Avidya Kshetra or region of ignorance or delusion). Especially when
the seeker (Saadhaka) attains Self-Knowledge or Intuition
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(Jnaana) these Saadhanas too become, or are rendered invariably,
'Mithyaa' (false, unreal).
7. Suo Sh. 3-4-50. p. 807.
8. G. Sh. 18-55. pp. 730. 731.

5. Ma. Ka. 4-90. pp. 394. 395.
6. Sr. Sh. 3-5-1. p. 491.

208. Because of the reasons that Paandity~ Baaly~ Mouna etc. are
described in the scriptural texts as exceptional, distinctive hallmarks of
Jnaana and words like Jnaana Utpatt~ Jnaana ParipaakClt Jnaana
Nishtha etc. are used in Vedantic texts, some people have misconceived
that in Self-Knowledge (Jnaana) too there are extremely subtle
differences. Some others have even misconceived classes, categories
like Brahmavit, Brahmavidvara, Brahmavid Varishtha among Jnaanis
(Realized souls). But from the detailed explanations and clarifications
that we have given above themselves it will be quite clear, evident and
indubitable that - "In Vljnaana (Intuitive experience) of the essential
nature of Anubhava (also called Saakshi Anubhava) there does not exist
any big or small difference whatsoever."
Because of the reason that the Saadhanas to be practised by the
seekers for Jnaana Utpatti like (i) Varna Aashrama Dharma;
(il) Upaasanas: (iii) Sannyaasa; (iv) the practice of ShamClt Dama.
Uparat~ Titeeksha, Shraddha and Samaadhaana; (v) Dhyaana etc. are many, and secondly, because it has been stated in the scriptures
that if ]{arma are blended or conjoined with Upaasanas the spiritual
practices become stronger, more fruitful and successful (Chhaandogya
Upanishad 1-1-10), some people may think or believe that there are
differences in Jnaana also: some others may even think or believe that
by virt ue of the differences as well as their grades and respective calibre
of Jnaana, there may be differences or grades in Mulcti also.
But these beliefs or conceptions are without any scriptural support
and are illogical to boot. For, if it is stated that - "By virtue of the
intensity or immensity of spiritual practices there would be proportionate increase in Jnaana" - it can plausibly mean to have the special
features, relatively, of earlier or faster attainment as against belated
attainment in other or future births, but there is no scope or cause for
the statement to have any other special characteristics at all. Even if
we imagine or surmise that there are differences or grades in
Jnaana (Intuition), we may do so in dividing them only into
Paroaksha (that which is beyond the range of sight or invisible) and
Aparoaksha (direct and immediate): but that which is Aparoaksha
Anubhava (Intuitive innate experience) superior to all else, that
alone will be fit to be called Jnaana, and not anything else - whatsoever it may be. Apart froln this, just as in Karma there are
differences, there are no differences or grades whatsoever in Jnaana;
therefore, in Moaksha, which Is the resultant effect or fruit of Jnaana
206
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too there do not exist any differences or grades of any kind whatsoever.
In truth, Moaksha means Brahman (the Intimate Reality), which is
Nitya Siddha (eternally. perennially existing. self-established)
Entity alone; Jnaana falsifies or sublates Ajnaana. the ignorance
pertaining to Brahman-Atman (one's own Self) but Jnaana never
gives rise to any non-existent Mukti. Hence, on the dawn of Jnaana,
AJnaana is got rid of completely and Mukti accrues, instantaneously, so
to speak, and there is no scope or possibility for anyone to imagine in
the manner - UIn due course of time Jnaana will yield a particular
fruit." Therefore, it is illogical to imagine or infer that there are
differences or grades in the manner - Mulct! of ordinary human beings,
Mukti of Rishis or sages, Mukti of deities etc. But as regards
Prateekoapaasanas and Sagunoapaasanas, because there are differences with regard to the qualities or characteristics as 'big' and 'small'
of the Upaasya Brahman (the Reality which is meditated upon),
evidently there is room or scope for inferring or imagining differences
and grades in Vidyas (psychic or mental knowledges), as also in their
respective fruits or resultant effects.
9. Suo Bh. 3-4-52. p. 810.
10. Suo Bh. 3-4-52. p. 811.

11. Suo Bh. 3-4-52. p. 811.
12. Suo Bh. 1-1-24. pp. 92. 93.

209. If the Jnaana Saadhanas (spiritual practices) like Karma and
Upaasana are undertaken, here and now immediately one may attain
Jnaana or may attain It in due course. But Mukti., which is the fruit of
Jnaana is not like that at all. Just as the very moment light comes or
is brought the various forms of external objects are seen by the
eyes. similarly the moment Jnaana dawns or flashes Avidya
(Ajnaana) gets destroyed or sublated, and thereby Mukti, which is
eternal and self-established and which is the very essence of Pure
Being-Consciousness-Bliss of the Mumukshu gets manifested.
(To wit, It is not the effect or fruit of any action either physical or
mental. but beyond both. Intuitive). In truth. this Mukti is not even
the resultant effect of Jnaana; rather, being ever-existent and
eternal It gets manifested by Jnaana. From the empirical viewpoint, since it is believed that Bondage of the form of impediments
like Avidya,. Kaama, Karma etc. is subia ted or falsified (Nivritti),
only as a courtesy. convention or formality the scriptures mention
Mukti to be a Jnaana Kaarya or Jnaana Phala; that is all. In fact,
even Devatas (celestial deities) are not capable of hindering or coming in
the way of the seeker attaining MukH.; for, when the seeker attains
MukH. because Ajnaana or Avidya is rooted out without the least
remnants or even an iota of it, the Jnaani (Realized soul) becomes the
Atnlan (Sell) of the Devatas themselves.
14. Br. Bh. 3-3-1. p. 451.

13. Br. Bh. 1-4-10. p. 165.
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210. The VyaavahaariJca Phala (the empirical benefit) that accrues
from Aatma Darshana (Self-Kno\vledge or Aalma Jnaana), is described
In the scriptural texts in the following manner: "First of all, the Kaamas
(desires), which are fed and sustained by Avidya, have got entrenched
in our heart and have clung on to it - they get rooted out; Samshayas
(doubts, suspicions or uncertainties), which were continuously raising
their ugly heads in matters pertaining to the 7attwa' (the Ultimate
Reality of Brahman or Alman), get cut asunder; all Kannas (actions of
Inerit and demerit) get emaciated and destroyed. Therefore. for a
Jnaani nothing whatsoever remains to be done henceforth; he
remains ever an Aatma Nishtha (one who is eternally established in
the Self).
15. Mu. Up.and Bh.2-2-8. pp. 138, 139.
211. Some people argue out in the manner- "Even though it is true
that by means of Jnaana Avidya Is destroyed, as long as the body belonging to a particular Janma (birth) in which Jnaana was attained
lasts - to that body of that particular Janma there exists a good deal of
'Aviduaa Lesha' (remnants of ignorance)." The fact that this 'Avidyaa
Lesha' theory is not proper or reasonable has been already clarified by
us in section 162. 1bose who have misconceived this 'Avidyaa Lesha
Vaada' and have put it into circulation, so to speak, are the protagonists of 'Adhyaasa Upaadaana Moolaavidyaa Vaada' (the theory that
there exists a 'Moolaavidyaa' or the root cause for Avidya for which
Aclhyaasa or misconception, deluSion, is the Upaadaana ]{aarana or
the material cause). Aviduaa Lesha, Avidyaa Chhaaya, Aviduaa
Ganclha. Auiclyaa Vaasana, Auidyaa Sanlskaara all these are
synonymous tenus (used by these protagonists). Because of the reason
that previously in section 30 itself we have explained that the
'Moolaavidyaa Vaada' (the theory of a root cause for Avidya) is totally
opposed to Vedanta Siddhaanta (genuine teachings of Vedanta spiritual
science), contradictory to Shri Shankara's original Bhaashyas and to
l'uJcli (logical arguments) in consonance with everyone's experience in
the empirical sphere - in the light of that explanation itself it becomes
evident that this doctrinaire theory of Avidyaa Lesha too is not proper
or reasonable. For that reason alone, Shri Shankaaraachaarya has
very distinctly and markedly delineated that a Jnaani does not
have
or
possess
Vipareeta
Pratyaya
(misconception).
Samsaaritwa (transmigratoriness) and has further reverentially acknowledged 'Jeevan Mukti' (being Liberated while living in a particular physical body) and that this Jeevan Mukti (also called
Sadyoamukti) alone is devoid of Avidya. 1'0 argue that both Vidya
and Avidya are existing simultaneously (I.e. co-existing) in one and the
sanle person is as ridiculous as to say that light and darkness exist
together or co-exist at the SaIne Hnle and same place. Even if one knows
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(or has cognized) Aatma Swaroopa in a general, perfunctory manner
and if he has not Intuited the Self distinctively in Its essence per se, It
Inay be quite possible to entertain a misconception of the type of taking
a sea-shell (nacre) to be silver; but in the case of those who have Intuitively established themselves in the essential nature of Atman (the Sell)
there is no scope or possibility whatsoever of any kind, or any variety, of
Avidya existing or remaining as 'Avidyaa Lesha' at all. It is truly a
figment of imagination, which is, in itself, Avidya. This truth clearly
looms large before us now.
16. Br. Bh. 3-5-1. p. 485.
17. Br. Bh. 1-4-10. p. 169.

18. Suo Bh. 1-1-4. pp. 39,40.
19. G. Bh. 14-20. p. 583.

212. "If Avidya, Kaama and Karma - all these are totally destroyed
by means of Jnaana, how is it possible at all for the body to subsist? If
the Jnaani does not remain embodied. how is it possible for him to
teach or preach about the 'Tattwa' of Atman?" - such doubts have
-raised their ugly heads in the minds of SOflle present-day Vedantins,
and as a result they have given rise to two different and opposing
f>pinions or doctrinaire theories with regard to MuktL One of these
opinions (belonging to a school of thought) says: "A Jnaani does possess
a small quantum or measure of AVidya; he is a Jeevanmukta all right. In
fact. one who has attained this kind of 'Gouna Mukii' (secondary
Liberation, not the real one in the predominant sense) alone is the
Aachaarya (preceptor) and only when he gives up his mortal coil he
attains the real 'A-lukhya Mulcti' which is called Videha Muklt'
(Liberation devoid of a body)." l'his theory has been refuted by us
already in sections 162 and 211. The protagonists of the second
doch;naire theory have propounded in the manner - "If Ajnaana is
destroyed by means of Jnaana the Jnaani's body falls off immediately,
instantaneously and MuJcti is attained. This kind of MulcH is called
'Sad!)oamukti'." Especially this 'Sadyoamukli Vaada' is a ridiculous
one, a laughing stock. For, a staunch belief in the phenomenon of the
body existing is accepted from the standpoint of Avidya alone and not in
reality. l'herefore, when Jnaana dawns, no body-conSCiousness whatsoever relnains or subsists, and this very teaching we have previously
e.xpounded in sections 137 and 162.
Here in this context the true, genuine spiritual teaching is: By virtue
of Jnaana, Avidya is completely falsified, sublated (Baadhita), meaning. the seeker gets the conviction that Avidya does not really
exist at all: only this much, and not that Jnaana does actually and
literally destroy Avidya, like an axe cutting asunder a tree or like
rue burning away or consuming ruewood. l'herefore, even after they
become Baadhila by virtue of Jnaana. categories like Avidya-KaamaKanna as also the physical body, which is caused as a result of
'Praarabdha 1{amla' and which is the supporting adjunct (Aashraya)

15
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all of them canylng on their respective functions, just as when a potter
rotates the wheel fast and allows it to tum on its own momentum
(in consonance with the 'Law of Inertia') till its speed of rotation is
destroyed - becomes quite but natural. There is no defect or blemish
whatsoever in Mithyaa Jnaana (misconception, delusion) etc. - to wit,
all the three types of Ajnaan~ Mithyaa Jnaana (Adhyaasa) and
Samshaya - which are falsified by virtue of Jnaana (Jnaana Baadhital
remalnlng effective for some tim~ - just like a second moon (Dwiteeya
Chandra), the false notion or misconception of sea-shell-silver (Shuktt
Rajataabhaasa) or the confused notion as regards the cardinal directions of east. west, north and south {Dik Moaha} etc. By virtue of or as a
result of this Baadhitaanuuritti (falsified mental concepts) there does
not arise any flaw or lapse whatsoever in so far as a Jnaaru's KTitaKTityata (the Realized soul's fulfilment of life's goal, its consummation)
is concerned. 1"herefore, by the word - uNasha" (destroyed) - if it is
meant or interpreted to signify that - "Just as a fried seed is not able to
sprou t and give out a fruit" - then, it will have to be per force accepted
that - "In the case of a Jnaani all his 'Sanchita Karmas' (accumulated,
totality of merits and demerits or Punya and Paapa Karmas) are
destroyed or cancelled by Jnaana, and that the fruits of 'Aagaami
]{armas' (deeds of melit or demerit which are yet to ripen and fructilY in
future births) will not taint or touch him; further, because the
'Praarabdha ]{arma' (ripened or ensuing or present Karma) has already
resulted in the present birth endowed with the present body and
thereby has given rise to its effect this resultant fruit of the present
birth has to be per force (unavoidably) enjoyed and exhausted. Nitya
Karmas stipulated by way of injunctions in the scriptures, like
Agnihoatra, l'ajna, Hoama, Gaayatri Japa etc., are exclusively responsible or instrumental, indirectly and in a sequential order
(Parampara) for Moaksha. If the word - 'Naasha' - is interpreted to
connote 'Baadhita' (rendered false or sublated), then It will have to be
per force accepted that - "A Jnaani gets the steadfast conviction (to wit,
cuhninating in his Intuitive experience here and now) to the effect that
neither the body nor the Karmas performed with it as the medium ever
exists In the least." In truth~ Shri Shankaaraachaarya has called the
Liberation (or the release from) the clutches or bonds of Kanna
which accrues or is caused by virtue of the Nischaya (steadfast
conviction) culminating in the Intuitive experience of the type - "I
was never in the past a Kartru or a Bhoktru; I am not either of
them even now; nor will be in the future too: I cannot ever become a
Kartru or a Bhok tru" - alone by the name 'Sadyoamukti' (Liberation, Beatitude, here and now while alive in the present body).
20.
21.
22.
23.

Suo Bh. 4-1-14. p. 838.
Suo Bh. 4-1-15. pp. 839,840.
Suo Bh. 4-1-16. p. 841.
G. Bh. 4-37. pp. 225, 226.

24. Suo Bh. 4-1-15. p. 840.
25. Br. Bh. 1-4-10. p. 169.
26. Suo Bh. 4-1-13. p. 837.
27. G. Bh. 5-27. p. 267.
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213. Mter Karmas (results of actions) in the form of merits
(Punya) and demerits (paapa) are totally and eternally (Aatyantika)
destroyed by virtue of or by means of Jnaana, when the aspirant
(Mumukshu) gets rooted or established flrmly in the Intuitive
Knowledge of the type - "Paramaatman (the Supreme Self),
devoid of all actions or functions (Nishkriya) alone is myselr' then that Intuitive experience is Itself the true, genuine SanJa
Kanna Sannyaasa (renunciation of all actions).This kind of
Sannyaasa can accrue to Grihastas (householders) too; because of the
reason that ·after that renunciation accrues there is no purpose
whatsoever served or no benefit whatsoever accruing from their earlier
Aashrama Karmas (duties, responsibilities stipulated for a particular
stage of life), those householders too will per force give up or renounce
their Grihasta Karmas, just like Yaajnavalkya and such other Realized
souls mentioned in the Upanishads. This truth becomes self-evident
and self-established now. But, if for some reason or other that
consummation does not take place, even if those people appear, as
before, to be engaged and engrossed in performing or pursuing their
respective Karmas as in the past, their so-called Karmas, in reality,
have become falsified or sublated (Baadhita) by Jnaana and have
become mere semblances of action (Karmaabhaasa); for them the
Intuitive Knowledge of the type - "Kriya (action) - Kaaraka (the means
of action) - Phala (the fruits of action) - are all Brahman, the Ultimate
Reality. alone" - has accrued. 1'hen, all the Karmas they perform are
indeed for Loaka Sangraha (for the purpose of gUiding. or showing the
spiritual path to, Ajnas or the ignorant people). Therefore, in whatever
Aashrama (stage of life) they may be, they are truly ']{Tita-KTityas'. The
Sannyaas~ which the Jnaanis or Realized souls observe because of the
reason that there is no more purpose or benefit whatsoever to accrue
from any kind of Karm~ is called by the present-day Vedantins 'Vidvat
Sannyaasa '. 1bere is a second grade of people who, though they are
Ajnas (in the ultimate analysis), because of their having acquired Chitta
Shucldhi (cleansing or purification of the mind stuff of its innate
proclivities, by discharging their respective Karmas that have befallen
to their lot) and in due course through the acquisition of human
excellences or virtues like Shama, Dama, Uparat~ etc. give up or
renounce the Grihasta Karmas for the sake of practising 'Dhyaana
Yoga' which is 'Karlrntwa Vljnaana Poorvaka' (through the discrimination on the essence of the '1' notion) are said to practise a 'Sannyaasa'
called the 'Vividishaa Sannyaasa'. Further, for those who are not yet
qualified for this Vividishaa Sannyaasa, the Geeta recommends 'Karma
Yoga' alone which is called (in Vedantic parlance) 'Kanna Phala
Sannyaasa' (renouncing or giving up the hankering after the fruits or
beneHts of all Karmas) alone as the best, or the most suited, spiritual
practice (Saadhana). Thus to enumerate in an ascending order and
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based on their calibre and attainment it can be succinctly said that
there are the following three 'Sannyaasas': (i) Kanna Phala
Sannyaasa, (ii) Kanna Sannyaasa and (iii) Sarva Kanna
Sannyaasa. Among these, Sarva Karma Sannyaasa alone is possible
to attain for a Jnaani exclusively. Barring these three categories of
Sannyaasa, all the other varieties - whatever they may be - are not
genuine or real Sannyaasas at all. For example, those who have
believed or misconceived Kriya-Kaaraka-Phala as real entities or
phenomena: Shoonya Vaadins (Nihilists) or idlers, lazy-bones
giving up or 'renouncing' Kannas can never be reckoned to be
'Sannyaasins'at all.
31. G. Bh. 18-48. p. 718.
32. Ch. Bh. 2-23-1. p. 155.

28. G. Bh. 5. Intr. p. 238.
29. G. Bh. 5. Intr. pp. 238, 239.
30. G. BH. 4-20. pp. 199,200.

214. Jnaana may dawn (accrue) at an)

moment. Vaamadeva
attained It while in the mother's womb: alUlough Prajaapati was alone
existing at the beginning of a I{alpa (an aeon or a measure of the
duration of the world), Jnaana accrued to him without anybody's
spiritual instruction whatsoever. For this, the I{a7mas or Upaasanas
and such other spiritual Saaclhanas practised in previous births alone
are instrunlental. Here in this context a doubt may arise, and that is:
'''fhe one and only cause for anyone taking to Sannyaasa is the fact
that there is no purpose served by, nor any benefit accnling from.
]{alTnas: therefore, it amounts to saying that Sannuaasa is not
stipulated as necessary for a JnaanL So, where is the question of a
person who has attained Jnaana in his Grihastha Aashranla itself
practising Sannyaasa (renunciation) and Ulereby going to a forest at
al1? Besides, because he has achieved what is to be achieved in his life
"{rita ]{7ilya) henceforth he need not perform any I{arma whatsoever: he
can renlain at honle. nlaintaining quiet, is it not? Or, in the alternative,
because he is not bound by either the scriptural injunctions or prohibitions it may amount to saying that he can behave as he likes
(I.e. according to his whims and fancies)l"
1be solution for this doubt Is: "'fo desire to remain quiet at home
alone is tantamount to having a ']{aanla' (for, it is a subtle desire
indeed): because a Jnaani does not have any]{aanla, he cannot think in
the nlanner - 'I will renlain at honle quiet.· Similarly, whether he is a
Brahmachaari (a celibate) or a Vaanapraslha (one who spends his last
clays in seclusion in a forest). if that particular person attains Jnaana.
there is no possibility for hinl thereafter to think in the nlanner - 61 will
renlain In this same Aashranla (stage of life).' Because he has realized
the tnlth that there is no benefit whatsoever accruing from any of the
]{armas of these Aashramas. the Jnaani attains Paarivraajya
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(the wandering life of a religious monk or recluse), of the nature of
Eshanaa Vyutlhaana (giving up all desires exhaustively and rise to
sublime heights in spiritual Saadhanas). Because Paarivraajya is an
Abhaava (a non-existent phenomenon), of the form of Eshanaa
Tyaaga (giving up or renunciation of all desires exhaustively) and
not any Kriya (action or function), there is no scope for anyone to
raise the objection of the type - 'Why exclusively Paarivraajya?'
- or to compare it with other Kannas. whatever they may be. In
case there is any impediment for the Jnaani to take recourse to or adopt
the way of life of Paarivraajya, the Jnaani will invariably be
performing the respective Kanna for the sake of Loaka Sangraha
(general welfare of or well-being of the society around him). but he
will never behave ~s he likes, according to his whims and fancies.
For Yatheshtha PravritLi (the behaviour as one likes according his
whims and fancies) Dehaabhimaana (the innate identification with
one's body) is the root cause; but in a Jnaani this Dehaabhimaana
(called in Vedantic parlance 'Adh!Jaasa1 does not exist. A Jnaani, who
has renounced Dharmas (scriptural rites and duties) themselves
considering them to be too heavy or arduous - why should he dabble
or meddle with Adharma (acts \vhich are prohibited by the scriptures
and are sinfu!)? To doubt that a Jnaani, who has renounced both
Dhamla and Adharma even when he was a Mumukshu (a lower stage in
the spiIitualladder of Saadhanas) as such, may commit sinful acts of
Adhanna even after his attainment of Jnaana and his becoming a
'Jnaana Tripta (one who has attained consummate satisfaction, of the
nature of ]{rita ](rityata) is not justifiable at all. 1"0 wit, when a person is
hungry he will never consume any poisoned food: then, where is the
question of a person, who has got rid of his hunger by eating dainty
savoury food, consuming such a poisoned food? One who has not fallen
into a well and has avoided doing so during the night - can he or will
he fall into the well after sunrise? The Karmas that a Jnaani performs
for the sake of Loaka Sangraha are, in reality, not Karmas at all; for,
then the Jnaani does not have either Ahamkaara (egoism or selfishness)
or Phalaabhisandhi (hankering after the fruits or benefits). Just as
when a person is performing ](aamyagnihoatra (a sacrifice offered into
the fire with the desire to obtain a particular benefit or fruit), if he gets
rid of his Kaama (desire), the remainder of that Kaamyagnihoatra will
not continue to be ]{aam!JQ (associated with or backed up by any desire
for fruit) any more - Similarly, the Nitya ](armas performed after the
attainment of Jnaana will not continue to be Kannas at all. l"herefore,
the Kannas that a Jnaani performs - whether they are Vaidika
Kannas or Loukika Kannas- because he does not have any sense
of agentship whatsoever in those Kannas and because everywhere.
at all times he is besieged by Brahma Buddhi (sense of Reality of
t
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the Self (to wit, a sort of divine or God-intoxication), those Kannas
can never be reckoned to be real Kannas at all.
33. SUo Sh. 3-4-51. p. 809.
38. Ait. Sh. Intr. p. 18.
34. Sr. Sh. 1-4-2. p. 96.
39. Ch. Sh. 2-23-1. p. 153.
35. Sr. Sh. 2-4-1. p. 351.
36. Ail. Sh. Intr. pp. 11, 12.
37. Ch. Sh. 2-23-1. p. 152.

40. Up. sa. 18-231,232. p. 272.
41. G. 2-11. pp. 42, 43.
42. G. Sh. 5-8. pp. 247, 248.

215. There is a big question raised by protagonists of 'JnaanaKarma-Samuchhaya Vaada' (the theory of blending Jnaana and Karma)
and that Is: ''Though there are no other Karmas to be performed by
Sannyaasins, who are Jnaanis, they have certain spiritual disciplines
like Bhikshaacharana (leading the way of life of a mendicant), Shoucha

(cleanliness. purity) etc. They will have to per force perfonn acts like
eating food and drinking water etc. Similarly. the other people in the
other stages of life like Grihasthaashrama, Vaanaprasthaashrama also.
after the attainment of Jnaana, may be performing Karmas like
Agnihoatra etc., Is It not? Just as the Sannyaasins necessarily get
prompted tnto actions like eating food etc., in the same manner why
should it not be accepted that Grihasthas too get prompted. as a matter
of necessity, into their respective (old, habitual) Karmas?"
Although it amounts to our having given an answer to this question
already, here in this particular context with a view to elUCidating and
hlghligh ting that answer we will repeat it. 1'he regulations like the
adoption of the way of life of a mendicant etc. which are seen to be
practised by a Sannyaasin are akin to, or analogous to, Pratipatti
l{armas (conventional practices or rites) of the type of injunctions like"After performing a Hoama (sacrifiCial fire) one should eat food." As a
result of Pratipattt Karmas the invisible or subtle benefit of Purusha
Samskaara (subtle impressions at the psychic level) accrues. But by
virtue of Bhikshaatana etc. such Samskaaras do not at all occur.
Besides, a Bhikshu's (monk's) apparent acts of Bhikshaatana Karmas
are not Niyama Karmas (actions stipulated by way of injunctions) at all;
neither is there any rule of law whatsoever that one should necessarily
obselVe such Bhikshaatana: they are, In fact, Pravrittts (naturally
prompted actions at the physical level) because of physical wants or
defects like hunger, thirst etc. but they are not subject to or controlled
by rules or regulations of time, space and causation just like those of
Shaaslreeya Pravritti Kalmas (the sCriptural lites, rituals stipulated by
way of injunctions as 'musts'). Therefore, it is not possible or proper
at all to state Bhikshaatana and such other Kannas as examples
analogous to a Grihastha's Pravrittis (behaviour patterns of a
householder), which are prompted by and due to Kaama (desires),
Vaasana (subtle impressions at the psychic level) etc.
43. Ch. Sh. 2-23-1. pp. 151, 152.
44. Sr. Sh. 1-3-1. pp. 52, 53.

45. Sr. Sh. 1-3-1. p. 53.
46. Sr. Sh. 3-5-1. pp. 488, 489.
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216. Some people had in the past argued in the manner - "For
Sannyaasins too Kannas like Adhyayana (study of the scriptural texts),
Devataarchana (worship of deities) and such other Karmas were stipulated by way of Injunctions as written in some Smrttis composed by
Rishls or seers. But in the Smritts it h~ also been stated that in perfonning Karmas like Guroopaasana (contemplation on one's spiritual
preceptor), Adhyayana, Bhojana (consumption of food), Aachamana
(a religious rite of sipping water before or after meals etc. taken in the
palm of the right hand, etc. accessories like the sacred \thread etc. are
invariably necessary. Therefore, the aspirants (i.e. here in this context
Sannyaasins) should per force renounce these accessories like
Yajnoapaveeta (the sacred thread), as also the Kannas which are
perfonned with their aid, Linga (the symbolic badge, mark or some such
adjunct pertaining to the Sannyaasa Aashrama) and then perform
Eshanaatraya (renunciation of desires of the three kinds, viz.
Putreshana, Vitteshana and Loakeshana), but it is not proper to give up
or renounce all Karmas and the relevant Karma Saadhanas (the acces.sories required for their performance)."
But apart from the Paarivraajya. described above with
Eshanaatraya. there is another distinct kind of Paarivraajya,
which is of the form of Sannyaasa Aashrama (the fourth stage of
life) but devoid of Eshanaatraya. For this latter Paarivraajya
there is a fruit like Brahma Loaka Praapti etc. In that particular
Aashrama Sannyaasa it is quite necessary to possess accessories
like Yajnoapaveeta, Niveeta (wearing the sacred thread round the
neck and making it hang down like a garland), Praacheenaaveeta
(the sacred thread being worn over the right shoulder and passed
under the left arm as during a Shraaddha ceremony) and all the
Kannas like Daiva, Maanusha and Pitrya (scriptural rites pertaining to offerings to deities, all human beings and Manes or paternal
ancestors) taken collectively and performed with their aid, as also
the wearing of Sannyaashrama Linga (symbolic marks of
Sannyaasa Aashrama) - all these are necessary adjuncts. But
what is the most relevant and necessary qualification (Anga) for Aatma
Jnaana (Self-Knowledge) is Paramahamsa Paarivraajya (Sarva Karma
Sannyaasa mentioned above) alone; in this type of Paarivracyya all
Eshanas (desires), have per force to be renounced or banished in toto.
For, all Eshanas are matters or phenomena within the realm or purview
of Avidya alone. Hence, Shri Shankara has provided a satisfactory
reason or solution to this problem by saying that - "Acts like wearing
of Yajnoapaveeta and such other symbolic marks of adjuncts
ignifying Sannyaasa (asceticism) is a matter concerning quite a
different kind of Paarivraajya which pertains to Amumukshus
(people not desirous of Beatitude) and which invariably pertains to
egoism or agentship of action born out of ignorance which is,
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in truth, a lack of or absence of Self-Knowledge (Avidwat Kartrutwa). Hence those who are Mumukshus - whosoever they may be must per force adopt this Paramahamsa Paarivraajya exclusively; the
final spiritual teaching of Vedanta (Siddhaanta) is: "Mter the attainment of Jnaana especially, there is nothing whatsoever to be done
or performed by the Jnaani at all".
50. G. Sh. 5-13. p. 251.
51. G. Sh. 5-13. p. 253.

47. Sr. Bh. 3-5-1. pp. 487,488.
48. Ait. Sh. Intr. p. 14.
49. Sr. 3-5-1. p. 489.

217. For one who is a Jnaani there are no empirical or scriptural
- Loukika or Vaidika - transactions or dealings at a1l~ for, all
such transactions are invariably Avidyaa Kaarya (the resultants or
projections of ignorance, delusion alone). Because a Jnaani is Nitya
Trupta (eternally content), he Is Jitendriya (one who has completely
conquered and thereby exercises full control over his senses); he has
acquired a perspective of treating all things, like a lump of clay or a
stone or an ingot of gold, with equal value; in fact, he is full of Adwesha
(absence of hatred), Maitree (friendship or camaraderie) and l{aruna
(compassion. kindness). In him no defects like anxiety, agitated or
perturbed mental state and fear, whatsoever, are to be found. Because
he has surpassed or gone beyond the realm of Gunatraya (the three
psychic qualities of Sattwa, Rajas and Tamas), the effects of these three
Gunas cannot ever affect or taint him. In truth, his psyche is fully
established or rooted in Paramaatma Swaroopa (the essence of the
Supreme Self. vinculum substantiale). In the Geeta, Jnaani alone is
being described by names like Sthitaprajna, Yukta, Bhakta,
Trigunaateeta, and thereby the essential hallmarks of a Jnaani are
taught. Those very special characteristics (Laxanas) become the
ideal spiritual practices or Saadhanas to be adopted and the ends to
be achieved for those who are yet Mumukshus (aspirants for
Beatitude).
55. G. Bh. 2-55. pp. 101, 102.
56. G. Bh. 12-20. p. 493.
57. G. Bh. 14-26. p. 588.

52. G. Bh. 2-69. p. 116.
53. G. Bh. 6-8. pp. 283. 284.
54. G. Bh. 12-13. p. 486.

218. 1bere are a few people who raise a doubt of the type - "If a
Jnaani is always ']{rita ]{ritya' then because thereafter there does not
remain anything whatsoever to be done by him, his body should
inlmediately fall ofT: then, In that event the Guru Sampradaaya
(the legacy or traditional system of Guru-Shishya dissemination or propagation of spiritual teaching) itself will vanish. Hence, we should
accept that for the sake of salvaging or preserving that legacy the
Jnaani too has something left to be done, is it not? Besides, because it is
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mentioned in the Shrutis and the Smritis that people in the
Grihasthaasrama taught the Ultimate Reality to their pupils, it
anlounts to saying that for Jnaanis too there remains some l{arma to be
perfonned. Apart froln this, because it is also stated in the Shrutis,
Smritis and Puraanas (mythology) that some Jnaanis got rebirth, one is
constrained to say that by mere Jnaana alone Parama Purushaartha
(the Supreme goal of human life) cannot possibly be attained, is it not?"
But there is no basis whatsoever to support or substantiate this
doubt or argument. For, whether it is the existence of the physical
body or whether it is the falling off of the body, either of them is to
be reckoned from the Mithyaa Jnaana Drishti (the viewpoint of
misconception alone). Although in the case of a Jnaani this
Mithyaa Jnaana is sublated or falsified, just like the
Dwichandraadi Jnaana, there is a possibility of that Mithyaa
Jnaana to follow on or to continue (Anuvrittaj. This fact we have
already explained in section 212. Therefore, it is quite possible and
reasonable to say that by virtue of Baadhitaanuvritti (the law of
inertia operating for some time even after a misconception is
falsified or sublated) the mundane or empirical transaction of
teaching between the teacher and the taught may continue. The
Shruli stateInents to the effect that - "Because a Jnaani has got rid of
(falSified) the viewpoint (perspective) of treating Kriya, Kaaraka, PhaZa
as real, the Glihasthaashramis too were Gurus" - cannot at all
invalidate or cancel out the Nyaaya (aphorism) that - ""fhere is no
SamuchJIQya (blending) of Jnaana and l{arma." In fact, because there
are Shrutis also to the effect - "Without desiring the benefits of l{arma,
Jnaanis practised 'Eshanaalraya'" we should discern that
- UJnaana does not desiderate the aid of Karma at all."
In the case of Jnaana, of the form or nature of Upaasana because
it is, in the ultimate analysis, Kriya (action) alone. it may need the
help of Kanna indeed. Even when Jnaanis were Grihasthaas,
because their Kannas were, in reality, Akanna (inaction) from the
viewpoint of Paramaartha (the viewpoint of the Ultimate Reality of
the Self), Kanna cannot exist along with Jnaana. 1'his truth we have
mentioned in section 214. If it is questioned as to - 'What about the
Shruti statement that there is Punaraavrilti for Jnaanis also?" - the
answer is that all such people are Aadhikaarika Purushas (superior personalities). These individuals, having been authorised or appOinted by
the Almighty, so to speak, with the powers of Vedapravartana (promoting or propagating the Vedic teachings) are posted in their respective
poSitions till their Praarabdha Karmas are exhausted: they acquire
nlany bodies with facUity invariably endowed with the memory (SmtiH)
that - 'lhat alone I am." None of them is affected by the rule of law of
- 'One Karma ends and another Karma begins yielding its fruit." In
their case, only one l{arma yields many bodies. Those bodies as also
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their respective Karmas - both having been falsified by Jnaana, those
individuals have attained a steadfast conviction that all such
phenomena are unreal only. Therefore, there is no scope whatsoever for
the doubt of the type - "Even after the attainment of Jnaana, one
cannot become Krita Kritya. "
61. Suo Bh. 3-4-9. p. 765.
62. Suo Bh. 3-3-32. p. 703.
63. Ch. Bh. 6-14-2. p. 491.

58. Ch. Bh. 8-12-1. p. 647.
59. Mu. Bh. Intr. 4. pp. 80, 81.
60. Suo Bh. 3-4-9. p. 765.

XXVIII. CONCLUSIONS
In our country as well as in foreign countries several philosophical
texts have been published. In the pre-Shankara period too in the olden
Urnes many Aachaaryas (spiritual preceptors), who were erudite
scholars, intellectuals, philosophers and thinkers, had presented before
the common run of people many systems of philosophy. Among those
systems some have already disappeared: some of the rest have become
exhibits merely to satisfy the curiosity of people, just. like the exhibits of
ancient manuscripts, remnants or skeletons of animals or birds
displayed in a museum.
Bu t the Siddhaanta (spiritual, philosophical teachings, particularly
with regard to the essential nature of the Ultimate, Absolute Reality of
Brahman or Atman) which Shri Shankara had presented before the
aspirants have remained extant even to this day without any change or
nlutation, despite the fact that he expounded them nearly a thousand
years ago on the basis or strength of the Prasthaana Traya. His
teachings (UpadeshaJ are relevant at all Urnes and in all countries and
climes. 1'he reason for this is: The subject-matter of Vedanta. which
this great spiritual colossus expounds. is Parabrahman which is
beyond the purview of time and space and which is the very
essence of the entire universe itself. That Brahman is the Atman
(to wit. the innermost core of Being) of all human beings of all times
and all nations or races, as well as of all creatures other than human
beings. Teaching this Paramaartha Tattwa in a clear-cut manner
on the strength of Saarvatrika Anubhava (universal Intuitive
experience) - which is never affected or vitiated by differences in
either time or space - is one unique. uncommon or extra-ordinary
feature of Shri Shankaraachaarya's methodology of teaching or
propounding the Universal Spirit.
Although the Upanishads, Bhagauadgeeta and Brahma Sootras are
spiritual texts which have been composed and expounded in India,
because of the reason that the Paramaartha Tattwa which they teach is
beyond the purview of time and space for the purpose of knowing or
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cognizing that Reality. one need not be under the obligation of any
Shaastra or spiritual (philosophical) text whatsoever. Although this
Reality Is to be known or Intuited by virtue of Aagama (the traditional
methodology of teaching or imparting spiritual instruction) alone which is a specialised system of spiritual education adopted by a
genuine. true preceptor -no spiritual teacher. whosoever he may be
and worth his salt. can possibly monopolize or preserve this Reality as
his own special and secret prerogative at all. Although Vedanttc
(SpirituaU Science eulogises the benefits of Chitta Shuddhl which
accrues to one who practises the spiritual disciplines stipulated for the
four Vamas (castes) and the four Aashramas (the four stages of life of
an indiVidual), there is no coercion. compulsion or constraint
whatsoever of the type - "Only if one has anyone special, extraordinary adjunct like a particular Varna. a particular Jaatt, a particular
Aashrama. a particular Kaala, a particular Varna (pigment of the skin),
a particular linga (sex), a particular age, a particular class of economy
etc. - he alone can attain this Intuitive experience of the Brahmaatma
Tattwa."

In this traditional methodology of spiritual instruction (Siddhaanta)
the other-worldly fruits of deeds, viz. Janmaantara, Lnakaantara Phala,
etc., have not been rejected at all. But because the Jnaana that this
Vedantic Science teaches or expounds as also the fruit or benefit that
accrues from It can be attained in this very life span, this spiritual
teaching cannot and will not detract or dislodge the belief, faith one n:Iay
have in any religion, whatever It may be. In fact, the auspicious
message about Sadyoamukti (Beatitude, Immortality here and now in
this very life span), which assures in the manner - "At the very instant
of Jnaana Itself the Bondage of Kanna, Kaama will be removed,
sublated: a mortal becomes Immortal" - is an exclusive hallmark of
this sacred Science of Vedanta. the Science par excellence.
1be spiritual instruction about Jeeuanmukti which says: "Man gets
Liberated from all calamities, miseries of transmigratory life (Samsaara)
by means of the Vedantic Self-Knowledge while he is alive here and now
itself' - provides a supremely excellent optimism to the present-day
human SOCiety at large which is suffering from acute agony, distress
from various elemental calamities and other ecological, economic
calamities of life. Because a Jeeuanmu1cta has acquired a superlative,
steadfast conviction of the type - UEveryone's Atman (Seln is my own
Self' - he has an equal love towards all human beings, nay all
creatures, alike. A person who has attained such a state has been called
in the scriptural texts by names like Slhitaprajna. Yukta, Trigunaateeta,
Para-Bhakta, Atiuamaashrami, Braahmana etc. Ifwe realize or discern
the special qualities of a Jeevanmukta as described in the
scriptural texts. we may well affirm boldly that - "Not only in
proportion to the increasing number of such people all problems of
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our present-day life style or way of life will be solved, redressed, but
also to that extent peace and happiness all around are assured to
our human society all over the world."
It is possible for all those, who have acquired human excellences,
virtues like Sadaachaara (good code of conduct and right living),
Shama, Dama, Uparatt, Titeeksha etc. as also a steadfast, burning
desire for Self-Knowledge like that of a Mumukshu, to gain invariably
this profound Knowledge of this Vedanta Siddhaanta (the Spiritual
Scien~e of Vedanta). Therefore, the pressing need of the Urnes of having
more and more of such spiritual preceptors or instructors who are
adepts in propagating the genuine message of Vedantic &ience as also
who are Brahma Nishthas (those who are rooted, established in the
In tuitive experience of the Ultimate Reality) and who can adopt a style
of language and methodology to suit the present times of scientific
progress is very great at the present juncture. Let us all pray that
Shreemat Naaraayana, who is everyone's Self (SarlJaatman) and who is
a veritable storehouse of compassion, may provide us with such holy
nlen and grant His Grace to all of us.

Om TafSat
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BOOKS BY THE SAME AUTHOR ALREADY PUBLISHED
1. The Scientific Approach Of Advaita Vedanta

A succinct description of the unique nlethodology that is utilized in and
througl1 the Upanishaclic lore to expound the UItinlate. Absolute Reality
of Drahnlall or Atnlan, as explained by Shri Shankara in his extant.
original Bhashyas on the Prasthaana n·ayi. viz. the ten principal
[J]Jnl1ishnds. Bhagavadgeeta and the Vedanta Sootras (Brahma Sootras).
It \\'ill not be eupheIuistic Ifit is stated that \vithout the knowledge of the
six runc1arnentals nlentioned in this booklet a true seeker of the Realily
of the Self or st udent of Aclvaila Vedanta \vill invariably get confused and
confounded by the apparently contradictolY statenlents of the
lJpnl1ishacis. The author has used 14 diagrams to drive hOflle the subtle
tea('hin~s of pristine pure Advaita Vedanta of Adi Shankara in keeping
\vit h the Illodenl trend of audio-visual nlethods of presentation
of a topic.
Pages - 98

Price - Rs. 10

2. The Principal Teachings Of Bhagavadgeeta

It contains hvo parts. one comprising - '1""he Purport of Bhagavaclgeeta"
- and the other being - "'The Quintessence of Bhagavac1geeta". 'I'he
nrst part elucidates the subtle teachings of Gceta, includinp: the Dhanna
DVClUa or the t\VO paths of Pravlilli or Abhuuc1ayCL and NivliHi or
Nishre!)Cls, as also the Ulliluate Reality of Vasudeva PClrClbrClhnla TaHwa.
l~he second part contains the gist of the 18 Chapters, progressively
ba:-:;ed on the verses of the GeeLa.
Price - Rs. 6

Pages - 102

3. The Magic Jewel Of Intuition

Th is nlClgnllnl opus explains in detail t11e subtle and secret teachings
illlp1icit in the Alaondu/qjCl Upanishad, using the AVQsti1aQ Tra!)a
PrakriYQ or the profound nlethodology inlplicit in the eXalllination of the
three states of consciollsness. viz. waking, dreanl and deep sleep. This
Dlethodology is a sure clincher for the genuine seeker of Self-Knowledge
and \\rill be of immense hel p in Intuiting Atnlan or the Self as the very
essence oj his Pure. AbsoluLe Being-Consciousness-Bliss. i.e. Sat-ChitAananda Swaroopa. Many doubts and objections \vhich are raised in
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spiritual circles and by scholars and academicians are answered quite
clearly so that they get dissolved. so to speak. At the end of the book. an
Appendix on "Science and Spiritual.ity" - which is a comparative study
of the two formidable "sciences" - running into 83 pages is given.
Pages - 476 + 83

Price - Rs. 50

4. The Relevance Of Vedanta In This Modem Age Of Civilization

A perspective study of the modem civilization with its consequent
changes in life styles. beliefs and goals as against the Vedantic teachings
recommending a simple. contented spiritual way of life and its relevance
today for the wise. discriminative people. 1'his booklet brings into focus
the burning topic of the day. viz. "Can Vedanta provide a solution. nay a
panacea. for all the miseries and ills of the present times?" - and it
provides satisfactory solutions to the ardent seekers. This booklet is the
first of a series of eight booklets being published under the head "Satchidaananda Vaak-Jyoti Series" - which covers the whole gamut of
Vedantic teachings from scratch to its consummation in a thematic
sequence.
Price - Rs. 8

Pages - 66
5. A Broad Outline Of Vedanta

This is the second of the series - "Satchiclaananda Vaak-Jyoti Series".
It explalns in a simple style the technical t.erms of Aduaita Vedanta
treated in a thenlatic sequence to provide an outline of the Vedantic
teachings leading to Brahnlan Viclya or Self-Knowledge. 1be printing of
this booklet is done neatly in Ule Inodern style of printing using the
process of "Desk Top Publishing".
Pages - 22

Price - Rs. 5

6. The Reality Beyond All Empirical Dealings

1"his book is the third in the series entitled - "Satchidaananda
Vaa1c-Jyoti Series". It explains as to how all our empirical and even
religious rituals. including the study of the scriptures. i.e. all mundane
dealings in general. start on the first premise of the mutual superimposition of Atnlan or the Self and Anaatman or the not-self - which in
Vedantic parlance is called Aclhyaasa. It drives home the Vedantic
teaching that one who cognizes or Intuits the Ultinlate Reality of the
non-dual Alman. who Is of the very essence of Pure Being-ConscIousness- Bliss. comes to realize that our Self Itself is beyond all enlpirical,
mundane dealings and enables us to get rid of Adhyaasa (Auidya).
Pages - 44

Price - Rs. 8
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7. Deliberation On The Ultimate Reality Culminating In
Intuitive Experience

Fourth booklet of the Series - "Satchidaananda Vaak-Jyoti Series", it
contains six chapters delineating the unique methodology of Vedanta as
handed down, generation after generation, in its own inimitable, nay
unlivalled, manner using an extraordinary logic In consonance with
Intuitive experience so as to culminate in one's own cognition and
steadfast conviction.
Pages - 82

Price - Rs. 12

8. Brahmavidya Or Knowledge Of The Ultimate Reality

111is booklet - the fifth of the serIes called "Satchldaananda Vaak-Jyoti
Series" - unravels the secrets of both the Siddhaanta, i.e. spiritual
science, and the Saadhana, i.e. spiritual disciplines or practices,
pertaining to Self-Knowledge. The former scientific part delineates the
unique methodology of IntUiting the Ultimate Reality of Brahman or
Atman, while the latter practical aspect deals with the necessary
disciplines and mental conditions, rather purifications, which a true
seeker should possess in order to be able Intuit the Reality of Vedanta
ultilising its subtle methodology.
Price - Rs. 10

Pages - 50
9. The Quintessence of Pristine Pure Vedanta

1be QUintessence of Pristine Pure Vedanta: This is the sL~th number of
the USatchidaananda Vaak-Jyoti Series" - and as the name of the book
Itself suggests this contains the quintessence of pristine pure Vedantic
teachings culled out of the original Bhaashyas of Adi Shankara, devoid
of all extraneous and alien accretions and interpolations which are likely
to confuse a true seeker. Bya meticulous study of this booklet it is hoped
that a perSistent hunger to pursue this 'Aadhyaatmika Vidya' as also
to know more about it from bigger and more comprehensive texts will
be generated.
Price - Rs. 8

Pages -40
10. The Philosophical Science of Vedanta

1'he Philosophical Science of Vedanta: Being the seventh number of the
··Satchidaananda Vaak-Jyoti Series", this booklet gives a foretaste of
Adi Shankara's famous 'Brahma Sootra Bhaashyas', which are highly
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dialectical in their approach in teaching the Ultimate Reality of Brahman
or Atman of Vedanta. Two brief appendices are also adduced to compare
and contrast the interpretations of 'Brahma Sootras' by the other
schools of philosophy. viz. Vishisthaadvaita of Ramanujaachaarya and
Dvaita of Madhvaachaarya.
Price - Rs. 8

Pages -44
11. Vedanta: The Only Consummate Spiritual Science

Vedanta: 'rhe Only Consummate Spiritual Science: This Is the eighth
and last of "Satchidaananda Vaak-Jyoti Series" and projects a profound
and cOIl1prehensive perspective to enable a genuine student of this
spiritual science to weigh its teachings and truths against all the other
physical and psychic sciences as also other incomplete schools of
philosophies, both Western and Indian. 1"aking a holistic viewpoint of
Intuitive experience (Pure Consciousness of Atnlan) one can judge for
himself that Vedanta is truly the ultimate and final in all epistemological
and lnetaphysical pursuits.
Price Rs. 12
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It is a well-known fact in spiritual circles that one cannot by himself
comprehend the genuine Vedantic teachings by a study of 'Prasthaana
Traya Bhaashyas' of Adi Shankara without the help and guidance
of a preceptor well-versed in the traditional methodology of utilizing
the 'Adhyaaroapa Apavaada Nyaaya' which is implicit in and through
those Bhaashyas. Even the avowed followers of Adi S.hankara,
scholars, academicians and anchorites have miserably failed to bring
about a convincing reconciliation among all the teachings or doctrines
of the triad of the original Bhaashyas as well as between the spi-rituai
teachings pertaining to 'Dharma Jijnaasa' and 'Brahma Jijnaasa '.
Consequently, their int~rpretations and commentaries - verbal or
written -bristle with contradictions and inconsistencies. Besides, the
traditional or Saampradaayic methodology handed down from the
teacher to the taught and subtle pedagogics utilized by that world
teacher (Adi Shankara), who even to this day shines like a brilliant
sun on the Vedantic firmament, have been· virtually lost sight of or,
denied to the true seekers of the Ultimate Reality of Brahman or Atman .
The modern educated intellectuals with their professed 'scientific
temperament' take every opportunity and use every forum to decry
and denigrate the time-honoured and time-tested Vedantic philosophy
and question its very relevance in this Nuclear Age of scientific
progress. Suffice it to say that 'Reality' has per force to be universal
and invariable in all climes, ti[J1es and ages. This hard fact cannot
be denied by any empirical sc'ientist worth his salt. If the Vedantlc
•Absolute Reality' of Atman is beyond all empirical transactions and
phenomena and, at the same time, if the 'Science of Vedanta' brings
home this Ultimate Reality as one's own essential Being of Atman
using an immaculate and infallible methodology of teaching, then
it becomes evident to any ardent seeker of this all-comprehensive
and all-pervasive Reality that this 'Aatma Vidya' is in truth the 'summum
bonum' of all human endeavour and prosperity. It deserves to be
given the pride of place in all educational institutions and academies.
This book comes in handy as an excellent reference book and
a constant guide for the genuine student of Vedanta as also to a
seeker and will invariably create a spiritual hunger to know more
details and secrets hidden in the vast Upanishadic lore. In that event.
the students and seekers alike can take recourse to many such gems
of Vedantic literature published by Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya,
Thyagarajanagar, Bangalore 560 028.

